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THESIS ABSTRACT
The aim  of the thesis is to investigate the rhetorical dimensions of 
selected M arkan controversy dialogues (2.15-17, 18-22, 23-28;
3.22-30; 7.1-23; 11.27-33) in  light of their redaction, form, and 
transm ission histories. Specifically, I shall evaluate scholarly claims 
th a t these dialogues are examples of the Hellenistic literary  form  
called the chreia. Consequently, the thesis is a form al analysis, 
though certain  historical conclusions will emerge. I shall structure 
the thesis in three m ain sections and twelve chapters. The first 
section will present an overview of the history of the investigation 
of the controversy dialogues from  Dibelius to the present day and  
will conclude tha t the specific type of rhetorical criticism which I 
shall evaluate and traditional historical criticism can be m utually 
beneficial when used together. The second section will describe 
rhetoric as understood in antiquity and outline the definitions, 
classifications, and elaborations of the chreia given in the ancient 
handbooks known as the Progyiimasmata. The final section will 
bring together the insights of historical criticism and rhetorical 
analysis in the study of the six Markan pericopes. The most 
im portant conclusion which I propose is that the prim itive form  of 
these dialogues was m odelled after the chreia form. This suggests 
tha t they em erged not from  some anonymous collectivity bu t were 
consciously form ed by individuals with some education and  
knowledge of a pagan literary form. They were conceived in a 
un itary  fashion. 1 further argue that the rhetorical situation from  
which the dialogues em erged was the synagogue where the 
followers of Jesus were arguing for a less strict religious observance 
and  were being opposed by a  more rigorist, Pharisaic party. During 
the process of transm ission the form  decayed as m ore m aterial was 
added, and  there is no evidence tha t either the tradition or Mark 
him self knew the form  or m oulded the m aterials in im itation of the 
form. Although these pericopes do show an intensification of 
polemic, they do not reveal any laws of transmission, at least from  
the rhetorical point of view. Finally, the arguments used in the 
original dialogues are based on hum an wisdom and common values, 
and do no t refer to the Jewish law or the traditions. Jesus is 
depicted as a teacher of wisdom who, like a Greek philosopher- 
teacher, calls pupils to himself.
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PREFACE
In general, I have consulted the prim ary and  secondary litera tu re  
in  their original language. All the quotations from  prim ary  sources I 
have given in  the original language with an accompanying 
translation. The translations are generally those of the translators 
noted, though now and  again I have suggested a correction or 
em endation. Regarding the secondary literature, I have cited 
occasionally the English translation of some im portant works. In a 
few cases, I have used the English translation when the original was 
n o t readily  available. The text of the New Testam ent I have used is 
the United Bible Societies' The Greek New Testament, 3 rd  edition, 
and  Kurt Aland's Synopsis o f  the Four Gospels. For the Old 
Testam ent, I have used the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia  and 
Rahlfs' edition of the Septuagint.
. . - ■ 1
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this general introduction is to state the aim of the 
thesis, its originality, its nature and  limitations, and  the general 
m ethod which will be followed.
In this study, I in tend to investigate the rhetorical dim ensions of 
selected M arkan controversy dialogues (2.15-17, 18-22, 23-28;
3.22-30; 7.1-23; 11.27-33) in light of their redaction, form, and  
transm ission histories. Over the past decade and m ore, a clear trend  
away from  the traditional historical approach has em erged, with the 
result tha t synchronic readings of the Gospel have become m uch 
m ore in vogue. These new ways of reading the text vary  one from  
the o ther bu t share, for the most part, the same em phasis upon the 
textually-integrative features of the text, ra th e r th an  the textually 
disintegrative ones which are associated, it is often claimed, with 
the historical-critical method. Often, too, these new approaches 
show m ore in terest in the m acro-structure of the Gospel and  how  it 
is read  by contem porary audiences.! Consequently, the historical 
dim ensions of the text are hard ly  investigated, if a t all.^
1 See, W. R. Telford, "The Pre-Markaii Tradition in Recent Research (1980- 
1990)," in The Four Gospels 1992. Festschrift Frans Neirynck, ed. F. van 
Segbroeck et. ah, BETL C (Leuven: University Press), 694, 710. Stephen D. 
Moore, however, points out that the narrative coherence of synoptic texts is 
often only established through the assignation of some over-riding purpose 
to the fragmented texts. Literary Criticism of the Gospels. The Theoretical 
Challenge (New Llaven and London: Yale University Press), 34.
2 There have been attempts, however, to offer literary readings of the Gospel 
which take seriously its historical context. See, for instance, Mary Ann 
Tolbert, Sowing the Gospel. Mark's World in Literary-Historical Perspective 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989).
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The type of rhetorical criticism which I shall evaluate in this study 
attem pts to build a bridge between literary and historical 
approaches.^ On the one hand, its practitioners claim that m any of 
the pericopes in the Gospel of Mark are very coherent in  their 
p resen t form, and may be classified as examples of the Hellenistic 
literary  form  called the chreia. On the other hand, they accept tha t 
these pericopes did undergo a  process of growth in  the oral period 
before the form ation of the Gospel. Consequently, the pericopes 
chart a history of social form ation in  early Christianity which m ay 
be identified from  careful study. Like historical criticism, this type 
of approach is interested in analysing small units in the Gospel in  
o rd er to create a  window into the community to whom the various 
stories were directed. Like literary criticism, it accepts th a t the 
p resen t form  of the stories are carefuly structured entities, 
characterized by coherence and closure. Differently from  both, 
however, rhetorical criticism focuses upon the argum entative 
strategies p u t to use in  the text, the identification of which assists 
the reader in understanding both the historical and  literary 
dim ensions of the text.
I shall argue tha t this type of rhetorical criticism has m ade a 
valuable contribution to synoptic studies in its in terest in analysing 
the persuasive elements of the text and in its identification of the 
various codes and conventions used in those argum entative 
strategies. I shall m aintain, however, tha t it claims too m uch w hen 
it argues tha t the various pericopes are characterized by rhetorical 
coherence insofar as they are examples of various types of 
Hellenistic chreiai. I aim to achieve this by bringing together the 
insights of rhetorical criticism with those of redaction, form, and 
transm ission analysis. This is the originality of the thesis. Despite 
the criticisms m ade and the reservations lodged against historical 
criticism, there is, 1 shall argue, some scholarly consensus 
concerning the natu re  of the Gospel materials before the w ritten 
stage and  about their process of transmission. It is legitimate, 
therefore, to attem pt to chart the growth of a  pericope from  its
3 By "literary approach" I mean all those readings which investigate the 
synchronic level of the text, such as reader-response, structuralist, narrative, 
or composition criticism, and so on.
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m ost prim itive stage. Since there is also a reasonable consensus that 
Mark was the first to write a Gospel and tha t m uch of the m aterial 
was passed to him  orally, it is also legitimate to attem pt to identify 
his h an d  in  the present text.
The natu re  of the thesis is both  formal and historical. I shall 
evaluate the extent to which the Markan pericopes both  in  their 
p resen t w ritten form  and  during the oral stage m ay be form ally 
classified as examples of types of chreia. Certain historical 
conclusions will be suggested as a result of this analysis, m ost 
especially with regard  to the creators and audience of the earliest 
form  of the various pericopes. The thesis has certain  limitations. 
Rudolf Bultmann was the first form  critic to introduce the question 
of the authenticity of the various sayings in the Gospel and  so to 
pursue the form  critical agenda into the life of the historical Jesus. 
Aware tha t investigating the historicity of the sayings no t only 
would lead me away from  the m ain aim of the thesis b u t also 
expand vastly the study, I have limited my investigation to 
identifying the earliest form  of the pericopes as used by the 
prim itive Christian community. Furtherm ore, I shall no t investigate 
rabbinic parallels, as Bultmann did, since my m ain aim  is to 
evaluate w hether the pericopes were form ed after a  specific 
Hellenistic model. I shall suggest in the conclusion, however, th a t an 
analysis similar to m y own could be applied to the rabbinic 
parallels in  order to discover w hether their original forms were 
similar to the chreia form.
The dissertation has three m ain sections and twelve chapters. The 
first section will present an overview of the investigation of the 
controversy dialogues from Dibelius to the presen t day. It is from  
this overview th a t I shall conclude that their insights which are still 
commonly accepted are that m uch of the Markan m aterial 
originated a t the oral stage, that it circulated in  small units, and  that 
over time m ore m aterial was added to those small units as they 
were used by different people at different times and  in  different 
contexts.
17
The second section will offer a  brief explanation of rhetoric as 
understood in the ancient world, and  an outline of the definitions, 
classifications, and elaborations of the chreia form. It will furn ish  
the m aterials necessary for the subsequent rhetorical analyses. I 
shall argue in this section tha t the simple chreia form  was known 
and  used during the period of the form ation of the Gospel materials, 
b u t tha t the extent to which its elaborated forms were known is 
less certain. I shall m aintain, however, tha t it is licit to use the 
outline of the elaborated form  as a heuristic device in o rder to 
discover w hether Mark or the tradition before him  avaüed 
themselves of tha t form.
Analysis of six M arkan controversy stories follows in  the th ird  
section. With the exception of 3.22-30, these stories belong to 
Bultmann’s category of controversy dialogues occasioned by the 
conduct of Jesus or his disciples. I chose these pericopes since they 
contain an objection or question followed by a response and so, a t 
least a t first glance, could resemble the Hellenistic chreia. Moreover, 
since some have already been subjected to rhetorical analysis, there 
is an  opportunity  to en ter into scholarly discussion regarding the 
extent to which they may be considered chreiai.
I shall analyse the pericopes in the following way. Firstly, w here 
necessary, I shall establish the limits of the unit as it came to Mark. 
This is necessary since for successful chreia analysis the beginning 
and  end of the un it has to be clearly dem arcated. I shall then  
examine the redaction, form, and transmission histories of each as 
necessary steps before the rhetorical analysis, no t only of their 
p resen t form  bu t also of the various stages of the ir transm ission 
histories. At times, it will be inevitable to anticipate some of the 
results of the rhetorical analysis, since I aim to allow the two 
approaches to illuminate each other. By beginning with redaction 
analysis, I am  not claiming some methodological point. Simply, in 
these pericopes I have found it m ore productive to do the form al 
analysis after I have identified the redaction.
Differently from  Bultmann, I shall no t suggest a possible Sitz im  
Leben during the form al analysis. The reason for this is th a t such a
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consideration m ust wait until the rhetorical analysis has been 
com pleted. Since I shall evaluate the various argum entative 
strategies used in the pericopes, 1 shall use the term  "rhetorical 
situation" to describe the socio-rhetorical situation from  which the 
pericopes emerged. This is a  common term  in rhetorical analysis 
and  m ay be considered roughly equivalent to Sitz im  Leben except 
th a t the argum entative strategies used in the dialogues receive 
m ore weight.
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SECTION I
HISTORY OF THE INVESTIGATION OF THE APOPHTHEGMS! 
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this section is to outline the scholarly investigation of the 
apophthegm s. Its objectives are to introduce the various problem s 
associated with the analysis of the apophthegms, to outline the 
various ways these have been  tackled, to register the move away 
from  strictly form  critical analysis to analyses of a  m ore literary  
a n d /o r  rhetorical nature, and  to situate the presen t study within 
the history of the discussion. The task will be executed in th ree 
parts, roughly corresponding to the chronological succession of the 
various studies: those of the early form  critics, the investigations of 
m ore recent form  critics, and finally the studies of literary  and 
rhetorical critics. At the end of each of the parts, a  critique and  
evaluation of the studies presented will be offered. In the 
conclusion, it will be argued that h terary  and especially rhetorical 
approaches to the text have a num ber of insights to offer, bu t tha t 
these approaches m ust be integrated with the m ore traditional 
historical approach if both the synchronic and diachronic aspects of 
the text are to be respected.
! The term "pronouncement story," first coined by Vincent Taylor to describe 
these pericopes, has re-appeared recently among some authors as the 
preferred description. The differences in terminology reveal different ways 
of understanding the Markan material, as will become evident in what 
follows. I choose to use Bultmann's terminology, not because of his claim that 
it is "moglichst neutral[en]," but because it has become the classical 
description, and already creates the link between the New Testament and 
Greek worlds. The citation is from Die Geschichte der synoptischen Tradition, 
6 Auflage (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1964), 8. The English 
translation of the fifth edition is: John Marsh, trans.. The History o f the 
Synoptic Tradition, rev. ed. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell: 1963), and will be used if 
appropriate. The eighth edition of the German version was published in 1970.
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CHAPTER ONE. THE EARLY FORM CRITICS
Introduction
This chapter will describe and evaluate the studies of M artin 
Dibelius, Rudolf Bultmann, Martin Albertz, and  Vincent Taylor. 
Special attention wiU be paid to the first two authors, no t only 
because they set the agenda for New Testam ent form  critical 
studies, bu t also because the la tter authors cannot be considered 
form  critics in  the strict sense. It wiU be argued th a t the lasting 
legacy of form  criticism is threefold: tha t an oral tradition  preceded 
the w ritten Gospels; tha t m uch of that tradition circulated as small 
units; and  th a t there was a process of growth as various traditions 
were attached to each other.
1. M artin Dibelius^
Dibelius’ opening rem ark that "the history of a  literature is the 
history  of its various forms" 3 registers his general aim, nam ely, to 
describe the origins and history of the Gospel forms, their final 
organisation and  the motives and laws which governed this process. 
Two presuppositions underpin  this general aim. Firstly, the Gospels 
were Kleirditeratur, to be distinguished from literature p roper and 
the classics. Defined in this way, the Gospel forms were 
characterised by anonymity, collectivity and a non-literary 
colouring. The second presupposition is that the evangelists were 
collectors o r editors ra th er than  authors proper, and  tha t their role 
was lim ited to "the choice, the limitation, and the final shaping of 
the m aterial. "4 For Dibelius form criticism begins no t with the work
2 Zur Formgeschichte der Evangelien, 2 Auflage (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr 
[Paul Siebeck], 1933). The English translation is of this second German 
edition, done in collaboration with the author: B. L. Woolf, trans., From 
Tradition to Gospel (Cambridge: James Clark, 1971). The sixth edition was 
published in 1972.
3 "[A]lie Literaturgeschichte Formgeschichte ist." Formgeschichte, 1.
4 "[E]r erstreckt sich auf Auswahl, Rahmung und letzte Gestaltung, nicht auf 
die ursprüngliche Formung des Stoffes." Formgeschichte, 3. In these 
presuppositions, Dibelius takes a position similar to that which would be 
assumed by K. L. Schmidt, "Die S te Hung der Evangelien in der allgemeinen 
Literaturgeschichte," in ETKAFIITEPIOM. Studien zur Religion und Literatur des
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of tfie Evangelists, since the Gospel had  "already reached a certain 
com pletion of development" by tha t time,^ bu t with the attem pt to 
understand  the origin of the smaller forms.
Dibelius uses a constructive methodology: tha t is, he proceeds, in  his 
attem pt to trace the process of developm ent of the tradition, from  
the presum ed needs, activities, and  conditions of the prim itive 
Church, ra th er than  from  the text. Since it was precisely these 
activities and  conditions which created the various form s presen t 
w ithin the Gospel, form  criticism is understood by him  as a 
sociological ra ther than  aesthetic enterprise. Consequently, 
knowledge of the forms opens up knowledge of the Sitz im  Leben, 
the typical "historical and social stratum  in which precisely these 
literary  forms were developed."^
For Dibelius, it was the missionary purpose of the Church, no t only 
in winning converts, bu t also in building up the faithful and  in 
instructing catechumens, which supplied the motive for the spread 
of the Jesus story. Preaching was the means for this and, m ore 
im portantly, the form-giving principle from  which the o ther 
synoptic forms (the paradigms, the tales, the legends, the passion 
story, the parenesis) ultim ately derived. He m aintains th a t the 
serm on had  three basic com ponents which are retrievable from  
certain  speeches in the Acts of the Apostles: kerygm a or message, 
scriptural proof, exhortation to repentance.^ When this is taken with 
the tradition recorded by Paul in 1 Cor. 15.3-5, DibeHus concludes 
th a t he has isolated the primitive Christian preaching.8
Alten und Neuen Testament. Fs. H. Gunkel, hrsg. H. Schmidt (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1923).
3 "Die Formgeschichte des Evangeliums, d.h. dieses Stoffes ... erreicht in der 
Formwerdung der Evangelien-Bücher bereits einen gewissen Abschluh." 
Formgeschichte, 3.
 ^ "Die Gattung aber erlaubt wiederum einen Schluh auf den sogenannten 
"Sitz im Leben", d.h. auf die geschichtlich-soziale Lage, in der gerade 
derartige literarische Formen ausgebildet werden." Formgeschichte, 7.
7 Kerygma: Acts 2.22ff., 3.13ff., 10.37ff.,13.23ff; Scriptural proof: 2.25ff; 3.22ff; 
10.43a; 13.32ff; Exhortation: 2.38f., 3.17ff., 10.42.43b; 13.38ff, Formgeschichte, 
15 n, 2.
3 "Gerade dieser Befund bietet nun aber eine sc hone Bestatigung fiir die 
Annahme, daft diese kerygmatischen Texte uns Fühlung mit der 
urchristlichen Predigt vermitteln; demi was wir von ihnen abiesen, das 
mus s en wir fur die alteste Verkündigung sowieso voraussetzen:
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This tradition received its form  no t in  the Aramaic-speaking circle 
which gave rise to the Christian movement, nor in the Hellenistic 
churches, bu t ra th e r in the pre-Pauline Hellenistic churches closely 
associated with Judaism. The in terest in the Passion gave b irth  to 
the longer story of the death of Jesus because "only the organic 
connection of the events satisfied the need of explanation, and  only 
the binding together of the individual happenings could settle the 
question of responsibility.
AH the o ther stories and sayings in the Gospel served the aims of 
this primitive Christian preaching, the sermon, and  could be 
considered incidental. In o ther words, they did no t add  anything of 
essential significance to the central message of salvation. Of these, 
the paradigm s were the m ost im portant since they  functioned to 
illustrate and  exemplify w hat had  been w rought by the death  and  
resurrection of Jesu s.lo Formally, they are stories ra th e r than  
disputes since their m ain aim is in what Jesus said or did, ra th e r 
than  argum ent and  counter-argum ent in which the objector would 
have real significance,!!
DibeUus identifies sixteen paradigm s in Mark which he divides into 
two classes: the pure type and the less pure type. To the first class 
belong 2.1.ff., 18ff., 23ff.; 3.1ft., 20ff.; 10.13ff.; 12.13ft.; 14,3ff. To 
the second class belong l,23ff; 2.13.ft; 6 .Iff.; lO.lTff,, 35ff., 46ff.;
ll.1 5 .ff; 12.18ff. He calls them  paradigms, no t only because they 
were the the oldest examples of narrative style in  the Gospel, bu t
durchgehendes Intéressé für die Leidens- und Ostergeschichte in ihrem 
Zusammenhang, dagegen nur gelegentliche Hervorhebung der anderen 
Daten aus dem Leben Jesu." Formgeschichte, 21.
 ^ "[N]ur die Verbindung der Ereignisse dem Bedürfnis nach Deutimg Genüge 
tut, nur die Verknüpfung der einzelnen Vorgauge die Schuldfrage 
beantworten kann." Formgeschichte, 21.
!0 "Denn was die Apostelgeschichte als Wortlaut einer wirklich gehaltenen 
Rede bietet, ist—schon die Kürze beweist es-m ehr Gerippe als Korpus einer 
Rede. So haben die christlichen Missionare denn aucli nicht das bloEe 
Kerygma in ihren Predigten vorgetragen, sondern das erlauterte, 
illustrierte, mit Belegen versehene und ausgeführte Kerygma." 
Formgeschichte, 23. The paradigms, in other words, functioned to bolster 
scriptural proof and thereby had to be considered secondary, or incidental, to 
the essential Christian message.
!! Formgeschichte, 64-65.
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also because they were the only form  possible a t the time when 
Christians experienced an estrangem ent form  the world and  a 
longing for its end.i^ They were created because the dem ands of the 
serm on determ ined "the m anner in which the doings of Jesus were 
narrated." It is the sermon, therefore, which answers Dibelius’ 
question "as to the law  which governed their (viz. rem iniscences of 
Jesus) spreading and which helped to form  and  to preserve w hat 
had  been said."i4
It is im portant to recognise th a t by "law" Dibelius understands the 
characteristics of the pure paradigm  form  which he lists as external 
rounding off, brevity and simplicity, a realistic unw orldy m anner, a 
word of Jesus, and  a thought useful for preaching p u r p o s e s , The 
dialogue was no t a requirem ent of this form  since the m ain focus 
was upon a saying or deed of Jesus.i^ It is equally im portan t to note 
th a t these laws come from  the needs of the early com m unity and 
n o t from  some general law of folk-tradition o r w h a t e v e r ,  e . P . 
Sanders notes in reference to Dibelius: "In w hat ways, if at all, the 
form s of the Christian tradition would have developed cannot be 
discovered from  a comparison of any literature o ther than  the 
Christian, since no o ther literature would represent the same type 
of communities with the same type of n e e d s . " F o r  Dibelius, 
knowledge of these characteristics leads to the identification of
12 This is so for Dibelius since it was only in a close connection with 
preaching that the deeds of Jesus could have been recounted by these 
unliterary men. There is a presumption here that the expectation of the end 
and world weariness prohibited the production of literature proper. This 
presumption becomes more evident as Dibelius investigates the rest of the 
synoptic material: the introduction of romantic, legendary, and literary 
material goes hand in hand with the lessening expectation of the end,
13 "Dah die Art, wie man von Jesus Taten erzahlte, sich nach dem Bedürfnis 
der Predigt richtete, lieh sich vermuten." Formgeschichte, 25.
1"! "[N]ach dem Gesetz, das fiber dieser Verbreitung waltete und das Erzahlte 
formen und konservieren half." Formgeschichte, 10,
13 Formgeschichte, 41-56.
^^Formgeschichte, 65.
12 Contra A. J. Hultgren, who maintains that Dibelius draws "conclusions 
about the form and function of the conflict stories from the study of 
materials outside the gospels which are roughly analogous." Jesus and His 
Adversaries. The Form and Function o f the Conflict Stories in the Synoptic 
Tradition (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1979), 36. Hultgren is 
referring specifically to Dibelius' discussion of the Greek chreia.
18 The Tendencies o f the Synoptic Tradition, SNTSMS 9 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1969), 14.
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paradigm s of the less pure type and  so to their relative lateness.
The changes which occurred in the paradigm, however, were caused 
n o t so m uch by an  inheren t law but simply through the process of 
the m aterial becoming more l i t e r a r y .  19 Dibelius is clearly convinced 
of the notion of an  original form  which existed a t the pre-literary  
stage.
In his search for analogies to the paradigms, Dibelius investigates 
both  rabbinic literature, especially the Talmud, and the Greek 
chreia. Any superficial resem blance between these extra-biblical 
stories and the paradigm s is attributed  to the "popular process of 
t r a d i t i o n " 20 and consequently their usefulness for the analysis of 
the paradigm s is rejected. In particular, the stories in  the Talm ud 
were recorded over a num ber of generations, concerned various 
Rabbis, and  had  the aim of building up a norm ative legal corpus.
The paradigms, on the other hand, all concerned one individual and 
received their authority  from  him, not, as in the Talmud, from  the 
consensus reached over a  period by different individuals. Moreover, 
the purpose of the paradigm s as illustrations of the serm on and  as 
calls to repentance was quite different from  the norm ative legal aim 
of the rabbinic stories.
The Greek chreia differed from  the paradigm  bo th  in  its content and 
construction. Its in terest in wittiness, repartee, and  skilful language 
was absent from  the paradigm s, constructed as they  were as calls to 
repentance before the approaching divine judgem ent. In their 
construction, the Christian paradigms were characterized by  "a 
certain w arm th and fulhiess" as opposed to the "certain coolness 
and  terseness" 21 of the Greek stories. The em phasis of the chreia 
upon  the saying also m arked it off from  the paradigm  which kept in 
view both  the word and  act of Jesus. Even though a tendency w ithin 
the synoptic tradition to construct stories similar to chreiai m ay be 
detected, the originality of the paradigm  is still evident in its pre- 
literary  origins and  in its objective in the sermon.
19 Formgeschichte, 39.
20 Formgeschichte, 177.
21 Formgeschichte, 158.
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2. Rudolph Bultmann22
Bultmann is in agreem ent with Dibelius in his understanding th a t 
the needs and  conditions of the commimity were the form-giving 
principle of the literature it produced; that consequently a typical 
Sitz im  Leben was associated with each different form; th a t the 
classification of the form would allow a reconstruction of the history 
of the tradition; and, finally, th a t form criticism, seen in  this light, 
was to be understood as a  sociological rather than  aesthetic
undertaking .23
Bultmann, however, chooses an  analytical ra ther than  the 
constructive approach of Dibelius: consistently, he moves from  an 
analysis of the text to a  description of the conditions which created 
it. Nonetheless, just as Dibelius could not dispense w ith some p re­
understanding of the forms in his constructive approach, even so 
Bultmann adm its that he cannot "dispense with a provisional 
picture of the primitive com munity and its history" as he goes 
forw ard with his study.24 For Bultmann, the m ost distinguishing 
feature of this prim itive history was its division into Palestinian and  
Hellenistic Christianity.
22 See note 1 above.
23 "Die Erfassung dieser Aufgabe berulit auf der Einsicht, daB die Literatur, 
in der sich das Leben einer Gemeinschaft, also auch der urchristlichen 
Gemeinde, niederschlagt, ans ganz bestimmten LebensauBerungen und 
Bedürfnissen dieser Gemeinschaft entspringt, die einen bestimmten Stil, 
bestimmte Formen und Gattungen hervortreiben. Jede literarische Gattung 
hat also ihren "Sitz im Leben" (Gunkel), sei es der Kultus in seinen 
verschiedenen Auspragungen, sei es die Arbeit, die Jagd oder der Krieg. Wie 
der "Sitz im Leben" nicht ein einzelnes historisches Ereignis, sondern eine 
typische Situation oder Verhaltungsweise im Leben einer Gemeinschaft ist, 
so ist auch die literarische "Gattung", bzw. die "Form", durch die ein 
Einzelstück einer Gattung zugeordnet wird, ein soziologischer Begrlff, nicht 
ein asthetischer...." Geschichte, 4.
24 "Wenn M. Dibelius die "konstruktive Methode" befolgt, d.h. wenn er von 
einer Anschauung von der Gemeinde und ihren Bedürfnissen aus Geschichte 
rekonstruiert, und wenn umgekehrt ich von der Analyse der 
Traditionsstücke ausgehe, so handelt es sich nicht um gegensatzliche, 
sondern um einander erganzende und korrigierende Arbeitsweisen. Sowenig 
Dibelius eine deutliche Vorstellung von den Motiven des Gemeindelebens 
gewonnen hat, ohne dah er schon formale Beobachtungen gemacht batte, so 
sehr schwebt mir bei meinen Analysen ein freilich noch vorlaufiges Bild 
von der urchristlichen Gemeinde und ihrer Geschichte vor, das seine 
Bestimmtheit und Gliederung eben durch die Untersuchung gewinnen soil." 
Geschichte, 5-6.
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Bultmann, moreover, goes beyond Dibelius, in tha t he offers a 
thorough-going analysis of the Synoptic material. He makes a 
fundam ental division of the Jesus tradition into narrative and  
sayings m aterial and  examines the relationship between them . Both 
groups are fu rther sub-divided into two m ain groups—the sayings 
m aterial was m ade up of apophthegm s and dom inical sayings, while 
the narrative m aterial was m ade up of miracle stories, and  
historical stories and  legends. Since the narrative m aterial, in  the 
m ain, is considered by him  to be a  secondary creation of the early 
church, Bultmann directs most of his attention to the sayings 
m aterial, always with the question of authenticity in  m ind. For him, 
the historical Jesus was the prophetic proclaim er of the kingdom  of 
God, and  this understanding is evident m  his division of the 
m aterials into prim ary and secondary layers. Consequently, he 
considers the prophetic and apocalyptic sayings as those with the 
greatest likelihood of authenticity. He chooses, then, to begin his 
analysis with the apophthegm s since m any of them  can be reduced 
to dominical sayings and so be com pared with the sayings 
material.25
Bultmann's definition of the apophthegm  as a "saying of Jesus set in 
a b rief context" shows its basic resemblance to Dibelius' paradigm . 
Since, however, in his eyes it d id  no t arise in every case from  a 
preaching context he chooses to change the name. In keeping with 
his general division of the synoptic m aterial into narrative and  
sayings, he considers the saying of Jesus to be the m ost im portant 
elem ent of the unit. All other elements are secondary, m ost of 
which were la ter developm ents to give a context to the s a y i n g . 26
23 "Ich rechne aber unter die Wortüberlieferung eine Gattung von 
Traditionsstücken, die man versucht sein konnte, zu den Geschichten zu 
zahlen, namlich solche Stücke, deren Pointe ein in einen kurzen Rahmen 
gefahtes Jesuswort bildet. Ich neiine sie mit einem in der griechischen 
Literaturgeschichte gebraulichen und moglichst neutralen Terminus 
"Apophthegmata". DaR ich die Apophthegmata vor den rahmenlosen 
Jesusworten behandle, wird der Verlauf der Untersuchung rechtfertigen. 
Der Hauptgrund ist der, daR manche Apophthegmata durch die Erkenntiiis 
vom sekundaren Charakter ihres Rahmens auf Herrenworte reduziert 
werden, die dann im folgenden Teil mit den anderen Herrenworten 
zusammen betrachtet werden miissen." Geschichte, 8-9.
26 It could be that the saying was the product of later tradition, but this did 
not effect its primary status. Equally, a narrative could have been essential
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for the understanding of the saying. In this case, the entire unit represented 
an early tradition of the life of Jesus.
22 Geschichte, 39-45. Only the use of a scriptural quotation in the answer does 
not use the argumentatio ad absurdtim.
28 Geschichte, 56.
The apophthegm s are divided into two sub-classes; the 
Streitgesprache and Schulgesprache, on the one hand, and the 
biographical apophthegms, on the other. The Streitgesprache were 
occasioned either by the healings of Jesus (Mark 2.1-12; 3.1-6, 22- 
30), o r by his conduct or tha t of the disciples (Mark 2.15-17, 18-22, 
23-28; 7.1-23; 11.27-33), or by hostile questions (Mark 10.2-12; 
12.13-17, 18-27). The Schulgesprache y^ere occasioned when Jesus 
was questioned either by the disciples or by others (Mark 9.38-40; 
10.17-31, 35-45; 11.20-25; 12.28-34). The biographical 
apophthegm s are all those rem aining stories which are 
apophthegm atic in form  bu t which do no t quite fit into the o ther 
two categories (Mark 1.16-20; 3.20f,, 31-35; 6.1-6; 10.13-16; 11.15- 
19; 12.41-44; 13.1-2; 14.3-9).
The Streitgesprache formally consist of three elements: an  
in troduction in  which some attitude or action is described, which in 
tu rn  prom pts an accusation or question to which an  answer of Jesus 
is given. Typically, the answer of Jesus is a counter-question, which 
m ay be m etaphoric or parabolic in form, or even an action, bu t 
whose process of argum entation always leads ad absurdum,^'^ The 
Schiilgesprache are closely related in form  to the Streitgesprache, 
differing only in tha t they they have no need of some action or 
attitude as their starting point, b u t are simply questions o r requests 
p u t to Jesus by someone seeking knowledge. Sometimes the answer 
is in  question form, bu t never leads the questioner ad absurdum.^^ 
The biographical apophthegms are more varied in  form  than  the 
others, bu t generally conclude with a saying of Jesus, the only 
exceptions being Mark 6.1-6 and  10.13-16. The biographical 
apophthegm s are so-called because of the inform ation they  seem to 
offer concerning Jesus or others. However, they rem ain  ideal 
presentations in  that they do not aim to give actual historical
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reports b u t symbolic presentations. The saying may be provoked by 
a  request or question, by conduct, or even by Jesus' initiative.29
Bultmann's formal analysis of these stories is guided by  his 
com parative study of the rabbinic tradition which he considers to 
offer the closest analogy to the synoptic m aterials.30 This leads him  
to conclude tha t the Sitz im  Leben of the Streitgesprache was the 
discussions which the commimity had  both with its opponents and  
w ithin itself on questions of law.31 Presumably, the Schulgesprache 
enjoyed a similar Shz.32 The biographical apophthegms, on the other 
hand, are characterized by an edifying tendency and had  their Sitz 
im  Leben in the sermon.33 The parallelism  with rabbinic stories, as 
well as the content of the argum ents, dem onstrate th a t the 
prim itive forms of both  the Streitgesprache and the Schulgesprache, 
as well as the biographical apophthegms, were form ed in the 
Palestinian church.
It is im portan t to note th a t he considers the sayings in  this m aterial 
to have commonly generated the situation. If Dibelius contents 
him self with the occasional rem ark regarding expansion within 
units, Bultmann sets him self the tasks of examining every unit, in  
o rder to distinguish between prim ary and secondary elements, and 
to com pare entire units to discover which had  been form ed la ter by 
analogy to earlier traditions. It could be, for example, tha t the 
setting was essential for the understanding of the saying. In this 
case, the apophthegm  was conceived in a unitary  fashion. If, on the
29 Geschichte, 58.
30 Bultmann admits that the rabbinic style reflects a more widespread 
primitive form typical of the East, and he offers a few examples. Geschichte, 
48. Equally, he sees analogies in the classical tradition, but no examples are 
given. Geschichte, 53, 63.
31 "Diese Art zu disputieren ist die typisch rabbinische; der "Sitz im Leben" ist 
für die Streitgesprache also in den Diskussionen der Gemeinde über 
Gesetzesfragen zu suchen, die mit den Gegnern, aber gewlB auch in der 
eigenen Mitte geführt wurden." Geschichte, 42.
32 Bultmann does not offer a specific discussion on this topic, but from his 
other remarks regarding the similarity between the two forms a similar Sitz 
may be presumed.
33 "Aber die biographischen Apophthegmata sind in der Tat am besten als 
erbauliche Paradigmen der Predigt begreiflich; sie dienen der lebendigen 
Vergegenwartigung des Meisters, sie dienen zu Trost und Mahnung der 
hoffenden Gemeinde." Geschichte, 64.
«
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other hand, the saying could have circulated separately and  was not 
dependen t upon the setting for meaning, then  it was conceived in  a 
non-unitary  fashion. Both the Streitgesprache and  the
Schulgesprache, for the m ost part, and also a fair num ber of the 
biographical apophthegms, were secondary constructions around  an 
originally independent saying.34 Consequently, Bultmann talks of 
the productive power of these stories and of the tendency of the 
early  Church to move toward the creation of controversy dialogues, 
constructed both  from  the sayings of Jesus and from  h er own views 
and  beliefs.33
Bultmann's use of the rabbinic m aterial is ano ther example of
where he parts com pany with Dibelius, insofar as his description of f
the various forms is determ ined as m uch by these parallels as by
the needs of the early C h u r c h .  3 6 At the same time he shares
Dibelius' enthusiasm  in  the search for the pure form  as he attem pts
to reconstruct the history of the tradition. His com parative approach : |
is thus em ployed to determ ine the characteristics of the various
forms and  so their relative age. We can conclude th a t he shares the
same aim  as Dibelius bu t differs in the way he achieves it.
Regarding the general laws of the transm ission of this m aterial, 
however, he abandons the comparative m ethod and  limits him self 
to a study of how the synoptic m aterial was handed  down. He §
discerns four "tools" which help in the discernm ent of these laws.
The first was the certain  regularity  in the trea tm ent of Mark by 1
both  M atthew and Luke. The second was the possibility, created 
th rough  the com parison of the latter two gospels, to establish w hat 
laws governed the developm ent of the m aterial which came to them
from  "Q," The third  was be derived from observing how John and #
the apociyphal tradition handled the material. The fourth  was 
th rough observing how the history of the text itself threw  up
:i
34 Geschichte, 48, 58-59. I
35 "Man kann, wenn man die Falle überblickt, von einer zeugenden Kraft des i 
Streitgesprachs re den, von der Neigung der Gemeinde, ihre Herrenworte,
ihre Anschauungen und Grundsatze immer mehr in die Form des 
Streitgesprachs zu kleiden." Geschichte, 53.
36 Although he does not actually say it, it may be presumed that he 
considered the needs of the communities behind the rabbinic material to 
have been at least similar to the needs of the early Christian communities.
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certain  laws.37 Consequently, purity  of form  is no t the only criterion 
in  judging the age of a tradition, since the laws of transm ission m ust 
also be taken into account.
3. M artin Albertz and Vincent T a y lo r ^ s  J
Neither au thor is a form  critic in the strict sense, and  so only a  brief 
exposition of their studies is offered. Albertz considers these stories 
to be reliable reports, with some abridgem ent and expansion, of 
controversies which took place during the m inistry of Jesus. Despite 
being convinced of their historical reliability, Albertz considers tha t 
these controversies were form ally patterned  according to the stories 
of the controversies between prophet and ru ler in  the Old 
Testam ent.39 He divides all the stories into two different types: the 
"Versucherische Streitgesprache" (Mark 2.1-3.6; 4.1-11; 7.1-23;
10.2-12; 11.15-17, 27-33; 12.13-40), and the "Nichtversucherische"
(M ark 3.22-30; 8.11-13; 10.17-27; 11.2-6) There were always two, 
sometimes three, parts to the story.40 The exposition in troduced the 
conflict whereby Jesus was confronted by an opponent. The second 
part contained the dialogue, with the emphasis falling upon the final 
saying of Jesus. Sometimes these stories were w ound up by some 
closing remarks.
V incent Taylor, like Albertz, takes the role of eye-witnesses in  the 
form ation of the m aterial seriously, even though he recognizes that 
the tradition was m oulded according to the needs of the early 
c h u r c h . 4 i  Indeed, he claims tha t his definition of these pericopes as 
"Pronouncem ent Stories" serves, among other things, to leave open 
the question of o r ig in .4 2  it is because of his conviction regarding the
37 Geschichte, 7.
38 M. Albertz, Die synoptischen Streitgesprache. Hn Betrag zur 
Formgeschichte des Urchristentums (Berlin: Trowitzsch & Sohn, 1921); V. 
Taylor, The Formation o f the Gospel Tradition (London: Macmillan, 1933).
39 Streitgesprache, 156-64 .
40 Streitgesprache, 86-87 .
41 Formation, 35-36.
42 "The advantages of the name are that it leaves the possibilities of origin 
open; it easily covers the various types; and it emphasises the main element- 
a pronouncement, or word of Jesus, bearing on some aspect of life, belief, or 
conduct." Formation, 30.
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role of eyewitnesses that he neither investigates their Sitz im  Leben  
nor looks for parallels in rabbinic or Hellenistic literature, as he 
describes the form of these stories. He considers each of the stories, 
for the most part, to be good historical reports. From the Gospel 
material itself, he comes to define these stories as short narratives, 
introduced by a question or the description of some events, which 
ended with a pronouncement of J e s u s .4 3  The entire thrust and 
emphasis of the story was on this final word. Despite this clear 
statement, he freely admits that at times, such as the case of Mark
3.1-5, "the pronouncement is expressed in the action of Jesus more 
than in His w o r d s . " 44
In general, Taylor offers a rather cautious assessment of Bultmann’s 
formal analyses. He radically departs from both Bultmann and 
Dibelius in his evaluation of the history of transmission. In its 
origin, according to Taylor, the tradition was more or less without 
form—rough, detailed, and unfit for transmission. It is only as it 
became older that it became rounded, smoothed, shortened and 
conventionalised, and so conformed to similar material in Judaism 
and Hellenism. Taylor therefore does not go along with the idea of 
an original pure form. Moreover, he suggests that some 
pronouncement stories may have suffered a process of isolation, 
with the narrative matter falling away, resulting in contextless 
sayings. This is his suggestion for the collection of material in Mark
7.1-23. Of the series of sayings in verses 9-13, 14-15, 17-19, 20-23, 
he asks: "May not these sections be fragments of Pronouncement 
Stories, cut down by the compiler, or reduced to their present form 
by the action of tlme?"45 it should be noted, too, that he also 
departs from Bultmann and Dibelius, and anticipates the work of 
redaction criticism, when he notes the contradiction in describing
43 "Their chief characteristic, it will be remembered, is that they culminate 
in a saying of Jesus which expresses some ethical or religious precept; the 
saying may be evoked by a question friendly or otherwise, or may be 
associated with an incident which is indicated in very few words." Formation, 
63.
44 Formation, 65.
45 Formation, 81-82.
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Mark both  as a  collector and  someone with creative dogmatic
tendencies.46
4. Evaluation
a) Given the im portance which Bultmann attributes to the rabbinic 
parallels, the first question which m ust be asked regards the 
validity of such a comparison. Gary G. Porton points out tha t 
Bultmann makes no distinction between m aterial coming from  the 
early  Tannaitic literature and  the later Amoraic w ritings.47 in  fact, 
m ost of the examples Bultmann gives received the ir final editing 
centuries after the completion of the Gospels. From an  analysis of 
m aterial which is undisputedly Tannaitic,48 Porton isolates only 
fourteen pericopes which m eet his criteria of pronouncem ent 
story .49 There are others, however, which resem ble the form  very 
closely, b u t lack a setting, or are between equal individuals, or 
whose pronouncem ent remains anonymous or comes from  a group. 
In any case, even given these variants, Porton can discover no m ore 
th an  tw enty five stories which either reflect the form  or are 
varian ts of it.50 Moreover, the stories give quite d ifferent functions 
to dialogue. In the rabbinic stories, dialogue is in fact rare, but 
where it does occur, it has to do with exegetical and  halakhic 
m atters. And since the dialogue occurs m ost often betw een equals, 
the final pronouncem ent lacks force and dynamism. 51 He concludes 
th a t Bultmann gets it wrong regarding the relationship between the
A'
46 "It is not consistent to describe Mark as a mere collector, as Dibelius does 
{F.E. 2) and then to credit him with creative dogmatic tendencies (T.E 62ff.)." 
Formation, 80 n. 4.
47 "The Pronouncement Story in Tannaitic literature: A Review of 
Bultmann's Theory," Semeia (20) 1981: 81-99. "Bultmann's failure to limit his 
search for parallels to the Gospel material to the Tannaitic stratum is his most 
serious methodological flaw." 83.
48 The Mishnah, Tosefta, Sifra, Sifré, and the Mekhilta of Rabbi Ishmael.
49 These criteria are: information about the setting; a principal 
pronouncement; a named sage; a response to a question, statement, or 
phenomenon encountered by the sage; a dialogue which is not between 
equals. "Pronouncement Story," 84.
50 "Pronouncement Story," 94.
51 "Pronouncement Story," 96-97.
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Gospel pronouncem ent stories and the rabbinic literature. Each was 
in terested  in  quite different things.52
In defence of Bultmann, however, it m ust be said th a t he considers 
bo th  the rabbinic tradition and the synoptic apophthegm s to be 
instanciahons of a larger oriental way of storytelling which, 
presum ably, was always adapted  to specific circum stances. It would 
be incorrect to suggest tha t Bultmann m aintains th a t the synoptic 
m aterials were a conscious aping of the rabbinic tradition. Rather, 
for him, both  represen t a  process of narration  which was form ed by 
the style of contem porary folk stories in which there was p lenty  of 
room  for the introduction and  variation of themes. Moreover, it is 
only in  these stories and in  the rabbinic m aterial th a t there is 
extensive quotation of the Scriptures which, both  form ally and  
m aterially, bring them  into some relationship.53
b) Regarding Bultmann’s four-fold division of the controversy and  
scholastic dialogues, two points m ay be made. Firstly, it is unclear 
why he makes a form al division between those dialogues caused by 
a  healing of Jesus and those caused by his or the disciples’ 
behaviour. Whilst a  miracle story has its own form al elem ents, once 
it is used to introduce a  controversy dialogue it shares the same 
form al function as those introductory comments describing some 
action of Jesus or the disciples. Secondly, the distinction he makes 
betw een those dialogues m itlated by a question from  one of the 
disciples and those initiated by an opponent collapses, once he 
adm its tha t the naming of the opponents was a secondary addition.
52 "The rabbinic literature was interested in the word of God as revealed at 
Sinai and transmitted faithfully from Moses to the Rabbis. The Christian 
literature was interested in the word of God as it found expression in the 
thought and action of Jesus of Nazareth. To the former, the personalities of 
the transmitters of God's word were unimportant; to the latter, the 
personality of the transmitter was in itself equal to God's word." 
"Pronouncement Story," 96.
53 j, Neusner suggests that both sets of traditions underwent a similar process 
of growth from a saying to an apophthegm, but the form of the apophthegm 
took different directions. "We may conclude that the type is common to both 
traditions, but the forms tend to be separate in each." The Rabbinic Traditions 
about the Pharisees before 70 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971), 1:79.
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In o ther words, it m ust be asked w hether the cause of the dialogue 
is a  form -determ ining elem ent.54
c) Both Dibelius and Bultmann are similar in their understanding of 
the gospels as Kleinliteratur, characterized by anonym ity, 
collectivity, and  a non-literary colouring. Underpinning this 
characterization was the Romantics' notion of the Volk, especially as 
articulated by J. G. Herder.55 This understanding has come in  for 
considerable criticism regarding its metaphysical, sociological, and  
theological presuppositions.56 Most especially, the organic and  
evolutionary m odel of growth which form  criticism took over from  
the Romantics' understanding of folk literature m ust be seriously 
questioned. According to this model, there lay a t the very bed-rock 
of the tradition a pure form  which then underw ent a process of 
growth, development, and  accretion according to im m anent laws of 
transmission.57 Yet these laws have never been dem onstrated .58
54 See, Wolfgang Weiss, "Eine neue Lehre in Vollmacht'': Lehre des Markus- 
Evangeliums, BZNTWKK 52 (Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1989), 12-14.
55 D. Dormeyer comments: "Hier ist der 'Volks’-Gedanke Herders und der 
Romantik ungebrochen zum Zuge gekommen: Das Volk schafft sich selbst 
seine Werke; es ist von der rationalistischen Kultur der Oberschicht noch 
nicht angekrankelt, sondern dichtet in ursprünglicher Frische, in "naiver 
Unschuld"." "Evangelium als literarische Gattung und als theologischer 
Begriff. Tendenzen und Aufgaben der Evangelienforschung im 20. 
Jahrhundert, mit einer Untersuchung des Markusevangeliums in seinem 
Verhaltnis zur antiken Biographie," 1552, in Aufstieg und Niedergang der 
romischen Welt, hrsg. W. Hasse und H. Temporini (Berlin & New York: W. de 
Gruyter, 1984), 11.25.2.
56 Many of the criticisms are brought together by Erhardt Güttgemanns, 
Offene Fragen zur Formgeschichte des Evangeliums: Eine methodologische 
Skizze der Grundproblematik der Form- und Redaktionsgeschichte, BEvTh 54, 
2 Auflage (München: Chr. Kaiser, 1971). English translation by W. Doty, 
Candid Questions concerning Gospel Form Criticism: A Methodological Sketch 
o f the Fundamental Problematics o f Form and Redaction Criticism 
(Pittsburgh, Pickwick Press, 1979). See also, K. Berger, Formgeschichte des 
Neuen Testaments (Fleidelberg: Quelle und Meyer, 1984); id., Einfiihrung in 
die Formgeschichte, UTB 1444 (Tübingen: Francke, 1987; W. Schmithals, 
"Kritik der Formkritik," ZThK 77 (1980): 149-85; id., Einleitung in die drei 
ersten Evangelien (Berlin, New York; de Gruyter, 1985); W. H. Kelber, "Mark 
and Oral Tradition," Semeia 16 (1979): 7-56; id., The Oral and Written Gospel. 
The Hermeneutics o f Speaking and Writing in the Synoptic Tradition, Mark, 
Paul, and Q(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983); H. M. Teeple, "The Oral 
Tradition that never Existed," JBL 89 (1970): 56-68; K. Haaker, "Leisten und 
Grenzen der Formkritik," TB 12 (1981): 53-71.
57 Whereas Dibelius regularly uses the word "Gesetz", Bultmann favours the 
less strong "GesetzmaBigkeit" or "Tendenz". In a footnote, Bultmann attempts 
to explain his understanding of these words: "Natürlich ist in diesem 
Zusammenhang unter Tendenz nie eine bewuBte Absicht, die etwa gar
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Further, a com m ent ought to be m ade regarding Bultmann's 
description of "less pure" and "secondary" material. Behind this 
vocabulary lies his quest of to excavate "authentic" Jesus' m aterials. 
Consequently, the m aterial which was added la ter was no t given the 
same am ount of consideration as tha t which was viewed as prim ary. 
In o rder to redress the balance, each m om ent in the history of 
transm ission, insofar as it can be established, should be trea ted  in 
its own right, and  viewed as an  attem pt by a specific au thor to 
address a specific situadon.59
d) The terminology used by Dibelius and Bultmann to describe these 
units is revealing. By choosing to call them  "paradigms," Dibelius 
shows his unwillingness to assign them  to any Gattung of the day. 
They became a new and  unparalleled form  precisely because of the
dogmatisch motiviert ware, verstanden, sondern die lockere GesetzmaBigkeit 
der Fortpflanzuiig der Überlieferung." Geschichte, 53 n. 6. In the English 
translation, Marsh does place the word "law" within inverted commas. The 
difference of understanding between Dibelius and Bultmann is clearly put by 
Sanders: "It must be carefully noted that, although the preaching provides 
the law under which the tradition spread, Dibelius does not mean that this 
law was a law of development. On the contrary, the 'laws' of the paradigmatic 
form are simply its characteristics, and its characteristics in its purest state. 
The paradigm form, for Dibelius, has no laws of development, but only 
characteristics. Any development must be away from the purity of the form. 
Thus an understanding of the characteristics of the paradigm does provide 
criteria for determining relative authenticity, but the criteria are negative. 
The closer to the pure form, the earlier the paradigm is; the farther away, the 
later." Tendencies, 14. Sanders use of the word "authenticity" is rather 
unclear and certainly unfortunate. Dibelius does not maintain that a story in 
its purest form goes back necessarily to the historical Jesus.
58 In fact Sanders concludes from his extensive study: "There are no hard and 
fast laws of the development of the synoptic tradition. On all counts the 
tradition developed in opposite directions. It became both longer and shorter, 
both more or less detailed, and both more or less Semitic. Even the tendency 
to use direct discourse for indirect, which was uniform in the post-canonical 
material which we studied, was not uniform in the Synoptics themselves. For 
this reason, Dogmatic statements that a certain characteristic proves a 
certain passage to be earlier than another are never justified." Tendencies, 
272. (Italics the author's).
59 K. Berger comments: "Seen from this point of view, later situations (after 
Jesus) acquire the status of situations in their own right, and the question 
whether something is 'secondary' and therefore irrelevant with respect to 
the decisive problem of authenticity is of minor importance." "Rhetorical 
Criticism, New Form Criticism, and New Testament Hermeneutics," in Rhetoric 
and the New Testament: Essays from the 1992 Heidelberg Conference, eds. S. E. 
Porter and T. H. Olbricht, JSNTSS 90 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1993), 392.
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dem ands of their objective which was preaching.60 How then, it 
m ust be asked, could they possibly have been understood? While it 
is true th a t he investigates possible form al parallels elsewhere, he 
rejects them  all as having little or no relevance to the synoptic 
m aterials. Bultmann understands the problem  when he  assigns the 
term  Apophthegm ata  to these units, thereby using a te rm  which 
was used and  understood in the Hellenistic culture of the day. The 
term  which, surprisingly, he calls "as neutral as possible,"61 came 
from  the Hellenistic rhetorical tradition, yet it is to the rabbinic 
tradition  tha t he turns in the search for formal parallels. He chooses 
to buÜd up his form al system of classification on the basis of th a t 
com parison, eschewing an already existing classification in the 
Greek rhetorical tradition.
e) Despite these reservations, and  the reservations of the ir fellow 
countrym en, and of more recent holistic a p p r o a c h e s , 62 the legacy of 
Dibelius, Bultmann, and  Schmidt has proved rem arkably resilient.
In th ree particular areas there is a  reasonable scholarly consensus: 
th a t there was an  oral tradition which preceded the Gospels, tha t 
m uch of tha t tradition circulated as small units, and  tha t there was 
a process of growth, as various traditions were attached to o th e r s .6 3  
The first poin t is attested  by the Gospels themselves (see, Luke 1.1-
60 "[D]as Paradigma dagegen stellt mit seiner sparsamen Technik und seiner 
Konzentration auf einen bestimmten, in der Predigt brauchbai'en Gedanken 
nicht von vornherein einen in der Weltliteratur bekannten Typus dar." 
Formgeschichte, 130. He seems unaware that the term was used extensively in 
the Greek rhetorical Handbooks to denote an example given by the orator. It 
is important to note that in those Handbooks the example had the function of 
proof rather than illustration, as Dibelius would have it.
61 "moglichst neutral [en]." Geschichte, 8.
62 On the importance of examining textually-integrative features, see, for 
instance, N. R. Petersen, "literary Criticism in Biblical Studies," in R. A. 
Spencer, ed.. Orientation by Disorientation. Studies in Literary Criticism and 
Biblical Literary Criticism. Presented in Honor o f William A. Beardslee, 
Pittsburgh Theological Monograph Series 35 (Pittsburgh: Pickwick, 1980), 25- 
50. Also, Moore, Literary Criticism.
63 w . R. Telford comments: "There is general agreement now, I think, that the 
Gospel of Mark stands on the borderline between oral tradition and literary 
expression and that a significant process of literary activity preceding the 
construction of his Gospel has not been demonstrated. There is a striking and 
often unacknowledged consensus on the minimal units in Mark and a 
widespread acceptance that the Gospel incorporates pre-Markan traditions 
with divergence only over their precise nature and extent." "The Pre- 
Markan Tradition," 711.
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4; John 21.25), from  recurring features within the Gospels 
(formulaic introductions, paratactic constructions etc.), and  by 
com parative history of religions (for instance, the Mishna). That 
certain  parts of the tradition  circulated in small units is indicated by 
sayings such as the one concerning the first and  the last 
reappearing  in  different contexts (Matt. 19.30; 20.16; Luke 13.30).
It is also indicated by the reordering of the M arkan m aterials by 
M atthew and  Luke, since this reveals tha t they  were aw are th a t 
such units could be isolated and r e a r r a n g e d . 64 Regarding the last 
point, the agreem ent th a t there was some process of growth a t the 
oral stage is balanced by the scepticism regarding the possibilty of 
reconstructing the prehistory  of the text. Most likely, this is the case 
regarding a  history of the entire synoptic tradition. If, however, 
certain  resem blancies and tendencies may be shown to characterize 
a selected group of texts, then  some understanding of the prehistory  
m ay emerge. Such an  investigation is a t least w orth the effort.
f) Insofar as Albertz does no t analyse the form ative influence which 
the early  Church exercised upon these stories, and  because of his 
com ments of a psychological and historical nature, he is rightly 
criticised by Bultmann for m isunderstanding the form  critical 
m e t h o d .6 5  As to his claim that these controversy dialogues were 
form ally m odeled upon Old Testament prophetic controversies, it 
should be noted tha t there is no real dialogue in those prophetic 
passages to which he r e f e r s .6 6
Taylor's suggestion tha t these pericopes became sm oothed, 
shortened, and  conventionalized iu the course of transm ission has 
n o t been  taken up by m ainstream  scholarship. The reason for this is 
simply the difficulties in proving such an argum ent. Moreover,
64 See, Gerd Theissen, Lokalkolorit und Zeitgeschichte in den Evangelien, 
NTOA 8 (Freiburg; Universitatsverlag; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1989), 2-6. He takes Berger's point that the oral traditon was not just a jumble 
of isolated small units (Einfiihrung, 109), but argues that their "separability," 
witnessed to by Matthew and Luke, gives the scholar the right to investigate 
them separately, even thought they may have existed previously in different 
combinations.
65 Geschichte, 41 n. 1.
66 See, E. Fascher, Die formgeschichtlich Methode. Eine Darstellung und 
Kritik. Zugleich ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des synoptischen Problems, BZNW 
2 (Giessen: Topleman, 1924), 168; Hultgren, Adversaries, 31-32.
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there is a  contradiction a t the heart of his argum ent w hen he adm its 
th a t the pronouncem ent m ay a t times be expressed in  an  action of 
Jesus m ore than  in his words. Such an adm ission entirely  disrupts 
his definition of this type of story. If there was a t least the 
possibility th a t these stories could have ended with an  action of 
Jesus, then  the climactic position of the saying becomes relativized. 
The lasting influence of Taylor is, however, his insight into the 
narrative qualities of such units, as is clear from  his description of 
them  as pronouncem ent stories. He is, m oreover, sensitive to w hat 
they  had  in common from  the formal point of view, and so does no t 
subdivide them  in the m anner of Bultmann. It is this insight into 
bo th  their unity, and to their narrative qualities, which led to his 
description of them  as "pronouncem ent stories" being taken up by 
some recent commentators.
Î
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CHAPTER TWO. MORE RECENT FORM CRITICS 
Introduction
In this section, the studies of Arland J. Hultgren and  Wolfgang Weiss 
will be exam ined and evaluated. Hultgren's basic argum ent is n o t 
only th a t the narrative elem ents of these pericopes were previously 
under-estim ated, b u t also th a t the conflict w ithin the  stories was 
generated  m ore by the narrative than  the dialogue. This is why he 
calls them  "conflict stories." Weiss attem pts to be m ore precise 
concerning which aspects of the pericopes m ay be considered to be 
constitutive of the form, and arrives a t a  nuanced classification of 
the units, no t only in their final form, bu t also as they  appeared  in  
the course of their transmission.
I. Arland J. Hultgreni
H ultgren investigates only those pericopes in  the synoptic trad ition  
which he calls "conflict stories," and identifies eleven of them  in 
Mark: 2.1-12, 15-17, 18-22, 23-28; 3.1-5, 22-30; 7.1-8; 10.2-9;
II.27-33 ; 12.13-17, 18-27.2 He reflects the stance of bo th  Dibelius 
and  Taylor when he describes the units as stories, thereby  
em phasizing their narrative dimensions. Indeed, so convinced is he 
of the ir narrativ ity  th a t he can state th a t they are "not simply 
controversy dialogues bu t narratives containing dialogue, and  the 
narrative itself is of such im portance that the dialogues cannot exist 
independently." 3 It is strange, then, to discover Bultmann's 
influence when he proceeds to divide the units into unitary , (3.1-5; 
11.27-33; 12.13-17, 18-20), and non-unitary  stories. H ultgren is 
equally convinced of the novelty and  uniqueness of these stories 
and  so, like Taylor, though for different reasons, sees no need to 
inquire into parallels in  o ther literature.^
^Adversaries. See chapter one, note 17 above.
2 These correspond to Bultmann's Streitgesprache, though with some 
variations in where the story begins and ends.
3 Adversaries, 52.
4 "The use of rabbinic disputations and chreiai as analogies to the conflict 
stories has short-circuited the study of the latter as a unique form, and it has 
resulted in premature judgments as to their Sitz im Leben." Adversaries, 197.
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The common form  is tri-partite: introductory narrative, opponent's 
question or attack, and  dominical s a y in g .5 Narrative can also occur 
in the middle or the end in  order to increase the dram atic tension.
The Sitz im  Leben  of the un itary  stories was controversy with the 
Jews against whom the prim itive church was justifying its beliefs 
and  practices. Thus, they were neither a way of preserving a  saying 
of Jesus useful for preaching, nor rabbinic-styled debates w ithin or 
beyond the church. The early community did no t use contem porary 
procedures of argum entation, but ra ther forged a new  genre "by 
going beh ind  current thinking to the greater controlling principles 
and  motives expressed in  the law ... or simply referring to the 
words and  conduct of its Master...."6 The non-unitary  stories reflect 
no single Sitz, bu t m ay be organized into four different categories. 
Two stories respond to Palestinian Jewish criticism of certain  
Christian behaviour by appeal to Jesus (2.1-12, 23-28); one is a  
d iaspora criticism against Pharisaic Judaism  (7.1-8); two are for the 
catachesis of converts in  the Diaspora in moral and  doctrinal 
m atters; and  one is a  Palestinian composition com posed to deal with 
the problem  of converts who had been hostile to Jesus during his 
earth ly  m inistry (3.22-30).7 W hat is novel about H ultgren's study is 
the role he gives both  to the narrative in the un it and  the conflict 
generated; hence the term  "conflict stories."^
Most of the stories originated in a purely Palestinian milieu (2.1-12, 
15-17, 18-20, 23-28; 3.1-5; 3,22-30; 11.27-33; 12.13-17) and  only 
th ree in  a Hellenistic milieu, though from  Palestinian m aterials (7.1- 
8; 10.2-9; 12.18-27). The stories which were form ed in  Palestine 
had  their Sitz im  Leben in apologetics.9 The type of argum entation
5 Adversaries, 52-59.
^ Adversaries, 88.
7 Adversaries, 132-33.
8 The stories are "a form of narrative and dialogue material showing conflict 
between adversaries." Adversaries, 26.
9 The one exception to this is the Beelzebul controversy which, though 
formed in Palestine, did not come from a catachetical milieu. "[Tjheir use in 
the Palestinian situation was that of an apologetic response to Jewish 
criticism against the church for its belief and conduct. As such, they are not 
pronouncement stories (Taylor); they do not prescribe conduct or belief, but
M :
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which appears in these stories conform ed itself to the way in which 
the historical Jesus in terp reted  the Torah. There was no attem pt to 
ape contem porary Jewish modes of argum entation, b u t ra th e r 
consistent effort was m ade to appeal to the person of Jesus.
Those stories form ed (from Palestinian material) in  the Hellenistic 
Church were associated with a catachetical milieu, using scripture to 
arrive a t certain  exegetical c o n c l u s i o n s . i o  Introduced by Mark into 
the Gospel, some function to show the continuity between the 
conflicts which Jesus experienced in his m inistry and  the final 
conflict in  Jerusalem. Others function to show th a t the victories won 
by Jesus over his enemies are the continuation of his victory over 
the supernatural powers. The change from  the Palestinian to the 
Hellenistic environm ent brought no fundam ental change to the form  
or the characteristics of these s t o r i e s . T h e  m ain conclusions of the 
study are th a t even if these stories shared a  com m on form  they  did  
no t ipso facto  share a common Sitz im  Leben, and tha t behind them  
"stands the personality of Jesus him self as it was rem em bered by  
those who knew him, and  as it was m ade known to others 
incorporated into their f e l lo w s h ip ."  12
2. Wolfgang Weiss^^
a
Weiss' nuanced and  deeply inform ed study is evidence tha t form  
criticism has survived the criticism from  various quarters, and  is 
still able to provide stimulating insights into early Christian
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
rather defend it in the face of opposition at the earliest level of composition 
and use." Adversaries, 176.
10 These are all non-unitary compositions and are longer and more complex 
than the stories of Palestinian origin. They no longer appeal to the historical 
Jesus in an apologetic fashion. Rather, "arguments are presented on the basis 
of Scripture. It is not Jesus as a free agent in his conduct and attitude who is 
authority, but Jesus as a scribe." Adversaries, 179.
11 "[T]he transmission of the Palestinian conflict stories in the Hellenistic 
church prior to their use in Mark and did not have an effect on them in 
terms of either form or editorial expansion. It is certain, on the contrary, 
that the form of the Palestinian conflict stories was the model upon which 
the Hellenistic ones were formed, allowing for the greater complexity of the 
latter." Adversaries, 180.
12 Adversaries, 198.
13 Lehre. See chapter one, note 54 above.
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form ation. He is a t one with the classic form  critics in  his acceptance 
th a t the Gospel m aterials enjoyed oral pre-histories which reflected 
specific Sitze im  Leben, Equally, he accepts the validity of 
separating the various units from  their present contexts in o rder to 
investigate their specific histories. With Bultmann, he divides the 
stories into controversy and scholastic dialogues.
He differs from  Bultmann, however, not only in his analysis of the 
form al elements bu t also in  his classification of the stories. Both 
types of story form ally consist of two elements: the speech and  
counter-speech in the controversy dialogues and  speech and  answer 
in the scholastic d ia lo g u e s .1 4  For him, it is not enough to give a 
pericope a  form al classification based solely upon the type of 
in troductory  question. Regarding classification, he assigns to the 
controversy dialogues the following pericopes: 2.1-12, 15-17, 18-22, 
23-28; 3.1-6, 22-30; 7.1-23; 11.27-33. These he fu rth e r subdivides 
into "controversy dialogues concerning the activity of Jesus" (2.1-12; 
3.22-30; 11,27-33) and "controversy dialogues concerning questions 
of Christian lifestyle." The first were concerned with the problem  of 
the legitim ation of Jesus; the second, with controversial practices of 
the early  Church. To the scholastic dialogues he assigns 10.2-12; 17- 
21; 12.13-17, 18-27, 28-34.15 These are characterized by a genuine 
question concernmg a specific problem  followed by an  answer. He 
does no t include 9.38-40, 10.35-45, and 11.20-25 in  this group, as
14 "Das Wesentliche der Streitgesprache sind die das Gesprach jeweils 
beherrschenden Bestandtelle von Rede und Gegenrede, das Wesentliche der 
Schulgesprache die Bestandteile von Rede und Antwort Diese Bestandtelle 
spiegeln verschiedene Ausrichtungen wider, im Streitgesprach auf den 
Disput hin, im Schulgesprach auf ein schulmaBig Lehre vermittelndes 
Gesprach hin: Die Zeitgenossen bringen in Streitgesprachen einen Vorwurf 
oder A ngriff vor, in Schulgesprachen stellen sie eine echte Frage." Lehre,
34.
15 Weiss considers the story of the young man in 10,17-21 to belong to a sub­
class of Schulgesprache, since it differs from them in form, matter, and 
function. He calls this story a Lehrgesprâch which is characterized by a 
general question followed by a general answer. Their relative concerns are 
quite different, indicating a quite different Sitz im Leben: "Moglicherweise, 
so kann man aus dem Charakter der zugehorigen Antworten schlieBen, 
gehoren die Schulgesprache in einen Gemeindebereich und eine Zeit, in 
denen die Klarung bestimmter Sachfragen zur Losung anstand, wahrend die 
Lehrgesprache aus der Position einer in sich gefestigen Gemeinde heraus 
sittliche Forderungen vermitteln." Lehre, 39. It remains unclear why he lists 
this story under the Schulgesprache in the first case.
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Bultmann does, considering them  to have m ore to do with teaching 
or revelation.
Weiss’ form  critical analysis of the individual pericopes comes to a 
quite nuanced history of the forms. He begins with the separation of 
redaction and tradition, then  investigates the literary  form, origin, 
Sitz im  Leben, and  originating group. Regarding the controversy 
dialogues, at the very bedrock of the tradition lay the simple 
sentences or words of Jesus which originally circulated 
independently  as words of w i s d o m .  16 These were used to tackle 
questions of law and  practice. The critique of the law which they 
contained was no t arguing for a law-free existence, b u t ra th e r 
functioned as a defence of com munity practice vis-à-vis m ore 
stringent Jewish practice. It was this argum entative th ru st which 
allowed these sayings to be the "germ cell" of w hat he term s the 
"dialogue scenes." These, in turn, were the "basic form" of the 
controversy d ia lo g u e s .1 7  Since for the controversy dialogues only 
the objection and  response were formally n e c e s s a r y ,1 8 Weiss 
suggests tha t each story consisted of an original "dialogue scene" to 
which, later, a "framework scene" was added. This latter, which 
constituted the cause of the controversy, had  no form al role bu t 
simply functioned to anchor the conversation in  a concrete, but 
ideal, situation of the m inistry of J e s u s .19
16 "Der Sentenzcharakter zeigt sich formal in dem paralleleii Aufbau der 
Logien, inhaltlich in deren zuganglichen Einsichtigkeit, Die Sentenzen sind 
isoliert tradierbar und unabhangig vom Streitgesprach aussagekraftig. Ihre 
Form ist die des Weisheitswortes." Lehre, 273.
17 "Formgeschichtiich lag die Keimzelle der Form vermutlich in dieser 
Verwendung der Logien als weisheitlicher Argumente und deren 
Rückführung auf den historischen Jesus." Lehre, 275.
18 "Die Grundform der Streitgesprache gründet in der knappen, 
skizzenhaften Darbietung einer Gesprachsszene. Die Elemente sind 
beschrankt auf notwendige Regiebemerkungen, ohne besondere 
Aussagekraft, aber von unerlaBlichem Darstellungswert fur den Aufbau der 
Gesprachsszene. Sie verbinden jeweils Rede und Gegenrede, jedoch ohne die 
Spannung im Aufbau des Gespraches zu steigern. So dient auch die Exposition 
nur dazu, Fragesteller einzuführen. Entscheidend für die Gesprachsszene ist 
das Auftreten der Fragesteller, nicht deren (namentliche) Kennzeichnung 
als Gegnergruppe. Die Gesprachsszene schlieBt mit der Antwort Jesu. 
Reaktionen der Fragesteller werden in der Regel nicht genannt." Lehre, 271.
19 "[D]ie Schilderung eines Anlasses in dem Verhalten der Jünger oder Jesu 
ein selbstandiges Element gegenüber der Gesprachsszene bildet. Diese 
Schilderung und damit die Komposition einer Rahmenszene erfolgt auf die 
Gesprachsszene hin. Den Rahmenszenen gemein ist ihre Tendenz, das
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The Sitz im  Leben of the "basic form" is to be found in  the debates 
with Jewish groups. They were apologetic ra th er than  polemic in 
tone, in tha t they sought some self-understanding in the face of 
Jewish objections by appealing to the words of Jesus . 20 The 
sim ilarity of the sayings to Hellenistic and Hellenistic Jewish 
parallels and  the awareness of Jewish practices and  Jewish law 
suggest a  Hellenistic-Jewish backgrotmd. More specifically, these 
stories reflect a synagogual discussion among the circle of the 
Sebomenoi, those God-fearing pagans who accepted Judaism ’s 
ethical m onotheism  and  attended the synagogue .21
At the pre-M arkan stage, the "framework scenes" were added  to a 
num ber of the "dialogue scenes" in order to give the trad ition  an  
historical foundation in  the life of Jesus. For example, 2.23 was 
added  to in troduce 2.24-28. These scenes are ideal in  tha t they 
reflected the needs of the community ra ther than  reported  the 
words of the historical Jesus: "Anliegen der Gemeinde ist es in  alien 
Fallen, ihre Praxis auf Jesus zurückzuführen." 22 Their secondary 
natu re  is apparen t from  the general nature of their construction, 
which does no t correspond in  particular to the situation of the 
objection.23 The "framework scenes" thus functioned to give the
Gesprach in einer konkreten Situation des Wirkens Jesu zu verankern. Den 
Ausgangspunkt dieser historischen Fixierung bildet in der Regel die Antwort 
Jesu, deren Gnomik (Aussagekraft) in der Rahmenszene veranschaulicht 
wird. In diesem Sinne kann die Gestaltung der Rahmenszenen als » i d e a l «  
bezeichnet werden." Lehre, 269-70.
20 "Dies zeigt sich auch darin, daB den Streitgesprachen in ihrer Grundform 
eine offensive Ausrichtung der Art, die 7,9-13 am deutlichsten ausdrückt, 
fehlt. Eine solche Folemik spielt sicher auch eine Rolle in der 
Auseinandersetzung der (juden)-christlichen Gemeinde gegenüber 
jüdischen Bestreitungen, sie zeigt sich von früh an, was das Alter des Stückes 
7,9-13 wahrscheinlich macht, aber Polemik eignet nicht der Grundform der 
Streitgesprache." Lehre, 282.
21 See Josephus Ant. 14.10. See Josephus, trans. N. St. J. Thackeray, 26. Vols. 
LCL (London: Heinemann, 1926-65).
22 Lehre, 294.
23 "Für diese Vermutung spricht, daB das Jesuslogion in alien 
Streitgesprachen, auch in 7,5b. 15, auf den allgemeinen Vorwurf antwortet, 
aber nicht auf die Situationsangabe im Jüngerverhalten Bezug nimmt. 
AuBerdem spricht für unsere Vermutung die Komposition von 2,18.19a, wo 
gerade das allgemeine Verhalten der Jünger im Gegensatz zu den 
Johannes]üngern hinterfragt wird. Ebenso geht es in 2,15 
[Tischgemeinschaft] nicht um die konkrete Situation im Hause - diese Szene
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controversy dialogues a  cause (AnlaE) through which the 
com m unity could identify with the disciples and  their behaviour. 
Moreover, they served to give the "basic forms" a  deeper historical 
basis in  the life of Jesus and thus firm er christological foundations. 
As such, they poin t to inner-com m unity dialogues ra th e r than  
external polemics, though these are not entirely absent. In fact, 
these pre-M arkan controversy dialogues reflect a Hellenistic 
Jewish-Christlan Sitz located in  Syria and rela ted  to the Stephen- 
circle. They find themselves in  dialogue with m ore strictly 
observing Jewish Christians. These la tter held to a stricter sabbath  
observance, a reading of the Torah in line with Jewish tradition, and  
resisted contacts with pagans. Although the Hellenistic Christians 
h ad  already m ade the break with the synagogue, they were no t 
making a plea for the abolition of the law, bu t resisting the stronger 
observance of the Jewish Christians. By relating the ir behaviour to 
Jesus and the disciples, they were at once legitimizing the ir own 
way of life and  offering christological argum ents for it. 2 4 The 
traditions which Mark added to these stories (2.25f; 7.6f; 2.28) 
reveal a  Jewish Christian com m unity which was m ore deeply 
Hellenized bu t still concerned with legitimating its practices against 
Judaizing tendencies.
The "controversy dialogues concerning the activity of Jesus" which 
are characterized by an attack on Jesus, originally functioned as 
com m unity apologetics, not for the lifestyle and behaviour of the 
community, bu t for their relationship to their Lord and originated in 
early  Christian preaching. The addition of verse 27 to 3.22-26, for 
example, reveals tha t the apologetic function gradually disappeared 
to be replaced by a m ore christological reflection on the almighty 
power of Jesus. This christologizing tendency was picked up by
1st zu 2,16 sekundar gestaltet -, sondern um ein allgemeines und offenbar 
typisches Verhalten Jesu." Lehre, 288-89.
24 "Die Traditionstrager, also die Kreise, die sich mit den Streitgesprachen 
verteidigen, ihr Verhalten und ihre Haltung den Sachproblemen gegenüber 
legitimieren, waren sodann in Judenchristen zu sehen, die innerlich mit dem 
Judentum gebrochen haben. Diese führen ihre Praxis, auch dort, wo sie 
jüdischer tlbung gleicht (Fasten, Sabbat), auf den irdischen Jesus zurück 
(AnlaB in Jüngerverhalten). Sie legitimieren diese Praxis nicht mehr nur 
mit weisheitlichen Flerrenworten, sondern auch mit christologisch 
reflektierenden Argumenten." Lehre, 303.
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Mark, and  used in the construction of the G o s p e l .25 The Sitz of these 
pericopes cannot be specified with any precision.
The scholastic dialogues are similar to the "basic form" of the 
controversy dialogues" and to the form  of the "controversy 
dialogues concerning the activity of Jesus" in  tha t they  are 
characterized by a concise interchange of question and  answer. 
Their content, however, is concerned with questions of law (10.2; 
12.14), or specific religious problems (12.23; 12.28), and  there is no 
trace of objection or attack. Moreover, they are un itary  in  their 
origin in  tha t the answer is always dependent upon the question 
and  neither could have existed independently. Their Sitz was 
instruction within the early Hellenistic-Jewish community.26
Regarding form al classification, Weiss argues tlrat the basic form  of 
both  the controversy dialogues and the scholastic dialogues was 
p atterned  according to the Hellenistic apophthegm , whilst the 
expanded form  and those created by Mark resem bled m ore the 
chreia. Nonetheless, he notes, there are certain differences, h i the 
Hellenistic forms, the objection or attack was always d irected  a t the 
wise m an, never a t his disciples or concerning their behaviour. The 
chreia was characterized by wit whereas the synoptic dialogues are 
m ore in terested in the didactic content of the answer. Finally, the 
chreia was m ore in terested in presentation of the philosopher and
25 "Das Verstandnis der Person Jesu ergibt sich für Markus haufig aus der 
Relation iniierhalb der Evaiigeliendarstellung. Diese 
Verstehensvoraussetzung wird innerhalb der Verwendungsweise der 
Streitgesprache zum Wirken Jesu durch die Gemeinde schlaglichtartig 
beleuchtet. Die Aufeinanderfolge von Angriff und Antwort hat ihre 
apologetische Funktion verloren, behauptet ihren Sitz im Leben der 
Gemeinde als christologische Reflexion und dient in dieser Funktion der 
christologischen Darstellung innerhalb des Markus-Evangeliums." Lehre, 
311-12.
26 "Die Fragen wie die Antworten haben sich schon soweit von 
Anschauungen des palastinischen Judentums entfernt, daB eine Bildung der 
Einzelüberlieferungen nur unter EinfluB hellenistisch-jüdischer 
Anschauung wahrscheinlich ist. Die Form der Schulfragen, ihre 
Formulierung und ihr Charakter, zeigen aber ohne weiteres jüdischen 
Ursprung. Die Antworten weisen genauer in das hellenistisch-jüdische 
Christentum. Thematisch gleichen die Schulfragen im einzelnen Fragen, zu 
denen auch Paulus Stellung genommen hat, auch wenn hier die 
Entscheidungen im Einzelfall anders ausfallen." Lehre, 314.
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his ideals, w hereas the Gospel m aterials were m ore in terested  in 
offering grounds for their p r a x i s . 2 7
3. Evaluation
a) At the basis of Hultgren’s argum ent lies the conviction th a t these 
units are stories and  tha t the narrative dim ension is so im portan t 
th a t the dialogue elements could no t have existed independently. 
There is a basic contradiction, then, when he proceeds to divide the 
units into un itary  and  non-unitary stories. He accepts Bultmann's 
position tha t the narrative elements are quite secondary to the 
saying .2 8 He never succeeds in overcoming this fundam ental 
contradiction.29 For instance, regarding Mark 2.1-12, he states tha t 
"from a form-critical point of view the dispute on forgiveness (2:5b- 
10) was p rior in  im portance to the heahng (2:l-5a, 11-12), b u t tha t 
from  a literary-critical poin t of view the healing was prior, and  th a t 
it was pu t to use in serving the issue under dispute."30 Two points 
m ay be m ade regarding this comment. Firstly, he accepts th a t from  
the form al poin t of view the dialogue takes precedence. The 
surrounding narrative m aterial was added later in  o rder to bring 
out m ore clearly the point of the sayings. This goes quite contrary  to 
his thesis. Secondly, he is forced to introduce literary  criticism in an 
attem pt to save tha t thesis. Yet a synchronic analysis cannot be 
used to defend an argum ent which claims to be grounded in 
diachronic analysis. It is this inheren t tension which opens the way 
for the opaque sentence cited above to be written.
M oreover, when he states tha t the narrative which in troduces the 
stories has the function of "heightening the tension between Jesus 
and  his o p p o n e n t s " 3 i  he tacitly accepts that the tension is already
27 Lehre, 316-29.
28 "Conflict stories classified as non-unitary are those in which the 
opponent's question and usually some narrative elements are a secondary 
construction, composed to give a setting for a dominical saying (authentic or 
not) which originally circulated independently." Adversaries, 100.
29 This is noted by Weiss, Lehre, 10-11.
30 Adversaries, 107.
31 Adversaries, 54.
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presen t within the dialogue. In other words, the " p o la r i t y " 3 2  which 
he claims is created through the narrative elem ents is already 
p resen t within the dialogue. Finally, when he accepts th a t in some 
of the units "the narrative m aterial is not as im portan t as the 
dialogue m a t e r i a l , " t h e  contradiction inherent in  his argum ent 
becom es transparent.
Methodologically, then, Hultgren’s analysis is flawed from  the 
outset. In regard  to results, it is no t a t all clear th a t he succeeds in 
reassessing either the assumptions of prior form  critics, or the form  
and  function of the units.^4 With Dibelius and Taylor, he agrees tha t 
the units are  narratives ra th e r than  sayings. He is also at one with 
Taylor regarding their basic historicity. With Bultmann, he uses the 
un ita ry /non-un itary  distinction, and the Hellenistic/Palestine 
dichotom y insightfully criticized by Martin Hengel.35 He also 
continues to use the language of "catachesis" and "apologetics" in 
describing the Sitz im  Leben and so fails to move forward. 
Nonetheless, his conclusion that a shared form  does no t necessarily 
indicate a shared Sitz is valid and should be kept in m ind in  any 
form al analysis.
b) Weiss' study is m uch m ore satisfactory and  he presents a 
coherent argum ent throughout. His argum ent th a t the basic form  of 
the controversy dialogues which dealt with Christian living had  a  
Sitz w ithin inner-Jewish synagogual discussion is suggestive, and  
will be pursued. Although his suggestion tha t the Gospel m aterials 
reflect Hellenistic forms is no t new, his suggestion th a t the m aterials 
changed from  apophthegms to chreiai in  the course of the tradition 
is. The study in general dem onstrates that historical criticism can 
dialogue with m ore contem porary approaches, specifically rhetorical 
criticism, to the resulting benefit of both. Five points of criticism, 
however, may be m ade.
1
32 Adversaries, 53.
Adversaries, 54.
^^Adversaries, 19.
35 Judentum und Hellenismus. Studien zu Hirer Begegnung imter besonderer 
Beriicksichtigung Palastinas bis zur Mitte des 2. Jh. v. Ch., WUNT 10, 2 Auflage 
(Tübingen, J. C. B. Mohr, 1973).
- A::;
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Firstly, his distinction between apophthegm  and chreia is too 
sharply  drawn. In antiquity, the distinction was n o t nearly  as clear- 
cut, as we shall see later, and  as he himself adm its.36 Secondly, it is 
regrettable that, having m ade this distinction, he does no t 
investigate m ore fully the argum entative dim ensions of these 
forms. To discover what types of argum ents the early  com munities 
used in  their exchanges among themselves and  with outsiders 
would be a  real step forward. Thirdly, classical form  criticism 
presum es the Gospel materials were anonym ous and  collective in 
the ir origins. W hen Weiss says tha t the Gospel form s were 
consciously patterned  according to certain Hellenistic forms, he 
implies th a t there were some real au thor or authors who shaped the 
m aterial in  this way. Yet he offers no discussion on this seeming 
contradiction. Fourthly, the chreia and  its elaboration, and  the 
apophthegm , were no t just used to exalt a philosopher and  his 
ideals. As we shall see, the chreia was one of the first steps taught 
to students of rhetoric. They were expected to becom e effective 
persuaders, able to defend, attack, plead, and praise. Praise of a 
philosopher's ideals was only one of the m any things a chreia was 
capable of. Moreover, the definitions of the chreia mostly m ention 
th a t it m ust be useful for living. There was a very  pragm atic 
dim ension to it, ra ther like the pragmatic nature of the Gospel 
dialogues. Lastly, he overstates Mark's contribution to these 
dialogues, as will be seen in the individual analysis of the pericopes. 
Despite these caveats, however, Weiss has offered a  m ajor 
contribution to the understanding of this material.
36 leiire, 323.
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CHAPTER THREE. LITERARY AND RHETORICAL CRITICS 
Introduction
In this section, the studies of Robert C. Tannehill, Burton L. Mack, 
V ernon K. Robbins, and Klaus Berger will be analysed and  
evaluated. Although each of the three authors considers th a t he is 
applying some sort of rhetorical analysis to the texts, it will become 
evident tha t there are divergences in their various approaches. 
TannehilPs studies reflect a reader-response approach which 
em phasizes the literary and rhetorical coherence of the various 
pericopes he examines. His approach is prim arily in terested  in the 
effect of these stories upon the present day reader. Mack and  
Robbins employ the canons of ancient rhetoric, m ost especially the 
understanding of the chreia^ in  order to illustrate how  a first 
century  CE. reader would have im derstood these stories. Mack 
fu rth e r employs ancient rhetoric in his attem pt to reconstruct the 
social histories which lay behind the form ation of M ark’s Gospel. 
Berger’s rhetorical approach is mainly taxonomic, and  p a rt of his 
larger agenda of creating a new form  criticism.
1. Robert C. Tannehill^
Tannehill analyses these stories from  a wholly com positional point 
of view. His analysis of types emerges from  his definition of a 
pronouncem ent story, and is controlled by the tension and  
relationship between the situation and  the response.^ For him, there 
are five clear advantages to this approach. Firstly, the particular
1 "Introduction: The Pronouncement Story and Its Types," Semeia 20 (1981): 1- 
13; "Varieties of Pronouncement Stories," Semeia 20 (1981): 101-19;
"Attitudinal Shift in Synoptic Pronouncement Stories," in Orientation by 
Disorientation, 183-97; "Types and Functions of Apophthegms in the Synoptic 
Gospels," ANRW, 11.25.2: 1792-1829; "Synoptic Pronouncement Stories: Form 
and Function," SBLSP {198>0): 51-56; "Tension in the Synoptic Sayings and 
Stories," Interpretation 34 (1980): 138-50.
2 "A Pronouncement Story is a brief narrative in which the climactic (and 
often final) element is a pronouncement which is presented as a particular 
person's response to something said or observed on a particular occasion of 
the past. There are two main parts of a pronouncement story: the 
pronouncement and its setting, i.e., the response and the situation provoking 
that response. The movement from the one to the other is the main 
development in these brief stories." "Types," 1.
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kind of m ovem ent from  stimulus to response forms the basis for the 
classification of the various types of stories.3 Secondly, his 
classification takes into account the story as a whole ra th e r than  
focusing simply upon the concluding saying. The stimulus by itself 
cannot reveal its function within the story.4 This is presum ably true 
also regarding the response. Thirdly, the rhetorical function of the 
story, the particular way it interacts with and influences the reader, 
thereby  comes into view.5 Fourthly, this approach m ay offer 
knowledge of the ancient world insofar as it reflects the relationship 
between a particular group and  the larger culture.^ Finally, the 
value of a com parative approach in the study of pronouncem ent 
stories in the ancient world is increased.^
Employing the criterion of the correlation between stimulus and 
response, Tannehill isolates six different types of pronouncem ent 
story which he calls correction, commendation, objection, quest, 
inquiry, and  description stories.^ It is his objection story which is of 
m ost relevance, since most of the pericopes which will be analysed 
in the th ird  section correspond to this category.
3 "These two main parts of the apophthegm are correlative. The function of 
the one must correlate with the function of the other or the story will be 
malformed and confusing. We must look at both parts of the story in their 
interrelation in order to understand the function of either." "Apophthegms," 
1795.
4 "Furthermore, the presence of a question addressed to the responder does 
not tell us how the question functions in a particular story. The responder 
may accept it as a legitimate request for instruction and respond accordingly, 
but the question may also express an objection, announce a quest, or express 
an assumption which the responder will correct." "Types," 5.
5 "The interaction between stimulus and response may reflect or anticipate 
types of interaction between the reader and the story. Recognising this will 
help us understand the purpose of the shaping of both story and 
pronouncement." "Types," 6.
6 "The stories not only disclose the ideals that are being promoted by certain 
persons and groups but may also mirror the perceived conflict between these 
ideals and other attitudes in the ancient world." "Types," 6.
 ^ "It allows us to compare the relative frequency of use of the different types 
in various documents, note the unusual variations within the types, and 
recognise how the interaction basic to each type can be employed to express 
the special concerns and values of particular religious, philosophical, and 
cultural perspectives as they interact with the surrounding world." "Types,"
6.
3 "Types," 6. The only example of a description story which the author isolates 
in the synoptic tradition is Luke 14.15-24.
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In objection stories, tension is present from  the outset and  focuses 
upon  the person of Jesus. These stories generally have th ree  parts 
viz. the cause of the objection, the objection, and  the response.^ 
There are a  good num ber of these stories in Mark, m any of them  
corresponding to Bultmann’s category of Controversy Dialogues: 
2.15-17, 18-22, 23-28; 3.1-6, 22-30; 6.1-6; 7.1-15; 8.31-33; 9.9-13; 
10.23-27. The stories in Mark 2.1-12 and  7.24-30 are hybrids.
These stories are frequently  characterised by the use of rhetorical 
questions, analogies and the general statem ent of principle, often 
form ulated antithetically. They "show a tendency to expand a 
response of Jesus by combining sayings or adding argum ents to the 
saying which could stand a lo n e ." io  They function to "disclose the 
fundam ental concerns behind peculiar practices and  seek to 
reaw aken com m itm ent to these fundamentals." ^  Consequently, 
they have m ore than  an apologetic or polemical function. Moreover, 
insofar as they portray  the ability of Jesus to m eet the challenge, 
they  function indirectly to praise Jesus.
All the various types of story with their differing specific functions 
"challenge certain attitudes and suggest others to replace them. 
These stories em body a tension between two attitudes (involving 
value commitments, emotional attachm ents, orientations of the will, 
and  evaluative thought) and present an invitation to move from  one 
attitude to another."
 ^ "Objection stories, like correction stories, present a situation of conflict. 
However, in corrections the conflict is first indictated by the response, while 
in objections it is created by an objection to the behavior or views of the 
responder or his followers.... In an objection story the responder is already 
committed to a position through the words or action causing the objection. 
The resulting challenge creates tension within the story and puts the 
responder in a difficult situation. However, an impressive response is all the 
more impressive because it occurs in a situation of difficulty and risk." 
"Types," 8.
"Apophthegms," 1815.
11 "Varieties," 111.
12 "Attitudinal Shift," 183.
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2. Burton L. Macki3
Mack's collaborative efforts with Vernon K. Robbins grew out of 
Robbins' involvem ent in  the Society of Biblical Literature Sem inar 
on pronouncem ent stories, on the one hand, and Mack's work in the 
Claremont Chreia Project, on the o t h e r .  14 Both their collaborative 
an d  respective studies represen t a sustained effort to offer a  
reading of the pronouncem ent stories within the cultural m atrix of 
Hellenistic rhetoric. They differ from  Tannehill insofar as they  aim  
to offer an explanation of the Sitz of these units and  so attem pt to 
describe their historical function. Both authors are convinced tha t 
the pronouncem ent stories within the synoptic trad ition  are 
examples of the Hellenistic rhetorical chreia, whose definition and  
role are explained in the ancient rhetorical handbooks known as the 
Progymnasmata, Most im portantly, both Robbins and  Mack proceed 
from  the classic understanding of rhetoric as the "art of persuasion" 
ra th e r than  as a  system of ornam entation and style. Viewed as a 
theory  of argum entation, ancient rhetoric opens up an avenue into 
the original speech situation of the discourse insofar as it analyses 
the relationships between speaker, speech, and  audience. 
Consequently, rhetorical analysis functions to bridge the gap 
betw een purely  literary  criticism and the m ore historical 
approaches to texts by aiming to open up the social history of the
discourse.! 3
!3 A Myth o f Innocence. Mark and Christian Origins (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1988); Rhetoric and the New Testament, Guides to Biblical Scholarship 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990).
!4 The first results of the SBL Seminar were published in Semeia 20 (1981), 
and the final results in Semeia 64 (1993). The first results of the chreia 
project were published by Ronald F. Hock and Edward N. O'Neil, eds., The 
Chreia in Ancient Rhetoric. Volume 1: The Progymnasmata, Society of 
Biblical Literature Texts and Translations 27. Greco-Roman Series 9 (Atlanta: 
Scholars, 1986). See also, B. L Mack, Anecdotes and Arguments: The Chreia in 
Antiquity and Early Christianity, Occasional Papers 10 (Claremont: Institute 
for Antiquity and Christianity, 1987). The conclusions of Mack's and Robbins' 
collaboration are summarized and presented in Patterns o f Persuasion in the 
Gospels (Sonoma, CA: Polebridge, 1989) which lists their other related studies 
in the bibliography. Mack's own analysis of the pronouncement stories is 
presented in. Myth, 172-207.
!5 "By linking the persuasive power of a speech not only to its logic of 
argumentation, but to the manner in which it addresses the social and 
cultural history of its audience and speaker, Perleman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 
demonstrated the rhetorical coefficient that belongs to every human
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Mack inquires into bo th  the purpose of the pronouncem ents (what 
do they contribute to early Christian knowledge?) and  the function 
of the stories (how did  they function within the early Christian 
community?). Regarding the first question, Mack analyses a  sample 
of these stories (Mark 2:15-17; 18-22; 7:1-23) and  notes th a t all of 
them  contain a  core which is very similar to the type of critique 
m ade by the Cynics upon society and existing institutions. A m ore 
rap id  overview of the o ther pronouncem ent stories leads him  to 
conclude tha t they are ah modelled on the Cynic chreia and  m any of 
them  pick up on Cynic t h e m e s . ! 6  For instance, the Cynic cores which 
lie beh ind  the sample stories are respectively: "When asked why he 
ate with tax collectors and sinners, Jesus replied, 'Those who are 
well have no need of a physician, bu t those who are ill'" (2:15-17); 
"When asked why he and  his followers did no t fast, Jesus replied, 
'Can the wedding guests fast while the bridegroom  is still with 
them?'" (2:18-22); "When asked why he ate w ith hands defiled, 
Jesus replied, 'It is no t w hat goes in, b u t w hat comes ou t th a t makes 
unclean'" {1:1-23)P  The chreia m aterial was created by individuals 
who belonged to a synagogue reform  movement, who considered 
them selves to be heirs of the Jewish traditions, bu t who validated  
certain  practices by appeal to the practice of J e s u s .  !3  The m aterial is 
m arked by a certain conviviality and, indeed, hum our.
Mack fu rther notes th a t these core chreiai in Mark underw ent a 
process of increased argum entation which the rhetorical handbooks 
called "elaboration." This was the process through which a student 
was taught to amplify the chreia in order to defend or oppose it. 
There was a problem  with M arkan chreiai, since m aterials for the
exchange involving speech, including common conversation and the daily 
discourse of a working society. This takes rhetoric out of the sphere of mere 
ornamentation, embellished literary style, and the extravagances of public 
oratory, and places it at the center of a social theory of language." Rhetoric, 
15-16.
16 Myth, 184.
17 Myth, 186-92.
13 Mack cites the following examples: the physician (2:17); the wedding 
(2:19); the sabbath for man (2:27); Jesus' family (3:33); the prophet without 
honour (6:4); defiled hands (7:15); children and dogs (7:27-28); children and 
the kingdom (10:14); why call me good (10:18); the camel's eye (10:25); taxes to 
Caesar (12:17); the woman's beautiful deed (14:6). Myth, 194.
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traditional "elaboration" would have been hard  to come byT^ This 
problem  was overcome through using the sayings of Jesus in  the 
various parts of the "elaboration." W hat resulted was a move away 
from, though not abandonm ent of, the Cynic type of critique into a 
polemic justifying the existence of a new movement. For instance, 
the elaboration in  2:18-22 actually went against the core chreia. The 
communities were by tha t time fasting. The elaboration, however, 
makes it quite clear tha t they were fasting for quite d ifferent 
reasons from  their critics, because of the difference between the old 
and  the new. "The delight in unconventionality and  newness gave 
way to the justification of distinctions between a social m ovem ent 
and  its critics."20 The evidence of reworking in these elaborations is 
seen especially in thematic change which occured during the 
process of transmission.
The natu re  of the argum entation thus reveals another stage in  the 
social form ation behind the Gospel. The entrance of the disciples 
and  Pharisees into the stories introduced a note of conflict and  
transform ed those units into allegories of the escalating conflict the 
com m unity was experiencing. That conflict was betw een the leaders 
of the reform  m ovem ent (the disciples) and  the leaders of the 
contem porary synagogue (the Pharisees). The conflict tu rned  on 
questions regarding social identity, specifically codes of obhgation, 
ritua l purity, and  halakha. Most of these argum ents were lost by the 
reform  m ovem ent since it was incapable of appealing to the 
common epic traditions for its rationale. Jesus was ultim ately the 
only authority to which they could appeal. 21 Elaboration of the 
chreia occured when the reform  people attem pted to rebuff
19 "With only two generations of social history to call upon, well-known 
examples (paradigms) would have been scarce, and those from either Greek 
or Jewish traditions inappropriate. The citation of authorities from the past, a 
very important element in the construction of rhetorical argumentation, 
would have been impossible." Myth, 187.
20 Myth, 188.
21 "Within the synagogue reform movement, Jesus' authority came to be 
imagined in terms appropriate to the conflict. He steps forth as a scribe, 
interpreting the scriptures. He appears as a Pharisee, debating points of 
halakha. His approach is, of course, Cynic, based upon a wisdom that 
frustrates the principles of scriptural and halakhic interpretation used by 
his opponents. His wisdom is such, in fact, that, as the master rhetor, his 
arguments and pronouncements override the authority of Scripture itself." 
Myth, 198.
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Pharisaic criticism and  introduced a m ore dialectical argum entation, 
using contrasts and  oppositions, to which the only reaction was 
either am azem ent or silence. The opposition was set up to appear to 
lose, precisely because of the sovereign authority  given to the 
sayings of Jesus. It was only a short step from  th a t to the final 
separation between the reform  people and the synagogue.
The Sitz im  Leben  was m ost probably to be found in the Hellenistic 
cities of Galilee and  southern Syria. Both the reform  group as a 
liberalizing party, and  the Pharisees as a  m ore conservative party , 
would have been recent arrivals into the area. For the form er group, 
table fellowship was no t only im portant bu t a distinguishing 
characteristic, and  it could well have been at table tha t the conflicts 
took place. That conflict would have escalated only gradually, 
culrninating in the expulsion of the reform  group shortly before the 
writing of the Gospel. In fact, all the debates were finished by  the 
tim e the stories were elaborated. As they appear in the ir pre-Gospel 
and  Gospel form, they function as imaginary fictions to rationalize 
the ir now  separate social iden tity .22
3. Vernon K. Robbins
The genesis of Robbins' rhetorical approach and its relationship to 
previous scholarly work is discussed in a num ber of his 
p u b l i c a t i o n s .2 3  He offers a  resum e of the scholarship through a 
rhetorical lens. Both Dibelius and Bultmann, he notes, in  their own 
ways understood the rhetorical nature of these units b u t veered 
away from  a full rhetorical analysis. The reason for this was their
22 "The stories say, not only that they were right, but that they had been 
right ail along, from the beginning. Jesus' pronouncements attest the 
legitimacy of the staggering claims they had to make about him. They 
articulate principles that can be used for beginning to construct an 
independent system of codes by which to identify the group.... A critical view 
of the world can now be seen as sufficient justification for formation of a 
new and distinctive society." Myth, 204.
23 "Chreia and Pronouncement Story in Synoptic Studies," in Patterns o f  
Persuasion, 1-29; "A Rhetorical Typology for Classifying and Analyzing 
Pronouncement Stories," SBLSP 23 (1984): 93-122; "Picking up the Fragments: 
From Crossan's Analysis to Rhetorical Analysis," FFFl (1985): 31-64; 
"Pronouncement Stories from a Rhetorical Perspective," FFF 4 (1988): 3-32; 
"The Chreia," in Greco-Roman Literature and the New Testament Selected 
Forms and Genres, ed. D. E. Aune (Atlanta: Scholars, 1988), 1-23.
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pre-suppositions regarding this type of literature which have been 
described above, hi his description of the formal structure of the 
serm on, Robbins suggests th a t Dibelius showed an  awareness of the 
structure of the standard  speech as taught by the ancient 
rhetoricians: introduction, statem ent of the case, proof or argum ent, 
c o n c lu s io n .2 4  Moreover, his description of the characteristics of the 
paradigm , which illustrated and exemplified the serm on, revealed 
rhetorical sensitivity. Rounding off, brevity, and  the concluding 
w ord are all rhetorical observations. However, each of these 
characteristics brings its own problems. Rounding off is a 
characteristic of all popular stories and has nothing to do with their 
function in the sermon. Brevity is no t always a characteristic of the 
synoptic paradigm s, m any of which are m oderately lengthy with 
functions beyond the needs of the sermon. Finally, Dibelius' 
em phasis on the final saying led him  to relativize the im portance of 
the setting and action.
Robbins suggests th a t Bultmann edged towards a rhetorical analysis 
through his comparison of the apophthegms with rabbinic 
controversies. If he had  been m ore aware of the rhetorical tradition, 
he would have understood tha t his description of the controversy 
stories fitted the "judicial" type of speech. Both the starting-point 
and  the reply, as Bultmann described them, could have been  
form ally analysed from  the perspective of ancient rhetoric and  
better results produced.
Although Dibelius did discuss the chreia, Robbins m aintains tha t he 
short-circuited future scholarly in terest because of his 
m isunderstanding of the roles of the saying and  the action in the 
chreia. According to his definition, the saying in the chreia was only 
of "general significance" which could have been transm itted
24 "Chreia and Pronouncement Story," 3. Robbins argues that Dibelius was 
aware of this structure both because of the formal similarities and because of 
Dibelius' comments on each part of the sermon. It must be noted, however, 
that Dibelius talks of a three-part structure of the sermon rather than four- 
part as Robbins says: "Wir haben also das Recht, von einem Schema zu reden, 
an das der Verfasser sich bewuht bind et und das aus folgenden Gliedern 
besteht: Kerygma, Schriftbeweis, Buhmahnung." Formgeschichte, 15. There 
is no mention of an introduction. Furthermore, if he had been aware of a 
formal parallel, surely it would have been strange not to note it.
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independently  as a  maxim. Robbins dem onstrates, by reference to 
Theon's Progymnasmata, that the saying could have been of general 
significance, bu t equally it could have been a type only 
understandable within its context. Moreover, a  chreia was able to 
contain either a saying or an  action, or both together. Dibelius thus 
failed to understand  both  the range of tlie chreia and  its
flexibility. 2 5
The results of the second and  final phase of the SBL Pronouncem ent 
story Work Group were presented in the journal Semeia im der the 
title of The Rhetoric o f  P ronouncem en t^  In his in troductory  article, 
Robbins sums up the progress m ade in the group's investigation of 
the chreia and  its relevance to New Testam ent study.2 7 The results 
flow m ainly from  a close reading of Theon of Alexandria's and 
Hermogenes of Tarsus' discussions of the ch re ia P  Robbins makes 
five points.
Firstly, he claims, the exercise in the recitation (à'uayyCkia) of the 
chreia shows tha t individual recitations of a specific chreia produce 
different variations and  consequently different w ritten versions. 
This can occur even within the writings of one author. An example 
of such variations in Plutarch is given by Robbins in  a previous
study :29
25 Robbins notes the work of those authors who continued to appreciate the 
importance of ancient rhetoric in Gospel studies: R. O. P. Taylor, The 
Groundwork o f the Gospels (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1946); William R. Farmer, 
"Notes on a Literary and Form-Critical Analysis of Some of the Synoptic 
Material Peculiar to Luke," NTS 8 (1962): 301-16; David E. Aune, "Septem 
Sapientium Convivium (Moralia 146B-164D)," in Plutarch’s Ethical Writings 
and Early Christian literature, ed. Hans Dieter Betz, Studia ad Corpus 
Hellenisticum Novi Testamenti 4 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1978), 51-105.
26 Semeia 64 (1993).
27 "Introduction: Using Rhetorical Discussions of the Chreia to Interpret 
Pronouncement Stories," Semeia 64 (1993): vii-xvii,
23 The most recent critical edition of Theon's chreia discussion is in, Hock & 
O'Neil, The Progymnasmata, 83-107. All references will be to this edition and 
translation of the chreia discussions of the handbooks. In order to offer a 
presentation and critique of Robbins' position, some of what will be set out in 
the next chapter must be anticipated here.
29 "Writing as a Rhetorical Act in Plutarch and the Gospels," in Persuasive 
Artistry: Studies in New Testament Rhetoric in Honor o f George A. Kennedy, 
ed. Duane F. Watson (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991), 149-50. He concludes: "A 
writer in rhetorical culture perceives an antecedent oral or written version 
of the story or saying as a performance, and a new performance can
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For instance, when the Argives were arguing abou t boundaries 
of land, and  thought they stated a better case than  the Spartans, 
he pointed to his sword and  said, "He who is m aster of this 
discourses best about boundaries of land."30
To the Argives when they seemed to state a b e tte r case than  the 
Spartans about the disputed territory, he drew  his sword and  
said, "He who is m aster of this discourses best about boundaries 
of land."31
To the Argives who were disputing with the Spartans abou t 
boundaries and  said they stated a better case than  them, he 
drew  his sword and  said, "He who is m aster of this discourses 
best about botm daries of l a n d . "  32
Examples such as these, Robbins concludes, indicate th a t a  similar 
process of "recitation composition" occured in  the composition of the 
synoptics.
Secondly, there are w hat he calls "abbreviated" chreiai which m ay 
be expressed in any one or a com bination of eleven different 
argum entative figures: a  maxim, an explanation, w ith wit, a 
syllogism, an  enthym em e, an  example, a wish, symbolically, 
figuratively, a double entendre, a  change of subject.33 Theon gives 
examples of each, two of which will suffice here.
perpetuate as much or as little verbatim wording as is congenial to the 
writer. The similarities and variations in wording in both Plutarch and the 
NT Synoptic writers should make it obvious to us that the guiding principle 
behind their transmission of stories and sayings is recitation composition." 
"Plutarch and the Gospels," 167.
3 0  ' Apyelovg |ièv yccp oc|Ji(j)LXoyou|ievoLS' Trcpl yf|g o'poiv SiKatoTcpa tû v  AaKeSaLporLoir 
olopeVoi? Xeyeiv 8i€^a<: Tf|M [icJxaipav’, '0  TociiTT|g, Kpartiîr PeXTiaro. ire pi yf|g 'opwv 
SiaXéyexau Moraîia 22.1. See, Plutarch’s Moralia, trans. P. C. Babbit (London: 
William Heinemann; New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1927).
3 1  npo^ 8è ' Apyeiovg SiKaidTepa t<3v AaKe8aL|ioviwv XeyeiK Trept rfj? à[ji(l>''0-(ÎT)Tou|Ji€VT]s’ 
Xùipag BoKoOrTOCS', ffirao-anei^os- rtiv pctxccLpav, 6 TauTT) ,^ Kparwv (ieXTiara irepi yijg
opwv 8iaX€y€Tai. Moralia 190E.
3 2  ripos: ’ Apyeiou? 8è trepl y Vis' opwr d|Ji(j)LCTP'nToOvTccs‘ irpog AaKeSaipov’tous' Kcti 
BiKaioTepa Xdyeiv ccuTwr {jxacaKOXTccg, o-rao'diievos' ttîk lidxaipav, 6 radriis', Kparfîî^ 
(îeXTiara ire pi yfj? opov SiccXcyerai. Moralia 229C.
33 Theon 115-89.
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With an example. For example, Alexander the M acedonian king, 
on being urged by his friends to amass money, said, "But i t  d idn ’t 
help even Croesus."34
3
I;
In a symbolic m anner. For example, Alexander, on being asked 
by someone where he had  his treasures, pointed to his friends 
and  said, "hi these."35
Thirdly, Robbins notes tha t the chreia may be m odified in m any 
d ifferent ways to suit its specific function in the argum ent, w hether 
it  is to win friends, divide opponents, unite different groups etc. He 
lists some of the ways Theon suggests the chreia m ay be m odified, 
b u t is in terested prim arily in  Theon's exercise of expansion 
(èTTeKT€iv€iv). Robbms divides these expanded chreiai into th ree 
classes which he calls "amplified," "argumentative," and  
"elaborated."36 The first is simply an expanded chreia which takes 
on the form  of the beginning of a speech, bu t which contains no new 
argum entative figure. He refers to Theon's example of the dying 
Epameinondas. The concise form  of the chreia is:
Epameinondas, as he was dying childless, said to his friends: "I 
have left two d au g h te rs-th e  victory at Leuctra and  the one a t
Mantineia."37
-
Theon amplifies it thus:
Epameinondas the Theban general was, of course, a good m an in 
time of peace, and  when war against the Lacedaemonians came 
to his country, he displayed m any outstanding deeds of great 
courage. As a Boeotarch at Leuctra, he trium phed over the 
enemy, and while campaigning and fighting for his country, he 
died a t Mantineia. While he was dying of his w ounds and  his 
   ---------------------------
34 Kara TTapaSetypa 5è oîo»' ’AX^ a^v-Spo? ô MaKeSdvwi^  (îaatXeù? TrapaKaXodperog utiô 
T(3r (j>iXti)î^  CTuvayayet»^  xp4lACCTa etirev, ’AXXà TaOra oÙK wvTjo-ei' oùSè Kpoîaov, Theoil 
150-53.
35 SupjioXiKÔj 5è otov ’AX^ a^vSpos- ô MaKeSdvMP lîcccnXeùs' èpcùTïiBeLs* inrd tivo?  ttoO . .
EXEi TOUS- 8ï|accvpoüç, ’Ev toutol?, BeiTas' toî)? (|>lXous:. TheOîl 158-61.
36 For a full discussion of these modifications, see Theon 199-333.
37 ’ EîrapeLV'tiïvBas' ccreKvo? dtToSp'îiffKtüv' eXeye roCs* t{)CXois', Ado Buyard^pas* àWXLTToy, TTjv 
Te TT€pL AeÛKTpa v lk iiv  Kal Tip; u e p l M a v T iv e ia v . Theoil 314-17.
i
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friends were lamenting, among o ther things th a t he was dying 
childless, he smiled and said: "Stop weeping, friends, for I have 
left you two im m ortal daughters: two victories of our country  
over the Lacedaemonians, the one at Leuctra, who is older, and  
the younger, who is just now being bom  a t M antineia."38
The differences in the am plified statem ent are simply the 
exhortation, and its amplified rationale. No argum entative figure is 
added.
An argum entative chreia is defined by Robbins as one which 
contains a  com bination of some of the constituents of the full 
argum ent, bu t does no t approximate a full argum ent. Such an 
argum ent m ay contain an example, an argum ent from  the contrary, 
an  analogy, a w ritten testam ent, bu t not all of them  as in an  
elaborated chre ia P  Moreover, an  argum entative chreia m ay be 
characterized by the use of the fallacies: the gram m atical (obscure, 
loquacious, elliptical), the logical (impossible, implausible, false), and  
the social (unsuitable, useless, shameful).
Elaborated chreiai are those which approxim ate m ost closely to the 
argum ent in  its fullest form, and so contain some com bination of 
argum ent from  analogy, example, the contrary, and citation of 
authoritative testimony. It is in Hermogenes tha t one finds a 
presentation  of the chreia in its fully elaborated f o r m .4 0
Fourthly, Robbins claims tha t the elaborated chreia m ay have two 
levels. At the first level, argum ents using as m any topics as possible 
are em ployed for individual parts of the chreia. Those topics are the 
grammatical, logical, and social ones m entioned above. 
A rgum entative figures (example, analogy etc.) will be p a rt of those
3 3  ’ EiraLpeLviiïSas’ 6 tcSv crTpccTiiyo? fjv pÈM apcc Kal îrapà ttiv etprivTii' dvrip
ayaGor, ctucttcci'to? 5e rfi irarptSi iroXépou irpè? AaKeSaipovlou? TroXXà «al Xapirpa ¥pya 
TTÎ? peyaXoil/uxL'ccg èireSeL^aTO. jîoLtoTapxûîv pèv Tiepl AeOKjpa èvLKa toùç iroXepious*, 
aTpaTeudpev'o? 8è UTrèp Tf|g TraTpLSo? Kal dywnÇdpcvos: àiréSavëv cv  MavTLV€i<j. ètrel Sè 
TpciiOels* èîeXeuTa tôv pioK, ôXo(j)upopévti)V’ rfiv (|)LXwr toc re dXXa Kal (xtgkvo?
àiTO0vtiorKOL, pEiSioccrag, iTauCTao-0€, 4^*T|, 4)lXol, KXaioKTGç, èyci) yàp upîv dBavccrous' 8uo 
KaraXdXoLTTa Guyarepas', 5uo pucas" irarptBos' Kara AaKeSaipovicov, ttjv pèv èi*
AeuKTpoLÇ rt)P irpeapurepav, vcmépav 8è ocpri [iol y€vo\xévw M aprivetA- T h e o i l  
318-33.
39 The fully elaborated chreia will be discussed in the next section.
40 Hermogenes 30-62,
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units which offer argum ents for the different parts of the chreia, 
Robbins rem ains ra th e r obscure in his explanation of this level of 
elaboration, and  the difficulties will be discussed below. The 
second-level elaboration contains all the elements of the full 
argum ent: praise, statem ent and  rationale, argum ent from  contrary, 
analogy, example, authoritative testimony, conclusion.
Lastly, Robbins deals with w hat he calls the "language context for 
chreiai" and  discusses the three m ajor genera of chreiai, sayings, 
action and mixed, and  the five different species the response p a rt of 
the chreia may take. These are: response to a simple question, to an 
inquiry, a  response with some explanation, a response to some 
general statem ent or observation, and finally a double chreia. These 
W Ü 1  be explained in  m ore detail in the next chapter.
Robbins uses his understanding of the chreia and  its elaboration in  
his reading of a num ber of synoptic passages.41 In the introduction 
to the paperback edition of Jesus the Teacher, he offers m ore 
detailed methodological reflections on the nature of rhetorical 
c r i t ic i s m .4 2  The rhetorical analysis of a  text is, in  fact, just one 
aspect of his larger socio-rhetorical approach. At the h ea rt of this 
approach, he employs a core m etaphor-tex t as "texture," Viewed as 
such, a  text resem bles a garm ent whose surface appears d ifferent 
depending on the angle from  which the observer is looking. As 
som ething which is woven, the text is created out of intersecting 
strands of signification and m e a n i n g  .43
41 See, for example, "Pronouncement Stories and Jesus' Blessing of the 
Children: A Rhetorical Approach," Semeia 29 (1983): 42-74; "The Woman who 
Touched Jesus' Garment: Socio-Rhetorical Analysis of the Synoptic Accounts," 
NTS 33 (1987): 502-15; "Rhetorical Arguments about Lamps and light in Early 
Christian Gospels," in Context. Essays in Honour o f Peder Jahan Borgen, eds. P. 
W. Bockman and R. E. Kristiansen. Relieff 24 (University of Trondheim: Tapir, 
1987), 177-95.
42 Jesus the Teacher. A Socio-Rhetorical Interpretation o f Mark, Repr. with 
new introduction (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992), xix-xliv.
43 "A text only has surface, but it is textured surface, thick with interwoven 
webs of signification. The issue is what kinds of strategies, filters, and grids 
an interpreter uses to hear or look at a text. As these strategies, filters, and
perceives one kind of texture rather than another." Jesus the Teacher, xxviii.
V^ AJL XAAtW... ^ 4 .  W VWJ. WA A ^  ^  ^ ^  VA ^  A , A J. J. V X  V.?  W.X X V*
grids value and devalue signs in a text, the interpreter sees, hears, or
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He suggests tha t each text has four textures: inner texture, 
in te r texture, social and cultural texture, and ideological t e x tu r e .4 4  
These various textures call for four in terpretative steps. In studying 
the  inner texture, the in terp reter is involved in  inner textual 
analysis of the present form  of the text and  aims to identify  the 
persuasive aspects of its discourse. This is where acquaintance with 
the ancient rhetorical tradition is pu t to work. The in tertex ture of a 
text points the in te rp reter beyond the world of the text and  reveals 
the text to be in dialogue with other texts. The in tertextual na tu re  
of the synoptic texts thus dem ands an  analysis no t only of Jewish 
literature b u t also the literature of the Greco-Roman world. This 
step in  the in terpretative process is essentially a com parative one. 
The social an d  cultural texture reveals tha t beh ind  the text the re  lie 
value systems, cultural codes, social mores, political and  economic 
realities etc., which are simply presupposed. All these have to 
inform  the in terpretation  of the text if the danger of ignoring the 
foreignness of the text is to be avoided. Finally, ideological texture 
indicates tha t there is an  ideology a t work both  within the text and  
within the in terpreter. The ideology within the text is th a t integral 
world view which encompasses social, cultural, conceptual, and 
theological meanings. Regarding interpretative ideology, Robbins 
pleads for one which is dialogical ra ther than oppositional, inclusive 
ra th e r than  exclusive.45
4. Klaus Berger46
Berger's form  critical analysis of the entire New Testam ent is based 
upon a communications model derived from ancient rhetoric. This 
m odel views texts as "Teil eines Geschehens zwischen Autor und  
Leser" and  as such draws upon a reader-response repertory . The 
three principal rhetorical genres are the symbuleutic ("texts 
in tended to activate or adm onish the reader"), the dicanic ("texts 
in tended  to explain a  decision"), and the epideictic ("texts in tended
44 Jesus the Teacher, xxix.
45 Jesus the Teacher, xxii.
Formgeschichte, see chapter one, note 56 above; also, "Hellenistische 
Gattungen im Neuen Testament," ANRW, 11.25.2, 1031-1432. For a brief 
summary in English of his programme, see his, "Rhetorical Criticism," 390-96.
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to im press the r e a d e r " ) . 47 There are also texts which reflect two or 
all th ree of the types, and  which he calls " S a m m e lg a t t u n g e n ." 4 8  it is 
to these th a t the controversy dialogues belong.
Berger's form al classification of the New Testam ent m aterials is 
guided by linguistic and stylistic observations upon the w ritten 
t e x t .49 I n  this he departs radically from  classic form  criticism, in  
th a t his m ain in terest lies in investigating w hat function the given  
text had  in  the history of early Christianity.so Consequently, he 
considers the in tended effect of the w ritten text to be as im portan t 
as its content and  form  in the establishing of the text-type, or 
genre.si
On this basis, he classifies the pronouncem ent stories as chreiai, 
Berger's definition of the chreia^^ is inform ed by the understanding  
of it in antiquity and  given greater precision through com parison 
with the yrwiui, the àTToci)6éyga and the àTTO[jivTiiJidveuFa.53 Usefully, he 
notes the th ree  different types of chreia and  sets ou t the  stages of 
an  e l a b o r a t i o n .54 Characterized by its in terest in the wise teacher, 
the form  had  its original Sitz im  Leben in  the school. From the pom t 
of view of content, the chreia reveals hum our and  quick-wittedness
47 "Rhetorical Criticism," 390.
43 These are the first texts he analyses. Formgeschichte, 25-116.
49 "Hellenistische Gattungen," 1108. He offers a list of the criteria in 
Formgeschich te, 19-2 2.
50 See, "Rlietorical Criticism," 192.
51 This is another way of saying that he is interested in the argumentative 
dimensions of the text, of how it was constructed in order to meet the 
requirements of the situation. "In this case we would have to depart from the 
hypothesis that the text is intended to achieve an effect that (seen from the 
production point of view) lies in the future, presupposing that every text is 
meant to meet the requirements of an intended effect and can be judged 
according to its success." "Rhetorical Criticism," 392.
52 See, "Hellenistische Gattungen," 1092-93. "Als Chrie bezeichnet man 
veranlaEte, doch die Situation transzendierende Rede oder Handlung im 
Leben einer bedeutendenden Person. Veranlassung und Reaktion gehoren 
immer zusammen." Formgeschichte, 82.
53 The ykùfpn is a saying of a general nature, never an action, and unattributed 
to any individual. It is characterized by its practicality. The &TTo())8G'yna is a 
saying embedded in a context and as such is closely related to the chreia. It 
normally appears in the form: Name/ipwmGdç ... etire. The chreia is more 
closely related to specific situations and cases, and can appear in more 
various forms. Hellenistische Gattungen, 1092-93.
54 "Hellenistische Gattungen," 1093-94. The elaboration is set out in footnote 
28.
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and  as such was especially used in  the Cynic trad ition  with its 
in terest in  "re-evaluing of v a l u e s . " 55 it belonged to the world of 
reason and  is free of any h in t of the miraculous or supernatural.
The au thor quoted was vested with such a wisdom and  au thority  
th a t the chreia took on a  regulative character for the society in  
which it was used. Gathered into collections, they had  a m ajor 
influence on the origin and development of Greek b i o g r a p h y .5 6
Berger identifies twenty seven chreiai in Mark's Gospel: 1:35-38: 
2.16f., 18-22, 23-28; 3.28-30, 31-35; 6.1-6; 7.1-13; 8.11-13, 14-15; 
9.33-37, 38-41; 10.1-12, 13-16, 17-22, 26-27, 28-31, 35-40; 11.27- 
33; 12.13-17, 18-27, 35-37a, 28-34, 41-44; 13;l-2, 3-37; 14.3-9.
His investigation of pagan literature leads Berger to view the chreia 
as being formally composed of two elements, the question or cause, 
and  the answer. Equally, it convinces him  of the overriding 
im portance of the first p a rt of the chreia for form al classificatory 
purposes.57 The consequent classification is thus guided by the 
presence of the type of introduction present both  in  the synoptic 
and  in  pagan literature.58 in his la ter study, however, he offers a 
quite d ifferent classification and no longer seems to invest the first 
p a rt of the chreia with the same form-defining im portance. 
According to this classification, there are six d ifferent types: 
symbuleutic, dicanic, epideictic, correction, questions from  disciples 
and  enemies, and those in  which the "I" of the  speaker features
55 "Die Umwertung der Werte." "Hellenistische Gattungen," 1106.
56 Formgeschichte, 82-84.
57 "Die Einteilung nach den Anfangen entspricht zudem antiker 
formgeschichtlicher Reflexion zu diesem Punkt, wie wir sie bei Jamblichos, 
Leben des Pythagoras 82 linden: "Alle sogenannten Sprüche gliedern sich in 
drei Gruppen. Die erste beantwortet die Frage 'Was ist ...?’, die zweite 'Was am 
meisten?', die dritte 'Was soli man tun oder lassen?"’ "Hellenistische 
Gattungen," 1096. In the presentation of the chreia in his Formgeschichte 
there is no mention of this seemingly important principle. Latterly, he talks 
of identifying "which of the many conventions determining the text is so 
dominant that it can be regarded as a criterion for categorization."
"Rhetorical Criticism," 391.
58 He lists the different sorts of chreia as: questions concerning usefulness, 
or definition, or the maximum; critical questions concerning behaviour, 
questions from one who would be a disciple, or what one ought to do, or how 
to achieve something; cases in which something is seen or heard and 
commented upon; questions on whether one ought to pay taxes; strings of 
questions based on a common structural characteristic; questions in the 
shape "To whom am I like?" "Hellenistiche Gattungen," 1096-1100.
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largely in the a n s w e r .  59 Any pericope may belong to one or m ore of 
these groups.
The chreiai reveal various aspects of early Christianity. Firstly, 
there  are those which dealt with internal commimity problem s and  
which reflect the political and societal significance of the chreia: 
who is greatest (9,33-37), the role of children (10.13-16), the 
problem  of wealth (10.17-22, 26-27, 28-31), divorce (10.1-12), 
taxes (12.13-17), the relationship of outsiders to the com m unity 
(9.33-37, 38-41). These chreiai also dealt with radical discipleship: 
the real family (3.31-35), the rich m an (10.17-22), leaving 
everything (10.28-31), m artyrdom  (10,35-40). A second group of 
chreiai dealt with chiistological problems: the relationship to the 
Baptist (11.27-33), signs of the legitimacy of Jesus (3.23-30; 8.11- 
13), his relationship to David (12.35-37a). The th ird  m ain group 
dealt with external com m unity problem s and are seen in  those 
chreiai which p resen t Jesus in debate with the Jewish groups: 
sabbath  observance (2.23-28), questions of purity  (2.15-17; 7.1-13), 
fasting (2.18-22). They have both an apologetic and a polemical 
tone and represen t a m om ent when there was still hope of winning 
over the Jewish authorities.
5. Evaluation
a) All these scholars in  the ir various ways rep resen t a  re trea t away 
from  classical form  and redaction criticism. Tannehill employs 
reader-response insights in his analysis. His em phasis, however, on 
the un ity  of these pericopes in their stim ulus-response form at, and  
his description of them  as stories, reveal the influence of narrative 
c r i t ic i s m .6 0  He is interested in  the plot of these small units, how,
59 Symbuleutic: 3.23-30, 31-35; 8.11-13, 14-15; 9.33-37, 38-41; 10.1-12, 13-16, 17- 
22, 28-31; 12,13-17, 41-44. Dicanic: 2.16-17, 18-22, 23-28; 3.23-30; 6.1-6; 7.1-13; 
11,27-33; 14.3-9. Epideictic: 12.18-27, 28-34, 35-37a. The only pericopes in Mark 
which Berger does not assign to any of these groups are: 1.35-38; 10.26-27; 
13.1-2, 3-37, and 10.35-40. The first three are questions from disciples. Berger 
fails to give any classification for 10.35-40 and 13.3-37. Formgeschichte, 91- 
93.
60 His analysis aims to "focus attention on an element which is central to the 
story as story, for the tension which arises between the stimulus and 
response gives the story its movement and interest." "Apophthegms," 1795.
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th a t is, the characters and  events detailed within the story cause 
and  succeed each other. His analysis aims, therefore, to discover the 
po in t of view of the author and as such, like redaction criticism, has 
an  historical goal. Understanding that point of view in tu rn  enables 
him  to make conclusions concerning the first audiences of the
The same blending of reader response approaches and narrative criticism 
first appeared in his "The Disciples in Mark: The Function of a Narrative 
Role," JR 57 (1977): 386-405. Moore remarks: "Narrative commentary in the 
mode of Tannehill is essentially a retelling of a Gospel designed to draw 
maximal attention to its plotted qualities of flow or forward movement (the 
aspect of temporal succession), and to the integration and interrelation of its 
parts (causality, in the broad sense)." Literary Criticism, 23.
61 This is evident from some of his remarks: "Thus an apophthegm is not a 
neutral record of a discussion between equal parties. A particular 
pronouncement is presented in such a way as to make the dominant 
impression." "Apophthegms," 1793. "I am interested in the apophthegms as an 
act of communication between a speaker and a listener, or a writer and a 
reader. This communication takes place through a story about another time 
and place, but this story, carefully shaped to make an impression on the 
reader, can have influence on the present." "Apophthegms," 1794. "The 
interaction of stimulus and response in an apophthegm often reflects the 
interaction of a person or group with the environment. Something of the 
social and historical setting shines through. Particularly important are the 
value conflicts which emerge when there is sharp conflict between the 
position assumed or stated in the stimulus and the position proclaimed in the 
response." "Apophthegms," 1795.
62 "Such apophthegms speak to the imagination, provoking thought which 
involves the will and the emotions as well as the mind, opening new 
possibilitites for living." "Apophthegms," 1796.
4 3
material.^ 1 In his mingling of reader-response and  narrative 
criticisms, Tannehill understands the im portance of respecting the 
historical and  cultural complexity of the text. Finally, by  
understanding the deeply rhetorical nature of these pericopes, he 
stresses tha t they  have power to affect no t just the  intellect bu t also 
the will and  the emotions, as ancient rhetoric also e m p h a s i z e d .6 2
Mack and Robbins also approach these stories from  a reader- 
response angle, bu t one which is inform ed by the canons of ancient 
rhetoric. More than  most, they  stress the persuasive powers 
inheren t in  them  and aim to analyse them  as units of 
argum entation. Their understanding of these units as example of 
the Greek chreia, and  their knowledge of its elaboration gleaned 
from  the ancient handbooks, allow these stories to be read  in  new 
and  fresh ways. Both are involved in historical readings and  hope to 
identify certain m om ents of early Christian form ation which are I
"4 ;
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reflected in the textual history.63 Klaus Berger is at one with them  
in  identifying these stories as chreiai, and sees this identification as 
p a rt of his larger project of creating a "new form  criticism," That 
project separates the question of genre from  tha t of oral pre-history 
and  limits form  criticism to the analysis and tracing of a genre 
w ithin the literary  history of the time.64 Knowledge of tha t genre 
and  its conventions allow the m odern reader to become aw are of 
the situations from  which it arose o r by which it was m odified in  
early  Christianity, 65 For Berger, the reception of the text by its early 
hearers and  readers is im portant in  the discussion of the Sitz of the 
text, since it gives new perspectives upon those early  audiences.66 
All these scholars have in  different ways fu rthered  the 
investigation of apophthegm s or pronouncem ent stories. A num ber 
of reservations, however, m ust be lodged.
63 Mack comments: "The picture of Jesus presented by the Gospel of Mark, for 
instance, is the product of two generations of vigorous social activity and 
energetic, imaginative labor. That means a gradual construction emerging 
out of many, many incidents at the level of social experience and out of the 
need of those who shared those experiences to forge and hold a common 
understanding of them. The shift in perspective is required as soon as it is 
realized that the creative replication of the memory of Jesus took place in the 
interest not only of how it was at the beginning, but how it was or should be 
at several junctures of social history through which a memory tradition has 
travelled." Myth, 16.
64 "Die historische Dimension eines Textes wird weniger in seiner 
mündlichen Vorgeschichte gesucht als vielmehr in seinem Bezug zu 
"typischen Situationen" in der Geschichte des Urchristentums." 
Formgeschichte, 11.
65 "Man kann Gattungen auch als Système von Konventionen bezelchnen (E, 
D. Hirsch), wenn man beachtet, dak es sich um gesellschaftliche 
Konventionen handelt: Diese Konventionen erfüllen bestimmte Funktionen 
in der Geschichte." Formgeschichte, 10.
66 "[F]ür einen Text ist nicht mehr nur die Entstehungssituation von 
Bedeutung, sondern auch Interessen der Jünger und Gemeinde, die offenbar 
über diese Situation hinausgingen und den Text zu einer 
wiederverwendbaren typischen Antwort werden lieken. Hinzugekommen ist 
auch, dak ein Text nicht nur Interessen der Florer entspricht, sondern ihnen 
auch engegenlaufen kann." Formgeschichte, 11. He offers certain guidelines 
for establishing the relationship between a text and a situation: 1. The 
reconstruction of the concrete questions to which a text can be an answer. 2. 
Various genres can be employed in the one situation, just as one genre can be 
utilized in different situations. 3. The writer who receives an ancient 
tradition will very probably have a present interest in it. 4. The 
reconstruction of the social group whose interests the text affirms or 
contradicts is possible. 5. Certain genres dominate in certain phases and 
regions of early Christianity. Formgeschichte, 23.
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b) At first sight Tannehill's classification of these stories seems 
m ore nuanced and  flexible than  other, previous attem pts. A doubt 
arises, however, when the large num ber of "hybrid" stories are 
noted. These do no t fit exactly any of his categories. Moreover, it 
m ay be queried w hether he is accurate in his assignation of certain  
stories to one type ra th e r than  ano ther.67 Most im portantly, his 
system  of classification is based on the synoptic m aterials 
them selves which is then  used by others in  their investigation of 
o ther writing s.6 8 Not only is this too small a sample to provide an 
adequate classification, bu t a  certain circularity of argum entation 
also results.69 Although he recognises that these stories are 
"rhetorically shaped,"70 he fails to read  them  in the light of ancient 
rhetorical practice. W hen he talks of the function of these various 
types of stories, he tends to collapse into one their function for the 
ancient and their function for the contem porary reader.7i In any 
case, he presum es both  are Christian. A m odern individualistic 
concern colours his discussion of function, and the sociological 
in terest of classic form  criticism disappears. Finally, clearer criteria 
for his system of classification ought to have been offered.
c) Berger aims to ground his classification on firm  syntactic or 
sem antic observations. Yet, as has been pointed out, the system  of 
classification described in his Formgeschichte des Neuen Testaments 
differs from  that offered in his earlier article "Hellenistische 
Gattungen im neuen Testament." This leads one to question the
67 See Berger, "Hellenistische Gattungen," 1108-9.
68 See, for example, Semeia 20 (1981).
69 His analysis of the synoptic material serves to define a matrix in which 
other non-synoptic material is classified, which in turn confirms the 
synoptic classification. Reservations have been registered by Robbins who 
analysed Plutarch's Vitae Parallelae and classifies the stories there into 
aphoristic, adversative, and affirmative chreiai. "Classifying Pronouncement 
Stories in Plutarch's Parallel lives,” Semeia (20) 1981: 29-52. Earl Breech 
utilizes TannehilPs classification system in his investigation of Philostratus 
and finds it wanting. It is useful for only about half of the pronouncement 
stories in Philostratus, while there is a series of these stories which lack the 
stimulus-response structure. Moreover, he notes, their function in 
Philostratus is quite different from that in the synoptic material. "Stimulus- 
Response Pronouncement Stories in Philostratus," SBLSP {1977): 257-71.
70 "Varieties," 3,
71 "Readers, whether of the first century or the present, can recognize 
similarities between the attitudes being corrected and their own attitudes but 
may also be attracted or shaken by Jesus' challenge." "Apophthegms," 1803.
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clarity of the criteria he offers. In fact, neither in  his m onograph nor 
in  his article is there a clear discussion of w hat he considers 
syntactic or semantic criteria to be. In the article, he does po in t out 
th a t in antiquity, every chreia was classified according to its first 
part, and  follows tha t guideline in his own system of classification. 
Yet this seemingly im portant methodological observation disappears 
in  the discussion in his la ter publication. In tha t discussion, he 
classifies m ost of the M arkan units according to the symbuleutic, 
dikanic, and epideictic genres of ancient rhetoric. Yet th a t discussion 
takes place in  the first section of the book which has to do w ith the 
Sammelgattungen, texts, tha t is, which show characteristics of all 
th ree  genres.72 A certain confusion results.73 A clearer explanation 
of Berger's criteria is also needed.
d) Mack's analysis of the pronouncem ent stories both  reflects and  
depends upon his view of early Christian form ation. Those stories 
reflected the experiences of the synagogue reform  group which was 
one of five different Jesus m ovem ents in the first c e n t u r y . 74 
Although this reconstruction of Christian origins appears m ore 
nuanced than  those of Dibelius or Bultmann's, a t roo t it still stands 
upon  the same distinction between Palestinian and  Hellenistic
.Si
72 "[SJammelgattungen ... welche sich nicht auf symbuleutische, 
epideiktische oder dikanische Merkmale festlegen lassen und vielmehr fur 
alle drei Gruppen von Gattungen Belege liefern." Formgeschichte, 25.
73 Another confusion is evident when he claims that Bultmannn contrary to 
Dibelius, maintained that "die entsprechenden Stücke aus den Evangel!en 
grundsatzlich in diese Gattung hineingehoren...." "Hellenistische Gattungen"
1096. While it is true that Bultmann does make reference to Greek and Roman 
literature, he nonetheless makes it quite clear that it is the stories of the 
Rabbis which shed most light upon the Gospel literature. The "Streit" which 
he perceives between Bultmann and Dibelius does not exist. It is rather 
Dibelius, even with all his caveats, who sees the limited value of chreia 
material for Gospel study. Hultgren is more accurate when he puts the 
"Streit" the other way round, with Dibelius investigating the Hellenistic 
material. Yet he is quite exaggerated when he depicts Dibelius as making 
conclusions concerning the Gospel material from Greek parallels. Both 
Berger and Elultgren set up an opposition between the two great form critics 
which does not exist and both even disagree on the nature of that opposition.
74 The other four movements were the "itinerants in Galilee" (reflected in 
"01'), the "pillars in Jerusalem" who had fled to Pella (influencing Matthew 
and the Didache), the "family of Jesus" (reflected in those synoptic materials 
which talk of family relationships and genealogy), the "congregations of 
Israel" (reflected in the miracle stories), and the "congregations of the 
Christ," who created the myth of the dying and rising saviour and 
commemorated that event in the ritual meal. Myth, 78-97, 98-123.
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Christianity.75 He is aware of the inroads m ade by  Hellenism in first 
century  Palestine, as his classification of pronouncem ents stories as 
chreiai shows, b u t does no t explain why the Hellenistic Christ cult 
d id  no t make an im pact upon Jewish Christianity.76 He is confronted 
with the same danger of circular argum entation bo th  Bultmann and  
Dibelius faced: some pre-understanding of early Christianity is 
needed  before the texts are analysed, and tha t analysis is 
influenced in  tu rn  by the pre-understanding.
His analysis of the form ation of the pronouncem ent stories reveals 
two stages in the experience of the synagogue reform  m ovement. 
The first was a m om ent of hum orous and convivial critique and  is 
reflected in the core chreiai of the pronouncem ent stories. The 
second, reflected in the elaborations of the chreiai, was a  m uch 
m ore serious polemic taking place as the group were leaving the 
synagogue and  in the process of creating a new group identity. By 
the time Mark incorporated them  into the Gospel, they were "out on 
the ir ear." 77 While Mack is aware tha t it is illicit to presum e an  
elaborated chreia is a later creation,78 and so to introduce an 
evolutionary process, this in  fact is precisely w hat he does. His basis 
for this is his estim ation tha t over three quarters of the core chreiai 
are rhetorically strong and so could have existed independently . He 
tu rns this possibility into a fact when he suggests the two stage 
form ation process behind the present stories, Bultmann's influence 
is once again visible. Mack's search for those chreiai which could 
have existed independently  of the elaboration is, a t base, no 
different from  Bultmann's program m atic search for those sayings 
which could have circulated independently. Behind bo th  their 
analyses, there lies a  specific preconception of the historical Jesus: 
for Mack, he is a  Cynic-like sage, for Bultmann, he is the prophetic
«r
75 Myth, 96. He does suggest that the Hellenistic Christ cults were a "peculiar 
aberration" and that Jewish Christianity in its various manifestations was 
"the normal formation."
76 It is hardly enough to state: "The farther away from Judea, the less the 
influence came from liasidic Judaism, and the more from a general 
cosmopolitan ethos." Myth, 101.
77 Myth, 203.
78 "Training was given, not only in the amplification and elaboration of 
chreiai, but in how to reduce them, paraphrase them, and create them as 
well. There is no reason to suppose that a fully elaborated chreia could not 
have been created from scratch, chreia and all." Myth, 193.
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preacher of the kingdom of God. Their studies are guided, in  o ther 
words, no t only in  term s of how they understood early Christian 
form ation, b u t also, and  m ore im portantly, how they  viewed the 
historical Jesus. The present lack of consensus on both  questions 
makes Mack's foundations ra th er precarious. It m ust be noted, 
finally, tha t his analysis of the pronouncem ent stories is restric ted  
to an  examination of only a few.
e) Robbins attem pts in  his introductory article to the Rhetoric o f  
Pronouncem ent to bring together m  a systematic fashion the 
insights into the chreia which have been m ade in the past fifteen 
years. It is no surprise tha t he relies heavily on Theon's discussion 
of the chreia, since it is the longest and most com plete of the extant 
Progymnasmata, Certain caveats, however, m ust be registered.
Firstly, there is no certainty regarding the dating of Theon's 
Progymnasmata, The contem porary preference for a  first century  
dating is based upon Quintilian's reference to the Stoic rhetorician 
nam ed T h e o n .7 9  Apart from  the nam e Theon being very popular at 
the time,80 Quintilian's discussion of the chreia differs a t certain  
points from  that of Ælius Theon. Firstly, he offers no definition of 
the chreia and, indeed, seems to confuse it with the ætiologia. He 
recalls how his teachers used to teach "a type of exercise which was 
bo th  useful and enjoyable" and which took the form  of questions 
such as "'Why among the Lacedaemonians is Venus arm ed?' and  
'Why is Cupid considered a boy as well as winged and arm ed with 
arrows and a torch?'" Exercises such as these, he says, "can appear 
to be a type of chreia."8i Earlier on, in his discussion of the maxim, 
the ætiologia, and the chreia, he writes:
[QJuorum om nium  similis est ratio, forma diversa, quia sententia  
universalis est vox, ætiologia personis continetur. Chriarum plura  
genera traduntur..,.
79 Instit. 3.6.48; 9.3.76. See, Institutio Oratorla, trans. H. E. Butler, LCL, 4 vois, 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press; London: William Heinemann, 1920- 
22).
80 The full name, Ælius Theon of Alexandria, comes from the Suda which, 
unfortunately, is of little help in the process of dating.
81 Instit. 2.4.26. These remarks take place in his discussion of the thesis.
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Since the phrase personis continetur  is precisely w hat one would 
expect to qualify the chreia, various authors have been  led to 
em end the text. For instance, O’Neil suggests it should read  
...ætiologia causis, chria personis contmetnr.^^ This, however, does 
no t get round  the association which Qumtilian continues to make 
between ætiologia and  chreia when he recalls the type of exercise 
his teachers used to employ. In fact, it is in tha t discussion tha t the 
source of the confusion, if confusion it is, seems to lie. There he 
describes the exercise as "useful." Given the central role tha t 
usefulness played in the definitions of the chreia in the later 
handbooks, it m ay well be that it was this aspect which was 
upperm ost in Quintilian’s m ind as he discussed both  the ætiologia 
and  the chreia. In any case, the confusion does indicate th a t "in the 
first century  A.D. rhetorical theory was still in  a  fluid state."83
This fluidity is confirm ed by the second point. Quintilian’s 
classification of the chreia is ra ther incomplete w hen com pared with 
the classifications of the handbooks, especially T h e o n ’s.84  On the one 
hand, he makes a clear distinction between sayings- an d  action- 
chreiai, yet, on the other, talks of plura genera. This la tte r phrase, in 
fact, refers to the th ree different species of sayings-chreiai which he 
lists: the simple statem ent, the reply, and the m ore general 
response to a statem ent or action.85 The later handbooks would talk 
of three genera of chreiai, sayings, action, and  mixed, and the three 
species (dSii) of the sayings-ciireiai. At least a t this point, Quintilian 
cannot have been reading Theon, even if he is attem pting to classify 
some fluid form  which orators discussed, as the traduntur  implies.
A full-blown classification system of the chreia does no t seem to
82 "Discussion of Preliminary Exercises of Marcus Fabius Quintilianus. 
Introduction, Translation and Comments," in Hock and O'Neil, The 
Progyninasmata, 128.
83 O’Neil, "Preliminary Exercises," 129.
84 See, Instit 1.9.4-7.
85 Chriarum plura genera traduntur: unum simile sententiae, quod est 
posituni in voce simplici: "dixit ille" aut "dicere solebat”; alterum quod est in 
respondendo: "interrogatus ille," vel "cum hoc ei dictum esset, respondit"; 
tertium huic non dissimile: "cum quis dixisset aliquid" vel "fecisset," Instit. 
h9A
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have been available to Quintilian as he wrote in  the first century  
G.E. In all probability, it did no t exist.86
The conclusion regarding this first caveat, then, is tha t regardless of 
the dating of Theon’s Progyninasmata^ and regardless of w hether 
Quintilian knew the work or not, the Institntio  points to a less clear 
definition and less complete classification of the chreia, Robbins' 
fifth poin t regarding the "language context for chreia" in  which he 
draws up the taxonomy of the genera and species of chreiai has to 
be handled  with care. He runs the danger of imposing a 
classification system which is a t once much m ore rigid and  unitary  
than  the probable fluid and diverse understandings of the chreia 
then  in circulation.
The second m ajor caveat regards his discussion of "first-level 
elaboration" of the chreia. For Robbins, this first-level elaboration is 
characterized by the use of argum ents for individual parts of the 
chreia. This reflects Theon’s brief description of the eighth exercise 
in m anipulation which, though not named, m ay be presum ed to be 
the exercise in  confirmation: "It is necessary, however, to provide 
argum ents for each p art of the chreia, beginning with the first ones, 
using as m any topics as possible." 8? Robbins is obscure about his 
understanding of what exactly is "each p art of the chreia" {cmojov 
[lepos* TT|ç xpdas"). From Theon's discussion of the fable, which uses 
the same phrase with the appropriate change (e K a o T o v  p ep os- t o €  
|j.\j0o\j), it becomes clear th a t w hat is m eant is those topics which are 
the opposite of those used in the refutation of a  fable, hi o ther 
words, the phrase éTaorov pepos- rf\ç xpelas* points to those details 
which are obscure, implausible, shameful, etc. It is a process of 
argum entation from  the opposite .88 Yet, this is the type of 
argum entation which Robbins argues should characterize the 
argum entative chreia.
-----------------------------------
86 O'Neil concludes that "no such precise form had yet been developed for 
classifying these preliminary exercises as appears later in the standard 
Progyninasmata." "Preliminary Exercises," 131.
8 7  ripog eK aarov  d e  pepog tx \£  xpeiccg d p ^ ap evov  diro Twr irptiircov È T rixeipetr  Get, 
oCTtûv' TOTTttv è d v  Gurarbv f). Theoil 384-86.
88 Hock and O'Neil, "The Chreia Discussion of Aelius Theon of Alexandria. 
Introduction, Translation and Comments," in Hock and O'Neil, The 
Progymnasmata, 72-73.
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This, then, is Robbins first-level elaboration. The problem  with this 
is th a t these two exercises are only the final two of Theon's entire 
discussion of the the eight exercises in  the m odification of the 
chreia. These are: recitation (dmyyeXia), inflexion (KXiaiç), 
com m entary objection (àvriUyeiv), expansion (WcKTcWr),
abbreviation (oDOTcXXeiv), refutation (àvaoKeueiv), confirm ation 
(jcaTttoiceueiv). It rem ains unclear why this first-level elaboration  
should focus only on the exercise in confirmation, aided by  the 
topics of the exercise on refutation, and not upon the o ther exercises 
such as com mentary, objection, or expansion. Indeed, it should be 
noted  tha t Theon has least to say on the exercise on e x p a n s i o n .89 On 
the o ther hand, he discourses at great length, and  with seeming 
delight, on the exercise on inflexion. And, of course, he never speaks 
of "first-level elaboration."
The final caveat regards Robbins' second-level elaboration. This 
begins "with a chreia tha t establishes an enthym em atic context out 
of which flow the constituents of a complete argum ent."90 it is 
m odelled on the chreia elaboration of the Progymnasmata 
a ttribu ted  to Hermogenes of Tarsus. Although the dating of the 
handbook is uncertain, it would seem probable tha t it appeared  
som etim e between the publications of Theon (presum ing a first 
cen tury  CE. dating) and Aphthonius (late fourth-early fifth centuries 
CE.).91
It is here  in Hermogenes th a t this elaboration of the chreia, which 
would becom e classic, first appears. The eight steps of this 
elaboration will be discussed m ore fully in the next chapter. An 
alm ost identical type of elaboration is present in the Phetorica ad  
Herrenium, w ritten in the first century BCE. which, it is claimed, 
"indicates tha t Greek theorists had already worked out the details of
89 ’ EireKTCLVopev Se ttiv xpetav èTreiSàv Tas* aÙTx) €ptDTT|ar€i? re Koci àiroKpLCTeig, Kal 
eî. Trp&^Eig T19 n ttocGo? âvuTrdpxîi pnKdyoïpey. ("We expand the chreia whenever 
we enlarge upon the questions and responses in it, and upon whatever act or 
experience is in it.") Theon 309-11.
90 "Rhetorical Discussions," xiv.
91 Hermogenes was born in the middle of the second century CE., but no work 
was attributed to him until the fifth century. The arguments concerning the 
attribution and dating are given by Mack and O’Neil, "The Chreia Discussion 
of Hermogenes of Tarsus. Introduction, Translation and Comments," in Hock 
and O'Neil, The Progymnasmata, 158-60.
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such e x e r c is e s ." 92 This claim, however, is not backed up by 
examples taken from  the pagan literature of the day. The questions 
arise as to w hether this was only a ra ther m echanical school 
exercise to be heavily modified in practice, and as to how wide 
spread this exercise was in rhetorical education. The ad H erennium  
and  Hermogenes’ discussion are the only two examples of it in the 
rhetorical tradition.
understanding of it, however, seems to have been ra th e r fluid and  
diverse. Nonetheless, the inform ation Robbins gives is invaluable 
and  will inform  our rhetorical analyses of the various pericopes.
92 Mack and O'Neil, "Hermogenes of Tarsus," 162.
In conclusion, Robbins runs the danger of creating a m odel of the 
chreia and  its elaboration which is a  construct of elem ents taken 
m ainly from  the discussions of Theon and Hermogenes. But neither 
au thor describes the m odel the way Robbins does. Undoubtedly, the 
chreia existed as a recognized rhetorical form  in the first century CE, 
and  probably before, as Qpintllian's rem arks dem onstrate. The
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CONCLUSION AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The exposition of the studies of Dibelius and Bultmann concluded 
th a t th ree of their basic insights are stiU valid, and  accepted by 
m any scholars. These are, firstly, tha t there was an  oral tradition  
th a t preceded the publication of Mark's Gospel, and  tha t there was 
no significant literary process before this; secondly, tha t m uch of 
the tradition circulated in  small units; and thirdly, th a t over time 
m ore m aterial was added to these units. The studies of Taylor, 
Hultgren, and TannehiU pursued Dibelius' insight into the narrative 
quality of these units. TannehiU brought the process to a logical 
conclusion when he attem pted to dem onstrate the narrative unity  
and  cohesion of the stories. By keeping the poin t of view of the 
im plied author in focus, he continued the work of redaction 
criticism  w ith its historical interest, even though he was prim arily  
concerned in the effects the stories have on a contem porary 
audience.
Weiss' study showed th a t the form  critical program m e, as 
traditionaUy understood, can still be used insightfully and  
effectively, and is able to produce results which are a t once nuanced 
and  persuasive. His is the first form  critical study of the 
apophthegm s which fully accepted the influence of Greco-Roman 
rhetoric upon the form ation of the units. Mack, Robbins, and Berger 
aU investigated m ore fully this influence, specificaUy tha t of the 
chreia form, and em phasized the importance of the use of 
argum entative strategy in the pursu it of creating certain  effects 
among the audience. Compared with traditional form  criticism, they 
stressed the teleological nature of the analytical procedure, ra ther 
than  the archeological.93
The following study will use a  m ethodology which will a ttem pt to 
in tegrate the valid insights of the above studies, and  test them  in 
the individual analyses. Six Markan pericopes will be investigated: 
2.15-17, 18-22, 23-28; 3.22-30; 7.1-23; 11.27-33. The following 
criteria  were used in  the selection process. Firstly, with the
93 See, Berger, "Rhetorical Criticism," 392.
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exception of 3.22-30, they all belong to Bultmann's controversy 
dialogues, occasioned by the behaviour either of Jesus or his 
disciples. The Beelzebul story is included because of its formal 
sim ilarity with the others; tha t is, it too is occasioned by the 
behaviour of J e s u s .9 4  From the form  critical point of view, then, 
they  are patterned  in  a  similar way. Secondly, each of them  consists 
of a  saying or sayings of Jesus m ade in response to a certain 
situation, and  so, a t least a t first glance, m ay prove am enable to 
chreia analysis. Thirdly, in  length they range from  the very  short 
(2.15-17) to the very  long (7,1-23), with the m ajority  som ewhere in 
between. Consequently, they present a good sample group for 
examining the influence th a t the chreia, in  its simple or elaborated 
forms, m ay have had  on their construction. Finally, some of these 
pericopes have already been subm itted to chreia analysis, and  this 
perm its a dialogue to be initiated with those authors who are 
convinced of the influence of this Hellenistic form  in the form ation 
of m any synoptic units.
Since the analysis of the various units will include an evaluation of 
the ir rhetorical dimension, specifically the influence of the chreia 
form  on them, a discussion of the ancient understanding of rhetoric 
is necessary. This will be the task of the next chapter, and  will be 
executed in  two stages. Firstly, a  general overview of rhetoric as 
tm derstood principally by Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian will be 
given. With this background understanding in  place, there will 
follow, in a second stage, a  m ore in-depth study of the chreia, as it 
was explained in  the so-called TTpoyv|xvaoiiaTO, or rhetorical 
handbooks. Critical evaluations of contem porary understanding of
94 Mark 2.1-12 and 3.1-6 are excluded from the analysis for the following 
reasons. Firstly, both end in a narrative comment, rather than a word or 
action of Jesus, and so do not reflect the chreia form. Secondly, even if there 
were some original controversy dialogue behind Mark 2.1-12, it is extremely 
difficult, if not impossible, to isolate it. The controversy element depends on 
the miracle story for the resolution. This is also the case for Mark 3.1-6. 
Thirdly, there is a growing conviction among commentators that these 
pericopes did not come to Mark already connected with 2,15-28. See, Pesch, 
Markusevangelium, 1:149-51; Gnilka, Markus, 1.131-32; Guelich, Mark, 83. 
Finally, the heavy emphasis upon the miracle element in both pericopes is 
quite foreign to the chreia tradition, and so excludes these stories from 
chreia analysis.
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ancient rhetoric, and  the place of the chreia w ithin it, will be 
offered.
The analysis of the M arkan pericopes will proceed in  five stages.
Firstly, where necessary, the limits of the un it as it came to Mark 
from  the trad ition  will be established. This prelim inary step will 
aim  to establish the beginning and end of the pericope a t the time 
just before it was com m itted to writing, in o rder th a t a  p roper 
chreia analysis m ay be made. Secondly, a redactional analysis will 
isolate from  the pericope the probable additions m ade by Mark.
This will be of special help in evaluating the understanding, or lack 
of it, which Mark had  of the chreia form. Thirdly, the form al 
analysis wül isolate the earliest form  of the unit, and  suggest the 
transm ission history it underwent. Understanding of the possible 
perm utations of the chreia form and  its argum entative dim ensions 
will be applied at this point. Fourthly, a full rhetorical analysis from  
the poin t of view of the chreia form  will be offered, n o t only of the 
final form  of the unit, bu t also of the various stages of its 
transm ission history. The final stage will be an evaluative one, and  
will consider the extent to which the un it resem bles a chreia, and  
how persuasive its argum entative strategies are. The general 
conclusion will bring together the conclusions reached from  the 
analyses of the various pericopes, and situate those conclusions in 
relation to the various scholarly discussions which have been 
described and evaluated in this section.
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SECTION TWO
CONTEMPORARY AND ANCIENT UNDERSTANDINGS 
OF RHETORIC AND THE CHREIA.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this section is to study the function of ancient rhetoric in 
general, and  the chreia in particular, in  order to supply the 
inform ation necessary for a  reasoned judgem ent concerning the 
rhetorical influences upon the various Markan pericopes which will 
be exam ined in  the next section. This will be done in th ree stages. 
The first chapter will outline contem porary understandings of 
rhetoric. The objectives of this chapter are, firstly, to describe 
briefly the three models of rhetorical analysis which are used 
nowadays in the analysis of biblical texts (these m odels m ay be 
defined approxim ately as reader-response, Greco-Roman, and  
postm odern); secondly, to evaluate how the models relate to ancient 
rhetoric; and  thirdly, to situate the present study w ithin those 
models. The second chapter will investigate rhetoric as understood 
by th ree of its m ost im portant theoreticians, Aristotle, Cicero, and  
Quintilian. The objectives here are, firstly, to in troduce each of these 
individuals and  their general approaches to rhetoric; secondly, to 
discuss the ir understanding of how a speech was created  (inventio) 
by  m eans of proofs; thirdly, to describe briefly their teaching 
regarding topics, genres, and  stasis theory, all elem ents considered 
vital to a successful oration; and finally, to show how they suggested 
one should go about the actual composition (dispositio) of the 
speech. All this is necessary background inform ation for a  correct 
understandm g of the chreia to be achieved. The th ird  chapter will 
proceed to investigate that particular rhetorical form. The three 
objectives in  this section are to describe tlie various definitions of 
the chreia, its classifications, and the various ways it could be 
elaborated. All of this inform ation will serve as essential 
background for the rhetorical analyses which will follow in the next 
chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR. THE CONTEMPORARY SITUATION
1. Three Models of Rhetoric
After a  period in  the doldrum s, rhetorical approaches to the biblical 
texts have re-em erged in  the past twenty five years.i These 
approaches vary  significantly, bu t may be classified broadly  into 
th ree models. The first grew out of a  dissatisfaction with the 
m ethod and  results of form criticism and focused upon the forms, 
the patterns, and  the literary techniques of the final text.^ This first 
type of rhetorical criticism m ay be viewed as a sub-set of literary  
criticism, specifically reader-response criticism, with a special 
in terest in  the discourse, ra th e r than  the story, of the text.3 In
1 For a history of rhetorical analysis of biblical texts from the eighteenth to 
the early part of this century, see Roland Meynet, "Histoire de "l'analyse 
rhétorique" en exégèse biblique," Rhetorica 8 (1990): 291-320; id., L’Analyse 
Rhétorique. Une Nouvelle Méthode pour comprendre la Bible. Textes 
fondateurs et exposé systématique (Les Éditions du Cerf: Paris, 1989), 25-173. 
For a survey of various biblical studies of a rhetorical nature through the 
1960s and 1970s, see V. K. Robbins and J. FI. Patton, "Rhetoric and Biblical 
Criticism," QJS 66 (1980): 327-50. For a general overview and evaluation of the 
contemporary situation from a postmodern perspective, see "Rhetorical 
Criticism," in The Postmodern Bible. The Bible and Cultural Collective, eds. 
George Aichele et al. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1995), 
149-86; D. L. Stamps, "Rhetorical Criticism and the Rhetoric of New Testament 
Criticism," JLT 6 (1992): 268-79. A bibliographical survey is given by Duane F, 
Watson and Alan J. Hauser, eds., Rhetorical Criticism o f the Bible. A 
Comprehensive Bibliography with Notes on History and Method, Biblical 
Interpretation Series 4 (Leiden, New York, Koln: E, J. Brill, 1994), 101-25.
2 This first type responded to the pleas of James Muilenburg to the Society of 
Biblical Literature, published as "Form Criticism and Beyond," JBL 88 (1969): 
1-18. For a discussion and evaluations of the different ways in which 
rhetorical criticism is executed, see Walter Wuellner, "Where is Rhetorical 
Criticism Taking Us?" CBQ49 (1987): 448-63; id., "Biblical Exegesis in the Light 
of the History and the Historicity of Rhetoric," in Rhetoric and the New 
Testament, 492-513; C. C. Black, "Rlietorical Questions: The New Testament, 
Classical Rhetoric, and Current Interpretation," Dialog 29 (1990): 62-70; id., 
"Rlietorical Criticism and the New Testament," ExpTim 100 (1989): 252-58; id., 
"Rhetorical Criticism and the New Testament," PEGLMBS 8 (1988): 77-92; J. 
Lambrecht, "Rhetorical Criticism and the New Testament," Bij 50 (1989): 239- 
53; J. Botha, "On the 'Reinvention' of Rhetoric," Scriptura 31 (1989): 14-31; B. 
Fiore, "Rhetoric and Rhetorical Criticism: NT Rhetoric and Rhetorical 
Criticism," in Anchor Bible Dictionary, eds. D. N. Freedman et al. (New York, 
London, Toronto, Sydney, Auckland: Doubleday, 1992), 5:715-19.
3 This distinction is articulated most clearly by Seymour Chatman, Story and 
Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1978). The distinction is between content (events, characters, settings)
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M arkan studies, examples of this model are the studies of J. 
Camery-Hoggatt, Johanna Dewey, and David Rhoads and Donald 
Michie.4 None of these scholars employs the canons of ancient 
rhetorical theory in  their readings.
In contrast, the second m ajor model is inform ed by the conventions 
of Greco-Roman rhetoric. This model is characterized by various 
methodologies, bu t the m ethod outlined by George A. Kennedy has 
has become a favourite of m any scholars.^ He suggests five tasks 
which any rhetorical analysis should set itself. Firstly, the rhetorical 
un it should be identified. This is no t necessarily identical with the 
literary  unit, since the rhetorical un it is characterized by its specific 
rhetorical and  persuasive, ra ther than  strictly stylistic or literary, 
devices.6 Secondly, the rhetorical situation should be described, 
which in tu rn  will enable the reader to identify the specific problem  
which the text aim ed to address. It was this rhetorical situation, or 
context, which form ed the constraints upon the au thor and  audience
and form (how the story achieves certain effects). It is in this latter that the 
rhetorical analyst is especially interested.
4 J. Camery-Hoggatt, Irony in Mark's Gospel: Text and Subtext, SNTSMS 72 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Johanna Dewey, Markan 
Public Debate: Literary Technique, Concentric Structure, and Theology in 
Mark 2:1~3:6, SBLDS 48 (Chico, CA: Scholars, 1980); David Rhoads and Donald 
Michie, Mark as Story: An Introduction to the Narrative o f a Gospel 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1982). All three differ in the specific methods they 
apply to the text. Camery-Hoggatt considers irony to be the master trope of 
the Gospel and reads the text in that light; Dewey employs a contemporary 
rhetorical method associated with the scholars of the Pontifical Biblical 
Institute in Rome; Rhoads and Michie draw on various insights from 
contemporary literary theory, though the structure of their study reflects 
Chatman's distinction. All three studies are synchronic analyses of the text.
3 See, New Testament Interpretation through Rhetorical Criticism (Chapel 
Flill: University of North Carolina, 1984), 33-38. Kennedy brings his extensive 
knowledge of ancient rhetoric to bear on the New Testament. See, The Art o f 
Persuasion in Greece (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963); The Art 
o f Rhetoric in the Roman World: 300 B.C. - A.D. 300 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1972); Classical Rhetoric and its Christian and Secular 
Tradition from Ancient to Modern Times (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1980); Greek Rhetoric Under Christian Emperors (Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 1983). Much of the content of these previous 
publications has beeen abridged and represented by Kennedy in, A New 
History o f Classical Rhetoric (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994).
6 "For the rhetorical critic, such formal features are still crucial, but only as 
they serve the persuasion involved in the rhetorical situation. The persuasive 
intentionality has its own integrity and coherence and imposes its own 
textual restraints." Aichele et al., eds., "Rhetorical Criticism," 174.
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concerning the specific rhetorical strategy to be em ployed J  The 
term  "rhetorical situation" was first coined by Lloyd Bitzer, and 
em phasizes the particularity  of the text within a specific social 
context in  contrast with the m ore generalized Sitz im  Leben  of the 
form  critics.8 It is "the particular situation in which someone 
attem pts to persuade someone else."^ Thirdly, the m ain question a t 
issue (stasis) should be determ ined and the rhetorical genre 
identified. These will be discussed in  some detail below. Like the 
identification of the rhetorical situation, the identification of these 
also help the reader understand  the particularity of the text in 
question. The fourth  step is to analyse the invention, arrangem ent, 
and  style of the text. The tasks of invention and arrangem ent will 
be discussed in some detail below. The final step is to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the overall rhetorical strategy in persuading the 
particu lar audience. It would be quite wrong to view this approach 
as some kind of surreptitious literary  reading, since scholars 
utilizing it aim  a t social description and historical reconstruction. 
Although they do not follow Kennedy's m ethod slavishly, m uch of 
w hat he recom m ends may be seen in the studies of bo th  Mack and  
Robbins. 10
I
7 Wuellner notes: "By "context" is meant more than historical context or 
literary tradition or genre or the generic Sitz im Leben. What is meant by 
context has recently been discussed in terms of various theories: e.g., the 
theory of intertextuality, or the notion of the argumentative or rhetorical 
situation. A text's context means for the rhetorical critic the "attidudinizing 
conventions, precepts that condition (both the writer's and the reader's) 
stance toward experience, knowledge, tradition, language, and other people." 
Context can also come close to being synonymous with what K. Burke and 
others call the "ideology" of, or in, literature." Walter Wuellner, "Rhetorical 
Criticism," 450. The citation is from T. O. Sloan, "Rhetoric: Rhetoric in 
literature," The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed. [Chicago:
Encyclopedia Britannica, 1975], 15: 802-3). Wuellner's article is a clear 
discussion of the agenda of the "new" rhetoric with its emphasis on context 
and argumentation: "The divided concerns are reunited in a new rhetoric 
which approaches all literature, including inspired or canonical biblical 
literature, as social discourse." "Rhetorical Criticism," 465.
8 "The Rhetorical Situation," PR 1 (1968): 1-14. For references to the 
consequent discussion, see Watson and Hauser, Rhetorical Criticism, 144-45.
9 Aichele et al., eds., "Rhetorical Criticism," 174.
16 In Jesus The Teacher, however, Robbins relies much more on the theories 
of Kenneth Burke, even though he claims to rediscover the rhetoric of Mark's 
Hellenistic readers. The study of B. H. M. G. M Standaert, L'Évangile selon 
Marc. Composition et Genre Littéraire (Zevenkerken & Brugge; Stichting 
Studentenpres Nijmegen, 1978), has characteristics both of the first model 
and the second. It was the first to apply the canons of Greco-Roman rhetoric
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The th ird  m ain m odel brings rhetorical criticism u nder the um brella 
o f postm odern readings. It becomes associated with th a t w orld­
view which seeks to overcome the essentialist, m etaphysical 
trad ition  of western philosophy and which, it claims, is 
characterized by binary  opposition, n  Put simply, the "new" rhetoric 
is p a rt of the response to th a t critique of the w estern trad ition  
which created a disjunction between language and  reality  (res e t  
verba) and  which defined tru th  as the adequatus intellectus ad  
rem.12 Like the second approach, this postm odern rhetoric also 
claims to be rooted in ancient practice, although m ost often it also 
uses insights from  contem porary understandings of rhetoric.i3 
Indeed, it sees itself as a  rediscovery of rhetoric. M oreover, it 
considers all texts to be rhetorical. "[Rjhetoric is inheren t in  all use 
of signs as forms and functions of discourse." This approach claims 
to have rediscovered five aspects of ancient rhetoric which were 
lost in la ter centuries. These are: that rhetoric is verbal expression; 
tha t the tru tli is something to be discovered or "invented"; that 
rhetoric is about the creation of meaning; that it is a  factor in social 
discourse and societal formation; and that thinking is linked with 
the emotions. 15 The postm odern twist given to the ancient 
understanding is tha t rhetorical critics m ust understand  th a t their 
own discourse is deeply rhetorical and will reflect their own 
ideology and  world view. Consequently, they m ust becom e deeply
to an analysis of the entire Gospel, but aimed only at synchronic analysis and 
not social reconstruction.
11 Stanley E. Fish lists these oppositions which he claims have resulted in the 
negative view of rhetoric: "inner/outer, deep/surface, essential/peripheral, 
unmediated/mediated, clear/colored, necessary/contingent, 
straightforward/angled, abiding/fleeting, reason/passion, things/words, 
realities/illusions, fact/opinion, neutral/partisan." Doing What Comes 
Naturally: Change, Rhetoric, and the Practice o f Theory in Literary and Legal 
Studies (Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 1989), 474.
12 See, Moore, Literary Criticism, 121.
13 See, David Cohen, "Classical rhetoric and modern theories of discourse," in 
Persuasion. Greek Rhetoric in Action, ed. Ian Worthington (London and New 
York: Routledge, 1994), 69-82. Most influential in this rediscovery of rhetoric 
were C. Perleman and L Olbrichts-Tyteca, Traité de L'Argumentation. La 
Nouvelle Rhétorique, 5th ed. (Bruxelles: Éditions de L'Université, 1988).
Transi, J. Wilkinson and P. Weaver, The New lUietoric: A Treatise on 
Argumentation (Notre Dame: Notre Dame University Press, 1969).
14 Aichele et al., eds., "Rhetorical Criticism," 158.
15 See, Aichele et al., eds., "Rhetorical Criticism," 159-61.
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self-reflexive and  self-critical. 16 The act of criticism itself is no 
longer about dem onstration, bu t about persuasion. This rhetorical 
advance upon a text no longer asks how true the text is, o r how 
adequate an  exposition of reality it gives, b u t ra th e r seeks to 
discover its appropriateness, as it tries to persuade and  convince its 
audience, and  its power, as it moves its audience to action.
In brief, the first m odel of rhetorical criticism belongs to the 
reader-response sub-set of literary  criticism. The second and  th ird  
models both  claim to rediscover an understanding of rhetoric as it 
was im agined from  its very beginnings, m ost especially as 
persuasive discourse. This rediscovery attem pts to overcom e the 
restriction of rhetoric to stylistics often associated with the 
educational reform s of Peter Ramus (Pierre de la  Ramée, 1515- 
7 2 ).17 These reform s had  a formative effect on subsequent 
philosophical thought. 18 With his emphasis upon logical analysis, 
and  his desire to give each "art" a specific function, Ramus 
succeeded in finalizing the separation of rhetoric from  dialectic, and
16 "A self-reflexive rhetorical criticism, then, must account at the very least 
for two sets of constraints involved in the act of reading: constraints posed by 
the text and those posed by the reader." Aichele et al., eds., "Rhetorical 
Criticism," 164. Stamps argues that "[w]hat makes the rhetorical critical 
perspective effective is that it requires the critic to identify the 
communication coordinates with which he or she is operating." "Rhetorical 
Criticism," 276.
17 According to this view, rhetoric is defined "as a less important, formal 
aspect of the use of language in (oral) human communication, not 
(necessarily) expressing truth; a practice which consists in essence of the 
use of stylistic figures with the purpose of evoking an emotional response in 
the audience." Botha, "Reinvention," 17.
18 "The privileging of analytics, demonstrative reasoning [apodeixis), 
reaches its high point in Descartes and is thereafter progressively 
institutionalized throughout our culture. The mainline history of modern 
philosophy passing through Spinoza (philosophy more geometrico) and 
Leibniz {mathesis universalis) and culminating in the twentieth century in 
Frege, Russell, the early Wittgenstein, and a whole host of lesser luminaries 
and diligent workers in the camp of logical empiricism/positivism is the 
altogether depressing history of the consolidation of the Platonic- 
metaphysical divorce between, as Cicero would say, res and verba, between 
thought (sapere) and language (dicere)...." G. B. Madison, "The New 
Philosophy of Rlietoric," Texte. Revue du Critique et de Théorie Littéraire 
(Toronto: Les Éditions Trintexte, 1989), 253-54. This article seeks to overcome 
the historical separation between rhetoric and philosophy by aligning 
rhetoric with hermeneutics in a postmodern environment, specifically in 
relationship with epistemology, ontology, ethics, and politics. Wuellner 
attributes the demise of rhetoric also to the rise of the use of vernacular 
languages and of print culture. See, "Biblical Exegesis," 496-97.
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attributing to rhetoric only the function of stylistics. That separation 
has rem ained until recent times, and  is still apparen t in the 
pejorative references to rhetoric as bombast, exaggeration, and
falsehood.i9
2. Conclusions
This "rediscovery" of rhetoric in  contem porary society is attributed, 
as has been noted, to the studies of Perelman and  Olbrechts- 
Tytecha, b u t is equally consequent upon the re-evaluations taking 
place in the philosophical, hermeneutical, and even scientific 
arenas.20 in  the ir different ways, each discipline is seeking to 
overcome the age-old dichotomy between rhetoric and philosophy 
by attem pting to include language in  the definition of reality and 
vice-versa. All argue th a t description of reality rarely, if a t all, 
depends upon the logic of apodeictic reasoning, bu t ra ther upon an 
epistemology of the probable which seeks to persuade an  audience 
of the reasonableness, not the proof, of any given position. The 
consequent acceptance of the argum ent depends no longer upon 
how  well the language reflects external reality, bu t upon the 
audience’s being persuaded by the reasonableness and  aptness of 
the argum ent. It is the intersubjective and social na tu re  of this 
agreem ent which, it is claimed, prevents the rise of subjectivism 
and  relativism.2i Both the second and the th ird  models agree upon 
this much.
This short exposition of the new understanding of rhetoric serves 
the im portant function of describing the (at times implicit) ideology
30 In the political arena, for instance, this pejorative use of the word is almost 
the only use it is given.
20 See note 18 above. The developments in these arenas are discussed by 
Madison, "The New Philosophy of Rhetoric," 261-69.
21 The comments of Moore regarding Fish sum up well this point regarding 
subjectivism and relativism: "The shift in Fish from a method of reading in 
which the reader is constrained by objective features in the text to a theory 
of reading in which the reader is constrained only by his or her position in a 
community with shared interpretative premises focuses nicely two 
alternative ways of talking about readers and reading...." Literary Criticism, 
112. Of course, not all postmodern rhetorical analysts agree with Fish 
concerning the status of the text or the idea of the interpretative community. 
Indeed, it is unclear whether postmodern readers have any common 
understanding of the status of the text.
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which informs contem porary rhetorical approaches to the biblical 
text. In some cases, it becomes clear tha t certain  authors involved in 
rhetorical readings of New Testam ent texts are unaw are of this 
underlying i d e o l o g y .22 in some instances, rhetorical analysis 
becomes simply another tool for a literary reading of texts. Once 
texts are viewed as acts of persuasion and  argum entation, the ir 
radical contextualization comes into view and possibilities are 
opened up for discovering the codes and conventions which 
inform ed both  original speaker/w riter and audience.
A rhetorical approach to any given text m ust then  be seen as a 
radically historical approach which resists identification with the 
concerns of New Criticism and its s u c c e s s o r  s. 2 3 Texts are no longer 
seen as worlds in themselves bu t ra th er as productive m om ents 
created through the meeting of social experience and  rhetorical 
imagination. They come into focus as the products of historical and  
culture-based individuals ra th er than  anonym ous creations of a 
collectivity. With its emphasis upon the social discourse between 
speaker/w riter and audience within a given environm ent, rhetorical 
analysis goes beyond both  redaction and composition criticism with 
their prim ary concern for establishing the intentio  auctoiis. Finally, 
as an  approach which emphasizes the historical context of any 
speech act, rhetorical analysis differs radically from  those literary  
approaches which would read  texts as timeless artifacts and  
independen t narrative worlds.
The present study aims to bring together and evaluate the insights 
of classical historical criticism with those of ancient rhetoric. 
Consequently, it focuses upon that second m odel which seeks to 
apply ancient rhetorical theory to the biblical texts, with the aim of 
social and historical reconstruction. Since that model claims so m uch
22 For instance, neither in their notes nor in their bibliographical lists do 
Watson and Flauser evidence the presence of a postmodern rhetoric. Care 
ought to be taken when using this bibliography since it is marked by a 
number of omissions.
23 While it is true that a postmodern reading places great importance on the 
power of the text in each of its new contexts, it would be wrong to say that it is 
ahistorical. Rather, it stresses that every reading is always informed and 
shaped by the ideology of the reader, whether acknowledged or not. 
Consequently, it can be reflexive not only about its own readings but also 
about the readings of others. See, Wuellner, "Biblical Exegesis," 503-6.
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im portance for the use of the chreia, it is tha t rhetorical form  which 
will be investigated in particular. The synchronic approach of the 
first, reader-reponse m odel will be taken seriously insofar as the 
text in its final form  will be analysed. However, th a t analysis will 
evaluate the extent to which the final text resem bles the chreia in 
its various forms, ra ther than  apply any models of contem porary 
rhetoric. The appeal for self-criticism and self-reflexivity m ade by 
postm odern readers is noted. However, this study does no t aim  to 
give a post-m odern reading. Indeed, it should be noted  tha t Aichele 
and  the o ther editors of The Postmodern Bible, while repeatedly  
appealing for self-reflexivity, neither at any time a ttem pt to define 
exactly w hat this entails, no r reveal m uch self-reflexivity on their 
own part, no r succeed in digging in their own self-reflexivity into 
the in terpretative process.
With the ideology of and in the contem porary texts of rhetorical 
critics clarified, we can now investigate the expositions of th ree of 
the great ancient rhetoricians, in order to evaluate the claim of the 
new  rhetoric to be a rediscovery of the old.
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CHAPTER FIVE. THE CLASSICAL THEORETICIANS, ARISTOTLE, CICERO
AND QUINTILIANl
1. Introduction
Aristotle's Ars Rhetorica rem ains the classical expression of the 
definition, aims and techniques of rhetoric .2 The first thing tha t 
m ust be said is th a t Aristotle is no t dealing simply w ith surface 
techniques of speaking or clever tricks of persuasion. Aristotle's 
definition of rhetoric gives the lie to this: rhetoric is "the faculty of 
discovering the possible m eans of persuasion in  reference to any 
subject w hatever."3 Consequently, Aristotle sees the purpose of 
rhetoric no t simply as persuasion at any cost.4 In fact, Aristotle is 
delving deeply below the verbal surface of language in o rder to 
grapple with language as such and how it becomes a vehicle for his 
in terp retation  of reality. In so doing, he is reflecting the earlier
1 The other classical rhetorical treatises are: Anaximenes, Rhetorica ad 
Alexandrum, in Aristotle, Problems xxii-xxxviii, trans. H. Rackham, LCL 317, 
rev. ed. (Cambridge: Hai'vard University Press; London: William Heinemann, 
1957). Pseudo-Cicero, Rhetorica ad Herennium, trans. H. Caplaii, LCL 403 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press; London: William Heinemann, 1954); 
Hermogenes, Téxfni 'PiiwptKiR in Hermogenis Opera, ed. PI. Rabe, Rhetores 
Graeci VI (Lipsiae: Teubner, 1913). A comprehensive survey of the classical 
treatises is given by Duane P. Watson, Invention, Arrangement, and Style. 
Rhetorical Criticism o f Jude and 2 Peter (Atlanta: Scholars, 1988), 9-28, and 
Mack, Rhetoric, 25-48. Various surveys of ancient rhetoric are listed by 
Watson and Hauser, Rhetorical Criticism, 130-32.
2 The most accessible edition of Aristotle's work is: The "Art” o f Rhetoric, 
trans. John Henry Freese, LCL 193 (Cambridge: Plarvard University Press; 
London: William Heinemann, 1926). The most recent critical edition of the 
Rhetoric is: Aristotelis Ars Rhetorica, ed. and trans. R. Kassel (Berlin and New 
York: Walter de Gruyter, 1976). See also, W. M. A. Grimaldi, Aristotle, Rhetoric. 
A Commentary, 2 vols. (New York: Fordham University Press, 1980, 1988); G. A. 
Kennedy, trans. Aristotle, on Rhetoric: A Theory o f Civil Discourse (New York 
and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991). All references and citations will 
be from Kassel's edition, but Freese's translation will be used if appropriate.
3  ecTTW S i i  pTjTopLK^i  S t J v a p L ?  TT€pl ë ^ K a a r o v  t o O  6ecapf)crca t ô  -n iQ c c vo v .
Rhetoric 1355b26.
4 "He was aware of the fact that person speaks to person, to the "other" in 
whom resides the tension between self-possession and its possible loss which 
may be incurred in any decision made toward further growth in 
understanding. In this matter of "persuasion" Aristotle's thesis is simply that 
good rhetoric effectively places before the other person all the means 
necessary for such decision making. At this point the person must exercise 
his own freedom." W. M. A. Grimaldi, Studies in the Philosophy o f Aristotle's 
Rhetoric, Hermes. Zeitschrift Fur Klassische Philologie Fleft 25 (Wiesbaden: 
Franz Steiner, 1972), 5.
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understand ing  of Isocrates th a t rhetoric is a ttoititikov Trpayga 5 a 
creative entity, something which transform s experience. M oreover, 
Aristotle is searching out all the possible means of persuasion which 
leads him  to discover th a t rhetoric includes no t just the m ind b u t 
the em otions as well. It is the interplay between reason  and  em otion 
which offers the possible m eans of persuasion. As we shah see, it is 
the enthym em e which brings together this organic approach.6 In 
light of this, it comes as no surprise tha t the questions of style, 
arrangem ent, and  expression are of a  secondary n a tu re  to him, even 
though these rem ained necessary.7 His m ain task was to articulate 
the principles of discourse and only after that to talk of their 
apphcahon.
Cicero (106-43 BCE.) was influenced deeply by the teachings of 
Philon of Larissa, a t th a t time head of the new Academy a t Athens, 
and  by Poseidonius and Molon of Rhodes.8 Thus exposed to Greek 
though t a t first hand, he set him self the task of m arrying the very  
best of Greek education to the Roman way of life, aware ah the time 
of the Roman suspicion concerning the shallowness of Greek 
education and rhetoric.^ Consequently, at the very h ea rt of his 
system lies the concept of hiimanitas, m irroring the Greek notion of 
TraiScia, and  Stressing the necessity of deep learning an d  ethical
5 Against the Sophists 12, in Isocrates, trans. G. Norlin, LCL 229 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press; London: William Pleinemann, 1928-29). Grimaldi 
notes: "Rhetoric is the art which presents man with the structure for 
language, and, by way of structure, enables language to become an effective 
medium whereby man apprehends reality." Aristotle's Rhetoric, 8.
6 "The enthymeme brings together the logical and psychological reasons 
which convey meaning to an auditor, and thus Aristotle recognises that 
person speaks to person not only with the mind but with the emotions and 
feelings as well.... As his treatise reveals he perceived that at the center of 
discourse, as discourse is used when person speaks to person, is a use of the 
verbal medium in a manner which brings together reason and emotion." 
Grimaldi, Aristotle’s Rhetoric, 17. The enthymeme will be discussed more 
fully below.
7 où yàp (XTrdxpin t ô  ë^ x^ iv cc Get Xeyeiv», dXX’ dvc^yKT] kccl TaOra ég Get elîretv, Kat 
CTupPcicXXeTaL iroXXà irpos* rô tj>avf]vaL t to lo v  t iv c c  to v ’ Xdyov. ("It iS not sufficient to 
know what one ought to say, but one must also know how to say it, and this 
largely contributes to maîdng the speech of a certain character.") Rhetoric 
1403bl5-18.
8 See, M. Tulli Ciceronis Brutus, ed. A. E. Douglas (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1966), 304-16.
9 See, De Oratore, 3.94, trans. E. W. Sutton and H. Rackham, LCL 348 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press; London; William Heinemann, 1942). 
Also containing his De Partitione Oratoria, De Fato, and Paradoxa Stoicorum.
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character. Some of his works are specifically w ritten with the court­
room  in  m ind and so reflect a ra ther narrow  view of rhetoric. His 
youthful De Inventione  (ca. 85BCE.) deals specifically with the 
technicalities of the courtroom  and even the older Cicero was 
em barrassed by it.io Cicero's treatm ent of the various issues, 
proofs, and  refutations, and  his division of the speech into six 
consecutive parts, echoes the contem porary Rhetorica ad  
Herennium. It is clearly an  im m ature work. In his Topica, he takes a 
b roader view as he analyses the general sources of argum ents. 
Likewise the De Partitione Oratoria looks m ore generally at 
questions such as invention, arrangem ent and style, the divisions of 
a speech and  the m atter a t issue.
However, it is the De Oratore (55BCE.) which presents Cicero's 
m ature understanding of rhetoric, both philosophically and 
historically, and  where he attem pts to situate the a rt m ore fully 
within Roman public life. It anticipates Qpintilian in th a t the centre 
stage is taken up neither by the audience nor by the speech but by 
the o rator himself, whom he urges to be a m an of great knowledge, 
skilled in  all areas, and whose ideas provoke from  the audience the 
decision required. It is in this m ature work tha t Cicero denounces 
the separation of philosophy and rhetoric, which he describes as 
"the separation between tongue and  b ra in ."^
The centrality of the person of the orator reaches its fru ition in the 
Institutio Oratoria of Quintilian (ca. 90CE.).i2 His twelve-volume 
work alms at articulating the principles of education as well as its 
content and  procedures. The theory and practice of education are 
dealt with in  the first, second and twelfth books, whilst the o ther
16 De Inventione, De optimo Genere Oratorum, and Topica, trans. H, M.
Hubbell, LCL 386 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press; London: William 
Heinemann, 1949).
11 De Oratore 3.61. Brutus and Orator, both published in 46BCE., are polemical 
works, the first offering a history of Roman Oratory, culminating in the 
work of Cicero himself, and the second being an attack on the "Atticists" who 
encouraged a return to a purely logical exposition.
12 The most recent critical edition and vernacular translation is: Jean Cousin, 
Quintilien. Institution Oratoire. Texte et Traduction, 7 vols. (Paris; Société 
d'édition "LES BELLES LETTRES", 1975). Reference and citation will be from 
Butler's edition, but informed by Cousin's text and commentary.
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nine books deal with the technical aspects of rhetoric. 13 For 
Qumtilian, rhetoric is quite simply the ars ... bene dicendi and  the 
aim  of a rhetorical education is, in  the words which he attributes to 
Cato, the production of the vir bonus dicendi peritusM  Training in 
rhetoric is thus concerned no t only with the acquisition of the 
techniques and  knowledge of the accomplished orator b u t also with 
the form ation of the virtuous man.i5 To achieve true virtue, the 
o rator will be someone of wide education skilled in philosophy, 
ethics and politics, b u t whose technical skill will depend  on his sure 
knowledge of the various parts of rhetoric. 16 Although Quintiiian 
does discuss tlie audience and how to build up an argum ent, he 
nevertheless emphasises tha t it is the character of the o rator which 
is a t the very h ea rt of oratory  and which achieves its ends.i^ 
Qiiintilian follows directly in the line of Cicero, whom he considered 
the m aster.
All th ree classic writers on rhetoric emphasize the ethical dem ands 
m ade on the orator. In this, they continue the best of the sophistic 
tradition, especially as spelled out by Isocrates: "1 take m ore
13 Book 1 deals with the topics of elementary education and the beginnings of 
grammar; Book 2 turns to rhetoric; the final book is a summary of the various 
arguments presented and looks at oratory as practised by the professional.
14 2.17.37; see, 12.1.1. Also, it is bene dicendi scientia. (2.17.5). Neque enim 
tantum id dico, eum, qui sit orator, virum bonum esse oportere, sed ne 
futurum quidem oratorem nisi virum bonum. ("For I do not merely assert that 
the ideal orator should be a good man, but I affirm that no man can be an 
orator unless he is a good man.") 12.1.3.
15 "Das dem Redner zugeteilte Adjektiv bonus wird wegen der Parallelitat der 
virtus im artifex und im opusauf das opus (Quint. 2, 14, 5 opus quod efficitur 
ab artifice, id est bona oratio; Quint. 2, 17, 37 ars bene dicendi ) übertragen: 
mit bene sind deshalb nicht nur die eigentlich technischen virtutes der 
Rede, sondern auch die mores oratoris (Quint, 2, 15, 34) gemeint. Diese 
technisch-moralische Doppeldeutung des bene ist nur der Verteidigung der 
Rhetorik gegen die Philosophie zu verstehen." H, Lausberg, Handbuch der 
literarischen Rhetorik. Eine Grundlegung der Literaturwissenschaft, 3rd ed. 
(Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1990), §32. For other modern surveys of ancient 
rhetoric, see Watson and Hauser, Rhetorical Criticism, 130-32.
16 [N]ec moribus modo perfectus ... sed etiam scientia et omni facultate 
dicendi, qualis fortasse nemo adhuc fuerit. ("It is not sufficient that he should 
be blameless in point of character;... he must also be a thorough master of 
science and the art of speaking, to an extent that perhaps no orator has yet 
attained.") I.Pr.18. See, 1.10.4.
17 [IJdque cum omnibus confitendum est, turn nobis praecipue, qui rationem 
dicendi a bono viro non separamus. ("The truth of this must be acknowledged 
by everyone, but most especially by us since we concede the possession of 
oratory to none save the good man.") 2.17.43.
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pleasure in those of my disciples who are distinguished for the 
character of their lives and deeds than in those who are repu ted  to 
be able s p e a k e r s . " 18 Not only m ust he be au fa it with all the 
techniques and  rules of oratory, bu t he m ust be a good man. For 
Aristotle, it is the m oral purpose of the orator which distinguishes 
him  from  the charlatans, who m ay be well tra ined  in  the 
d i s c i p l i n e .  16 As Cicero and Quintiiian move to place greater em phasis 
upon the person of the orator, they show tha t they understand  
rhetoric no t as a  m orally neutral bu t as essentially an  ethical 
activity. Through his goodness and good-wiU, the orator aims to 
create a situation of genuine dialogue with the purpose of producing 
a lasting c o n s e n s u s .20 He is, in o ther words, involved in social 
discourse.
2. Creating the Speech (Inventio)^^
Access to tru th  and reality in  the rhetorical trad ition  is achieved by 
persuasion, "perceptions agreeing and co-operating to the 
achievem ent of some useful end." At the core of the act of 
persuasion are the proofs which, according to Aristotle, are either 
artistic or non-artistic. The latter are those proofs already in 
existence such as witnesses, tortures, contracts etc.; in  a word.
18  èirel Kttl Tfiv 'freTrXrîCTiccKdTWV |ioi 4)a}^ eiTiP' pfiXXov xaipwK tolç exrl PCg Kal TaTg
TTpct^ effLJ^  euGoKLpoOatv ïj rots' irepl Tovg Xdyous Seivots' eÏKai SoKoOaii/.
Panathenaicus 87. In Vol. 2 of Isocrates.
16 Rhetoric 1355b 17. Fish comments: "To the anticipated objection that 
rhetoric's potential for misuse is a reason for eschewing it, Aristotle replies 
that it is sometimes a necessary adjunct to the cause of truth, first, because if 
we leave the art to be cultivated by deceivers, they will lead truth-seekers 
astray, and, second, because, regrettable though it may be, "before some 
audiences not even the possession of the exactest knowledge will make it easy 
for what we say to produce conviction" and on those occasions "we must use, 
as our modes of persuasion and argument, notions possessed by everybody" 
Rhetoric 1355.27." Doing What comes Naturally, 479.
26 "Good rhetoric aims at good results, at producing a consensus, an 
understanding or agreement, which will be as general and lasting as 
possible. And this itself is possible only if the rhetor operates with good will 
and with respect for the opinions of his interlocutor or audience, only if, that 
is, he commits himself wholeheartedly to the give-and-take of genuine 
dialogue (risking his own beliefs in the process), for only in this way will 
the agreement reached be a genuine and mutual one (based on mutual 
recognition, Anerkennung), one which will rest on the force of conviction 
and will thus tend to be genuine and lasting." Madison, "The New Philosophy 
of Rhetoric," 271.
21 See, Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 67-72; Lausberg, Handbuch, §348-426.
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evidence. The form er are created or "invented" by the speaker .22 
The artistic proofs come in three forms, the ethical, the pathetic and 
the rational, the first dem onstrating the trustw orthiness of the 
speaker, the second aiming at putting the audience into a certain  
fram e of m ind, and the last concentrating on the probative aspect of 
the speech itself .2 3 From an ethical point of view, Aristotle 
encourages every speaker to foster the qualities of good sense, 
virtue, and  goodwill which will persuade the audience th a t he is 
well-disposed to them. 24 Equally, the speaker m ust be 
knowledgeable of the emotions of people if he is to be successful in 
the pathos of his argum ent, and  Aristotle discusses these a t length.25
Each of these three forms uses one of two modes of argum entation, 
the first deductive, the rhetorical syllogism (èveuVrina), and  the 
second inductive, the example, (TTapd8eiY[ia).26 The en thym em e is a  
type of syllogism with one or m ore of its parts unexpressed. The 
purpose of the omission is to allow the audience to supply the 
missing part.27 it is im portant to note that the en thym em e  is no t the
,vi
22  Tfiv ôè TTLffTeuv at pèv axexJ^ot e la tv  at 6 ’ ej^ tcxv'ol. axex^'a Ge X^yw oua 8l’
TreirdpLaxat aXXà irpoüirfjpxEK , oloi^ pdpxupe? (îdaaTOL avyypa(|)at Kat ocra xotaOxa, 
l^r'xexva 5è Gcra Già xf)g peGdSoo Kal G l’îipcSv KaxaaKeuacrOflvat Suwaxd» .^ uorxe Set xouxwv 
xoLç pèr- xpilcccffeat xà Se eupeiM. ("As for proofs, some are inartificial, others 
artificial. By the former I understand all those which have not been 
furnished by ourselves but were already in existence, such as witnesses, 
tortures, contracts, and the like; by the latter, all that can be constructed by 
system and by our own efforts. Thus we have only to make use of the former, 
whereas we must invent the latter.") Rhetoric 1355b35-40. Lausberg 
comments: "Der Unterschied liegt darin, daii die probationes inartificiales zu 
ihrer Auffindung der rhetorischen Kunst nicht bedürfen, wahrend die 
probationes artificiales erst durch die Anwendung der Rhetorik gefunden 
werden konnen," Lausberg, Handbuch, §350.
2 3  Tfiv 8è Stà xoO Xdyou TToptCop r^tiiv TTLcrxcuwr xpia etSTi caxip- a l pèv ydp eicrtr Èv x($ 
ffOeL xoO Xeyovxo?, a l 8è èv xif xdv aKpoaxiiv BiaGetMai irwg, a l 8è èv aux^ x(g Xdytp, 6id  
xoO SeiKvdvaL ((xxiveaGat SetKv-dvat. Rhetoric 1.1356al-4. Lausberg comments: 
"Hiernach konnen probationes bewirkt werden 1) durch 
vertrauenswürdigen Charakter des Redners (>ethische< Beweise); 2) durch 
die Erregung von Leidenschaften im Horer (>pathetische< Beweise); 3)durch 
die logische Folgerichtigkeit der Darlegung der Sache selbst (>sachliche< 
Beweise.)." Handbuch, §355.
2 4  5è x a O x a  (|)pdyT|(TLg i<al dpcxti K al euvoia. Rhetoric 1378a8-9.
25 Rhetoric 1378a31-1388b30. Having discussed the various emotions, he then 
proceeds to describe the different characters of people according to their age 
(1390al4-1391b7).
26 Rhetoric 1354a20.
27 yàp fj xi xouxtov yvMpipov ouSe Set X^yetF. ("For if any of these propositions 
is a familiar fact, there is no need to mention it; the hearer adds it himself.") 
Rhetoric I357al7-18. An example of an enthymeme would be: the man is ill,
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equivalent of the rational form  of argum entation, as some authors 
understand  it, bu t ra th er is a mode of all th ree forms, the ethical 
and  pathetic included.28 When Aristotle calls the en thym em e  the 
owga TTjs- TFiorews-, he indicates tha t it in some way contains and  gives 
form  to the proofs and so m ust be related to all th ree . 26 From this it 
becomes clear tha t rhetoric covers the area of the contingent, of 
things which can issue in  two ways: "But we only deliberate about 
things which seem to adm it of issuing in two ways; as for those 
things which cannot in the past, present, or the fu ture be otherwise, 
no one deliberates about them, if he supposes tha t they  are such; for 
nothing would be gained by it."3o Consequently, smce the m aterials 
from  which enthym em es  are drawn cannot be necessary, they will 
be probabilities and signs.^i The enthym em e  m ay thus be more 
adequately defined as "a syllogism based on probabilities, signs, and  
examples, whose function is rhetorical persuasion. Its successful 
construction is accomplished through the joint efforts of speaker and 
audience, and  this is its essential character."32
for he has a fever. The syllogistic form of this would be: those who have a 
fever are ill; this man has a fever; therefore he is ill.
28 For instance, both J. L Kinneavy, Greek Rhetorical Origins o f Christian 
Faith (New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), 47-49, and Watson, 
Invention, 16-18, make this basic mistake. "[T]he premises of an enthymeme 
are not simply statements of probable fact but reflect values and attitudes as 
well. That is, enthymemes, viewed in their rhetorical context, function not 
just as logos but involve ethos and pathos as well." Thomas M. Conley, "The 
Enthymeme in Perspective, " QJS 70 (1984): 169.
26 Rhetoric 1354al5. This is the main point of Grimaldi's study. Towards the 
end he concludes: "The basic building blocks of the art are the audience, the 
speaker, subject-matter open to deliberation and judgment, and the source 
material both logical and psychological which will enable the audience 
under the informed direction of the speaker (or writer) to attain the truth as 
best it can be reached on an open problem. For Aristotle these structural 
elements of rhetorical discourse are subject to a methodology and it is, as has 
been seen, the methodology of discursive reasoning through induction and 
deduction. As far as the Rhetoric is concerned deduction by means of the 
enthymeme is the dominant method. In the light of this evidence it is 
extremely difficult to avoid the conclusion that the enthymeme cast in such a 
role is totally ineffective as method if it does not incorporate these essential 
structural elements. Aristotle's Rhetoric, 136. Similarly, J. H. McBurney, "The 
Place of the Enthymeme in Rhetorical Theory," SM 3 (1936): 62-65.
3 6  BouXeud[jie0oc Sè irept evSexeaBat àpc|>0 Tép(ûg e x e tv  Trepl -yàp t<Sv
àSuvaTûJV 8cXXwg tj ycvdcrBoci 1) ?j €X€lk ouGUg pouXedexaL ouxmg- ÔTToXapPcïvüv
oùSèv yèp trX^ov. Rhetoric 1357a4-7.
33 XEYExai yàp evBupfjpaxa clKoxap’ Kal crTipeiuv. Rhetoric 1357a32-33.
32 Lloyd F. Bitzer, "Aristotle's Enthymeme Revisited," QJS45 (1959): 408.
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A probability  is something which generally happens bu t m ay no t 
necessarily (for instance, the love of a m other for h er c h i l d )  .33 The 
probability  then  enjoys a  certain stability and perm anency and  so 
offers grounds for inference in any situation. Signs can be both  
necessary and unnecessary, or a n o n y m o u s . 3 4  The difference 
betw een these types lies simply in the degree of knowledge they 
furnish. Necessary signs im ply a necessary relationship with w hat 
they signify: "The necessary sign indicates a constant and  
unchanging relationship between sign and signate such tha t 
evidence for the sign guarantees the fact of the s i g n a t e . " 35 Aristotle 
offers examples of the fever of a  m an being a  necessary sign th a t he 
is ill, and a woman having milk being the sign tha t she has given 
b i r t h . 36 Necessary signs, therefore, offer sure and  guaranteed 
k n o w l e d g e . 3 7  The non-necessary sign, on the o ther hand, only 
indicates its signate with probability, though with a strong presence 
of probability since it is based in reality. It does, however, enjoy a 
stronger probative force than  the probability. Aristotle gives the 
example of a  m an having fever because he is breathing hard . The 
enthym em e  m ay be used bo th  to dem onstrate and  refute, the first 
drawing conclusions from  adm itted premises, and the second 
drawing conclusions disputed by the a d v e r s a r y . 38
33 JO pÈP yàp êLkos: ^ c tt l < t ô >  wr èiri t ô  ttoXù yivôpevov.... ("For that which is 
probable is that which generally happens....") Rhetoric 1357a34.
3 4  rouTtiir 8è t o  pèv <xvayKaLov TEKpfjpiov, rô 8è pf) àvayKaîov' dvoirupôv è o t l  Kard tïiv'
8La4)opdv. ("Necessary signs are called tekméria; those which are not 
necessary have no distinguishing name.") Rhetoric 1357b3-5. Aristotle also 
talks of a third group which comes close to examples. McBurney suggests that 
probabilities should be considered rationes essendi, and signs rationes 
cognoscendi. A probability "does not attempt to prove the existence of a fact, 
but rather (assuming its existence) attempts to account for the fact." A sign, 
on the other hand, does not attempt to explain the cause, but rather how one 
deduces the conclusion. "The Enthymeme," 57-58.
35 Grimaldi, Aristotle's Rhetoric, 113.
Rhetoric 1357bl4-16.
37 "Reliance on probabilities is one of the features of the enthymeme that 
makes it "rhetorical." At the same time, it should be recognized that 
enthymemes m ay  employ certainties ("scientific" premises, infallible signs, 
etc., in Aristotle), expressed or not." Conley, "The Enthymeme in Perspective," 
169.
3 8  ^ c t t l  8è TO pèv SeiKTiKOV èvBup-npct t ô  ôpoXoyoupévtov OMvdy&iv, t o  8è èXeyKTiKÔv
TÔ Ta àvopoXoyoôpeva CTuvdyeiv. ("The demonstrative enthymeme draws 
conclusions from admitted premises, the refutative draws conclusions 
disputed by the adversary.") Rhetoric 1396b25-28.
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Maxims are em ployed in enthym em es  either as prem ise or 
conclusion, bu t when the w hy  and the wherefore are added the 
resu lt is a true enthym em eA ^  Aristotle obviously sets g reat store by 
the use of maxims and consequently devotes an  entire chapter to 
th e m .4 0  They are of four types: if they have an  epilogue, they  are 
either im perfect entfiym em es o r enthym em es  in  character b u t not 
in  form.41 if they do no t have an  epilogue, they  are either very  well 
known or absolutely clear as they are spoken. Maxims are of special 
use to the orator not only because of the vulgarity of the hearers 
who hear opinions with which they already agree, b u t also because 
they  reveal the m oral character of the o rato r.42
Examples are the other m ode of argum entation for Aristotle and  
com prise things which actually happened or are invented by the 
speaker. These latter are subdivided into com parisons and  fables.43 
If possible, examples should be used in  close co-operation with 
enthym em es, bu t if these la tter do no t exist then  the example can 
be used by itself.44
Quintilian deals at length with the question of proofs. His entire fifth 
book is devoted to the subject, the first seven chapters dealing with 
non-artistic proofs and the final seven with artistic proofs. It is in 
his treatm ent of artistic proofs that he shows a different 
understanding from tha t of Aristotle. For Quintilian, every artistic
36 Rhetoric 1394a31-32.
40 Rhetoric 1394al9-1395bl9.
41 Enthym em es with a conclusion are so because they are either contrary to 
general opinion or they are a matter of dispute. Rhetoric 1394a26-30.
42 (^ cTT ’ xpiiŒTCci S<nv at yvfipai, Kal xpiiorTofiGii JiatveaBaL ttoloOctl toL Xcyoi^ Ta. ("If 
then the maxims are good, they show the speaker also to be a man of good 
character.") Rhetoric 1395bl6-17.
4 3  TTapaSetypo'TWv 5 ’ €i6t) 6vo- 'ev yàp èciTL TrapaSeiyMctToç eLSo? tô Xeyetv TrpàypaTa 
irpoyeyevTiEiéva, ev Sè tô ccÙtôv holeÎ v  toutou 5 ’ € v  irapaPoXii ev Sè XôyoL....
("There are two kinds of examples; namely, one which consists in relating 
things that have happened, and another in inventing them oneself. The 
latter are subdivided into comparisons or fables....") Rhetoric 1393a27-30.
4 4  get gè xpflo'B^ i^' Totg TiapaSelypaa-LV oÙK exoJ^Ta pèi/ €v0upiipaTa (5? àtroSeiTearLU, I'l 
yàp TTlffTL? Sid TouTtüv, exovTa Sè papTupioig, èiriXôy!^ xpûîpevov ètrl Totg 
6v0upi1pa0 iv. ("If we have no enthymemes, we must employ examples as 
demonstrative proofs, for conviction is produced by these; but if we have 
them, examples must be used as evidence and as a kind of epilogue to the 
enthymemes.") Rhetoric 1394a9-12.
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proof is m ade up either of signs, or arguments, or e x a m p le s .^ 5  With 
Aristotie, he agrees tha t signs can be both necessary or unnecessary, 
b u t these unnecessary signs he equates with Aristotle's 
"probabilities" (dic6Ta)A6 This is the first difference. Argum ents are 
constructed by m eans of the enthym em e, the epicheirem e  an d  the 
apodeixiSy all three of which he considers to enjoy m uch the same 
m e a n i n g .47 W hereas Aristotle considered signs and  probabilities to 
be the m aterials from  which enthym em es  are drawn, Qpintilian 
makes a n ea t distinction between them, though he does show an  
awareness of the problem  this causes when, a little later, he
45 Omnis igitur probatio artificialis constat ant signis, aut argumentis aut 
exempli. 5.9.1. It should be noted that Lausberg in his Handbuch, §355-372, 
follows Quintilian rather than Aristotle.
4b 5.9.8-16. Note that in 5.9.3, Butler's translation is faulty. Dividuntur autem 
in has duas primas species ... should read, "The two prime species into which 
signs are divided ..." instead of "The two first species into which artificial 
proofs may be divided ...." The problem is that the subject is implicit, but it 
can only refer to the signa of 9.1-2, if sense is to be made of 9.3. Cousin 
correctly translates: "On divise les indices en ces deux classes...." Quintilien, 
3:123. lie further notes regarding Quintilian's treatment of signs: "11 y a 
erreur chez Quintilien qui paraît faire d'cîKog un équivalent de orTmetoï^ .
Aristote dit nettement que le vraisemblable ( t 6  cIko?) est ce qui se produit le 
plus souvent, non pas absolument...." Quintilien, 3:132.
47 Nunc de argumentis. Hoc enim nomine complectimur omnia, qtiae Graeci 
èveuMiliiaTa, èTrixetpiinaTa, vocant, quamquam apud illos est aliqua
horum nomina differentia, etiamsi vis eodem fere tendit. ("1 now turn to 
arguments, the name under which we comprise the èveupTiTara, èmxEipfîpccTa, 
and dîToGciTet? of the Greeks, terms which, in spite of their different names, 
have much the same meaning.") 5.10.1. He goes on to explain that the 
enthymeme is a proposition with a reason or an argument drawn from the 
denial of consequents or from the existence of incompatibles (5.10.1-3). See 
also 5.14.1-4. The epicheireme is much like a syllogism in its construction but 
differs from it in that its basis may simply be the probable rather that the 
unconditional (5.14.14).The apodeixis is "clear proof" {evidens probatio 
5.10.7). Quintilian is not clear at all about his understanding of this. He simply 
lets other authors speak: according to Caecilius it is an incomplete 
epicheireme differing only in the type of conclusion reached; others say that 
it is part of the epicheireme which contains the proof (5.10.7). In chapter 14 
of the fifth book he returns to the question of the enthymeme and 
epicheireme and explains them with reference to the syllogism. At first 
sight, this may seem to suggest that he is equating the syllogism with the 
previously mentioned apodeixis, and this is how Watson understands it. See, 
Invention, 17-19. Yet this cannot be the case since previously Quintilian has 
distinguished the two (5.10.7.) and also implies an equation of syllogism with 
both the enthymeme and the epicheireme: Namque ego, ut in oratione 
syllogismo quidem aliquando uti nefas non duco, ita constare totam aut certe 
confertam esse aggressionum (viz. epicheiremes) et enthymematum  
stipatione minime velim. 5.14.27 ("For although 1 consider that these are 
occasions when the orator may lawfully employ the syllogism, 1 am far from 
desiring him to make the whole speech consist of or even be crowded with a 
mass of epicheiremes and enthymemes." ).
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attem pts to in tegrate the two (5.10.11-19). This is the second 
difference. His treatm ent of examples in chapter 11 makes the same 
n ea t distinction. Examples, which are defined by Qpintilian as "the 
adducing of some past action real or assumed which m ay serve to 
persuade the audience of the tru th  of the point which we are trym g 
to make," m ay be of various kinds.48 in general, they can be 
adduced from  w hat is like, unUke, or contrary. Though there m ay be 
com plete correspondence between the example and  the actuahty, 
there is room  for argum ent from the greater to the less and vice- 
versa. Concretely, historical parallels may be adduced and 
quotations from  the poets and  fables. Similes, too, which include 
analogy, are considered to be types of examples, as is argum entation 
from  authority.49 Unlike Cicero, (Quintilian does no t distinguish 
betw een com parison (irapapoXfi) and example since exam ple involves 
com parison and com parison itself is a type of example.^o
For greater clarity, the understanding of the two authors is p u t 
below in diagram m atic form . 51
48 [R]ei gestae aut ut gestae utilis ad persuadendum id quod intenderis 
commem ora tio. 5.11.6.
49 5.11.5-44. Arguments from authority include the opinions of nations, 
peoples, philosophers, distinguished citizens, and poets. They also include 
common and anonymous sayings, popular beliefs and supernatural oracles. 
These are artistic rather than non-artistic arguments because their force 
depends on the wit of the orator. 5.11.44.
80 5.11.1-2. See, De Inventione 1.49.
81 A more complex diagramme is given by Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, 69.
PROOFS IN THE THOUGHT OF 
ARISTOTLE AND QUINTILIAN.
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ARISTOTLE
PROOFS
QUINTILIAN 
PROOFS
Non-Ar tis tic 
" witnesses 
- Oaths etc.
Artistic Non-Artistic
- witnesses
- oaths etc
Artistic
Logos, Ethos, Pathos'
Signs: - necessary 
- unnecessary 
Argum ents 
.Examples
Logos, Ethos, Pathos
Enth^nem e, Example
Probabilities and  signs 
(necessary, unnecessary, anonymous)
As a consequence of this, QuintÜian succeeds in  creating a 
disjunction between logos on the one hand and ethos and  pathos  on 
the  other. That he treats these la tter two in a separate chapter is 
already  a poin ter to this. Whilst he recognises their persuasive 
powers, he recom m ends that they be used principally in the 
peroration  of the s p e e c h . 8 2  in this way, he is clearly u n d er the 
influence of Cicero who understands logos, ethos, and  pathos  as the 
three duties of the orator, nam ely to teach, to charm , and  to m o v e . 8 3  
Furtherm ore, Quintilian tends to assimilate ethos and  pathos  one to 
another in th a t he understands the first to indicate the arousing of 
the gentler emotions and the second, the arousing of the m ore 
violent o n e s . 8 4  Aristotle's understanding of ethos, as revelatory of
52 6.1.51.
53 [DJucatur oratio, ut et concilientur animi et doceaiitur et moveantur. De 
Oratore 2.121. Concomitantly with these three duties go three different styles: 
gentleness, acuteness, and energy. De Oratore 2.129. See, 2.178-190.
54 Ad/ectus igitur ifdQog concitatos, G^og mitos atque compositos esse dixerunt; 
in altero vehementer commotos, in altero lenes; denique hos imperare, illos 
persuadere; hos ad perturbationem, illos ad benevolentiam praevalere.
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the m oral character of the speaker, however, is n o t entirely  l o s t .5 5  
As noted above, Quintilian is influenced by Cicero's rem arks 
concerning ethos and  pathos which he in a like m anner dislodges 
from  its intim ate association with logos. At the same time, Cicero can 
show signs of the more organic Aristotelian approach, as in his 
second book of De Oratore when he says: "Thus for purposes of 
persuasion the a rt of speaking relies wholly upon th ree things: the 
proof of our allegations, the winning of our hearers' favour, and  the 
rousing of their feelings to w hatever impulse our case m ay 
r e q u i r e . " 5b Nonetheless the shift towards the person of the o rato r 
and  emphasis upon him as the controlling influence is still apparent.
This brief exposition of the means of persuasion in  ancient rhetorical 
theory  already suggests tha t rhetoric was conceived and  executed in  
various ways. Care m ust be taken not to reconstruct one m odel of 
rhetoric which would claim, reducüvely, to describe how ancient 
rhetoric actually functioned.
3. The Topics, Rhetorical Genres, and Stasis Theory
("They therefore explain pathos as describing the more violent emotions and 
ethos as designating those which are calm and gentle; in the one case, the 
former command and disturb, the latter persuade and induce a feeling of 
goodwill.") 6.2.9.
55 '^ HGog, quod intelligimus quodque a dicentibus desideramus, id erit, quod 
ante omnia bonitate commendabitur,.. ut fluere omnia ex natura rerum 
hominumque videantur utque mores dicentis ex oratione perluceant et 
quodammodo agnoscantur. (The ethos which I have in mind and which I 
desire in an orator is commended to our approval by goodness more than 
ought else ... so that everything flows from the nature of the facts and 
persons concerned and in the revelation of the character of the orator in 
such a way that all may recognise it.") 6.2.13.
5b Jta omnis ratio dicendi tribus ad persuadendum rebus est nixa: ut probemus 
vera esse, quae defendimus; ut conciliemus eos nobis, qui audiunt; ut animos 
eorum, ad quemcumque causa postulabit motum, vocemus. De Oratore 2.115. 
Regarding the differences between Aristotle and Cicero, Jakob Wisse 
comments: "Aristotle is more interested in theoretical problems and 
psychological questions and sometimes admits a gap between theory and 
application. Cicero, though aiming at a more abstract and philosophical basis 
for oratory than handbook theory had to offer, and though certainly not 
consistent, is sometimes loose on the conceptual level, but never loses sight of 
oratorical practice." Ethos and Pathos from Aristotle to Cicero (Amsterdam: 
Adolf M. Hakkert, 1989), 249.
special General Modes of Inferencebi
13
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For Aristotle, enthym em es  quarry  their m aterials from  the topics 
(tottoi) which are either particular or general.57 The particu lar topics 
(eiSTi or iSia) furnish as m uch inform ation about the subject m atter as 
possible.58 The general topics {koivoX tottoi), on the o ther hand , offer 
the form s and principles which wiU allow inferential reasoning to 
occur, based on the inform ation supplied by the particular topics.
Aristotle can thus m aintain tha t general topics are universal and  can 
be used in  any field of knowledge, whereas the particu lar topics are 
lim ited to  the area of investigation.59 This distinction reveals th a t 
Aristotle is in terested  no t in drawing up lists of headings for the 
orator, bu t ra th er in discovering basic m ethod for discussion.
Consequently, it is clear that his doctrine of topics is in terested  no t 
simply m  sources of inform ation bu t also in how to use tha t
information.bO
I
In the tw enty-third chapter of his second book, Aristotle talks of 
forms of reasoning or modes of inference which are universal and  
which reflect th ree different types of inferential pa ttern , the 
antecedent-consequent, the more-or-less, or some sort of relation. 
All th ree can be summed up  in  the idea of "if one, then  the other." 
His doctrine of topics, then, may be outlined in the following way:
JFopics_
M aterial Formal
5 7  KCcGairep out' K al èr  T otg T oiriK oig , K al ev ra O G a  GtaLpcT^ov tôt èT'GupTmaTcaî^ toc t€
eïSTi Kal Tolig Toiroug Sv XiiiTTéov. ("As then we have done in the Topics, so 
here we must distinguish the specific and universal topics, from which 
enthymemes m aybe constructed.") Rhetoric 1358a29-30. See, 1358a36-1358b2.
58 See, for instance, a good example of this use of particular topics given by 
Aristotle himself in Rhetoric 1396a3-23.
59 Rhetoric 1358alO-35.
bO In this way, the general topics show in a special way that rhetoric is 
concerned with discovering what is persuasive in any subject:ToTw 5f| 
pTlTopiKTi Gurapig ircpl eKaoTOV’ roO GempfjoaL to è^ Scxoiiei^ ov TTiGavov*. Rhetoric 
1355b26~27.
bl "In summary, then, we may say that whereas the speaker goes to the 
special or general topics for his premises, he may call upon these "lines of 
argument" for his mode of reasoning. The premises and the line of argument
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Cicero, and  Quintilian after him, limit the doctrine of topics to 
content, portraying them  in  a rather mechanical fashion as ways to 
develop a theme.b2 The formal aspect of them  as m odes of inference 
disappears into the background. Quintilian's own definition of topic 
betrays this emphasis on content.b3 Other rhetoricians draw  up lists 
of w hat they call the TcXim the "final" topics.b4 These are lists
of values which were considered useful to introduce into rhetorical 
debate in o rder for the case to be proved: the lawful, the right, the 
advantageous, the possible, the honourable, and  so on.bs
Aristotle goes on to define the three different types of rhetoric, 
which he nam es deliberative, forensic and epideictic.bb Each of these
    ----------------------
selected will together constitute an enthymeme." McBurney, "The 
Enthymeme," 62. On page 60 he gives an outline similar to the one given 
above. A similar position is taken by D. J. Ochs, "Aristotle's Concept of Formal 
Topics," SM 36 (1969): 419-25; repr., K. V. Erikson, ed., Aristotle: The Classical 
Heritage of Rhetoric {Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow, 1974), 194-204. 
b2 "Latin rhetorical theorists, strongly influenced by certain Hellenistic 
sources, depart from the Aristotelian concept of topics as inferential 
strategies. Instead, they base the topics of argument on a conception of the 
generic subject of rhetorical discourse.... The elements of this system are said 
to constitute a universal, raw material for rhetorical arrangement, and they 
consist of the attributes of the person and the act." M. C. Leff, "The Topics of 
Argumentative Invention in Latin Rhetorical Theory from Cicero to 
Boethius," Rhetorica 1 (1983): 26-27.
b3 [S[edes argunientorum, in quitus latent, ex quitus sunt petenda. ("The 
places where arguments are hidden, but from which they are to be sought 
out.") 5.10.20. He maintains that all arguments are drawn either from persons 
or things (5.10.23) and discusses them in some detail (5.10.23-52). Although he 
does talk of argumentation from division (5.10.53-72), from similarity 
(5.10.73-79), from causes (5.10.80-86), from comparatives (5.10.87-94), and 
from supposition (5.10.95-99), he does not view them under their formal 
aspect in the way Aristotle does.
64 xhe number of these vary from one author to another. See Lausberg, 
Handbuch, §375.
65 For instance, Flermogenes in his On Stases, lists five:rà TeXucà XeydiieT'a
KE(j)dXccLa...T6 rdnnior, t o  SiKctiov', t o  ou|j4>dpov, t o  SuvaTdT-, t o  c v S o ^ o t * .
6 6 ( S ' o - t ’ dvccYKTig dv €lîi Tpia yév^ t o Î v  Xdywv t ( 3 v  piiTopiKûîv, o-uppouXeuTLKdv,
SiKai^ LKdr, €TTu5eLKTLKoV. Rhetoric 1358b6-8. Interest in rhetorical genres was 
reawakened by Edwin Black, Rhetorical Criticism, A Study in Method (New 
York; MacMillan, 1965). It was followed by a number of studies concerning 
the role of genre theory. Compare, for instance, the discussions of J. Harrel 
and W. A. Linkugel, "On Rhetorical Genre: An Organizing Perspective," PR 11 
(1978): 262-81, and Thomas M. Conley, "Ancient Rhetoric and Modern Genre 
Criticism," CQ.27 (1979): 47-53. An overview of the discussion is given by W. R. 
Fisher, "Genre: Concepts and Applications in Rhetorical Criticism," WJSC 44 
(1980): 288-99.
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types enjoys its own characteristics 67 Deliberative rhetoric looks to 
the future and thus seeks to exhort or dissuade and  emphasises the 
expedient or the harm ful (to oo#€pov mi pxapepoy). Forensic rhetoric 
looks to the past and seeks to accuse or defend and  thus is 
in terested in the just or unjust (to SiKaiov kxcl to aSiKov). Finally, 
epideictic rhetoric is concerned with the present and  aims to praise 
or blame, and so emphasises the honourable and the disgraceful (to 
KotXov mi TO aioxpov). The relationship with the "final" topics, 
m entioned above, is clear. Moreover, certain modes of 
argum entation are favoured by each of the types of rhetoric: 
amplification is most suited to epideictic, example to deliberative 
and  enthym em e to forensic.68 Aristotle devotes m ost of the 
rem ainder of his first book discussing these types of rhetoric in 
detail.69 Quintilian follows Aristotle in this threefold distinction and 
criticises Cicero and others for their abandonm ent of it.70
The first systematic and  detailed treatm ent of stasis was w ritten by 
Hermagoras in  the late second century BCE. It is generally accepted 
tha t he was bringing together in a systematic fashion m any insights 
from  earlier rhetoricians, including Aristotle.71 For Quintilian, stasis
67 Rhetoric 1358a36-1359alO. At the same time, he recognizes that the three 
genres can intermingle. "While he insists that the ends (teié) of the 
respective gené differ from one another, he permits the use of any telos in 
any genos and the interchange among the gené of those times specified at 
1358bl3ff. as proper to each genos (See, e.g., 1362al5f., 1366al7-18)." Conley, 
"Genre Criticism," 47.
68 Rhetoric 1368a26-37.
69 Deliberative (1358a30-1366a22), Epideictic (1366a23-1368a37), Forensic 
(1368bl-1369b32).
76 3.4.2. The classification covers every type of discourse: Aris*jteles tres 
faciendo partes orationis, iudicialem, deliherativam, demonstrativam, paene 
et ipse oratori subiecit omnia: nihil enim non in haec cadit ("Aristotle 
himself also by his tripartite division of oratory into forensic, deliberative 
and demonstrative, practically brought everything into the orator's domain, 
since there is nothing that may not come up by one of these three kinds of 
rhetoric.") 2.21.23. See also, 3.4.15. Its strange that Quintilian makes this 
criticism of Cicero, since he does discuss the three genres in De Inventione 
1.7, even though he pleads for an extension of them in De Oratore 2.44-46.
71 The most complete study of stasis theory is; Lucia Calboli Montefusco, la  
dottrina degli "status" nella retorica greca e romana (Hildesheim, Zürich, New 
York: Olms-Weidmann, 1986). See also, O. A. L. Dieter, "Stasis," 5"M 17 (1950): 
345-69; Ray Nadeau, "Some Aristotelian And Stoic Influences on the Theory of 
Stases," SM 26 (1959): 248-54; Wayne N. Thompson, "Stasis in Aristotle's 
Rhetoric," QJS 58 (1972): 134-41; Antoine Braet, "The Classical Doctrine of 
status and the Rlietorical Theory of Argumentation," PR 20 (1987): 79-83. 
Yameng Liu, however, argues that for Aristotle, "stasis is little more than a
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allows the orator and the audience to find out what the basic 
question at issue is, especially in a complex case, and  how it m ust be 
addressed. The stasis is not the conflict itself bu t arises from  it. An 
example given by Quintilian is tha t accusations and denials such as 
"You did it", "I did not do it" give rise to the question "Did he do 
it?"72 Stasis theory offers ways in which the essential question can 
be defined. There are four stases in rational questions. The first 
three are concerned with the act itself: fact and conjecture (whether 
something happened: an fecerit), definition (what exactly happened: 
quid fecerit), and quality (was what happened lawful: an iure [recte] 
fecerit). 73 The fourth, called translatio, makes use of procedural 
objections. Thus the stasis of conjecture denies that the person 
com mitted the act, the stasis of definition admits the fact bu t denies 
the way it has been defined, the stasis of quality adm its the facts 
bu t denies any wrong in them, and the stasis of translation makes a 
point of procedure. Legal questions concern the letter and  intention 
of the law, contradictory laws, syllogism, ambiguity and  
competence.74 Quintilian describes the stasis as "that point which
rhetorical technique to be employed occasionally in invention and 
arrangement, with basically local or secondary functions to perform, rather 
than the all important constituting element of rhetoric (Hermogenes) or the 
enabling "basis" for oratory (Quintilian)." "Aristotle and Stasis Theory: A 
Reexamination," RSQ21 (1991): 55. None of Hermagoras' works remains 
extant, but his stasis theory has been reconstructed from many secondary 
sources.
72 3.6.5
73 6.66-68. Nam ut a defensore potissimum incipiam, longe fortissima tuendi 
se ratio est, si quod obicitur negari potest; proxima, si non id quod obicitur 
factum esse dicitur; tertia honestissima, qua recte factum defenditur. Quibus 
se deficiamur, ultima quidem sed iam sola superest salus aliquo iuris adiutorio 
elabendi a crimine, quod neque negari neque defendi potest, ut non videatur 
iure actio intendi. ("For, to begin with the defendant, the strongest method of 
self-defence is, if possible, to deny the charge. The second best is when it is 
possible to reply that the particular act with which you are charged was 
never committed. The third and most honourable is to maintain that the act 
was justifiable. If none of these lines of defence are {sic) feasible, there 
remains the last and only hope of safety: if it is impossible either to deny the 
charge or justify the act, we must evade the charge with the aid of some point 
of law, making it appear that the action has been brought against us 
illegally.") 3.6.83.
74 3,6.66. Rational questions are concerned with reaching a judgement of a 
certain action on the grounds of the law; legal questions are concerned with 
the interpretation of a law in view of a certain action. "Zur Frage stehen 
damit sowohl die getane Handlung wie das Gesetz selbst: die richtige 
Zuordnung der beiden kann nur geschehen einerseits durch die am Gesetz 
orientierte Feststellung der Handlung, anderseits durch die an der Handlung 
orientierte Interpretation des Gesetzes." Lausberg, Handbuch, §141.
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the orator sees to be the most im portant for him  to make and on 
which the judge sees that he m ust fix all his a t t e n t i o n . " 75
4. Composing The Speech (Disposition^
The identification of the stasis of the case is the first step the orator 
has to take in the creation of his speech. From that, he can decide 
which rhetorical genre would be most suitable and the topics and 
proofs which would be m ost persuasive. All these belongs to w hat is 
called the inventio  of the speech. At this point, he is in  a  position to 
begin to arrange his proofs and speech in what is called the process 
of disposition'^ The importance of understanding the dispositio will 
become clear when the elaboration of the chreia is discussed.
The whole question of arrangem ent is broached by Aristotle in  the 
closing chapters of his treatise.78 Essentially, every speech requires 
only two parts, the statem ent of the case (irpdeeoiç), and the proofs 
(TTiaT€iç),79 which resemble the division between problem  and 
dem onstration. Exordium (irpooipiov) and  epilogue (cttlXoyo?), 
however, may be added, bu t add nothing essential to the argum ent 
pursued by the statem ent of the case and proofs.
The statem ent of the facts functions to go over the circumstances of 
the case, clarify the issue (stasis), and establish the proposition, 
either by means of a reason (aiTiu), or by use of a final topic. In 
epideictic speech, it is up to the talents of the orator to show that
75 [Ajtque inde erit status causae, quod et orator praecipue sibi obtinendum et 
iudex spectandum maxime intelligit. 3.6.9
76 See, Lausberg, Handbuch, §443-52. The other steps in the production of the 
full speech are; elecutio, memoria, and, pronuntiatio. See, Instit 3.3.1; De 
Oratore 2.79.
77 Lausberg comments: "Die vier status générales sind zusammen mit den drei 
aristotelischen genera causarum sowie den Vertretbarkeitsgraden die 
Voraussetzung fur die weitere Entwicklung der einzelnen causae. Der Redner 
muR also zuerst ... feststellen, ob die causa einen status bildet [an consistât) , 
dann muR er den status generalis und das aristotelische genus der causa und 
den Vertretbarkeitsgrad seiner eigenen Partei feststellen.... Die intellectio ist 
die Voraussetzung für die inventio (besonders fur die inventio 
argumentoruni) und die dispositio. Hierbei besteht zwischen status, inventio 
und dispositio ein bruchloser Übergang." Handbuch, §97.
78 Rhetoric 1414a30-1420b.
7 9  ''Ecttl 8 è  ToO Xdyou 6 do iiepT)- dvayKatov yap Td te Tipdypa eî.TretT' ire pi ou, Kal t o u t ’
dTroGet^ ai. Rhetoric 1414a30-31.
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the actions did take place, or that they were of a certain kind or 
importance, or all three together.80 This narration  will reveal not 
only the character of the subject bu t also of the orator,81 and its 
simplicity will help the audience in remembering. This ethical 
argum ent should also be present within forensic speech, though the 
narrative need not be so long in this case in order to avoid wasting 
time on things which are agreed by all. Pathos also is im portant at 
this stage, so that pity and indignation are aroused regarding the 
orator and the adversary. 8 2 in dehberatlve oratory, narrative is rare  
since it looks to the future. However, past facts may be alluded to so 
th a t the hearers will take better counsel for the future.
Proofs ('TTioTeLç) in forensic speech refer either to the fact, the harm  
done, the degree of harm  and the jusüfication,83 and tend to favour 
the enthym em e  as the means of proof. In epideictic speeches, on the 
other hand, the m ain thrust will be to establish what is honourable 
or useful and so the facts should be taken on trust. The principal 
means of argum entation here will be amplification.84 Dehberatlve 
speech focuses upon the tmjust, the inexpedient or the im portant 
and  favours examples as its principle means of proof.
By the time of Quintihan and Cicero there was great debate 
regarding just how m any parts arrangem ent had.85 There were 
those who followed Aristotle closely and suggested a four p art 
scheme: exordium  (irpooigiov), narratio (TTpdeeoiç), probatio  (ttiotis'),
80 Rheforic 1416b 16-21.
81 irapaSLTiyeuaGaL 5è Sera elg  Tiiv ariv «petIiv (j)€pEL.... ("And yOU should 
incidentally narrate anything that tends to show your own virtue....)
Rhetoric 1417a2-3.
8 2 ’'E t l  €k tôît' TTa8r|TLKc3v X eye, S iT iyoiipevog k«1 to . è ird u ev a  K al a  l a a a i ,  K al Tct ISlq: rj 
éauTfp èKeiVoj irpocrdvTa.... ("Further, the narrative should draw upon what is 
emotional by the introduction of such of its accompaniments as are well 
known, and of what is specially characteristic of either yourself or of the 
adversary....") Rhetoric 1417a36-38.
83 Rhetoric 1416bl6-24.
84 Aristotle discusses amplification (au^ Ticng) in 1403al7-34 and defines it as to
8’ a%ELV Kal pELoOv ecttIt’ ^8un#aTa irpog tS SEÎ^ ai otl pEya pLKpdv....
("enthymemes which serve to show that a thing is great or small....")
Rhetoric 1403a20-21. Quintilian deals at length with the subject in 8.4, and 
mentions such examples as the use of strong words (1-3), augmentation (3-9), 
comparison (9-14), reasoning (15-26), accumulation (26-27).
85 Quintilian offers an overview of the debate in 3.9.1-5. It is in forensic 
speech that one sees the fullest structure to arrangement.
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peroratio  (èmXoyoç). A five part scheme was created when the 
refutatio  was placed after the proof, and a six part scheme when the 
partitio  (division) was placed between the statem ent of facts and 
the proof. Aristotle, however, was against anything m ore than  a 
four-fold division, since anything else could be subsum ed under one 
of these heading s.8 6
5. Summary and Conclusions
From this brief outline of the process of inventio  and dispositio as 
understood by these ancient writings on rhetoric, it is quite clear 
tha t rhetoric was never understood in the beginnings, solely or 
principally, as ornam entation or stylistics. Rhetoric was essentially a 
practical art, aimed at producing action (irp i^s-) based on persuasion 
('iTiaTis') and judgem ent (kpiois*). This judgem ent was arrived at not 
simply through the intellect, but also through the appetite which 
included the emotions (W6T|) and the stable dispositions of character
(?10OS-).
This act of persuasion which appealed to the whole person 
necessarily took place within a specific context; rhetoric, unlike 
philosophy, was not dealing with timeless truths, bu t with concrete 
individuals in concrete situations. Consequently, rhetoric was 
seeking not the dem onstration of absolutes, but was arguing the 
case for certain ways forward in an  environm ent which was socially 
and culturally contingent. Its mode of argum entation was based 
upon an epistemology of the probable which recognized tha t various 
decisions could be made in regard to the evidence available. This 
conventional way of arguing, which used the codes and customs of 
the audience ra ther than first principles, was therefore social 
discourse.
The m odern rehabilitation of rhetoric, with its emphasis on 
argum entation and context, faithfully reflects the concerns of the 
classical theoreticians. Most especially, their attention to the process 
of inventio  reveals the orato r/au thor to be in constant dialogue with 
the audience insofar as he attempts to find all the m eans of
86 Rhetoric 1414a36-1414bl8.
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persuasion possible. Identification of the stasis and rhetorical genre, 
as well as awareness of the proofs chosen, allows the contem porary 
reader some insight into the world of the original audience.
It is clear from Aristotle tha t the process of inventio  is the crucial 
p art to any successful speech, for it is there tha t the orator will find 
himself in dialogue with the beliefs, codes, and conventions of his 
audience. It is the successful choice and use of these tha t makes the 
speech persuasive. Aristotle’s emphasis upon the total 
argum entative situation (logos, ethos, and pathos) reveals his 
conviction that rhetoric appeals to the whole person who has both 
reason and emotion. The disjunction created by Cicero and 
Quintilian, and the consequent confusion regarding Aristotle’s 
understanding of the proofs, emerges from their desire to emphasize 
the ethos of the orator and  so defend rhetoric from  its critics. It 
becomes clear that even among the great rhetoricians we see a 
rhetoric about rhetoric, a rhetoric, in other words, which is context 
bound and in dialogue with others. It becomes clear tha t there was 
no timeless understanding of rhetoric which was separated from  the 
environm ent in which it took place.
I
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CHAPTER SIX. THE CHREIA
1. Introduction
This chapter has the three objectives of investigating the various 
definitions of the chreia, of describing the ways it was classified, 
and  of outlining how it could be expanded by means of elaboration. 
By way of introduction, I shall discuss briefly the various 
Progymnasmata which have survived from antiquity. In the 
conclusion, I shall argue that the simple chreia form  was known and 
used in  the Hellenistic world a t the time of the form ation of the 
Gospel materials, though there may have been a lack of conceptual 
clarity regarding its precise difference from other forms. There is 
less certainty regarding how well-known the systems of 
classification and elaboration were. Nonetheless, I suggest tha t it is 
vahd to use these systems in a heuristic way in order to discover 
the extent to which the Gospel materials reflect their understanding.
2. The Progyxxmasmata^
The rhetorical works of Aristotle, Cicero and Quintilian had the aim 
of bringing together in a systematic way the best of rhetorical 
praxis available. These theoretical treatises were the result of the 
reflection of the authors upon their experience and practice. As 
such, their prospective readership would have been individuals 
already well trained in the art of rhetoric, either a t a  teaching or a 
practical level. The treatises were no t aimed at the young m an who 
was in the process of being trained. For him, there were available 
other, m ore simple, handbooks which laid out the elem entary steps 
in building up a rhetorical argument. These were the TTpoyugvdaiJiaTa. 
Fortunately, there are still extant copies of these handbooks which
1 For the literature on the chreia and how it is applied in Gospel studies, see 
Watson and Hauser, Rhetorical Criticism, 158-60. For a discussion of the 
Progymnasmata and their role in education, see S. F. Bonner, Education in 
Ancient Rome: From the Elder Plato to the Younger Pliny (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California, 1977), 165-276, and H. I. Marrou, Histoire de 
VÉducation dans PAntiquité, 7ième édition (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1977), 
trans. G. Lamb, A History of Education in Antiquity (London: Sheed and Ward, 
1956; Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1982), 277-327.
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date from  late antiquity .2 The earliest comes from  the hand  of 
Aelius Theon of Alexandria, the dating of which was discussed in 
chapter three 3 Hard on the heels of this came a work by 
Hermogenes of Tarsus in the second century. 4 The next extant work, 
which would become the standard textbook in the Byzantine 
tradition, comes from  the late fourth century and  was w ritten by 
Aphthonius of Antioch.5 Finally, from  the fifth century, there is the 
TTpoyii[jivda[iaTO of Nicolaus of Myra. 6 We know that o ther handbooks 
were published in these early centuries, bu t they have not 
survived.7 Most likely, this was due to the pre-em inence which the 
work of Aphthonius came to enjoy in the Byzantine tradition.
From the time of Aphthonius, the content of these textbooks became 
virtually standard. The fourteen prelim inary exercises are: 1. the 
fable, 2. the narrative, 3. the chreia, 4. the maxim, 5. the refutation,
6. the confirmation, 7. the commonplace, 8. the encomium, 9. the 
censure, 10. the comparison, 11. the characterisation, 12. the 
description, 13. the thesis, 14. the introduction of a law. Comparison 
with Theon, however, shows tha t at an earlier time, this 
standardization did not exist, since there are differences in  order, 
content, and terminology.8 The content of the individual chapters is,
2 These will be found in, Rhetores Graeci ex Recognitione Leonardi Spengel, 
ed. Leonard von Spengel, 3 vols. (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1854; repr. Frankfurt: 
Minerva, 1966) and Rhetores Graeci, ed. Christian Walz, 9 vols. (Stuttgart and 
Tübingen: J. G. Cottae, 1832-36; Osnabrück: Otto Zeller, 1968). The chreia 
discussions in these handbooks have been gathered together by F[ock and 
O'Neil, The Progymnasmata, For the sake of simplicity, as I have indicated 
previously, all citations from the chreia chapter in The Progymnasmata will 
use the numbering system of this volume.
3 The most recent critical edition available is James R. Butts, "The 
Progymnasmata of Theon: A New Text with Translation and Commentary," 
(Ph.D. diss., Claremont Graduate School, 1987). It is this translation which 
Hock uses m The Progymnasmata. For further literature regarding the 
Progymnasmata, see Hock and O’Neil, The Progymnasmata, 51 n. 47.
4 The most recent critical edition available is: Hermogenis Opera, ed. Hugo 
Rabe, vol. VI of Rhetores Graeci. An English translation is given by Charles S. 
Baldwin, Medieval Rhetoric and Poetic (New York: Macmillan, 1928), 23-38.
5 The most recent critical edition is: Aphthonii Progymnasmata, ed. Hugo 
Rabe, vol. X of Rhetores Graeci. An English Translation is given by Ray 
Nadeau, "The Progymnasmata of Aphthonius," SM 19 (1952): 264-85.
6 The most recent critical edition is: Nicolai Progymnasmata, ed. J. Felten, vol. 
XI of Rhetores Graeci (Leipzig: Teubner, 1913).
7 See the evidence given by Hock, The Progymnasmata, 11.
8 See, W. Stegemann, "Theon," in Realencyclopadie der klassischen 
Altertumswissenschaft, eds. A. Pauly & G. Wissowa (Stuttgart: J. B. Metzlersche
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nonetheless, broadly sim ilar-after the definition is offered, there 
follows the classification of the exercise into various types and sub- 
types. The function of these exercises was pre-em inently rhetorical 
in tha t they trained the young men in the necessary prelim inaries 
for public speech. Having been trained in the study of language and 
the poets, but not yet ready for rhetoric, these young m en were 
offered, through the study of the TTpoyujivaoiJLaTa, the tools for th a t 
profession.
For Theon, the chreia was the very first exercise to which the 
student was introduced. This was particularly ap t from  a rhetorical 
poin t of view, since every chreia grew from  a specific situation, 
related to a particular case and was built around a particular 
individual. It was, in other words, a mini-speech. The rhetorical 
function governed the entire pedagogical strategy, from  the 
teaching of the simplest maxim up to the construction of an  entire 
speech.9
3. The Definition of the Chreia
The chreia is defined in very similar ways in the ancient handbooks. 
For Theon, it is "a concise statem ent or action which is attributed 
with aptness to some specified character or to something analogous 
to a character." 10 For Hermogenes it is "a reminiscence of some 
saying or action or a combmation of both which has a concise 
resolution, generally for the purpose of something useful."n 
Aphthonius defines it more succinctly, thus: "A chreia is a concise 
reminiscence aptly attributed to some character. Since it is useful, it
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1934), Vol. 5A, 2037-54. He suggests (2040-2042) that a 
later editor has attempted to conform Theon to Aphthonius.
9 Mack comments; "This pedagogy is crucial for understanding the treatment 
of the chreia in this curriculum. Rhetorical purpose governed every 
exercise, even the more simple ones such as learning to paraphrase and 
amplify the stock anecdote: students were to learn the means by which 
speech was effective and persuasive." "Elaboration of the Chreia in the 
Hellenistic School," in Mack and Robbins, Patterns of Persuasion, 35.
1 0  Xpeia èaTL aüvTOjJiog àir6{|)aaig Vj Trpcc^ ig p e r ’ eucTTOXiag {xvocftrepoupeVii etg t l  
(Spiapcvov' updo'wirov Vj dvaXoyoOv TrpoaalTrtp. Theoil 2-4.
11 Xpeta ècTTtv diropT'TipoT'eupa Xdyou rivdg t| irpd^etiig Ij auva|i<j)OTdpou cruvTopoT' è’xov
SîiXiûCTLv wg €iri to TrXeto'TOT' xpiiclpou tUo? eKEKcc. Hermogenes 2-4.
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is called c h r e ia ." Finally, for Nicolaus a chreia is "a saying or action 
which is apt and concise, attributed to some specified character and 
employed for the purpose of correcting some aspect of life."i3
Four characteristics of the chreia clearly emerge from  these 
definitions. Firstly, it contains either a saying or an action or, as 
Hermogenes adds, a combination of both.i4 Theon offers examples 
of each of these.
A saying: "Isocrates the sophist used to say tha t gifted students 
are children of gods."i5 An action: "Diogenes the Cynic 
philosopher, on seeing the boy who was a gourmand, struck the 
paedagogus with his staff." 16 a  combination of both: "A Laconian, 
when someone asked him  where the Lacedaemonians consider 
the botm daries of their land to be, showed his spear."17
Secondly, the chreia is characterised by conciseness. Generally, this 
means that it is composed of one sentence, though it can be longer 
and  more complex. Thirdly, a certain aptness should belong to the 
chreia. The \xcr' e-horoxiaç of Theon is ambiguous from  a syntactical 
po in t of view, since it can modify either àTrocfaoi? Ij irpa^ is* or the 
participle avatt^ epouglvri. In the first case it describes the quality of the 
attribution (its aptness to a character), whereas in the second case it 
refers to the quality of the action or saying (its appropriatenes to a
32  XpEicc èajLV aTropwTindveupa advropov eiiaTdxug ettl ti irpocrwirov' àva4>Époucra.
XpeLciSiig 5è oucra irpoattyopederai xpeicc. Aphthoilius 2-4.
33 Xpeia Be ècTL Xdyog ïj irpS^tg eutrTOXog i<al auvTopog, eig  tl TrpdauTTor uptffp^vov 
exouaa T-fiv dT'acjiopccT’, irpdg €Travdp0(oaiV Tivog tSv kv  t^  TTccpaXapliaT’opevYi.
Nicolaus 45-48.
34 According to Theon, "Sayings-chreia are those which make their point in 
words without action," (XoyiKal pev glctlv «I X^ ptg Trpd^ ewg Bid Xdyitiv- exouaa t o  
KOpog), Theon 31-32; "Action-chreiai are those which reveal some thought 
without speech," (irpccKTiKai 8^  eloiM ai xwplg èp4>aLVoucrai Tiva v o O f ) ,  96-97; 
"Mixed chreiai are those which share characteristics of both the sayings- 
species and action-species but make their point with the action," (piKTai Be
e la iv  dffcci Tot) pev XoyiKotl kccI toO irpaKTiKoi) KoiFiùFoOaiv, kv Bè T(g irpaKTiKC^  to  KOpog
exoudiF), 105-7.
35 ’l0OKpdTTig 6 ao(|>io-Tfig Toug eiKjjueig tûf paSîiTÊF GeiBf TraiBag eXeyev eÎFai. Theoil
39-40.
36  A ioyeF T ig 6 K uviK og (|)iXdoo(|)og lS ù f di{fO(|idyoF iraCBa TraiBaytuydv Tfl paKTTipiqi e T ia ia e .
Theon 100-2.
37 ActKfflv è p o p é v o u  Tii>og ocuTOF ttoO TOiig dpoug Tf)g yfjg e x o u o i  A a K e B a ip o F io i, e B e i^ e  tô
8dpu. Theon 111-13. Hermogenes, however, considers that a mixed chreia must 
contain both a saying and action in the response. See, Hermogenes 11-15.
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situation).38 a  usefulness for living is the final characteristic of the 
chreia and indeed this is, for Aphthonius, the etymological root of 
the word. Theon writes of Diogenes:
Diogenes the philosopher, on being asked by someone how he 
could become famous, responded: "By worrying about fame as 
little as possible." 39
These formal aspects of the chreia are put into sharper relief 
through contrast with the maxim (yvoigii) and  the reminiscence 
(àTTogvripoVeuiJia). According to Theon, the maxim differs in  four ways: 
it is never attributed to a character, it always makes a general 
statem ent, it always concerns usefulness and not just wittiness, it is 
always a saying. The reminiscence differs from the chreia in tha t it 
need no t be concise, and that it is told of itself ra ther than 
attributed  to characters .20 Hermogenes is more brief, distinguishing 
the reminiscence simply by its length and omitting the concern for 
usefulness with which Theon characterises the maxim. He does note, 
however, tha t the chreia is sometimes composed of question and 
answer, whereas the maxim is n o t .2 3 For Nicolaus, the difference 
between the chreia and the reminiscence lies principally in the 
conciseness of the chreiaA^ He is in agreement with Theon 
regarding the differences between the chreia and tlie maxim, bu t 
adds tha t the maxim "always teaches either the attainm ent of virtue 
or the avoidance of evü, while the chreia is also em ployed for the 
sake of wit alone."23
38 According to Hock, both Theon and Aphthonius presume the first sense 
whilst Nicolaus presumes the second sense. The Progymnasmata, 25. See, 
Robbins, "The Chreia," 2 n. 5.
39  AïoyÉFTig o 4>iXd0O(t>og €pwTii0eig utto Tivog irffig av &8o^og yevoLTo aiTeKpLFaTO,'^0TL
iiKLara Sd^ iig (jrpoFTi'Cwv. Theoii 33-35. James R, Butts notes: "The majority of 
chreiai ... are used by the authors and teachers of the ancient world as 
repositories of social, cultural, and philosophical wisdom. It (sic) was a 
carrier of culture, in other words. "The Chreia in the Synoptic Gospels," BTB 
16(1986): 133.
20 Theon 5-24. Robbins notes that "the attribution of a saying or act to a 
particular person displays aspects of life, thought, and action in a mode 
which integrates attitudes, values, and concepts with personal, social, and 
cultural realities." "The Chreia," 4.
23 Flermogenes 16-26.
22 Nicolaus 51-52.
2 3  pev yFwpïi TTCCFTOjg t) aipEcrLV <xyoc0oi) lij J)uyf|F k« koO eiaiiyELTaL, ft Sè xP^i^ Kal
xapiEFTLapoO evEKa pdvou irapaXaplîoÎFeTai. Nicolaus 200-3. See, 45-48.
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W hen Hermogenes drops the aspect of usefulness from  his 
description of the maxim, probably he is attem pting to make a 
neater distinction between the chreia and maxim as defined by 
Theon. However, it may weU be that the distinction between chreia, 
maxim, and reminiscence, a t least in the ears of the audience, may 
n o t have been quite as straightforward as these authors would have 
us believe. Possibly we dealing with a school-room distinction which 
in practice tended to become attenuated. That this is so is also 
suggested by Hermogenes' indifference to Theon's characterisation 
of the reminiscence as being "also told by itself" (koi me’ èauTô 
iivrinovejTai). Hock and O’Neill describe this phrase as "troublesome" 
and think that "Theon could surely have found a better way to 
make his p o i n t .  "24 Perhaps Theon was not a t all sure what his point 
was, and  Hermogenes in tu rn  felt quite in the dark about it. 
Furtherm ore, it is striking that the handbooks do not m ention the 
apophthegm  at all, and  this may be further evidence of the lack of 
conceptual clarity regarding the various types of s a y in g s .2 5
The syntactical ambiguity of the term  "aptness" noted above leads 
Mack to suggest two quite different originating ambiences for the 
c h r e i a .26 The desire to produce a chreia "in character" presupposed
24 The Prog}nnnasnmta, 109 n. 5.
25 J. F. Kinstrand notes: "These writers do not include the ccTrd(j>0EYHoc in their 
treatment, and it seems to have been replaced by the term xpeta, which 
therefore has received a more limited meaning than it originally had.... 
Against this background we may regard xpeia as a suitable collective term for 
different types of sayings and anecdotes...." "Diogenes Laertius and the Chreia 
Tradition," Elenchos 1 (1986): 224. Richard A. Spencer offers an investigation 
of 29 different chreiai in the writings of Theon, Hermogenes, and 
Aphthonius, and concludes that they range from the simple to the complex, 
that there are stylistic and inessential elements in some, a few name 
secondary persons, there is a tendency toward anonymity, some have parallel 
members, there is narrative detail in some of the settings, and most are 
conceived in a unitary fashion. "A Study of the Form and Function of the 
Biographical Apophthegms in the Synoptic Tradition in Light of their 
Hellenistic Background," (Ph.D diss., Emory University, 1976), 117. Flowever, 
his examination of the actual use of the chreia and related forms in the 
writings of Plutarch and Diogenes Laertius brings him to conclude that 
"their (viz., the rhetoricians') academic distinctions are not so neatly 
exhibited in these popular writings where it is at times quite difficult (if 
indeed at all possible) to distinguish between apophthegms, memoirs, and 
chreiai." "Biographical Apophthegms," 313. He presents the handbooks' 
understanding of the chreia on pages 107-20.
26 "Elaboration of the Chreia," 41-51.
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th a t the character chosen was upstanding and  worthy of imitation.27 
This concept of "gigifiois-" was fundam ental to the ancient 
understanding of rhetoric, as Theon himself testifies: "Indeed, the 
chreia-exercise produces not only a certain facility with words, but 
a good character as well, if we work with the apophthegm s of the 
sages."28 The literature of the first century CE. records the common 
conviction of that era regarding the power of words to form  
character. The tiGos- which had been dem anded of the orator from 
before the time of Aristotle now became a formative factor no t only 
of the hearer of the speech but also of the reader of a book, " [A] 
literary  encounter with the sayings of the great m en no t only 
reveals their character, but also produces a like character in the 
read er as well."29 This first type of chreia thus reflected a Sitz im  
Leben of the moral character formation of young m en who were 
being trained to take their appropriate place in the life of the state.
Alongside this type of chreia there existed another whose aptness. 
Mack claims, reflected more the situation in which it originated and 
which was notable not only for its sharpness and wit bu t for its lack 
of m oral-ethical content. Indeed, it was the sharpness and  wit 
which became the point of the story. Mack classifies this la tte r type 
as a  Cynic chreia, originating in the Cynic debates of the fourth 
century BCE., and reflecting the Greek love for cleverness with 
words.30 The difference between these two types, he fu rther 
m aintains, reflected the difference between oo(j)w, "the kind of 
wisdom appropriate to the orders of perceived reality understood 
as stable systems," and \xf\Tiç, "the kind of wisdom appropriate to the 
contingent and threatening situations of life where survival
27 The whole of the pedagogical enterprise in antiquity was of course shot 
through with the concept of imitation. From the very start, the young student 
was encouraged simply to copy what was set before him. Imitation was the 
foundation rock for a successful orator and the basis for any originality. By 
the first century CE. imitation demanded not only a mirroring of the 
character's style, but also of his very person. See Instit. 2.7.2-4.
2 8  Kttl iiïii' f) 8ia  TYjg xpeiag yuiiFaffLa où [lovov rivà SuvaptF XdytûF EpydCeTai, aX\a Kal
XPilcTov TL rjBog, èyyuiivaÇopEVUv Tipiôv Toîg t S f  ao(])SF &TTo())6€yna0 LF. Walz, The on 
148.12-15. The use of the term "apophthegm" in this context is interesting, 
since it seems to imply that Theon considers it the equivalent of, or 
something very like, the chreia.
29 Mack, "Elaboration of the Chreia," 44.
30 "Elaboration of the Chreia," 47.
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depends upon a clever sagacity."31 This type of chreia could be used 
in  m any different settings, in the cult, with students, with 
opponents, with tyrants etc. Its common function, however, was 
social critique of existing institutions and presuppositions. To this 
extent, the Cynic chreia did not aim to instruct, to exort, or to offer 
ethical models. Rather, through the use of pointed and witty 
language it hoped to reduce the other party  to silence. "The purpose 
is to escape entrapm ent by extricating oneself from  the social 
determ inants of a situation, and to entrap by  throwing the net over 
the other."32
Mack is correct to distinguish between chreiai which seek to instill 
virtue, and chreiai which seek to silence. He is wrong, however, to 
base tha t distinction upon the two possible meanings of the phrase 
iieT’ €\JOToxiaç. Firstly, there is no evidence that the handbooks 
themselves consider tha t the phrase could be taken in  two ways. All 
tha t may be said is that some of them  take it one way, others 
another. Secondly, and more importantly, there are sayings "in 
character" which cannot be taken as ethical instruction for the 
student. Conversely, there are sayings which are ap t to certain 
situations, bu t which appear much more formative of character. For 
instance, there is a chreia about Diogenes:
(Diogenes,) when begging from someone, said: "If you have given 
to someone else, give to me too. But if you haven't, begin with 
me."33
The saying is "in character" smce it was generally known that 
Diogenes begged for a living. Yet the chreia is hard ly  promoting 
Diogenes as someone worthy of imitation. On the other hand, 
Doxapatres, who understood that the chreia had to be "in harm ony 
with the occasion in question," can say:
31 "Elaboration of the Chreia," 47.
32 "Elaboration of the Chreia," 50.
3 3  ( x l t i S v  TLva — Kal yap t o O t o  t t p ô t o f  èironiffE G i à  t t j v  diropiav -  ccjriri, ei pÈF Kal aXAq)
5e5(i)Kag, Bog KapoL- el 5è pifiSevi, dir’ epoO dp^ai. Diogeiies Laertius 6.49. See,
Diogenis Laertii Vitae Philosophorum, ed. H. S. Long (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1964).
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For if, let us say, we see someone who is eager to make a profit 
in  everything, then  I could aptly say to him  the line of 
Menander: "Friend, look not for gain in everything." But if we 
should say this to a relaxed and  lazy man, the saying wiU no t be
apt.34
The ethical dimension is clear. The criterion of aptness, then, 
w hether to character or situation, cannot be taken as a  sure 
indication of the originating milieu of the chreia. In any case, to 
hm it the chreia to the schoolroom or the margins of society is highly 
restrictive. The form  was used by, or attributed to, m any different 
persons in different circumstances.35
4. The Classification of the Chreia
In defining the chreia, we have already discovered its principal 
classification into sayings, action, and mixed. For further 
classification, it is to Theon that we must turn  since none of the 
o ther authors offers any more information. Theon notes tha t there 
are both  shigle and double chreiai, the latter consisting of 
"statements of two characters, either one of which creates a  chreia 
of one character."36 As an example of a double chreia, he instances 
the following:
Alexander the Macedonian king stood over Diogenes as he slept 
and said: "To sleep all night iU suits a counsellor," and Diogenes 
responded: "On whom the folk rely, whose cares are m a n y . "37
34 el yap <j)épe eItteiv ôpœpév riva crirEijBovTa KaTct irccvTa KepSaLveiv tote EÙcrTdxûig <x'i>
ELTTopat Trpog «ùtof to MefccfSpelof- PeXtictte pù to KÈpSog èf n&0 i aKouEi- eI 5è irpbg
(xfeipeVof Kal pd0upoF toOto eIttopef, ouk EÙaToxog a^Tat 6 Xdyog. Walz, DoxapatreS 
2.251.13-18.
35 "[C]hreiai depict philosophers in typical situations, such as chiding 
students, attacking vices, responding to critics, debating with one another, 
and reflecting on the philosophical life.... Chreiai are attributed to a wide 
variety of people, including kings (especially Alexander the Great), generals, 
courtesans, and parasites...." Hock, The Progymnasmata, 4, 6.
3 6  S iT r X f)  8 e  e 0 t l  x p e t a  ù  8 u o  irpoa fiiTTWF d i r o ( | ) d 0 E i g  E X o u a a ,  ( J f  K a l  t j  É T É p a  p E 0 ’ é v b g
irpo0 (i)TFou xp^ lcc^  TTOLEL. Theoii 86-88.
3 7  ’AXÉ^arBpog 6 tS f  MaKESoF^F Ba0 iXEbg ÈmaTccg AïoyÉFEi KoipwpEFtp eIttef- où XPÙ
iraFFÙxtoF euSelf (îouXrnjjopoF ocFSpa. Kal 6 AïoyéFïig àirEKplFaTO- (j Xaoi t’
E T T L T E T p d t j i a T a L  K t t l  T O 0 0 a  p E p i lX E F .  TheOll 88-93.
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Sayings chreiai have two species, statem ent and r e s p o n s e .3 8  The 
statem ent arises either voluntarily and is characterised by a finite 
verb  of saying such as e>ri or eXeye, or comes as a response to a 
situation and is characterised by a participle of seeing such as IGwv 
or eeaaagevoç. Response chreiai arise either m  answer to a simple 
question, looking for a 'yes' or 'no' answer (d-iroKpiTucov epwTriaiv), 
or to an  enquiry, looking for a longer answer (àTrotcpiriKov Kara Woim), 
or to a question calling for an explanation (airoicpiTiKov mr' kpwmaiv 
ctlTioiSes'). There is a final type of response chreia which Theon 
designates with the question-begging title of "responsive" 
(àTTOKpiTiKcïi), and defines as "those which are based neither on a 
simple question nor an enquiry; rather, they contain some rem ark 
to which the response is m a d e . " 39 As an example of this type, he 
instances the encounter between Diogenes and Plato:
Once when Diogenes was having lunch in the market-place and 
invited him to lunch, Plato said: "Diogenes, how charming your 
unpretentiousness would be, if it were not so pretentious." For 
neither has Diogenes questioned Plato about anything, nor does 
Plato inquire of him. Rather, one simply invites the o ther to 
lunch and this belongs to neither of the s p e c ie s .4 0
These sayings chreiai are further classified by Theon into twelve 
m anners of expression: maxhn, explanation, joke, syllogism, 
enthymem e, example, wish, symbolic expression, figure, double 
entendre, change of subject, or a combination of two of these or 
m ore.41
38 X(5j]/ 8È XoyLKÛF elSï) Sùo- dirotjraFTLKOF Kal diroKpLTLKov. Theoil 36-37.
3 9  ’ AiroKpLTiKal Be e W iF  a t  pijTS KaT ’ èpûÎTïjCTLv pf|TE K a r a  ir u c p a , Xdyov Be T iv a
exovaai irpog of ^cttlf f] diroKpi0ig. TheOll 74-76.
4 6  nXccTiuF TÎOTÈ AioyeFoug dpiariJFTog k v  dyopq K al KaXoOFTog aÙTOF è ir l tô d p t a T O F ,  
AidyeFeg, eTttef, mg x^pl^^ &F t|f œou tô dirXaaTOF Ei pfi irXaaTOF rji'- OUTE ydp 
AïoyeFîig ttepi TiFog fjPf^Ta tof nXdTWFa, cute 6 OXdTmF iruFGaFETai avToO, dXX’ dirXmg 
irpog TO dpL0 TOF KaXet aÙTdF, ottep eœtI t£îf oOBsTEpmF. Theoil 77-83. Hock suggests 
that to this category might belong those chreiai which are characterised 
formally by irpog tof k t X .  and those in which the character responds to praise, 
reproach, rebuke, or some statement. The Progymnasmata, 30-31.
41 Theon 115-89. He offers examples of all of these. Doxapatres gives the 
following analysis of a chreia: OÎof 6 nXdrmF Toùg T^ g dpETfjg KXmvag IBpwat Kal
irdFoig fiXEyE (j>UECT0aL- ïj trupoOoa xpelcc I o t l  pEi> XoyiKTi, Ka0’ éKodatoF B e  ^ c t t l f  
dTTO<l>aFTLKti' E0TI 8Ô Kttl TpOWLKTl Kttl CTUFECEUyjlEFiy XoyiKT) |IEF Bid TO Xdy(|) StiXoOf TÏJF 
m(|)EXEiaF, Ka0’ iKodatoF 8 e  dîîoc|>aFTLKT) B l B t l  o u k  e k  TLFog TTEpioTdoEmg ^ k l f V i B t i  6 
nXdTWF iTpog TO e L t t e l f  t o u  t o l o O t o u  XdyoF- TpoTTiKi] 8 È  Bid TO pETatjropiicdg ¥ x e l f  Tds
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Action chreiai are divided by Theon into active and  passive. In the 
first the character is the subject of the action and in the second, the 
object. "The active are those which show some aggressive act.... The 
passive are those pointing out something e x p e r i e n c e d . "42
5. The Expansion and Elaboration of the Chreia
The ancient textbooks lead the students on to exercises in the 
expansion and elaboration of the chreia, the various definitions and 
classifications having been mastered. Theon hsts eight different 
types of exercise on the c h r e i a In the recitation (àmyyeXia), the 
student is encouraged to repeat the chreia in the words of the 
teacher. It is interesting to note, however, th a t variations were 
allowed and even encouraged as long as the meaning and clarity 
were preserved. The inflection (kXiois*) dem anded of the student a 
clear knowledge of gram m ar since he was expected to transform  the 
chreia into the different cases and numbers. In the comment 
(èTTLcijojvTioiç), knowledge of the various topics was dem onstrated 
when the student characterized the chreia according to the 
categories of nobihty, truth, advantage, or consent. The objection 
(àvTiXoyia) Utilized the topics which were the opposites of those 
listed in the comment. The expansion {k'n^ Krdvoioig) simply looked for 
a longer statem ent of the chreia, whilst the condensation (ouotoXii) 
dem anded the opposite. The final two exercises were the refutation 
(avaotceuTi) and  the confirmation (KaTOOKeufj). The chreia could be 
refuted on grounds such as obscurity, pleonasm, elhpsis, 
impossibility, implausibility, falsity, unsuitabihty, uselessness or 
shamefuLness. On the other hand, the confirmation dem ands a more
Xé^ etg. ("Plato used to say that the offshoots of virtue grow by sweat and toil. 
This chreia is a sayings chreia, with its statement made voluntarily, and it is 
figurative. It is a sayings chreia because it discloses its benefit by means of 
the saying. It is a voluntary statement because Plato was not prompted by 
some circumstance to utter this saying. And it is figurative because it has 
metaphorical speech.") Walz, Doxapatres 2.260.10-17. See, Hock and O'Neil, The 
Progymnasmata, 3 4-3 5.
4 2  ^FEpyilTLKai pèF Baai BtiXouctl r iva  €vepyELCcF....Trcc0r|Ti!<al 5è a l iraGog t l
armoaVouCTaL. Theoii 98-103. Hock notes: "This distinction, however, seems 
purely theoretical. Passive chreiai do not appear outside these textbooks...." 
The Progymnasmata, 32.
43 Theon 190-94.
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complex m anipulation insofar as it expects of the student an 
introduction to the chreia, the recitation of the chreia, the 
argum ents for it which will be the opposite of those used in 
refutation (or for more advanced students, the use of commonplaces 
associated with the thesis), and  even amplifications, digressions and 
characterisations .44
Hock cites some interesting examples concerning the exercise in 
recitation.45 Variation in recitation can occur no t only among 
authors bu t also within the same author and the result can be a 
difference in the sub-type to which the chreia is assigned. As an 
example of variation within one author, he cites Plutarch who offers 
two variations of a chreia concerning Diogenes:46
Diogenes used to say that for the one who intends to be entirely 
secure it is necessary to have good friends and arden t enemies, 
for the form er teach him  and the latter reprim and h im .4 7
Diogenes used to say that for the one in need of security it is 
p roper to seek out either an excellent friend or an  arden t enemy, 
in order that, by being reprhnanded or counseled, he might 
avoid wlckedness.48
The clarity of the thought in  both chreiai is evident. Yet the 
differences are equally obvious: in terms of vocabulary, they are: 
"entirely secure'V 'ln need of security; "necessary"/"proper": in 
term s of form: plural/singular; both-and/either-or; explicative 
"for"/final "in order that": in terms of content, the second chreia 
offers the purpose, viz., "to avoid wickedness."
44 See the discussion of the "confirmation" by Hock & O'Neil, The 
Progymnasmata, 72-73. Also, Robbins, "The Chreia," 16-19.
45 The Progymnasmata, 37-41.
46 The Progymnasmata, 38.
4 7  (jairEp AioyÉFT]g eXeyef otl T(g peXXoftl 5el i})iXoug à y a 0 o ù g  I] BLocirupoug
Ex0poiig ÙTTapxeiv o i pèv y a p  SLSaaKouaLV, o l 6 ’ ÈXéyxouffLF. Moralia 74C.
4 8  TTou AioyEFifig ¥XEyE tQ  awTHpLag BEopEvtj) C iite lf  irpoaiiKELv Vj (jrlXoF airouB atov rj 
SLofiTupoF èx0pÔF, oirwg ÈXEyxôiiEFog Vj 0EpaTTEiidpEFog èK4>EÙyoL tù t' KaKLav. Moralia 82A.
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Hock notes that the chreia concerning Diogenes and his runaway 
slave is cited by a num ber of authors H9
Diogenes says tha t it is amazing if Manes is able to hve w ithout 
Diogenes, but Diogenes is not able to be cheerful without
Manes.50
Diogenes' only slave ran  away, but he did not even think it 
worthwhile to take him  back home when he was pointed out to 
him. Rather, he said: "It is a disgrace if Manes can live without 
Diogenes, but Diogenes cannot without Manes."5i
Diogenes said to those who were advising him  to look for his 
runaw ay slave: "It is ridiculous if Manes is living w ithout 
Diogenes, but Diogenes wül not be able to hve without Manes."52
When Diogenes left his homeland, one of his household slaves, 
Manes by name, tried to foUow him, bu t could not endure his 
m anner of hfe and so ran  away. When some people advised 
Diogenes to seek after him, he said: "Is it no t shameful tha t 
Manes has no need of Diogenes, but that Diogenes should have of 
Manes?" Now this slave was caught a t Delphi and to rn  to pieces 
by dogs—a just punishm ent, in light of his m aster's name, for 
having run  away.53
49 The Progymnasmata, 38-39.
5 6  BaunatTTOv [lèv ydp, 6 AtoyeFirig, ei Mavnig [Jièv AioydFoug aveu SuvTjcreTaL tf|v,
Aïoyévïig Se aveu Mcîvoug où Guvïj0 eTaL Bappeîv. Teîes [The Cynic Teacher], ed. and 
trans., Edward J. O’Neil, SBL Texts and Translations 11, Greco-Roman Religion 
13 (Missoula, Montana: Scholars, 1977), 131-34.
51 At Diogeni servus unicus fugit nec eum reducere, cum monstraretur, tanti 
putavit "Turpe est," inquit, "Manen sine Diogene posse vivere, Diogenen sine 
Mane non posse. " Seneca. Moral Essays 8.7, trans. John W. Bas ore (London: 
William Heineman; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1935).
52  irpôg Toùg CTupflouXe'uovTag t o v  àîro5pc£vTa aÙToO SoOXov tilTetv, yeXotov e4>ti, et MdvTjg 
[ièv xm plg Aïoyévoug Cn, Aïoyeviig Se xm pig MaVou où SùvaraL. Diogenes Laertius 
6.55.
5 3  ALoyevVjg V lK a  aireXirre t t i v  ira r p iS a , e îg  aÙTüJ t 6 îv  oiKETdîv ÙKoXoùGei o vop a  Mdvirjg,
8g où 4>ep(ûv peT ' aiiroO riarpcjUiL’ àfreSpa. TTpoTpeTrovTwv Se t l v d v  CîlTetv aÙTOv etjjTi, 
oÙK aiaxpôv MdvT|v pèv pù SetaBai Aïoyévoug, A ïoy^ viiv  5è Mdvoug; oÙTog 5è ô oltcexTig 
& g  AeX(t>oùg àXûipevog ù t t ô  Kuvtîv 5Lecrïïd0Biy o v o p a n  t o O  Seo-irÔTOu 5i'i<ag eKTiVag àv0
’ êv àireSp a. Claudius Aeliaiius Varia Historia Epistolae Fragmenta 13.28. In De 
Animalium Natura Libri XVII, ed. R. Hercher (Leipzig: Teubner, 1866).
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The most notable difference is that the first chreia is a  voluntary 
statem ent and  the others are responsive statem ents issuing from  
some circumstance, to use the terminology of Theon. Regarding the 
terminology, the major difference lies in the word used to describe 
the departure of the slave: "amazing", "disgrace", "ridiculous", 
"shameful." This indicates that different topoi are being employed in 
the argumentation. Regarding the characterisation, the slave is 
variously described; "Manes", "only slave", "runaway slave", "one of 
his household slaves". Only in the final chreia is some sort of reason 
given for the slave’s fligh t-he "could not endure the m anner of his 
hfe". hi the second chreia, insight is given into the m ind of Diogenes: 
"he did not think it worthwhile...."
I
It is m ost especially the length of the final chreia which makes it 
stand apart from ah the rest. The circumstances which provoked the 
saying are given detail and colour. The reader is inform ed that 
Diogenes had left his homeland, that his slave attem pted to foUow 
him  bu t could not take the lifestyle, that he was finahy caught up 
with a t Delphi and torn to pieces by dogs. A final com m entary 
rem arks on the aptness of such an end with reference to the nam e 
of Diogenes.
The last chreia, in fact, is an example of elem entary elaboration. 
Elaboration (èpyaaia) eventually became the standard  exercise in the 
m anipulation of the chreia, Hermogenes outlines the various 
com ponent parts of the elaboration which receive their classic 
form ulation in Aphthonius.54 According to the latter, the elaboration 
is worked out in eight stages: 1, praise for the author, 2, paraphrase 
of the chreia, 3. a statem ent of the rationale, 4. a statem ent to the 
contrary, 5. an analogy, 6, an  example, 7. a testimony from  the 
ancients, 8. a  brief epilogue.^s it is im portant to understand  the
-----------------------------------
54 Hermogenes 30-64; Aphthonius 18-78. The Rhetorica ad Herennium 
(4.43.56-58) contains a tractatio of the maxim which closely resembles the 
systemisation of both Hermogenes and Aphthonius.
5 5  'E p yacrocio  8è  aÙTTir ToîciBe toÎ ?  K€cj)aXaLOLS" cyKù)]iia(TTLK(g, Trapa(j)pacrTLKiij, T(g Tris* 
ccLTia?, ÈK Toû eva i^ T iou , TrapocPoXfi, TrapaSe^ypaTL, papT-upL'<)c ira X a to îv , èTriXdycÿ |5 p a x e t .  
Aphthonius 18-22. In the listing, Aphthonius follows the order of 
Hermogenes (7.10-8.15). The only difference is the names Hermogenes gives 
to the last two stages which are èk KpiVew? and TrapaKXrio-Ls- respectively. 
Aphthonius gives an example of an elaboration in 4.16-6.19.
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elaboration in relation to the structure of a full speech. According to 
Aristotle, as we have already seen, this was four-fold: the irpooiiuov 
(exordium), the Trpdeeais* or SLiiyrioLs- (narratio), the ttiotiç (probatio), 
and the è'TTiXoyoç (peroratio). In tabular form, we m ay com pare the 
two in  the following way;56
ARISTOTLE APHTHONIUS/HERMOGENES
TTpOOljJllOV Praise for the  au thor
irpoOeDiç or Snnyïiois* Paraphrase
Rationale
TTiaTlg' C ontrary
Analogy
Example
Ancient Testimony
eTTiXoyos’ Brief Epilogue
According to Aristotle, the introduction should be characterised by 
its ethical quality which establishes the speaker's right to be heard . 
It is here tha t the topics of praise and  blame first make their 
appearance.57 In this way, the speaker will win the audience's 
favour. Moreover, this introduction will provide the key-note or 
sample of what is to c o m e . 58 These concerns are clearly reflected in 
the first step of the elaboration. The paraphrase and rationale of the 
elaboration correspond to the statem ent of facts as described by 
Aristotle. In this second part of the speech, the basic issue at hand  
is laid forth and the speaker's position in regard to it m ade clear.
56 por fuller comparative tables, see Lausberg, §262, and Mack, "Elaboration 
of the Chreia," 54.
57 See, Rhetoric 1414b29-30.
58 See, Rhetoric 1415b8-24.
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Through paraphrase, the student is forced to state with clarity and 
precision the point or issue at hand. The rationale functions in  the 
same way, since it offers the first explanation of the assertion m ade. 
Consequently, it is in the statem ent of facts/paraphrase and 
rationale tha t the fundam ental argum ent is given and  the prim aiy  
proof laid out.
The proofs then  follow, quarrying their materials from  the topics. 
There are instances where some authors, like Aristotle himself, 
a ttem pt to present simply the m ajor topics. Anaximenes, for 
instance, talks of argum ent from  analogy (to opoiov), from  the 
contrary  (to evavTiov) and from  previous judgem ents (ra ic€Kpii4.eva),59 
Hermogenes is more lengthy and lists argum ent from  analogy (dirb 
TTapotpoX-n?), from  example (&nb TTapaSeiyiiaToç), from  the lesser (&no 
iiiKpoTcpoii), from  the greater (dirb pei^ovos:), from  the same (àno ïa o u ) ,  
and  from  the contrary (àîrb è v a i / T i o u ) . ^ ^  xhe Rhetorica ad Herennium  
offers a m ore simplified list: analogy {simile), example {exemplum), 
amplification (amphficatio), and judgement (res iudicata)M  The 
poin t of this is that the use of these topics correspond to what 
Aristotle understood to be the proof section of the speech and  that 
consequently these epydoia could be seen as mini-speeches in their 
own right.
6. Summary and Conclusions
The aims of this section were to investigate the definitions and 
classifications of the chreia offered in  the TTpoyuiivao|jidTa, as well as to 
outline their understanding of its expansion and elaboration. 
Regarding the definition, it was seen that the four authors 
investigated are in substantial though not complete agreem ent 
regarding the formal characteristics of the chreia. At the same time, 
it was suggested tha t the differences may indicate a certain  lack of 
conceptual clarity regarding the precise differences between the 
chreia and other rhetorical forms. Furthermore, it was indicated 
tha t popular authors may not have been quite so aware of these
59 Rhetorica ad Alexandrum 1422a.25“27.
60 Hermogenes 148-50.
61 2.29.46.
62 Quintilian, however, does show awareness of a similar taxonomy. See, 1.9.4- 
5.
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differences as the handbooks m ight suggest. In light of this, it is 
im portant to avoid associating the chreia only with certain 
restricted milieux, such as the classroom or the margins of society.
Regarding the classification of the chreia, the system outlined by 
Theon was investigated. It was noted, however, th a t he is the only 
one of the authors of the handbooks to present such a detailed 
system. Consequently, a  doubt m ust rem ain concerning how well 
known his taxonomy of the chreia was in antiquity.62 Furtherm ore, 
when Theon's classificatory system is placed alongside his list of the 
twelve formal categories of the chreia, a certain confusion emerges. 
For instance, it rem ains unclear the precise difference between his 
class of chreia which "seeks an explanation" (a-noKpiTiKov icar’ bpwrrian/ 
aiTidSeç), and those chreiai which are "in the m anner of an 
explanation" (ai Se àTroSeiKTiKÛs-).
Finally, there was an analysis of Theon's and Hermogenes' ways of 
expanding and elaborating the chreia. Theon’s exercises in 
expansion appear rather mechanical, reflecting more the classroom 
situation than real life. Hermogenes, on the other hand, develops an 
approach which reflects not only Aristotle's theorizing, bu t also the 
actual practice of speechmaking. Again, the differences between the 
two systems probably indicate that there was no single classic 
system of elaboration, a t least before the time of Aphthonius, even 
though that system had  been around in some form or another for a 
long time.
W hen chreia analysis is applied to Gospel passages, then, it ought to 
be recognized that both the chreia form and its various elaborations 
m ay have been understood differently by different individuals in 
different times and places. In the following analysis of the various 
M arkan pericopes, however, the above definitions, classification, 
and  elaborations of the chreia will be used in a  heuristic fashion.
This means that, especially in regard to the system of elaboration 
outlined by Hermogenes, 1 will be making no claim to w idespread 
knowledge of that system at the time of the form ation of the Gospel
I
I
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materials. I will use his understanding of elaboration, however, in 
an  heuristic fashion in  order to discover w hether it can illuminate 
the various pericopes which will be analysed. This will help not only 
to establish the various argum entative strategies em ployed by 
Mark and his tradition, bu t also in order to evaluate Mark's 
understanding of this form.
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CONCLUSION
The aim of this section was to offer the necessary background 
against which any rhetorical investigation of the Markan m aterial 
m ust be judged. The three objectives of the section were: to 
investigate the contem porary applications of rhetoric to the Bible, in 
o rder to situate clearly this present study; to discover how rhetoric 
was theoretically conceived in antiquity, specifically in the writings 
of Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian; and, against this background, to 
offer an exposition of the chreia as understood by the ancient 
handbooks,
I have concluded tha t tlie contem porary effort to overcome the 
reduction of rhetoric to stylistics faithfully represents how rhetoric 
was understood from  the beginnings. It was em phasized, however, 
tha t the ancient rhetoricians understood the rhetorical process as a 
valid avenue into the truth. The disparity which sometimes appears 
among Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian dem onstrates that rhetoric 
itself was a deeply encultured phenom enon. The danger of fitting 
any text onto some theoretical procrustean bed is to be avoided. At 
the same time, all three authors show how context is all im portant 
for successful conununicahon and persuasion. It is th a t context 
which may still be glimpsed through careful rhetorical analysis of 
"the means of persuasion." Finally, the investigation of the chreia 
showed the im portance of this rhetorical form in antiquity, bu t also 
flagged the differences in  the various understandings of its 
definition, classification, and elaboration. Nonetheless, it was argued 
th a t it is valid to use the understanding of this form  as a heuristic 
device in an attem pt to reach greater understanding of the Gospel 
pericopes.
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SECTION THREE. REDACTION, FORM, TRANSMISSION, AND 
RHETORICAL ANALYSES
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this section is to analyse six controversy dialogues in the 
Gospel of Mark in order to discover the extent to which they are 
m odelled after the chreia and its elaborated forms. Investigations of 
redaction, form, and transmission will preface the rhetorical 
analysis in order tha t a balanced judgem ent might be m ade about 
the rhetorical dimensions of these pericopes. At the end of each 
chapter I will summarize my argum ents and presen t some 
conclusions. In the general conclusion I will argue tha t the prim itive 
form  of these dialogues was modelled after the chreia form, b u t that 
the form  decayed in the process of transmission and  there is no 
evidence that either the tradition or Mark knew the form.
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CHAPTER SEVEN. MARK 2.15-17
1. The Limits of the Unit
a) Introduction
There is a variety of opinion among the commentators regarding the 
beginning of this pericope. The principal problem concerns the 
relationship of verses 13-14 to verses 15-17. In w hat follows, it will 
be argued tha t the m aterial which came to Mark from  the tradition 
is contained substantially in verses 15-17. Mark then  prefaced this 
u n it with verses 13-14, verse 13 being most probably  his own 
composition, and verse 14 being either from the tradition or from 
Mark's hand, m odelled after the call stories of 1.16-20.
b) Verse 13
Mark 2,12 clearly flags the end of the previous pericope, and  verse 
13 is the beginning of the next. The origmal unity, however, of 2.13- 
17 is generally disputed. There is, it is true, a certain narrative 
cohesion and progression in these verses, with Jesus teaching, then 
calling, then sharing a meal. Yet verse 13 has m any characteristics 
of a Markan seam, characterized by typical vocabulary and themes 
(t^ fiXeev, TrdXiv, 0dXaooa, dxXoç, SiSaajceiv). That the verse is a seam  is 
confirm ed by the verse's lack of relationship to what follows: none 
of the Markan features reappear, and the verse hard ly  sets the 
scene for the ensuing meal.i
1 D. B. Peabody comments: "[I]t may be noted here that this tt(£Alv verse (2:13) 
and its previous referent (1:16) both function compositionally in Mark by 
providing transitional material between units of tradition that might once 
have circulated independently.... Further, Mark 2:13 is not at all intrinsic to 
the following material, the Call of Levi." Mark as Composer, New Gospel 
Studies 1 (Macon, Georgia: Mercer University Press, 1987), 118. See further 
the literature cited by Weiss, Lehre, 83 n. 2, and J. Kiilunen, Die VoUmacht in 
Widerstreit Untersuchungen zum Werdegang von Mk 2,1-3,6, Annales 
Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae. Dissertationes Humanarum Litterarum 40 
(Flelsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1985), 128 n. 5. Cranfield, in contrast, 
considers all of verses 13-17 to be a single unit of the tradition. Mark, 101. T. 
A. Burkill sees verses 13-14 as a "self-contained story with its own lesson." 
Mysterious Revelation. An Examination o f the Philosophy o f Mark's Gospel
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c) Verse 14
The relationship between verse 14 and verses 15-17 is m ore 
complex. Recently, the thesis tha t verses 14-15 reflect the elem ents 
of the call narrative of Elisha (1 Kings 19.19-21) has been reargued 
by Fritz Herrenbrück.2 He maintains that the three form al elements 
of the EHsha story (the passing by of Elijah, the call, and the 
consequent meal) are ah replicated m the Markan narrative. The 
purpose of this reference to Ehsha's call, he argues, was to legitimize 
the caU of Levi by Jesus, and to connect this call with Jesus' mission
(ïiXGov).
A num ber of difficulties make this in terpretation unlikely. Firstly, 
Elijali effects his cah by means of an action, the placing of his cloak 
upon Elisha. Jesus, on the other hand, simply caUs Levi. Secondly, 
Elisha does no t respond immediately, as does Levi. Rather he 
requests tha t he bid farewell to his parents, a request to which 
Ehjah accedes. This request and response are absent in  Mark. 
Thirdly, the ensuing meal consists of the oxen which Elisha slays, a 
m eal which symbolizes his break with his previous life and  the 
people associated with it. Elijah is no t present at this meal. In Mark, 
the meal functions to depict the people with whom Jesus chooses to 
associate, and to set the scene for the question of the religious 
leaders. It has a quite different role in the story. For these reasons, 
it seems very  unlikely tha t verses 14-15 were m odelled after 1 
Kings 19.19-21.3
A quite different reconstruction is offered by R. Pesch. For him, 
Mark created verse 14 out of verses 15-17, where the nam e Levi 
originally occured and was linked with tax collectors. Mark brought
(New York: Cornell University Press, 1963), 123-24 n. 16. The majority of 
commentators accept the Markan origin of the verse.
2 Jesus und die Zollner. Historische und neutestamentlich-exegetische 
Untersuchungen, WUNT 41 (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1990), 237- 
39. The argument was originally presented by R. Meyer, Der Prophet aus 
Gahlaa. Studien zum Jesusbild der drei ersten Evangelien (Leipzig, 1940; 
Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1970), 33. Similarly, 
Schmithals, Markus, 1:166.
3 Similarly, Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 130-31 n. 18.
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both  the nam e and the profession forward to verse 14, which he 
then  constructed according to the model of the cah narrative in
1.16-20, Introduced by the equahy redactional verse 13, bo th  then  
functioned to preface the largely traditional m aterial in  2.15-17.4
Again, this proposal is faced by certain difficulties. Firstly, if Levi 
d id  appear in the tradition in verses 15-17, it is strange tha t he 
fulfils no independent function in the rem ainder of the scene.5 
Secondly, verse 14 could quite easily have existed as an  
independent tradition. B. M. F. van lersel considers it a  "récit de 
vocation presque stéréotypé," the elements of which reappear in 
Mark 1.16-18, 19-20; Matt. 4.18-22; Luke 5.1-11; John 1.35, 39, 40- 
42, 43-44, 45-51.6 These elements are: the passing-by of Jesus; his 
seeing someone; the indication of the social situation and profession 
of the one cahed; the cah; the abandonm ent of that profession, and  
also of family; and the adherence to Jesus.7
It sthl rem ains possible, of course, that Mark crafted verse 14 after
1.16-20.8 The phrase Kcà mpaywv âSev + participle exactly repeats 
verse 16; similarly, the aorist participle followed by the verb 
àKoXo\j0dF and  the personal pronoun appear in 1.18; and  the phrase 
KOI Xeyei aiiTw is at times used redactionahy by Mark. Yet the
^ Markusevangelium, 162-63. His arguments are more fully presented in, 
"Levi-Matthaus (Me 2,14/Mt 9,9; 10,3): Ein Beitrag zur Losung eines alten 
Problems," ZNW59 (1968): 40-56. See also his article, "Das Zollnergastmahl (Mk 
2, 15-17)," in Mélanges Bibliques en hommage R. P. Béda Rigaux, eds. A. L 
Descamps & A. de Halleux (Gembloux: J. Duculot; Paris: P. Lethieleux: 1970), 63- 
87. Similar positions bave been taken by Grundmann, Markus, 79; Dewey, 
Public Debate, 86-87; Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 133-34.
5 See, Weiss, Lehre, 85; Guelich, Mark, 98; Gnilka, Markus, 1:104.
6 "La Vocation de Levi (Me., II, 13-17, Mt., IX, 9-13, Lc., V. 27-32)," in De Jésus 
aux Évangiles. Tradition et Rédaction dans les Évangiles synoptiques, BETL 
XXV, ed. I. de la Potterie (Gembloux: Éditions J. Duculot, 1967), 2:215.
7 Van lersel comments: "Ce caractère achevé des récits résulte notamment de 
la correspondance qui existe entre les sections 1-2 (Kal irapd-ywK e l 8 e v )  et la 
section 6 (dvaaras' fiKoXou6iicrev aÙTtg), pareillement enter la section 3 (la 
situation) et la section 5 (l'abandon de celle-ci), de sorte qu'on aboutit en fait à 
une structure en chiasme.... Par là, l’accent tombe avant tout sur l'idée 
centrale de la péricope, l'appel de Jésus." "Lévi," 216. It should be noted that in 
order to make section five, the call of Jesus, the central section, van lersel is 
forced to treat section 1-2 as one item. A certain suspicion is created that the 
unit is not quite as chiastic as he claims.
8 See, H. J. Klauck, Allegorie und Allegorese in synoptischen Gleichnistexten, 
Neutestamentliche Abhandlungen 13 (Münster: Aschendorf, 1978), 148.
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differences are noticeable. The commands to follow are quite 
different; Jesus does no t promise Levi what he will be (presumably, 
he could have become a "collector of men"); and there is no explicit 
reference to Levi's leaving behind both profession and family. 
Moreover, had  Mark created this verse, it is strange tha t he chose to 
exclude Levi's nam e from  the list of the Twelve in  3.13-19. Taylor 
suggests that this verse came from  the tradition, which Mark chose 
to leave as it was.9 E. Best goes further and considers tha t the 
tradition m ay have contained a longer story which Mark then  
stream lined and recast according to the pattern  of 1.16-20.10 in 
m any ways, this suggestion is the most attractive, since it explains 
both  the similarities and differences between 2.14 and  1.16-20. 
Unfortunately, as with the other proposals, it is also unproveable. 
W hat does seem likely, however, is that verse 14 d id  no t belong 
originally with verse 15-17, since one is a call story and the o ther a 
controversy dialogue. Mark, who either created the verse or 
received it in some form  from the tradition, inserted it at this point. 
The reason for this was no t only the presence of the hook-words 
reXwviov/reXwvai, bu t m ore im portantly, as will be argued below, 
because of his interest in highlighting the theme of teacher/disciple 
in  this context. 11 This was also the reason for the creation of verse 
13.
9 Mark, 203. Lohmeyer comments: "Die Berufung Levis ist ein Beispiel, wie 
Jesus gekommen ist, "die Sunder zu rufen". Aber es ist auch keniizeichend, 
dak Mk die Geschichten nicht enger verknüpft hat; die nachste beginnt wie 
eine selbstandige Erzahlung." Markus, 54. Similarly, Schweizer, Markus, 34; 
Gnilka, Markus, 1:104; Ernst, Markus, 94; Weiss, Lehre, 85; Guelich, Mark, 98.
19 Following Jesus. Discipleship in the Gospel o f Mark, JSNTS 4 (Sheffield: 
Sheffield University Press, 1981), 176.
11 Dibelius insightfully picks up on this when he notes that 2.17 refers to the 
call and not to the meal. Unfortunately, his reconstruction of the tradition is 
flawed. It is the meal setting in 2,15-16a, he argues, which was the creation of 
Mark, and 2.13-14, 16b-17 which belonged to the tradition. Jesus' association 
with tax collectors was interpreted as an eating with them, because of the 
religious leaders' view of the laws of purity. This accusation allowed Mark to 
embed the whole event within a meal scene, Formgeschichte, 61 n.l. If Mark 
had been interested in using the physician saying to justify the call in verse 
14, it seems strange that he should have chosen to introduce the quite 
different topic of eating.
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d) Conclusion
In sum, verses 15-17 came to Mark substantially from  the tradition. 
By way of introduction, he inserted verses 13 and  14. Verse 13 
m ost likely came from Mark’s hand, bu t it is less easy to decide 
w hether tha t was also the case with verse 14. In either case, the 
positioning of these verses here was his choice, consequent upon his 
desire to highlight the theme of teacher/disciple.
2. Redaction
a) Introduction
There is w idespread agreem ent that verses 16-17, in substance, 
came to Mark from  the tradition. There are various opinions about 
verse 15, ranging from  viewing either the whole verse as 
redactional, or only verse 15a, or simply parts of the verse. In w hat 
follows, it will be argued tha t only the final com ment in verse 15 
(fioav yap ttoXXoI Kai fiKoXoTj0ouv aùTû) m ost likely Stemmed from  
Mark's hand.
b) Verse 15
Most of the discussion of the redactional aspects of verse 15 centres 
round  the final phrase V a v  yap ttoXXoi m i  ibicoXoij0ouv a 0Tw. There is a 
textual problem  here. A num ber of m anuscripts read  ttoXXoi ... aiiry 
K,ai ypainiareis* twv ^apiaaiuv mi ISovTes*.... If the period is placed after 
TToXXoi, ra th er than aiùT(3, the sentence would then  translate: "The 
scribes of the Pharisees also followed him." 12 This then  makes the 
adversaries of Jesus the subjects of the verb àicoXoueeîv, Now, even 
though this verb does appear elsewhere in the Gospel in a neutral 
sense (see, 3.7; 5.24; 10.32; 11.9; 14.13, 54), it is never used in 
conjunction with the religious leaders. Consequently, it is best to
12 This is the preferred reading of Guelich, Mark, 97-98. See, H. W. Bartsch, 
"Zur Problematik eines Monopoltextes des Neuen Testament," TLZ 105 (1980): 
94. For a response to Bartsch, see Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 33 n. 33.
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follow that m anuscript tradition which makes the "many" the 
subject of following J e s u s d ^  in this way, the sentence is an  example 
of Semitic parataxis in  which the second part functions as a  relative 
c l a u s e d ^  It functions no t only in view of Mark's larger narrative 
which depicts m any people following J e s u s , i 5  bu t also to indicate 
m ore specifically why he was seated a t this poin t with them. 
Moreover, it reflects those other comments of the evangelist 
elsewhere in the Gospel which have either a clear narrative or 
explicatory role (e.g., 7.3-4; 10.22b; 11.32b; 12.12b), The phrase ^oav 
yap TToXXoi Kai "nKoXoTeouv aiiTco is thus best seen as as an  explicatory 
com m ent of the evangelist.
It is no t necessary to decide w hether the subject of the verb 
f]KoXo\jeouy is the tax collectors and sinners, or the d i s c i p l e s . i 6  Three 
specific groups of people are m entioned in a very short space, and 
Mark's Intention seems to have been to stress the variegated natu re  
of Jesus' f o l lo w in g .  17 Consequently, verse 15c m ay be taken to refer
13 See, B. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament 
(London, New York: United Bible Societies, 1975), 78.
14 See, F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar o f the New Testament and 
Other Early Christian Literature, trans. and rev. R. W. Funk (Chicago, London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1961), §471(1). Also, E. Arens, The HAOOH-Sayings 
In The Synoptic Tradition. A Historico-Critical Investigation, Orbis Biblicus et 
Orientails 10 (Freiburg: Universitatsverlag; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1976), 33; Pesch, "Zollnergastmahl," 86 n. 2; Lohmeyer, Markus, 55; 
Taylor, Mark, 205; Klostermann, Markusevangelium, 26; Gnilka, Markus, 1:104, 
See, Mark 6.14; 7.19; 9.4.
15 See, Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:163; Weiss, Lehre, 86.
16 Many commentators think that the "many" refers to the disciples. Taylor 
remarks: "It reveals the Evangelist's consciousness that he has not mentioned 
the large company of disciples earlier, and that he must do so now." Mark, 205. 
Similarly, K. L. Schmidt, Der Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu. literarkritische 
Untersuchungen zur altesten Jesusiiberlieferung (Berlin, 1919; Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1964), 84; Klostermann, 
Markusevangelium, 25; Klauck, Allegorie, 149; Arens, HA0ON -Sayings, 33; 
Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 33-35. Taylor's argument may be turned against him. At 
this point in the Gospel, Mark has described a band of only four disciples, but 
he has described large crowds who were seeking out Jesus (see, 1.31-34, 37). 
Therefore, it seems more likely that the redactional addition in verse 15c 
refers to more than just the disciples. Arens' argument that the verb cannot 
refer to the tax collectors and sinners because they are not disciples neither 
notes that Levi has just been described as following Jesus, nor that the verb is 
used elsewhere in the Gospel of the crowds who are not specifically described 
as disciples. That the "many" refers to the tax collectors and sinners is argued 
by Lohmeyer, Markus, 55, and Schweizer, Markus, 31.
17 Weiss comments: "Das t t o X X o l  greift aber auch V 15b (iroXXol T e X u v a t  k c c I  
énapTüXoi) auf und mit deni Nachfolge auf V 14 zuriick. Die Jüngernennung ist
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to all th ree groups. This point still stands even if Mark were 
responsible for the mention of the disciples in verse 15c.i8
Regarding the rest of the verse, the first aMov alm ost certainly 
comes from  Mark because of the need to link up  verses 15-17 with 
verses 13-14. Elsewhere in  the Gospel, Mark can refer to a house in 
a general way when there is no narrative need to specify to whom 
the house belongs (see, 7.24; 9.33; 10.10). The parallel with Jesus' 
entering Simon's house after his call seems to confirm  that Mark 
understood the house as belonging to Levi.i^ it is unlikely tha t 
Mark was responsible for verse ISa.^o Very few com m entators 
argue tha t the entire verse stemmed from  Mark's hand.^i
also in V 15c nicht ausdrücklich vorausgesetzt. Allés Gewicht liegt auf der 
Nachfolge." Lehre, 86. Similarly, van lersel, "Lévi," 225. An implicit reference 
to the disciples as part of a larger group is also evident in 10.32. The disciples 
are mentioned specifically only in the following verse (10.33).
18 See, Weiss, Lehre, 86. He maintains that Mark inserted mention of the 
disciples here in order to anticipate their presence in the following verse 
(10.33). This would confirm that Mark was keeping the teacher/disciple 
relationship in focus. Gnilka also considers that the mention of the disciples 
in verse 16 is redactional. Markus, 1:104. Yet, since the presence of the 
disciples in the next two pericopes is integral to the setting of those stories, it 
seems unlikely that they were absent in the tradition in this instance, 
especially if the three pericopes came to Mark as a collection.
19 See, Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 139-40; Klauck, Allegorie, 149. But see J. Dewey,
"TH O IK IÂ  A T T O T : Mk 2.15 in Context," NTS 31 (1985): 282-92. Her arguments are 
challenged, on social-scientific grounds, by D. M. May, "Mark 2:15. The Home 
of Jesus or Levi?" NTS 39 (1993): 147-49. Anderson argues that when 2.15-17 
circulated independently, the house referred to was Jesus, but once verse 14 
was attached, it came to refer to Levi's. Mark, 103. This explanation is 
speculative, especially when it is remembered that there are no New 
Testament references to the house of Jesus. See, Best, Following Jesus, 175. In 
any case, as Schmithals notes, the question concerning whose house it was 
"hat kein sachlichles Gewicht." Markus, 1:166.
20 Contra Arens, HAeON-Sayings, 28-30. The phrase Kal yiVeTai is not Markan (it 
only appears again in this introductory fashion in 4.37. Cf., 4.11). His 
argument that the change from KaTaKEtcrBai to crum^ aKeLcreaL indicates the 
presence of Mark's hand is invalid. The latter verb indicates the sitting 
together of the company (there is no verb auvKaTaK€ia8aL), and neither 
KaTaKgîcrBaL (1.30; 2.4, 15; 14.3), nor (Tuv'avaKetaGai (2.15; 6.22), nor draKetaGai are 
particularly Markan words. Note that he errs when he counts only two 
appearances of KaraKetaBaL in Mark (28 n. 3).
21 But see C. E. Carlston, The Parables o f the Triple Tradition (Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1975), 112 n. 8; J. D. Crossan, In Fragments. The Aphorisms o f Jesus 
(San Francisco: Flarper and Row, 1983), 214; van lersel, "Lévi," 220, 225. Van 
lersel is the only one who attempts a cogent defence of his position, but since 
this depends on his view that verses 14, 16-17 constituted the tradition which 
came to Mark, his argument cannot be accepted. The points he makes to show 
that verse 15 is "une formule secondaire de liaison" may equally be made to 
argue that verse 14 was inserted later.
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c) Verse 16
The designation ol ypannaTeis- twv <ï>apiaaitov appears only here in  the 
entire New Testam ent.22 Acts 23.9 seems to imply th a t no t all 
scribes belonged to the party  of the Pharisees. Mark had  a clear 
preference for the term  "scribe" to "Pharisee" (21 times to 12 
times). Narratively, the phrase works well in this context, since the 
scribes have already been introduced as the adversaries of Jesus 
(2.6), and  the Pharisees will be shortly (2.18). The description in 
verse 16 works well to align the two separate groups together as a  
common foe. The rather strange description leads a  num ber of 
com m entators to see Mark's hand  at work. For Weiss, Mark was 
responsible for the entire phrase, bu t he simply states ra th e r than  
argues this.23 in  fact, Pharisees are highly appropriate as the 
inquisitors here because of their deep concern for the purity  of the 
meal table.24 Given this, the rather odd nature of the designation, 
and  the similar designation in Acts, it seems best to consider it
traditional.25
The alm ost word-for-word repetition of the observation and the 
accusation of the scribes could suggest that one of the clauses m ay 
have been a la ter addition. It may be that the Markan additions to 
verse 15 disrupted the flow of the narrative which dem anded tha t 
Mark anticipate verse 16b by the insertion of verse 16a.26 However, 
the com m ent in verse 15c is hard ly  so intrusive as to distract the 
audience's attention. In any case, oral narrative is well-known for
22 Many of the manuscripts read "the scribes and the Pharisees" (e.g., A C D K 
HH^etc.), but the more difficult reading of Sinaiticus is to be preferred.
23 Lehre, 86. In general, he considers that Mark was responsible for the 
naming of the opponents of Jesus in the controversy dMogues. Kiilunen 
suggests that he added the scribes of 2.1-12 to the Pharisees which were 
mentioned in this tradition. VoUmacht, 141. Followed by Guelich, Mark 102. 
Both positions are unpersuasive.
24 See, J. D. G. Dunn, "Pharisees, Sinners, and Jesus," in The Social World of 
Formative Christianity and Judaism. FS H. C. Kee, ed. J. Neusner et al. 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988), 264-89.
25 See, Arens, HÂ&ON -Sayings, 34.
26 See, Weiss, Lehre, 87; Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 140-41; Gnilka, Markus, 1:104.
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d) Conclusion
27 But see, Dewey, Public Debate, 196-97; D. J. Doughty, "The Authority of the 
Son of Man (Mk 2,1-3,6)," ZNW74(1983): 171.
K
its redundancy. Regarding verses 16-17, there is alm ost universal 
agreem ent that Mark has not intervened in them. 2 7
In summary, the most im portant redactional contribution by Mark 
was the prefacing of verses 15-17 with verses 13-14. The 
redactional atiToû of verse 15a makes the specific link betw een the 
two pericopes. In this way, the controversy meal scene of verses 
15-17 is introduced by a teaching scene by the sea (verse 13), and  a 
call scene (verse 14). It may be concluded, then, tha t Mark picked 
up on the theme of calling in verse 17, and prefaced the 
controversy scene with a call scene. The theme of discipleship 
reappears in the redactional verse 15c. By creating verse 13, Mark 
continued his interest in the theme of Jesus the teacher, and 
implicitly linked this up with the theme of discipleship. In the 
section on rhetorical analysis, we shall see that this was an 
im portant Hnk for him  to make. The fact that the controversy scene 
appears in  this context suggests tha t Mark was in ten t to show tha t 
the opposition to Jesus was concerned not just with certain specific 
actions, bu t m ore im portantly with his teaching activity in general.
3. Form and Transmission
a) Introduction
I
The substance of the tradition which came to Mark, then, is 
contained in verses 15-17. A num ber of com mentators, following 
Bultmann, consider the pericope to have been of non-unitary origin: 
the sayings, tha t is, are considered to have circulated separately and 
the narrative elements created later to provide a setting. There is 
no close connection between setting and saying. For Bultmann, 
however, the meal setting is appropriate, since the verb fcaXâv in  the 
saying would have evoked both  table fellowship and fellowship as
,;5
I
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such.28 Others argue tha t the pericope was a un it from  the very 
beginning, consisting either of verses 15-17, o r verses 16-17.29 Not 
all agree w hether verse 17 in its entirety belonged to the original 
controversy, or which of the two sayings may have been the m ore 
primitive. Crossan, for instance, talks of an original dialectical story 
in verses 16-17a, which later received an aphoristic conclusion in 
verse 17b,30 Finally, it has been suggested that "sinners" was a later 
addition to the phrase "tax collectors and smners," with the origmal 
story describing Jesus eating only with tax collectors.31 The three 
problem s which emerge concerning the form and history of the 
pericope, then, regard the question of its unitary or non-unitary 
origin, the question of the extent of the original response, and  the 
question concerning the people with whom Jesus was eating.
b) The Setting and Response
White it is true th a t there is a  seeming incongruence between the 
setting and response, it has already been pointed out that Theon 
considers tha t chreiai m ay be expressed in various ways. In this 
case, the physician saying may be classed not only as a  maxim, bu t 
also as a saying expressed "with a change of s u b j e c t ."32 By m eans of
28 Geschichte, 16, Similarly, Lohmeyer, Markus, 56-57; Nineham, Mark, 98; 
Weiss, Lehre, 89, 94; Hultgren, Adversaries, 109, 111. Strangely, Weiss 
criticizes Hultgren for classifying the story as one with a unitary origin. 
Lehre, 89 n. 38. Hultgren does quite the opposite.
29 The former is maintained by H. W. Kuhn, Altere Samnilungen im 
Markusevangelium, SNTU 8 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971), 58; 
Schmithals, Markus, 1:166; Pesch, "Zollnergastmahl," 64; and the latter by 
Taylor, Mark, 203, Branscomb, Mark, 48, and van lersel, "Lévi," 220, 225.
Taylor prefers to see verses 16-17 with all its obscurities as the result of "a 
process of attrition due to constant repetition." Mark, 203. In other words, 
those verses are the result of contraction rather than expansion. Arens is 
convinced that the pericope has an historical core and that its earliest 
written form is verses 15b-17a. HAOON-Sayings, 45, 52. Cranfield considers that 
verses 13-17 were a single unit of tradition.
30 jjj Fragments, 215. Similarly, Bultmann, Geschichte, 96; Arens, HAOON- 
Sayings, 40-42; Carslton, Parables, 114-15; van lersel, "Lévi," 218; Kiilunen, 
VoUmacht, 144-48; Weiss, Lehre, 94; Gnilka, Markus, 1:104-5. The original 
unity of the sayings is maintained by Hultgren, Adversaries, 109; Gundry, 
Mark, 129; and Guelich, Mark, 104. The priority of verse 17b is argued by 
Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:166; id,, "Zollnergastmahl," 75.
31 See, Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:165; id., "Zollnergastmahl," 72-74; Arens, 
HA0ON-Sayings, 30-31; Klauck, Allegorie, 149 n. 7.
32 Karà perdAripil/Lv. Theon 121. The example he gives is: lluppo? 6 tQv 'HireipwTiap 
BaCTiXeii? UlTout'Twr tlvSv trocpcc trdTov troTepos’ KpeiTTMv aiiXîiTi]? ’AFTLyej^vLSa? ii
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this change, the responder avoids the terms of the question, and 
succeeds in  moving the dialogue onto grounds which he chooses. In 
the example quoted by Theon, Pyrrhus is not refusing to answer the 
question, bu t indirectly dem onstrating the superficiality of the 
debate.33 Regarding the ijXGoy-saying, Bultmann himself, as already 
indicated, notes the suitability of the meal setting, since the verb 
mXdv has overtones of invitation to table fellowship. Consequently, 
even this saying is no t as incongruous to the setting as m ight first 
appear. Indeed, the appearance of the word "sinners" in both 
question and  response is further indication of the appropriateness 
of this saying. In the rhetorical analysis, fu rther com m ent wiU be 
m ade on the relationship between setting and response. These few 
rem arks already indicate that care must be taken in judging 
w hether a pericope is of unitary or non-unitary origin before its 
rhetorical dimension is taken into account.
c) Verse 17
Ah eady noted is the disagreem ent among the com m entators 
regarding w hether the two sayings together form ed the original 
response, or w hether verse 17a is m ore primitve than  verse 17b. 
Those who argue tha t the two sayings were originally separate note 
that there is no grammatical or content connections between them; 
tha t the themes of curing and inviting are quite different; tha t two 
climaxing logia in an  apophthegm  are very unusual; tha t the two 
have different forms; tha t the first saying is exclusive and general 
and the second is inclusive and personal; and that the tax collectors 
are no t m entioned in the second saying.34 in favour of the form er’s 
originality, it is argued that the ^X8oy-saying could not have been 
transm itted  in isolation, whereas the physician saying could have. It 
is also noted that papyrus Oxyrhynchus has a  similar pericope, bu t 
does not include the fjX8oy-saying.35
ZccTupog, ’EpoL uév, etire, aTpaTïiyôg rioXucnrepxtti^ . ("Pyrrhus the king of Epirus, 
when some people were debating over wine whether Antigennidas or Satyrus 
was the better flute-player, said: "In my opinion, Polysperchon is the better 
general.") Theon 174-78.
33 Hock quotes the comment of Stobaeus on this chreia: StSa'crKwv o t i  à j^ a y K o c îa  
5eî ÇîiTctv K(xl pTi ccxpîiffTa. The Progymnasiïiata, 334.
34 See, Arens, HAOOM-Sayings, 40-42; Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 144-48.
35 See, Crossan, In Fragments, 216.
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Most of these argum ents do not bear close scrutiny. It is too m uch 
to say tha t there is no content connection between the sayings. In 
the rhetorical analysis, the m etaphorical relationship between the 
physician and the philosopher or teacher who calls will be 
established. There it will be shown that the the m etaphor of 
physician was widely used of a teacher or philosopher who calls or 
invites pupils to himself. Grammatically, the two sayings are crafted 
according to the m odel oii(k) ... àxxà. Given this resem blance, it is not 
clear why it is claimed tha t the first saying is exclusive and  the 
second inclusive. Furthermore, the mention only of sinners in  the 
second saying is im derstandable in light of the straight comparison 
m ade with the righteous. In any case, they are no t m entioned in  the 
first saying either. Also, to claim that a story of this na tu re  with two 
chmaxing sayings is unusual, so that one of the sayings in this 
context must be secondary, is circular argumentation. That 
assum ption needs to be dem onstrated. Finally, the fragm entary 
nature of papyrus Oxyrhyncus precludes one from  deciding th a t the 
second saying was never included in the first place.36
The strongest argum ent for the non-unitary origin of the saymgs is 
their form al difference, the first being a maxim from  the general 
culture, and the second an "Tsaying" from Christian circles. This 
formal difference, however, should not ipso facto lead to conclusions 
regarding their transmission history. In the exposition of the chreia 
and  its elaboration, it was seen that formal differences (for instance, 
between maxim, analogy, example, and authoritative statem ent) 
were considered essential for the persuasiveness of the chreia. It is 
the rhetorical relationship between the sayings, or lack of it, which 
m ust first be established before conclusions are m ade about their 
prim ary or secondary nature.
This is no t to say that the sayings could not have circulated 
separately. Clearly, both could have done so. The physician saying 
was common currency in the culture of the day, and echoes of the
36 Some of these points are made by Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 146.
.
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^xeov-saying reappear in various contexts in  early Christian texts.37 
Even given this, however, it still rem ains difficult to show the 
probability that one of the sayings was attached to the context a t a 
la ter date. If a  rhetorical coherence can be shown, then  the various 
argum ents for the originality of one or the other, which have 
already been shown to be weak, become more problematic.
d) Tax Collectors and Sinners
Before a decision can be m ade about the originality of this pairing, a 
word is needed about the historical identity of the "sinners." The 
simple identification of the sinners with the 'am ha~aretz has been 
fundam entally challenged by E. P. S a n d e r s .38 He argues that 
between Jesus and the Pharisees, there could have been no 
substantial disagreem ent concerning his association with the people 
of the land, since these were not considered to be outside the law, 
and  therefore were no t sinners. Their "offence" simply was tha t 
they d id  no t follow the purity  code of the haberim, "lay people who 
m aintained themselves in a relatively high state of ritual p u r i t y .  "39 
Rather, the objection was against Jesus' association with the truly 
wicked, those who betrayed God and abandoned his law, and who 
were considered "quislings."40
Sanders' argum ent thus makes the im portant distinction between 
those who were considered ritually impure by a specific group of 
people, and  those considered beyond the pale of the law by all Jews.
  ---------------------------
37 See, Luke 19.10; 1 Tim. 1.15; Barn. 5.9; 2 Clement 2.4; Justin Apoi. 1.15; Did.
4.10. See, Pesch, "Zollnergastmahl," 75; van lersel, "Lévi," 218; Weiss, Lehre,
90-92. Contra Arens, HAOON-Sayings, 40. It should be noted that Pesch also cites 
some of these texts, but as examples of parallels to the physician-saying.
Presumably it this error which leads him to conclude that the Tjxeov-saying is 
"nicht selbstandig tradierbar." Markusevangelium 1:166.
38 Jesus and Judaism (London: SCM, 1985), 174-211. See also K. H. Rengstorf,
"diJiapTwXd?," Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, trans. and ed. G. W.
Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964), 1:317.
39 Jesus and Judaism, 181. He argues that since the haberim were a small, 
voluntary association who accepted special obligations, it would be quite 
wrong to conclude that they considered themselves as righteous and all 
others as sinners, cut off from salvation.
40 "Tax collectors, more precisely, were quislings, collaborating with Rome,
The wicked equally betrayed the God who redeemed Israel and gave them his 
law. There was no neat distinction between ’religious' and 'political' betrayal 
in first-century Judaism." Jesus and Judaism, 178.
■Î
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He further m aintains that Jesus’ real offence m ay have been his 
offer to include these people "in the kingdom not only while they  
were still sinners bu t also without requiring repentance as norm ally 
understood, and therefore he could have been accused of being a 
friend of people who indefinitely remained  sin n e rs ."4i
This new approach attem pts to go beyond the discussion between 
Joachim Jeremias and  Norman Perrin regarding the identity  of the 
sinners. For Jeremias, the term  "sinners" denoted no t only aU those 
who failed to keep the law, bu t also those who involved themselves 
in disreputable trades.42 They were a group characterized by 
religious ignorance and m oral baseness. Since some of these trades, 
including tax collecting, involved usury which was against the law, 
their pliers were "de iure  and  officially deprived of rights and 
ostracised. "43 in fact, all the trades listed, Jeremias holds, were 
considered, at least in part, to lead to immorality and dishonesty. 
Essentially, then, Jeremias, like Sanders, is arguing tha t sinners 
were no t simply the ritually impure, bu t people who actually pu t 
themselves beyond the law. The difference is th a t Jeremias includes 
the ’am ha-aretz among sinners.
It is this mistake which Perrin attem pts to rem edy. He is quite clear 
tha t the ’am ha-aretz were no t necessarily considered sinners. 
Sinners, rather, could be divided into three groups: Jews who 
sinned, Gentiles who sinned, and Jews who had  m ade themselves 
Gentiles. The first group could certainly receive forgiveness, the 
second perhaps, bu t the th ird  "were beyond hope of penitence or 
f o r g i v e n e s s . "44 Jesus' offence was to offer this th ird  group 
forgiveness, and so cause a crisis in Judaism. These sinners gladly 
responded because they, like other Jews, yearned for an  end-tim e
41 Jesus and Judaism, 206. Author’s italics.
42 New Testament Theology, trans. J. Bowden, 2nd ed. (London: SCM, 1972), 
108-13. For a list of the trades which range from the dishonourable, through 
the repugnant, to the immoral (and so, sinful), see his, "Zollner und Sunder," 
ZNW 30 (1931): 293-300, and, Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus. An Investigation 
into Economic and Social Conditions during the New Testament Period, trans. 
F. H. Cave and C. FI. Cave (London: SCM, 1969), 303-12.
43 Jerusalem, 311.
44 Rediscovering the Teaching o f Jesus, NTL 95 (London: SCM, 1967), 94
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forgiveness, the Judaism of the day no longer satisfying the need for 
a God-given remission of sin.
Sanders is right to criticize Perrin's description of a  bankrupt 
Judaism, based on m erit and punishment, com pared to the new way 
based on the grace offered by Jesus. He notes that in  the Judaism  of 
the  day, "there was a universal view that forgiveness is always 
available to those who re tu rn  to the way of the Lord." He is equally 
correct to note that there could have been no offence had  Jesus 
been successful in converting q u i s l i n g s .45 Sanders' basic thesis, 
however, rests on three arguable points: firstly, tha t there was no 
substantial disagreem ent between Jesus and the Pharisees; 
secondly, that the term  "smners" m eant the truly wicked; and 
thirdly, th a t the controversies between Jesus and the Pharisees 
were all products of the Church, with no historical basis in the 
m inistry of J e s u s .4 6
Regarding the first point, Neusner has indicated tha t of 371 pre- 
70CE. rabbinic stories concemiug the Pharisees, 67% of them  are 
concerned with ritual purity  for m e a l s .47 This suggests th a t they 
were a purity  sect, not just lay in terpreters of the law as Sanders, 
following Josephus, would have them be. Consequently, Jesus' eating 
even with the ritually im pure would have been offensive in  their 
e y e s .4 8  Sanders considers Neusner's evidence unpersuasive since it
45 Jesus and Judaism, 203.
46 Je su s  and Judaism, 290-93.
47 The Rabbinic Traditions about the Pharisees before 70 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 
1971), 3:303-4.
48 As noted above, Dunn has re-examined the evidence concerning the 
Pharisees in the rabbinic traditions, Josephus, Paul and the Gospels, and 
concluded that "a remarkably coherent picture emerges of Pharisees as a 
sufficiently clearly defined group to be described as a "sect," atpeais-, whose 
most characteristic concern was to observe the law and ancestral traditions 
with scrupulous care, with a deep desire to maintain Israel's identity as the 
people of the law, as expressed not least in developing halakoth regarding the 
Sabbath and particularly ritual purity." "Pharisees, Sinners, and Jesus," 274. 
Concerning Josephus' description of them as lay interpreters of the law 
rather than as a purity sect, he suggests that this was due to his awareness of 
both the Romans' suspicion of sects, often identified by strange dietary laws, 
and also the sophistication of his targeted audience. Lie further notes that 
when Josephus uses the word &Kp$6icc in association with them (War 1.110; 
2.162; Ant. 17.41; Life 191), he is hinting at their strictness and severity in 
regard to the law. "Pharisees, Sinners, and Jesus," 268.
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rests on the analysis of traditions assigned to individuals and 
houses, and does not reflect the many anonymous laws which 
represented  common belief and practice.49 Yet Sanders himself 
adm its th a t it is extremely difficult to date pericopes dealing with 
non-purity  m atters before 70CE. Furthermore, Neusner is quite 
clear that the traditions he examined were relatively small and  
represented  only p a rt of the Pharisaic group in  Jerusalem.50 
Consequently, it seems likely tha t a t least p art of the Pharisaic 
m ovem ent was interested in m atters of purity, especially regarding 
the eating of meals.
The term  "sinners" has a  long pre-history both in the Old Testament 
and in the inter-testam ental literature. Dunn has investigated its 
appearances or inferences in Jubilees (6.32-35; 23.16, 26), the 
Enoch corpus (82,4-7; cf., 1.1, 7-9; 5.6-7), the Psalms o f  Solomon 
(1.8; 2.3; 7.2; 8.12-17; 17.5-8) and the Dead Sea Scrolls (e.g., CD 
1.13-21, IQS 2.4-5, IQiJ 2.8-19, IQpHab 2.1-4; 5.3-8), and 
concluded tha t the term  was synonomous neither with the Gentiles 
n o r the blatantly wicked.51 Rather, he argues tha t the term  was 
simply a  sectarian word used to denote those outside of any 
particular sect. For instance, in Jubilees and Enoch it is applied to 
those Jews who followed a different calendar for the feasts. The 
Psalms o f  Solomon (4.1-8) even has sinners sitting in the Sanhédrin. 
Dunn's suggestion seems to be a reform ulation of the rem arks of 
Jeremias, who argues that the reader of the Gospel gets to know the 
companions of Jesus from a double perspective. From the point of 
view of his opponents, they are sinners etc.; from  the poin t of view 
of Jesus, they are the "little ones," "the least," e t c .52 Those who 
called Jesus' companions sinners were saying nothing more than  
tha t they did not belong to their group.53
49 Jesus and Judaism, 388-89 n. 59.
50 Rabbinic Traditions, 3:279.
51 "Pharisees, Sinners, and Jesus," 276-80.
52 Jerusalem, 109, 111. Dunn does not refer to Jeremias' distinction.
53 "Pharisees, Sinners, and Jesus," 277. "It is precisely those who were 
"scrupulous" in their adherence to the law and the ancestral customs who 
would be most liable to criticise others whose observance was, in their eyes, 
significantly less scrupulous (= unscrupulous)." "Pharisees, Sinners, and 
Jesus," 279.
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The attraction of this position is that it confirms tha t controversy 
was present in the Jesus tradition from  the very beginning, and  not 
a  product of proto-Rabbinism, which Sanders m aintains. A 
discontinuity between Jesus and the subsequent tradition is thereby 
avoided, as is the radical re-dating of Mark's Gospel to the early  80s 
a t the least, which his theory implies.54 it also shows th a t the 
language of "sinners" belonged to the Jewish repertoire, and  was 
used by one group of Jews against another. Moreover, it has been 
shown that tax collectors, more properly toll collectors, would no t 
have been seen as quislings in pre-44 Galilee, since until then  the 
province was not under direct Roman control.55 Sanders' theory that 
Jesus consorted with the truly wicked thereby falls. Rather, the
picture emerges of Jesus and the subsequent tradition  attacking 
sectarian attitudes which created boundaries w ithin the n a t i o n . 56 
The term  "sinners," then, seems best understood as expressing a 
factional viewpoint of one Jewish group towards a n o t h e r . 57
Viewed from  this point of view, the original association of the term s 
sinners and tax collectors becomes more easily understandable.^8 
Jesus stands accused of table fellowship not only with people who 
did  no t belong to certain élite factions (sinners), bu t with people 
who were m et with revulsion among the general populace (tax- 
collectors) .59 Behind this description of the associates of Jesus, one 
 _
54 In other words, if the controversies between Christians and Jews came 
about only after 70CE, the publication of the Gospel of Mark would have to 
have been much later.
55 See, J. R. Donahue, "Tax Collectors and Sinners. An Attempt at 
Identification," CBQ 33 (1971): 39-61.
56 R, Banks comments that the objection to eating with sinners "was first 
drawn by Pharisaic casuistry and it is that alone which Christ disregards 
when he sits at table with such people." Jesus and the Law in the Synoptic 
Tradition, SNTSMS 28 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 111.
57 Herrenbrück, unfortunately, fails to differentiate between the "sinners" 
and the 'am ha-aretz, but his definition of these latter should be transferred 
to the former. The term is a "Schlagwort, mit dem die pharisaisch- 
rabbiiiischen Kreise den Kampf gegen alle die um die Verwirklichung ihres 
Zieles führen, die diesen Weg nicht mitgehen wollen." Zollner, 233.
58 Regarding the question of the identity of the tax collectors, see 
Herrenbrück, Zollner, 225-27.
59 Herrenbrück maintains that it is difficult to establish precisely the cause 
of this revulsion. Certainly it was not because the tax collectors were 
perceived to be in collaboration with Rome, and therefore quislings. More 
likely, it was due to the compulsion they exercised in demanding taxes, 
especially in times of crisis, rather than their greed or profit. Further, from
t
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e) Conclusion
4. Rhetorical Analysis,
a) Introduction
3
can glimpse an attem pt by the Pharisaic party  to get the ordinary  
people on their side in opposition to Jesus. This attem pt to divide 
and  conquer may well explain why the accusation in  this instance is 
m ade of Jesus himself, ra ther than  of his followers.60 The synoptic 
evidence in which "tax collector" is placed alongside "sinners," or 
specific descriptions of sinners, also favours the originality of the 
form ula (see, Luke 7.34//M att. 11.19; Luke 15.1; Matt. 18.17; 
21.31-32; Luke 18.11).M
The foregoing analysis has argued three points. Firstly, it has been 
shown that caution is advised regarding the question of the unitary  
or non-unitary origin of the pericope before the rhetorical 
relationship between setting and saying is established. The same 
m ade be said for the second point which regards the relationship 
between the sayings in verse 17. The th ird  and  last poin t argued for 
the original unity of the formula "tax collectors and sinners."
Robbins and Miriam Dean-Otting have offered a cursory rhetorical 
analysis of this pericope by way of introduction to a lengthier 
analysis of the M atthean parallel (Matt. 9.10-13). Guided by Theon's 
directions for the analysis of such units, they suggest, firstly, that 
verse 17 functions as a response to an inquiry which seeks some 
explanation (àiroKpiTucôv m r’ epojT-naiv alTiwSes'); secondly, th a t it is 
based on an  argum ent from analogy, between Jesus' activity and
the Pharisaic point of view, they did not conform to a their normative 
religiosity. Zollner, 292-93. See also, 143-46, 211-13.
66 Herrenbrück argues that the formula "tax collectors and sinners" is of 
Pharisaic/scribal origin, and comments: "Wenn sie sich an die Jünger Jesu 
wandten, dann ist dies nicht so sehr ein Hinweis auf die spatere Diskussion 
>der Gemeinde< mit den Pharisaern ... sondern vielmehr die Aufforderung an 
die Jünger zum Bruch bzw. Abfall von Jesus." Zollner, 242. Equally, however, 
the formula could have been used in the later discussion.
61 Similarly, Hultgren, Adversaries, 110-11; Gnilka, Markus, 1:104; Kiilunen,
VoUmacht, 152-56; Weiss, Lehre, 96; Herrenbrück, Zollner, 231-35.
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th a t of a physician; thirdly, that the fixeov-saying establishes a 
m etaphorical relationship between the well and righteous and  the 
sick and sinners; and fourthly, tha t the whole argum ent operates 
inductively from the fact that doctors minister to the sick and not to 
those who are well.^^
The analysis of Robbins and Dean-Otting may be outlined in  the 
following way:
Setting: Kai yiFexai KajaKAoQai aiiTov èv Tf) olfcia oÜToü, Kai ttoXXoi reXtovai 
icai à[iapTti)Xoi ouvavcKeivTO t w  iTjaoO k o i  to is *  iiaSniTais* aiiTou- ïjoav yap  
TToXXoi Kai fiKoXoyOoiiv aÙTw. Kai o l ypap.p.areis' Twy Oapioaiwv ISdvres* o t i  
èaGiei p.eTd t u v  a^apTwXwv Kai TeXwvaiv eXcyov T019 [laGrirais* aÙToO,
QUâestio: "OTI p^Tà twv TeXwvœv Kai àpapTtoXwv eaOki;
Chreîa Saying: -  argum ent from  analogy: Kai dKodaaç 6 'i-nooOs- xéyei
aÙTOis* [oTi] Où exoiicfiv 01 lax lovres' larpoO àXX’ 01 KaKwg exovTeç-
— Inductive conclusion: o ù k  ^ X 6 o v  KaXéoai SiKaiouç dXXà
dpapTwXoùs*.
This analysis raises a num ber of issues. Firstly, it m ust be 
questioned w hether the argum ent is based on inductive reasoning. 
This is based upon their description of the physician saying as an  
analogy. Consequently, the reasoning would ru n  something like: 
Jesus is like a doctor; all doctors care for the (physically) sick; 
therefore, Jesus cares for the (spiritually) sick. The problem  with 
this is tha t Jesus calls sinners to himself, ra th er than  is called, as 
doctors presum ably are. Metaphors, of course, are not allegories, yet 
nonetheless, if this act of calling can be explained in a m ore 
meaningful way, then it should be done so. In fact, once the 
physician saying is seen as a maxim, consequently using deductive 
reasoning, then  the relationship between the two sayings becomes 
clearer. The second issue is related to the first. While there is a
"Biblical Sources for Pronouncement Stories in the Gospels," Semeia 64 
(1993): 96-7.
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m etaphorical relationship between the two sayings, it is necessary 
to be precise about the elements upon which tha t m etaphor is built. 
Moreover, it is necessary, from the point of view of chreia analysis, 
to assign the second saying a precise argum entative function which 
is inform ed by the handbooks. Finally, some attem pt at defining the 
rhetorical situation ought to be made.
b) The Setting and  Quaestio: Verses 15-16
Many of the form critics, as already indicated, suspect tha t the 
ra th e r lengthy setting is the result of later additions to an  earlier 
core. From the point of view of chreia analysis, however, the setting 
serves to create what Robbms calls an  "abbreviated" chreia. This 
type of chreia is characterized by a setting which is expanded, bu t 
to which no argum entative function is added. While it is true that 
the setting in  verses 15-16 does no t com pare stylistically with the 
examples Theon quotes concerning Epameinondas,63 it does 
nonetheless have the same formal function.
63 Theon 314-33.
Si.
is'
There does, however, rem ain a problem  with the quaestio. The 
Pharisees direct the question to the disciples ra th e r than  to Jesus 
himself, as would happen in the chreia tradition. In tha t tradition, 
th ird  parties may be present in  the story, but the emphasis is on 
the cut and th rust between the two main protagonists. In the 
previous section it was argued tha t the reason for the scribes of the 
Pharisees addressing the question to the disciples was their desire 
to create division between Jesus and his followers. In other words, 
concerns other than the desire to create a  good chreia were a t work 
in  the form ation of the pericope. There is evidence, then, already in 
the quaestio, of a slight distortion of the chreia form.
c) The Chreia Saying: Verse 17
Robbins and Dean-Otting classify the physician-saying as an  
analogy. While this is of course true, it is m ore fruitful to see it as a 
maxim, given its extensive use m  the culture of the day. Plutarch 
and  Diogenes Laertius are regularly cited to confirm how
150
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w idespread the saying was. It was also known in rabbinic 
literature.64 The point to note is tha t as a maxim, the saying then  
functions as a generally accepted statem ent about how things go. 
Moreover, if the physician sayiug is understood as a maxim, then 
the logic involved is deductive ra ther than  inductive. But w hat 
precise process of deductive logic is taking place, and  w hat is the 
relationship  between this first saying and the fixeov-saying? It is no t 
enough to say tha t this la tter is a m etaphor of the physician saying, 
as Robbins and Dean-Otting do.65 Metaphor is present, bu t it is 
im portant to be precise concerning what world of associations the 
m etaphor is seeking to evoke. Moreover, m etaphor as such did no t 
constitute an  argum entative element of the elaborated chreia as 
explained in  the handbooks. Rather, the argum entative elem ent to 
which the fjXGov-saying best corresponds is the statem ent from  
authority. What is interesting to note is that the authority  evoked is 
no t some saying or hero from the classical past, for instance from 
the Torah, but Jesus himself. W hat needs to be established, then, is 
how the sayings relate both rhetorically and m etaphorically to each 
other.
As a first step towards an answer, some sense m ust be m ade of the 
verb  KaXeiv. It carries both the sense of invitation and call. Pesch 
considers its function similar to tha t in Matt. 22.3- a n  invitation to 
the great meal of God’s K i n g d o m .6 6  Yet, in the M atthean passage, the 
m etaphor is a m arriage feast ra ther than  just an ord inary  meal in  a 
house. Further, this interpretation implies tha t Jesus is the one who 
invites ra ther than  the one invited, host ra ther than  g u e s t . 67 a  call
64 "If they are not sick, why do they need a physician?" Mekhilta to Ex. 15.26. 
The Hellenistic examples will be cited below. Taylor notes: "The proverb about 
the physician and the sick was used by the Cynics and by representatives of 
other philosophical schools...." Mark, 207.
65 In this they are following Bultmann, who also considers 2.17 to be a 
metaphor. Geschichte, 42.
66 "[E]r 1st der Bote, der die Nahe der Gottesherrschaft verkündigt und die 
Einladung zum groBen Gastmahl Gottes iiberbringt." Markusevangelium 1:167. 
Also, Lohnieyer, Markus, 56; Guelich, Mark, 105.
67 Lane maintains that Jesus is the host because of the phrase crvKareKEi^ 'To t(? 
’Itictou in verse 15 b. He too interprets the call in terms of an invitation to the 
messianic banquet of the Kingdom. Mark, 106. He fails to mention the rest of 
the clause: Kai tol? tiaSriTat? auToO. Are the disciples to be considered as co­
hosts? Hooker is more cautious, but seems also to tend toward viewing Jesus as 
the host, but interprets the verb as a neutral "invitation." Mark, 97.
:
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to repentance is no more compelling. Appeal to the parallel in  Luke 
5.32, where repentance is specifically mentioned, hard ly  explains 
Mark's understanding, since iiemvoia is used only once in the Gospel 
and  then  associated with a different verb and agent ( J o h n )  .68 
Finally, to read  it as a general call to s i n n e r s ,  69 in  parallel with Luke 
19.10 and 1 Tim. 1.15, is no t persuasive since in both  these verses 
the verb  used is Moreover the Lukan verse talks of t o
aTToXwXos: ra th e r than  agapTwXov^ .
Both the imm ediate and larger context of Mark's Gospel offer a 
different way forward. The verb KaXeiv appears infrequently  in the 
Gospel, bu t the one occasion in which it is used in a "strong" sense is 
1.20, where Jesus calls James and J o h n .^ o  The context indicates 
clearly that this is a  call to follow Jesus, as the response of Peter and 
Andrew in verse 18 makes clear: 'nKoXoùerioav aùTw. This same verb  of 
following appears in  the m ore immediate context of the caU of Levi 
and  in Mark's redactional comment in verse 15. These points 
suggest tha t Mark associated the verb KctXeiv with dKoXouBeiv. The call 
is a call to follow Jesus,
The second step towards establishing the rhetorical connection 
between the two sayings is to note that the association of 
caUing/hearing and following is also present in  some Hellenistic 
texts. For example, Diogenes Laertius reports tha t Parmenides 
"having heard  Xenophon did not follow him." Lucian reports a story 
about Demonax:
When the Sidonian sophist was once showing his powers at 
Athens, and was voicing his own praise to the effect tha t he was 
acquainted with all ph ilosophy-bu t I may as well cite his very 
words: "If Aristotle calls me to the Lyceum, I shall go with him; 
if Plato calls me to the Academy, I shall come; If Zeno calls, I 
shall spend my time in the Stoa; if Pythagoras calls, I shall hold 
my tongue." Well, Demonax arose in  the midst of the audience
68 KTipuacrwv [îdiTTLCTpa perapota? els- ac()ecru" dpapTLdîv. Mark 1.4. Taylor, Mark, 207, 
and Cranfield, Mark, 106, both interpret the verb in this way.
69 See, Weiss, Lehre, 93
20 Elsewhere it appears only in 3.31 and 11.17.
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and said: "Ho" (addressing him by name), "Pythagoras is calling 
you." 21
This m aster/disciple relationship reflected in these texts was a  very 
Hellenistic one, bu t quite foreign to the Old Testam ent.22 This 
suggests, then, tha t the use of the verb mXCiv in  verse 17 m ay well 
have evoked tha t Hellenistic world of teacher/disciple.
T hat this was so, is confirmed in the next step. As was noted  above, 
the physician-saying was a maxim, various forms of which were in 
general circulation. The following are some examples.
When, in Tegea, after he [Pausanias] had been exiled, he 
com m ended the Spartans, someone said, "Why did you stay in  
Sparta instead of going into exile?" And he said, "Because 
physicians, too, are wont to spend their time, no t among the 
healthy, bu t where the sick are."23
One day when he [Antisthenes] was censured for keeping 
com pany with evil men, the reply he made was, "Physicians 
attend  to their patients w ithout getting fever them selves."24
21 6 ’oùv &Kovaag k(xI Hevoc})avoiis‘ o u k  fiKoXoij0ïio-ev auTtj. Diogeiies Laertius, 
Lives o f Eminent Philosophers, 9.21. See, H. S. Long, trans. Diogenis Laertii 
Vitae Philosophorum, 2. vols, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964). ToO 5è 2l5uvlov
TTOT€ ao(j)LaToO ’ ABifvTiaLv eiiBoKL|JoOpros' Kai XeyoPTo? ttirèp aùroO eiraLPov rtva t o l o Ot o p , 
OTL iracTTis: c|>LXocro(()laj TreTreLparaL — où xcîpop 5è aura eliretp a eXeyep- èccp 
’ApiarorÀiis: |ie KaX^  èm rô AoKeiop, e\}(opai- ap OXartop èirl ttjp ’AKaSYiptap, à(j)f^ opaL- 
ap Zfjpûip €P rfl noiKiXti SiaTpLijjü' &p HuBayopag KaXf), criwïnlaopaL. àpaaras' oup èK 
pcawp rfiîp aKpompëpwp, ouToç, €(j)Ti, irpoaenrèp ro opopa, KaXeî 0e OuOaydpas'. Deinonax 
14, See Lucian, trans. A. M, Harmon, LCL (London: William Heinemann Ltd;
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1927),
22 The Rabbinic world also knew this model, but it would seem that the 
influence there was also Hellenistic. Schmithals notes: "Das AT kennt ein 
Meister-Jünger-Verhàltnis nie ht. Im Judentum der nt Zeit sammelt dagegen 
der (pharisaische) Schriftgelehrte (Rabbi) Schuler (Talmid) um sich, die 
durch seine Lehre und durch sein Verhalten gepragt werden. Diesen Branch 
iibernimmt das Judentum von den griechisch-hellenistischen 
Philosophenschulen." Markus, 1:167. See also, R. Meyer, "paGnrils," TDNT, 4:437- 
39.
2 3  ’EiraLPOiJTO? 8è auroO €P T e y e ç  perà riiP Tobg Aai<e5aL|i0PL00s, eî-trc rig, Bià ri
OUP oÙK cpepes' e p  Sirapr^i àXX ’ ^'^luyeg'; 8 t l  où8 ’ oi larpoi, irapà rot? uyiaipouCTip,
oTTou 5è  o l  poCToOpres:, B iarp lpeL p eLoiOaaip. Moralia 230F(2). See, Pîutarch's Moralia, 
trans. F. C. Babbit, LCL (London: William Heinemann; New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1927).
2 4  üBciGL&dpgpdc TTOxe èirl wop^potg auyyepcoOat, Kai o l  larpoi, (|)TiaL, perà rfip
POŒOÙPTUP 61CTLP, àXX ’ 011 TTupexTouaip. Diogenes Laertius Lives 6.6.
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In answer to one who rem arked tha t he always saw 
philosophers at rich men's doors, he [Aristippus] said, "So, too, 
physicians are in attendance on those who are sick, bu t no one 
for tha t reason would prefer being sick to being a p h y s i c i a n .  "25
Accordingly, just as the good physician should go and offer his 
services where the sick are most numerous, so, said he, the m an 
of wisdom should take up his abode where fools are thickest, in 
o rder to convince them  of their folly and reprove th e m .2 6
In this th ird  step, it becomes clear that the doctor's a rt was often 
used in the surrounding culture as a m etaphor for the activity of 
the philosopher or teacher. Dio Chrysostom makes this quite explicit:
For really m ost m en feel towards the words of philosophy 
exactly as they do, I believe, toward the drug which physicians 
adm inister; tha t is, no one resorts to them  at first, nor buys them  
until he contracts some unmistakeable illness and has pain  in 
some p art of his body. And in the same way people are, as a 
general rule, not willing to listen to the words of the philosopher 
until some affliction visits them  which m en consider grievous .22
Previously, talking of the need for better education, Dio writes:
[I]f there were a  physician who, knowing how to trea t the 
infirmities of the body, is in that way com petent to heal the 
m aladies of the so u l-a  teacher, I mean, who would be able to
25  sLirGvTe? tlvo? dct tous (j)LXo0ocj)oùs (îXettol irapà rat?  Twr ttXou0 lü)v Gùpais, Kai 
yàp OL tarpoL, (|)ir|orL, irapà r a ts  Têy v'oooùvTtov àXXà où irapà touto t i s  av eXoiro uoo-clv 
y\ larpeuELv. Dlogenes Laertius Lives 2.70.
2 6  5eCK o3v TOM (|)p6rLpor av8pa, «aîrep rov àya0ov tarpdv, o t t o u  uXetarTOL Kcfpvouaiv', 
èKetae leVai |3oïiGii0OKTa, o u t w s  o t t o u  TrXeCaroL eioiK ac|>poves, èK€Î paXtora èTTiBtipetv
è^eXeyxovra Kai KoX<£Covra Tîiv auCTiai' aùrfiv. Dio Clirysostom Orationes 8.5. See, Dio 
Chrysostom, trans. J. W. Cohoon, LCL (London: William Heinemann;
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1939).
2 2  rieTTOvGaoi yàp 6fi ol itoXXol irpôs t o u s  c k  (|)iXooo(|)Las Adyous direp, oipai, irpog xà 
xfîv laxpcîT' (jrappaKa. oùxe ydp x is  ek clvols eùëùs irpooeLoiv ou8è ©vetxaL Trplv x\ 
TTepnreaeîv 4)avep($ uooùpaxi Kai dXyf|craL xi xoO oclpaxos- oùxe x(3v xoioùxuv Xdywu 
aKoueir èBeXouatv ws xo ttoXù, oxù^  dv pi] Xuinripdv xl ^uuevexQQ Kai xwu 8okoùvx(ûv
xaXctriSv. Orationes 27.7.
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rid  of licentiousness and covetousness and all such infirmities 
those who were dom inated by them...78
Finally, there is a  text in  Plutarch which specifically identifies 
sinners as individuals with a deficient education:
The ignorant m an is quite wrong in all things, while, on the other
hand, the m an of culture is right in everything .29
In the first text, Dio connects not only the physician and  the 
philosopher, but also the doctor's drugs and the philosopher's 
words. In the second text, he makes clear the m oral task of the 
teacher. And the text from Plutarch specifically describes the 
tm educated as sinners. This m oral dimension of the teacher or 
philosopher's task is evident in another text from Diogenes Laertius:
The story goes tha t Socrates m et him  (Xenophon) in  a narrow  
alley, and  that he stretched out his staff to b ar the way, while he 
inquired where each kind of food was sold. Upon receiving a 
reply, he pu t another question, "And where do m en become good 
and honourable?" But when Xenophon was puzzled, Socrates 
said, "Then follow me and learn.” From that time on he was a
disciple of Socrates.
The rhetorical connection between the two sayings in Mark 2.17 
now becomes clear. The fixeov-saying uses the verb KaXav to echo 
those associations of the physician-saying which present Jesus as a 
teacher/philosopher who is in tent on gathering around him  his own
I
28 giT€ Tig Trapa ZKu0ai? xj Trap’ ’IvBots" àvilp ^0ti StaaKtfAo? Sv eXirov ... a\Xà vù Aia 
LaTpds" TLg, 0epaTreueL>^  èirLŒTücpej^ o? rà toO Œtupaxog, o(Itû)? Li<avô? âlv LclcrBai
xàg Tf|? voctou?.... Orationes 13.32.
2 9  ■trdvTws' p èv  è v  Trâo-LV àpapTwXbv' c î v a t  tov ctpaBrï irep l irccvra  5 ’ a u  K aropB ouv tôt-
&0T€%oM. Moralia 11.25C.
8 6  TOÙTiÿ 5 è  Èk (|>aaLV a T r a v T tia a v x a  SuKpdxTiv B ia x c i v a t  xt]v (ïai<xripLav K ai
KwXùeiK TTapLcvai, Truv0av6pevov iroO îrLTtpdaKOLXO xfiv TrpocrJtepopevwF eKacrxov 
àiTOKpLuapeKou 8è iraXiT' iruBdaBat iroO 8è KaXol Ko:ya0ol yt'vovxaL dv0pû)iroL’ àTropf)0avxos'
8el €iTou xoLMUP, cjDücpaL, Kai pdu0ave. Kai xoùvxeuBev aKpoaxTis* SwKpdxouç ?jv. Dlogeiies 
Laertius Lives 2.48. A story such as this goes against M. Hengel’s thesis that In 
Greek philosophical anecdotes, personal attachment is more to the teaching 
rather than the teacher. The Charismatic Leader and his Followers, trans. J. C.
Greig, SNTW 1 (Edinburgh; T. &T. Clark, 1981), 32
¥
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The rhetorical genre, a t least in the question, is forensic and  the 
stasis is one of quality. In other words, the religious leaders accuse 
Jesus of breaking the law and traditions as they understand  them, 
and  Jesus, while accepting the charge, excuses himself on other
€ J:
followers or "students."81 a  num ber of concepts are aU in terrelated  
and are used in various combinations: physician, philosopher, 
teacher, calling, follower, the sick, the well, sinners, medication, 
teaching, morality. The use of the common maxim in the first saying 
thus introduces the listener into tha t language field of 
teacher/disciple which is then  echoed in the second saying. It is tha t 
field of language which makes the move from  the first to the second 
saying rhetorically coherent: the first presents Jesus as a  teacher, 
the second spells out his task.
The above citations show that there was a language field in  which 
the term s foolish/wise, well/sick, sinful/righteous were linked and 
inter-related. Medical term s functioned as m etaphors for m oral 
states. Just as the physician ipso facto  associated with the sick and 
fulfilled his mission only among them, so the teacher in  the same 
way associated with the foolish and the sinful and  fulfilled his 
mission among t h e m . 82 A "question seeking a longer answer," 
norm ally employs syllogistic reasoning which, in this case, could be 
outlined as follows: A physician cares only for those in need; a 
teacher, such as Jesus, is like a physician; therefore Jesus the 
teacher also cares only for those in need.
d) Genre, Stasis, and Rhetorical Situation
81 Similarly, Weiss, Lehre, 90-91. This goes against Hengel's thesis that call of 
the disciples by Jesus is modelled on the call of the Old Testament prophets by 
God. He writes: "As to the call of the disciples, in the last analysis only the call 
of the Old Testament prophets by the God of Israel himself is a genuine 
analogy." Charismatic Leader, 87.
82 Consequently, there is no need to see a polemical intent in the mention of 
the "righteous" (for instance, Gnilka, Markus, 1:109), or an attempt at irony 
(for instance, Lane, Mark, 105). Pesch talks of a "dialectical negation." 
whereby the negative statement is used simply the emphasise the positive 
one. Markusevangelium 1:166. See also, Guelich, Mark, 104. Kiilunen 
comments: "Dabei ist der Spruche kaum polemisch in dem Sinne aufzufassen, 
als ob Jesus nichts von Gesunden hâtte wissen wollen, wohl aber - im Sinne 
des Weisheitsworts - als Appell an den gesunden Verstand: den in Not 
Befindlichen muss geholfen werden." Vollmacht, 159.
I
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grounds (feci, sed iure). Part of the strength of the answer is th a t it 
moves between the purely Jewish world of ritual purity, and  the 
m ore Hellenistic world of teacher/disciple relationships. Yet even 
here, there is no simple rejection of that Jewish world, since the 
teacher/disciple relationship would have been understood in  the 
world of Judaism, and the sinners/righteous dichotom y is 
thoroughly Jewish. The response of Jesus, while going beyond the 
term s of the question, also seems to be attem pting to make common 
ground with his opponents, insofar as that response rem inds them  
tha t they too are involved in the task of gathering disciples, just as 
they are interested in bringing sinners (that is, those who do not 
belong to their group) into their midst. There is no sign of polemic 
in  Jesus' answer.
It is exaggerated then  to see the rhetorical situation of the original 
exchange only in  term s of ritual purity, specifically meal 
f e l l o w s h i p . 83 That it was an  issue, given the nature of the question, 
there can be no doubt. But also involved was the larger question of 
outreach, of calling others into the group who m ay well neither 
have understood nor have been interested in the niceties of tha t 
ritual code. The rhetorical situation concerned the choice of 
rem aining inward looking and preserving things as they were, or 
adopting a m ore open attitude to people who, from  the point of 
view of certain individuals or groups, were ra th e r questionable in  
the ir Ufestyles. Rhetoric of a more deliberative natu re  can therefore 
be seen in the response. By making the accusation against Jesus 
alone, the scribes of the Pharisees (or those Jews attem pting to 
follow their purity  code) were attem pting to isolate him  from  his 
followers. The answer shows tha t this was resisted. It would seem 
best, then, to suggest that the story reflects a m om ent before the 
break  with the synagogue, when the followers of Jesus were arguing 
with Jews of a m ore strict observance (haberim l) for a  m ore 
inclusive community which actively sought out new " d i s c i p l e s . " 84
83 Contra Mack, Myth, 182-83.
84 Kiilunen comments: "Wenn die Gemeinde die Beschuldigung aufnimmt und 
verarbeitet, ist das in erster Linie dadurch bedingt, daB eine Gemeinde, der en 
Selbstverstandnis durch Diskreditierung ihres Urhebers auf dem Spiel stelit, 
dess en Wirken rechtfertigen will. Von besonderem B elan g ist, daB sie in 
ihrer Antwort die Beschuldigung nicht einfach fur Schwarzmalerei erklart. 
Jesus hat in der Tat mit "Zollnern und Sündern" gegessen. Aber im
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Consequently the debate was not simply between Jewish and 
Gentile Christians,85 nor between Jewish Christians and Judaism .86
5. Evaluation and Conclusions
a) The setting and saying together form  a reasonable example of a 
chreia. There is, however, a certain unevenness. The m ain problem  
in  the setting is the address of the question to the disciples ra ther 
than  to Jesus himself. This, it was suggested, reflects an  attem pt to 
drive a wedge between Jesus and his supporters, and  consequently 
shows tha t there were concerns a t work other than  the desire to 
form  a well-rounded chreia. The extended setting form ally reflects 
an  abbreviated chreia bu t it hardly adds much colour or 
inform ation to what is contained in verse 16. Nonetheless, apart 
from  the redactional verse 15c, its anticipation of the inform ation 
contained in  the following verse does not prove tha t it was a la ter 
adjunct, either in whole or in part.
b) The two sayings in  verse 17 are rhetorically coherent and  come 
from  the language world of the relationship between teacher and 
pupil. That each of them  could have circulated independently, and 
probably did, has already been argued. This does no t mean, 
however, tha t one of the sayings in this context was a later addition. 
Both together could have been considered appropriate from  the 
very beginning. It is equally possible that, in other circumstances, 
one of the sayings could have broken free from  the context and  so 
have given the appearance of original independence. The rhetorical 
coherence between them  suggests tha t it is best to view them  as
Mittelpunkt stand dabei die Bemühung um AuBenseiter, die untrennbar zu 
seiner Mission gehorte." Vollmacht, 160. He gives an evaluation of the various 
suggested Sitze on pages 148-62.
85 See, for instance, Kuhn, Sammlungen, 91-95.
86 See, for instance, Hultgren, Adversaries, 162-65. J. D. G. Dunn comes closest 
to the mark when he comments regarding 2.15-3.5 in general: "There is 
sufficient indication in the tensions within the pericopes, confirmed also by 
the Matthean redaction, that the internal Jewish debate was also an internal 
Jewish-Christian debate, that while the unit would serve as Jewish-Christian 
apologetics over against non-Christian Jews, it could also function as a crucial 
'text' in the Jewish-Christians' attempt to formulate their own self-identity." 
"Mark 2.1-3.5: A Bridge between Jesus and Paul on the Question of the Law," 
NTS30 (1984): 409.
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tied to one another from the beginning. Together, the sayings were 
a forceful description of the person and mission of Jesus. Viewed in 
this light, it would be wrong to ascribe a  "high" Christology to the 
second saying. It m ust be read  in strict connection with the first 
saying, and the two together present Jesus as one who calls in  order 
to teach.87
From a m ore formal point of view, the presence of two 
argum entative elements in the response (maxim and  authoritative 
statem ent) show tha t the chreia has been elaborated partially. The
87 Contra Arens, HAeON-Sayings, 54-55. He argues that since table-fellowship 
is an anticipation of the heavenly banquet, it must follow that the one 
inviting must be from the "heavenly mansion." The saying thus alludes to 
Jesus' divine origin. It is not at all clear why someone who issues invitations 
to the heavenly banquet must originate in the "heavenly mansions." To read 
an allusion to pre-existence in the verse is over-interpretation.
88 "Rhetoric," 41. He is talking specifically in this context about the use of 
examples, but presumably this was also true about the use of other 
argumentative elements.
89 This is not to enter into the question of the historicity of the xiXBov-sayings. 
Arens considers only the sayings in Luke 7.33//Matt. 11,18-19 and Luke 12.49 
to be authentic, and Mark 2.17 and Matt. 10.34 to be doubtful. All the rest are 
later creations. He concludes that one cannot doubt that Jesus may have used 
this type of sentence. HAeOM-Saymgs, 345.
An interesting aspect of these sayings is that one is a common 
maxim from the surrounding culture, known both to Jew and  Greek, 
whilst the other is an  authoritative statem ent from  Jesus. There is 
no attem pt to appeal to the common Jewish tradition of the Old 
Testam ent or o ther literature, either by way of example, maxim, 
statem ent from  authority, or whatever. Mack suggests th a t the 
reason for this was tha t both the Greek and Jewish traditions were 
considered inappropriate for early Christian imitation.88 Clearly, this 
was n o t the case with the physician saying. Moreover, it suggests a 
certain  Marcionism within primitive Christianity which no longer 
felt able to look to the Old Testament in  its discussions, w hether 
w ithin itself or with o ther Jews. Rather, it would seem tha t the 
m em ory and  words of Jesus were so formative and authoritative for 
his early followers that appeal to them  was considered sufficient to 
justify his own mission and his followers' lifestyle.89 it may also 
suggest tha t primitive Christianity had not yet the opportunity  to 
reflect upon the Scriptures in order to defend its own practice. Î
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problem  here is that, given the expanded setting, the pericope 
becomes both an abbreviated chreia and a slightly elaborated, or 
"argumentative," chreia. In this case, the distinction which Robbins 
makes between "abbreviated" and "argumentative" chreiai as 
separate classes breaks down. Moreover, the handbooks do no t give 
examples of both  types being used in the one story. This is fu rther 
evidence of distortion of the chreia form.
c) The incongruity which some commentators see between setting 
and  saying is exaggerated. A chreia-saymg "with a  change of 
subject" was entirely admissable, especially if the responder w anted 
to show the superficiality of the inquiry. Rather, the response aims 
at going beyond the concerns of the question to introduce m atters of 
greater import. In this case, it introduces the topic of mission to the 
needy, and  so attem pts to break down previously erected barriers 
among Jews. The use of the physician maxim, so common in the 
Hellenistic world, m ay also suggest that, already, thought was being 
given to outreach to Gentiles. At the same time, the m ention of 
sinners in verse 17 indicates that terms of the question were no t 
entirely overlooked, as does the topic of the m aster/disciple 
relationship. Consequently, it seems that there was a certain search 
for common ground between the disputing parties, despite their 
differences regarding the inclusive or exclusive natu re  of the 
community.
d) The final point relates the rhetorical analysis to the redactional 
activity of Mark. Interestingly, he shows tha t he read  the sayings in 
an appropriate m anner. By prefacing the pericope with verses 13- 
14, he reveals tha t he understood the concerns with teaching, 
calUng, and  the type of person called which were present in the 
sayings. His explanatory comment at the end of verse 15 brings the 
them e of following into the heart of the original chreia. There is no 
evidence, however, tha t he understood that he was dealing with a 
chreia-like form. This is seen especially in his addition  of verses 13- 
14 which em bedded the chreia in a much m ore narrative setting.
e) In sum, at the heart of these verses there is a  reasonable, bu t not 
perfect, chreia. If it were possible to prove that the setting in verse
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15 did not belong to the original chreia, or that one of the sayings in 
verse 17 was secondary, then the original chreia could be classified 
as a  slightly elaborated chreia, in the first case, or an abbreviated 
chreia in the second. The rhetorical anaysis has suggested tha t it is 
best to view the substance of verses 15-17 as a un ita ry  
composition. Consequently, the original chreia has characteristics 
both  of the slightly elaborated and abbreviated kind. This suggests 
the circles in  which it originated were acquainted with the form, b u t 
no t au fa it with the various niceties of its possible perm utations.
3
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CHAPTER EIGHT. MARK 2.18-22
1. Redaction
a) Introduction
The extent of Mark's intervention in these verses is disputed. He is 
variously attribu ted  with the composition of verse 18a; with the 
m ention of the disciples of the Pharisees in verse 18b; with the 
addition  of either verses 19b-20 or 21-22; and with slight additions 
to verse 22. In w hat follows, it will be argued th a t Mark was 
responsible only for additions at the beginning of the pericope and  
a t its end. He prefaced the entire pericope with the narrative 
introduction in verse 18a; he introduced the disciples of the 
Pharisees in verse 18c; and he added emphasis to the distinction 
between "new" and "old" in verses 21-22. The redactional drive 
behind  these additions was Mark's concern to continue his emphasis 
upon the teacher/disciple relationship,
b) Verse 18
The tradition  received by Mark m ost likely began with verse 18b. 
This is suggested not only by the impersonal verbs (epxovxai koI 
Xeyouoiv) which leave the subject unspecified,i b u t also by the 
periphrastic construction in verse 18a.2 Mark gave the pericope a 
narrative introduction in m uch the same way as he d id  with 2.15- 
17, only this time he concentrated on the actions of the disciples of 
the Baptist and the Pharisees, ra ther than the action of Jesus. This 
needs some explanation, since the addition of verse 18a disrupts the
1 See, Gnilka, Markus, 1:112; Guelich, Mark, 109; Carlston, Parables, 117. Pesch 
agrees that it is a "guter Erzahlanfang" but attributes the additions to verse 18 
to the pre-Markan redactor. Markusevangelium, 1:171.
2 The construction is highly characteristic of Mark, appearing about thirty 
times: 1.6, 13, 22, 33, 39; 2.6; 3.1; 4.38; 5.5, 11; 6.31, 41, 52; 9.4; 10.22, 32; 14.4, 40, 
49, 54; 15.7, 26, 40, 43, 46. Kiilunen reckons that at least 1.22, 33; 2.18; 6.31, 52; 
10.32 come from the evangelist. Vollmacht, 165. See also Weiss, Lehre, 97-98.
The presence of ol paeiiTai twv Oapiaaicov in verse 18b is described by 
Bultmann as "eine schlechte Analogiebildung" to ol [.laeriToi Twdwoo 
and  ol Se GO I na0TiTai.8 There is some reason for attributing it to 
M a r k .9  It will be argued below that the unit is characterized m ainly 
by  epideictic rh e to ric -it praises Jesus and those with him  to the 
detrim ent of others. The immediate context of 2.13-17 and 2.23-28
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form  of the controversy dialogue.3 Moreover, it aligns John's 
disciples with the enemies of Jesus, something which goes against 
Mark's presentation of the Baptist. Lohmeyer suggests an  historical 
explanation: the introduction serves to inform the non-Jewish 
audience about Jewish practices.4 This presumes no t only that 
Mark's audience consisted only of people of pagan origin, b u t also 
th a t that audience did no t fast. This goes against the im port of verse 
20. Kiilunen is nearer the m ark when he argues tha t verse 18a 
serves a m ore literary function: it signals tha t the them e of 
ea ting /no t eating, already discussed in the previous pericope, is 
about to be discussed further.5 That is the case, b u t the verse, by 
m entioning disciples, serves also to show that that discussion would 
be conducted within the framework of the teacher/disciple 
relationship.6 The downside of this is that the audience could 
m istakenly have thought that Mark was presenting John 's circle as 
mimical to Jesus' disciples.^
J:
3 See, Bultmann, Geschichte, 17. Similarly, Schmidt, Rahmen, 88; Kiilunen,
Vollmacht, 163.
4 Markus, 59. Lührmann takes a similar position when he explains that this 
redactional introduction indicates "eine zeitliche und raumliche Distanz des 
Erzahlers und der Leser gegenüber der historischen Situation Jesu." 
Markusevangelium, 61.
5 Vollmacht, 163-64.
6 Similarly, Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:171-72. Gundry notes: "[T]he 
question does not deal with fasting so much as with the relative authority of 
John, of the Pharisees, and of Jesus: Does Jesus have authority to suspend 
fasting for his disciples despite John's and the Pharisees' requiring that their 
disciples fast?" Mark, 132.
2 By clarifying that the questioners were the disciples of John, Matthew 
(9.14) shows he read the verse in that way. Luke (5.33) does not specify the 
questioners, but it is clear that they are the Pharisees and the scribes of the 
previous pericope (see, 5.30).
8 Geschichte, 17 n. 3.
9 So Jürgen Roloff, Das Kerygma und der irdische Jesu. Historische Motive in 
den Jesu-Erzahlungen der Evangelien (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1970), 234; Ernst, Markus, 98.
■ii'
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is, however, characterized by a  more forensic type of rhetoric. By 
Introducing the "disciples of the Pharisees," Mark succeeded not 
only in introducing a note of forensic rhetoric, bu t also in continuing 
his emphasis upon the teacher/disciple relationship. 16 In addition, 
he continued his redactional interest in portraying the Pharisees as 
p a rt of the opposition to Jesus. This explains the risk he took in 
verse 18a of aligning John's disciples with the enemies of Jesus. The 
analogy is poor not only since the Pharisees were a group ra ther 
than  an individual, bu t also because they did not have disciples.^i 
But on these two counts, Mark did bring the un it m ore into Une with 
the pericopes on either side. The phrase, then, is not an  historical 
notice, bu t ra ther serves literary and rhetorical p u r p o s e s .  12 The 
original tradition, therefore, had  no time or place indications, no 
inform ation regarding the identity of the questioners, and  no 
m ention of the disciples of the Pharisees. The com parison was 
between the disciples of Jesus and John, in a way analogous to the 
com parison between Jesus and John in Matt. 11.18-19 and  Luke 
7.33-34.
c) Verses 21-22
A num ber of com m entators follow Bultmann in viewing verses 21- 
22 as traditional m etaphors, probably added by Mark and to be 
understood in the light of verses 18-20.15 Guelich, however, argues 
th a t the original conflict had  its focus upon the contrast between the 
sets of disciples regarding fasting. They represented the old and  
new orders respectively, and so the thinking behind  verses 21-22 
belongs logically with verses 18b-19a. Both represen t the 
incompatibility of the old and new orders. Consequently, he favours 
the idea tha t the parables of verses 21-22 were added  to verses
16 Dewey notes: "The repetition of ol |ia0ïîTaL four times within such a short 
space also emphasizes the importance of the "disciples" in the story. The 
rhetorical stress on "disciples" may be the explanation of the strange phrase 
"the disciples of the Pharisees"." Public Debate, 90.
11 See, however, Rengstorf, ”na0YiTri?," TDNT, 4:445-46.
12 Gundry fails to notice these purposes in his attempt to give the phrase an 
historical referent. Mark, 132.
15 Geschichte, 17-18. Possibly verse 22 is a formation analogous to verse 21 
which may originally have been a secular mashal contrasting irreconcilable 
opposites. Geschichte, 90, 102-3, 168. See, Grundmann, Markus, 88; Hultgren, 
Adversaries, 82; Roloff, Kerygma, 234.
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18b-19a before the addition of verses 19b-20.i4 in this case, verses 
21-22 could no t have stemmed from  Mark. Taylor takes a neu tra l 
position when he notes tha t the verses could have as easily been 
added by Mark, as they could have come to him  already connected 
with the previous verses. He does suggests, however, th a t they m ay 
represen t fragm ents of a previous pronouncem ent story, the o ther 
elem ents of which have disappeared during transm ission. 15
That they could have circulated separately is confirm ed by the 
Gospel o f  Thomas 47 where they appear together, in inverted order, 
bu t no t in the context of the bridegroom  m etaphor.i6 That Mark 
could have added them  is possible, bu t unlikely. Their logical and 
rhetorical th ru st reflect the non-fasting practice of verses 18b-19, 
as Guelich notes, ra ther than  the fasting practice of verse 20, a 
practice most probably characteristic of parts of the M arkan 
audience. Very probable, however, is that Mark was responsible for 
the phrases to  tcaivov toD iraXaicô and  àXXà olvov yeov d y  àoicoùs' Kaivoùç 
in  verses 21 and 22 respectively. The phrase in  verse 22 is 
intrusive insofar as it disrupts the parallelism  between the two 
sayings, and  the phrase in  verse 21 is superfluous. By themselves, 
these rem arks do no t necessarily point to Markan redaction. Earlier, 
however, Mark describes Jesus' teaching as mivf\ (1.27), and  it is 
this distinction between the old and the new which is em phasized in 
the additions to verses 21 and 22.12 They are best seen, then, as 
M arkan redaction. It should be noted that these additions, and 
verses 21-22 in  general, have nothing to do with Christian fasting as 
such, bu t show a greater interest in the Christian "new" over and
  — _ —
I -
14 Mark, 115, 117. The addition of verses 19b-20 was occasioned by the 
"negative consequences" of verses 21-22. This explains the loose connection 
between verses 18-20 and 20-22. Gundry's argument that "the suitability of 
sayings about clothing and wine to a wedding ... favors an original unity" is 
hardly persuasive. Mark, 138.
15 Mark, 212.
16 "Jesus said, 'New wine is not poured into aged wineskins, lest they break, 
and aged wine is not poured into a new wineskin, lest it spoil. An old patch is 
not sewn onto a new garment, for there would be a tear.'" A bridegroom 
saying related to fasting does appear, but much later on: "Jesus said, 'What sin 
have I committed, or how have I been undone? Rather, when the bridegroom 
leaves the wedding chamber, then let people fast and pray." Gospel o f Thomas 
104. See, John S. Kloppenborg, et. ak, eds., QThomas Reader {Sonoma, CA: 
Polebridge, 1990).
12 See, Weiss, Lehre, 105; Grundmann, Markus, 88; Gnilka, Markus, 1:113,
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against the Jewish "old."i8 The implications of his activity in these 
verses will be taken up in the section on rhetorical analysis.
d) Verses 19b-20
Fewer com m entators have followed Bultmann's suggestion tha t 
verses 19b-20 m ay also have come from  M a r k .  19 This implies th a t 
he was consciously going against the tradition and  th a t the tradition 
which came to him  reflected a general Christian rejection of fasting. 
Both implications are difficult to accept. Moreover, the verses do not 
necessarily reflect his theology of the cross-they  could quite easily 
be understood as referring to the death that comes to everyone. In 
any case, even if they did, this does not necessarily poin t to Markan 
r e d a c t i o n .26 i t  is m ore pruden t to see these verses as traditional.
e) Conclusion
Mark m ade only some slight interventions in  the tradition which 
came to him. These additions had the purpose of continuing the 
them e of m aster/disciple already present in the previous pericope. 
This is true for his additions in verses 21-22 as it is for those in 
verse 18, since the form er, with their emphasis upon  newness, 
allude to the reaction to the teaching of Jesus in 1.27.
18 "Bei dem Doppellogion 21-22 sind die - auf alle Falle sekundare - die 
Dynamik und Eigengesetzlichkeit des Neuen - nicht nur der christlichen 
Fastenpraxis, sondern des Christlichen überhaupt - unterstreichenden, mit 
den programmatischen 1,22; 1.27 korrespondierenden Erweiterungen t o  
KccLVor ToO TraXaLoO (v.21) U l l d  ccXXà o îu o v  véov  €l? éoKOÙg kklvou? (v.22c) am 
natürlichsten der Redaktionsarbeit des Evangelisten zuzuweisen." Kiilunen, 
Vollmacht, 173. Gnilka also considers that the phrase t 6  K a i r à v  roO iraXccLoO 
stemmed from Mark, but not the final phrase. Markus, 1:113. Similarly, Weiss, 
Lehre, 105; Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:177.
19 Geschichte, 17. Also, for example, G. Minette de Tillesse, Le secret 
messianique dans l'Évangile de Marc, Lectio Divina 47 (Paris, 1968), 126; 
Doughty, "Authority ," 171; j. Dewey, "The Literary Structure of the 
Controversy Stories in Mark 2:1-3:6," JBL 92 (1973): 398. Klauck maintains 
only verse 19c is redactional. Allegoric, 160, 167.
26 Kiilunen argues the phrase kv cKeiVxi rtl rmep(^  refers to a specific day, viz. 
the day of Jesus' death and that consequently, as a passion prediction, may be 
considered Markan redaction. Vollmacht, 168-73. Similarly, Lohmeyer, 
Markus, 60-61. Guelich lists those commentators who see other small 
redactional touches to these verses. Mark, 108.
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2. Form and  Transmission
a) Introduction
The presence of verse 20, with its emphasis upon fasting, is 
generally recognized as a later addition to the original dialogue. 
Equally, verses 21-22 with their different subject m atter, are  seen 
as later additions. The most im portant question regards the extent 
of the original answer. In what follows, it will be argued tha t the 
whole of verse 19 may be viewed as the original answer, and  tha t 
verses 20, 21-22 were inserted later.
b) Verses 18-20
Bultmann catalogues this pericope as a controversy dialogue 
occasioned by the conduct of Jesus or his disciples. Originally, the 
logion was unattached and later transformed into an apophthegm  
(verses 18b-19a) when relations between the Church and the 
Baptist sect were acute .21 This he deduces from  the question being 
concerned with the disciples' (= church) activity, ra th er than  th a t of 
Jesus. Most com m entators follow him  in viewing verses 19b-20 as a 
secondary development, since, they claim, it corresponds neither to 
the style of an  apophthegm  nor to the original SitzM
Weiss takes a slightly different tack. He suggests tha t the original 
apophthegm  in verses 18b-19a consisted simply of the question in 
verse 18b (with no m ention of the disciples of the Pharisees) and 
the response, Mi) Sijvayrai 01 uloi TOÔ voiicj)wvGS’ vtiqtctjciv. The focus of 
the question was fasting, and so the focus of the reply  would have 
been on those who fasted. In any case, he further argues, the clause
2 i  The logion could have been a popular proverb about fasting at a wedding 
feast. See, Geschichte, 168
22 See, Geschichte, 17-18; Hultgren, Adversaries, 79-80; Gnilka, Markus, 1:111- 
12; Minette de Tillesse, Secret méssianique, 126. Pesch considers verses 18b- 
19a to be a tradition which goes back to the historical Jesus, with verses 19b- 
20 added by the early Church to justify its own practice of fasting. 
Markusevangelium, 1:171, 174. Similarly, J. Jeremias, "vun^ id?," TDNT, 4:1096; 
Kuhn, Sammlungen, 71; Grundmann, Markus, 88; Schweizer, Markus, 67; 
Carlston, Parables, 121-24. Taylor rejects Bultmann’s reasoning and considers 
that these verses belonged with verses 18b-19a from the beginning and 
represent reliable tradition. Mark, 211-12.
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èv (3 ô vujKtJios- |I€t’ aùTûv overburdens the sentence. This originally 
independent wisdom logion, once used in the construction of the 
apophthegm, then functioned not only to legitimize the com m unity’s 
no t fasting vis-à-vis the practice of John's disciples, bu t also, 
through the introduction of the wedding m etaphor, to establish the 
coming of eschatological salvation. Consequently, the th rust of the 
apophthegm  was not to establish a general policy of no t fasting 
within the Christian community, but ra ther to differentiate its 
position in regard to the ascetic fasting of John’s f o U o w e r s .2 3
Further, for Weiss, once the need to distinguish Christian practice 
from  the practice of John’s disciples was no longer relevant, the 
apophthegm  was reworked to justify Christian fasting. This was in 
two stages. The general practice of fasting was established through 
the additions of the clause concerning the bridegroom  m verse 19a 
and  verses 19b-20, minus the phrases 6rav ampeii dir’ aùTûv 6 vuncfjios- 
and  kv èiceivTi TTi Wp( .^ At a second stage, these phrases were added 
to justify the practice of special f a s t s . 24  Consequently, Weiss 
categorizes the form  of this pericope as a controversy story 
concerning questions of Christian l iv in g .2 5
Weiss' ra th e r intricate analysis is aimed a t establishing the 
coherence between verse 19a and  verses 19b-20.26 it  is n o t a t all
23 "[M]k 2,19a innerhalb des Streitgesprachs nicht eine generelle 
Stellungnahme zum Nicht-Fasten der Jesusjünger bildet, sondern eine 
relative Stellungnahme der Gemeinde zur BuBaskese des Tauferkreises."
Lehre, 100.
24 Weiss, with Kuhn, suggests the weekly Friday fast is meant. Lehre, 99. See 
Kuhn, Sammlungen, 63-71. Hultgren, noting that the Pharisees fasted on 
Mondays and Thursdays, suggests that the point of the question was: "Why do 
you not keep the traditional fast days?" Adversaries, 80.
25 See, Lehre, 98-105.
26 A. Kee argues for the coherence of verses 19 and 20 on different grounds. 
"The Question about Fasting," N ovTll (1969): 166-67. Theologically, he claims, 
the title "bridegroom" is messianic. Therefore his presence described in 
verse 19a already implies what is made implicit in verse twenty, namely, that 
he will be taken away. From a literary point of view, he argues, the answer in 
verse 19a is just as irrelevant to the question as the answer in verses 19b-20,
It will be indicated below that it is very doubtful whether the title 
"bridegroom" carried messianic connotations in the Old Testament. In any 
case, it seems that Kee is thinking of one specific type of Messiah, viz., one 
who would suffer. Regarding his literary argument, the rhetorical analysis 
will show that this type of question and response did not need to give specific 
answers.
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clear, however, how the absolute statem ent of the original answer 
in  verse 19, as reconstructed by Weiss, indicates a relative  position 
on fasting in comparison to the position taken by the disciples of 
John. Even if this had  been the case, it rem ains unclear why a  later 
generation of Christians chose this apophthegm to add  on its own 
perceptions in  verses 19b-20, and the addition in verse 19a, in 
o rder to further their own inner-comm unity discussions on 
fas ting. 2 7 Moreover, the elirnination of the bridegroom  saying from 
verse 19a (èv w 6 vugciJLos- ixct’ aùTwv èoTiv) on the grounds th a t it 
overburdens the sentence does not take into account the fondness 
tha t oral story-telling had  for redundancy. Also, the shift from  the 
plural "the days" to "that day" in verse 20 is not enough evidence to 
conclude tha t a special Friday fast is indicated.28
Finally, it m ust be questioned w hether verse 19b was originally 
conceived together with verse 20. As it stands, it functions simply 
as a  paraphrase of verse 19a, and paraphrase, as has been already 
noted, was one of the first steps in the elaboration of a chreia. From 
this poin t of view, then, verse 19b reflects well the content of verse 
19a, and  it is quite possible tha t the two parts of the verse were 
un itary  in conception.29 Viewed in this hght, it would appear that 
verse 20 was never any free floating logion, bu t ra th e r tha t it was 
composed specifically for this context in order to reflect the 
com munity’s habit of fasting.
c) Verses 21-22
Few would argue that these verses belonged to the original 
apophthegm . Most view them  as containing a contrast between the 
new (of Jesus) and the old (of Judaism). In the present context that 
is the case, and may well have become so in  the tradition, b u t this 
says nothing of their original meaning and Sitz. These seem
22 See, Lehre, 298.
28 See, Guelich, Mark, 113.
29 Schweizer suggests that verse 19b may have been added by Mark, since it 
is omitted by both Mattew and Luke, and in certain manuscripts. Not only are 
these negative arguments, but Schweizer fails to recognize the rhetorical 
function of verse 19b. Markus, 67.
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i r r e c o v e r a b l e . 50 Bultmann suggests that originally they m ay have 
been secular meshalim, bu t does not expand. What, however, is 
interesting to note is tha t once they are taken out of their p resen t 
context, and the Markan additions deleted, the verses do no t seem 
to be making a stark contrast between the old and the new. Rather, 
verse 21 gives advice on how properly to repair a  garm ent, so tha t 
bo th  new and old work together. Similarly, verse 22 worries about 
the loss both  of the wine and the wineskins. Both sayings seem 
in ten t on emphasizing preservation rather than  incompatibÜity.5i 
Consequently, their original th rust was distorted when they were 
added to the dialogue about fasting. In the course of transmission, 
tha t is, and in  their present context, they have been used to show 
the superiority of the new over against the old.
d) Conclusion
This formal analysis has argued that the present pericope consists 
of th ree separate units, verses 18b-19, verse 20, and  verses 21-22. 
Verses 18b~19 constituted the original dialogue. From the poin t of 
view of transm ission, it seems m ost likely th a t verse 20 constitutes 
the latest addition, since it stands in tension not only with verses 
18b-19, bu t also verses 21-22 which represent coherent 
expansions of the content of verses 18b-19, even though their 
original th rust was somewhat distorted when they were placed 
alongside of verses 18b-19.
3. Rhetorical Analysis
a) Introduction
The following analysis will argue that the original dialogue (verses 
18b-19) is an  example of a very good chreia which was slightly
50 See, Bultmann, Geschichte, 102; Taylor, Mark, 212; Rawlinson, Mark, 32; 
Johnson, Mark, 66; Cranfield, Mark, 113; Carlston, Parables, 126.
51 See, Carlston, Parables, 126-29; A. Kee comments: "The double parable deals 
with danger of loss, not incompatibility. It deals with inappropriate action 
and thoughtlessness...." "The Old Coat and the New Wine: A Parable of 
Repentance," NovT 12 (1970): 20.
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elaborated. It is a responsive sayings-chreia belonging to the sub­
species "response to an enquiry" (to mra Woga), with the response 
couched "in a figurative manner" (TpomKtos*). Verses 21-22 offer two 
argum ents from  analogy and further extend the chreia elaboration. 
In rhetorical terms, verse 20 functions as a statem ent from  
authority, bu t does not relate coherently with the rest of the chreia. 
Viewed as a chreia, the pericope may be analysed in  the following 
way:
Setting: Kai Tjoav ol pa0r|Tai Tcoavvoo fcai ol <I>apiaaioi vriaTcifovTes'. Kai 
epXovTai Kai Xeyoooiv aoTW,
Quaestio: Am ti ol gaOiiTai ’Ituavvou Kai ol gaGi^ Toi twv 4>apiaaiwv 
vnaTCOoooiv, ol 6e ooi [jia0r|Tai où VTioTeifoiiaiv;
Chreia-Saying: Kai dircv aÙTOiç 6 Tnooùç, Mf| SùvavTai ol oloi TOO 
yii|i(j)a)vos' èv t§ Ô vii[i4)ios* [lef aÙTWv eoTiv VT)OTeoaF;
Paraphrase o f  the chreia: ooov xpoTov cxoooiv tov vogctiiov pcf aùTwv où 
SomvTai T'noTeoeiv.
A uthorita tive Statem ent: èXeùoovTai Se fipepai oTav ànapo  ^ an’ aÙTWv 6 
yo[i4)ios’, Kai TOTS VT]OTeijaoooiv cv eKeiVQ tt) f)p.epa.
A rgum ent from  Analogy: oùSelç enilBXirina paKoos* dyvd<I>oo €TTipdnT€i èîii 
IgaTiov naXaidv d  6 e  pfj, aipei t o  nXiQpw|jia dir’ aÙTOù t o  Kaivov- t o o  
naXaioo Kai x^pov axioga yiveTai.
A rgum ent from  Analogy: Kai oùSels- pdxxei oivov W oo dç  doKoos- 
TraXaioos" d  6e p.fj, p f|^ ei 6  0 I 0 0 9  to o s*  doKoos* Kai 6  oloos’ dirdXXoTai Kai ol 
doKOi- dXXd 0 1 0 0 0  oeoo dç  doKOOg: Kaiooog-.
b) The Setting: Verse 18ab
Mark has expanded both the setting, through the m ention of John's 
disciples and the Pharisees in  verse 18, and the quaestio, through 
the introduction of the historically questionable disciples of the 
Pharisees. In so doing, he achieved two things. Firstly, he continued
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his narrative portrayal of the Pharisees as the enemies of Jesus, and 
secondly, he em phasized the theme of discipleship, a them e already 
in troduced in the preceding pericope. There, however, the emphasis 
was upon Jesus the teacher as the one who calls. Now the emphasis 
shifts to those called. It was this desire to em phasize the them e of 
discipleship which led Mark to talk of the Pharisees' disciples. 
Consequently, they are m entioned not simply because of 
i g n o r a n c e , 3 2 nor to illustrate a  breach between Jesus and the 
P h a r i s e e s ,  3 3 nor to indicate a larger group influenced by 
P h a r i s a i s m .  3 4 Rather, Mark was laying the ground for w hat he had
to say concerning the effects the teacher had upon those who 
respond to his call and follow. He picked up on the com parison 
between Jesus' and John's disciples, which he received from  the 
tradition, and extended it to hiclude another group of disciples, 
those of the Pharisees. Thematically, he em phasized the topic of 
discipleship, and rhetorically he strengthened the c o m p a r i s o n . 3 5
c) The Quaestio: Verse 18c
The Quaestio names two groups who fasted, bu t for quite different 
reasons. The practice of John's disciples carried on the ascetic 
practices of their m aster (see, Mark 1.6; cf.. Matt. 11.18//Luke 7.34) 
and  reflected a particular lifestyle which forbade the eating of m eat 
and  the drinking of wine, in line with the practice of post-biblical
,vk
Jewish prophets and reflecting an eschatological o u ü o o k . 3 6  This 
prophetic reference is confirmed by the description of John's attire
:s;s
32 See, Carlston, Parables, 118.
33 See, Taylor, Mark, 210.
34 See, Lane, Mark, 108.
35 Dewey notes the rhetorical force created through the introduction of the 
parallel phrase. Public Debate, 90.
36 The various reasons for fasting are discussed by G. F. Moore, Judaism in the 
First Centuries o f the Christian Era. The Age o f the Tannaim (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1927), 2:55-69, 257-66. See, F. Behr, "viiaTLg," TDNT, 
4:924-35. Both Taylor, Mark, 209, and Cranfield, Mark, 108-9, follow Rawlinson 
{Mark, 31) in suggesting that the motive for their fast was mourning for the 
death of their master. Fasting as a sign of mourning was practised in Judaism 
(e.g., 1 Sam. 31.13; cf., Jth. 8.6; 1 Macc. 1.25-28), but the fasting of John's 
disciples in this context indicates a life-style rather than a temporally limited 
action. Furthermore, from the point of view of the narrative of the text this 
interpretation does not make sense, since the death of John remains to be 
reported.
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in Mark 1.6. It may be tha t the eating habits of John and  his 
disciples were influenced by the practice of the Essenes, as S. L. 
Davies suggests.37 Consequently, the point of the comparison 
between the disciples of Jesus and John concerns no t so m uch which 
group could be considered more pious,38 but ra ther the question of 
their respective m asters’ identity.39 if the ascetic lifestyle of John 
and his disciples was a signal of John's prophetic role and  status, 
then  the question of this status being given to Jesus came into 
question because of the behaviour of his disciples.40 This connection 
between behaviour and identity  is explicitly m ade in  Matt. 11.18- 
19 and  Luke 7.33-34, where the respective behaviour of John and 
Jesus leads to accusations of possession on the one hand, and 
drunkenness and gluttony on the other.
The Pharisees respected the national days of fasting, and Didache 
8.1 m entions their twice-weekly fasts on Mondays and  Thursdays.41 
The motive for these fasts is obscure bu t seems to lie in a concern 
for personal piety, penitence, and self-consecration.42 Their practice 
pointed not so m uch to a specific identity but more to their m oral 
and  rehgious standing. Obedience to the law and the traditions were 
the criteria for the judging of moral worth.
37 "John the Baptist and Essene Kashruth," NTS 29 (1983): 569-71.
38 Contra Kee, "Fasting," 164.
39 Similarly, Kiilunen, Vollnmcht, 178-79; Roloff, Keiygma, 228-29.
40 Schmithals notes: "Das Fasten der Johannesjünger (vgl. Mt. ll,18f.) hing 
zweifellos mit der apokalyptischen BuBbewegung zusammen, die von 
Johannes ausging. Man >fastete< von dem alten Aon in Erwartung der 
kommenden Gottesherrschaft." Markus, 1:176.
41 The Day of Atonement is the only day of fast prescribed by the Law (see, 
Lev. 16.29; cf., Exod. 20.10; Lev. 23.26-32; 35.9; Num. 29.9-11). By the first 
century CE., other days of fasting were taking place. A list of these is given 
by Lane, Mark, 108 n. 57.
42 See, Lane, Mark, 109; Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:172. Kee maintains that 
John's disciples fasted for the same reasons as the Pharisees, "going beyond 
the requirements of the Law." "Fasting," 162. He further argues that the 
disciples of Jesus probably did fast, but they were wrongly thought not to, 
since they would have been obeying the injunctions of the Sermon on the 
Mount. "Fasting," 171. The former point does not take into account the 
eschatological nature of John's message and lifestyle. Moreover, as Lohmeyer 
points out, the priests would have followed a much stricter fasting practice 
than the Pharisees. Markus, 59. The reasons for that would have been cultic, 
something quite different from Pharisaic practice. Kee's latter point remains 
an assumption which cannot be demonstrated.
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By introducing the reference to the Pharisees and their disciples, 
Mark downplayed the question regarding the identity  of Jesus as 
p rophet and highlighted the perceived illegal behaviour of the 
disciples as an indicator of the moral unworthiness of their teacher.
A certain confusion emerges. To an epideictic rhetoric focusing upon 
a certain behaviour as indicative of the prophetic status of the 
respective teachers, Mark introduced a rhetoric of a m ore forensic 
natu re  in which the disciples were accused of breaking the law, or 
a t least as it was in terp reted  by the Pharisees. The negative 
reflection upon Jesus their teacher is clear. This change of rhetorical 
genre suggests a change in rhetorical situation. The com parison 
between John's disciples and  Jesus' disciples reflects a  situation in 
which the identity of their respective m asters as eschatological 
prophets was the issue. The comparison with the Pharisees' 
disciples points to a situation in which the legal status of the 
respective communities was at issue and Jesus' status as teacher of 
the law disputed.
d) The Response {Chreia and paraphrase): Verse 19
The ciii'eia-saying functions at three levels: as a  rhetorical question; 
as an  analogy, and as a final topic. These final topics (reXiKa icetMW), 
we have already seen, were a list of general categories, appeal to 
which evoked agreed conventional values. Anaximines gives a list of 
eight topics which includes "the possible" (SiJvaToV).^  ^ in his 
discussion of refutation, Theon notes that the dstivaTov is one of the 
fallacies which the student ought to be able to detect in 
argum entation.44 This logical fallacy is made possible by the 
introduction of the analogy of the bridegroom and the sons of the 
wedding chamber. Appeal is made to common experience and 
custom  which is used to elicit the required response. The rhetorical 
question, in turn, makes it even clearer which answer is expected. 
The logic used is deductive, and requires the questioners to make 
the relationship: Jesus/disciples: bridegroom /sons of the wedding 
chamber.
43 Rhet. ad Alex. 1421b-1422bl2.
44 Theon 336.
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The questioners are thus pushed from three angles, rhetorical 
question, analogy, and final topic, to the required conclusion. This 
rhetorical density suggests that the response is no t some proverb or 
maxim, like the physician saying, in which a bridegroom  was 
generally accepted as a  m etaphor for a teacher or suchlike.45 More 
likely is tha t the saying is an  example of tha t iifiris-like response 
which characterizes m any Cynic chreiai. This, we saw previously, is 
the type of answer used when the responder attem pted  to escape 
the codes and  conventions implicit in the question. In his response, 
Jesus does no t appeal to religious codes. Rather, through appeal to 
hum an culture and experience he defends the actions of his 
disciples. He succeeds in this by picking up on the m ain point of the 
question, fasting, and  then situating it in a totally incongruous 
situation of celebration.46 The analogy and the use of the final topic 
are repeated  in the paraphrase of the chreia which is reform ulated 
as a  statement.47
e) The Arguments from  Analogy: Verses 21-22
The two analogies in verses 21-22 continue the response of verse 
19, bu t in a d ifferent way. In tha t verse, Jesus picks up the them e 
of fasting, but avoids arguing the pros and contras on the legal or 
theological grounds of the followers of the Baptist and  Pharisees.
Nor does he choose to argue explicitly on the grounds of the 
com parison m ade in the question. He simply states why his disciples 
do no t fast, bu t does not criticize other groups for their practice. It 
is tha t com parison which is picked up in the final verses and  which 
contains an  implicit critique of the questioners. That critique is 
form ulated in terms of new and old, and is em phasized by Mark's
45 Bultmaiin suggests that it could have been a proverb or secular mashal, 
but is unable to offer any parallels apart from an Indian proverb.
Geschichte, 107 n. 1.
46 "The rejoinder achieves its point by means of the principle of selectivity 
and partiality—taking up a single aspect of a situation which accords with 
the overall conventional code and system of values, only to play it off against 
some other aspect of the same set of assumptions in order to point up a 
devastating incongruity." Mack, "Elaboration of the Chreia," 50. Kee has an 
insight into what is going on when he notes that "there is a disparity 
between the two replies, the reply Jesus might have been expected to give, 
and the reply we have in the text." "Fasting," 170.
47 See, Hermogenes 42-44.
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redactional additions. The disciples of John and the Pharisees belong 
to the old; those of Jesus belong to the new. What, specifically, is 
new about Jesus and  his disciples is not spelled out here, bu t 
already in the Gospel it has been defined: his teaching. In his first 
public appearance, Jesus appears in the synagogue in  Capham aum , 
teaching and healing, and the public respond by describing his 
activity as a  SiSaxii Kaivfj (1.27). It is this new teaching which Mark 
em phasized in the two further analogies. He used the tradition 
which came to him  not to enlarge upon the question of fasting, bu t 
ra th e r once again to emphasize the originality of Jesus as teacher 
and, m ore particularly in these final verses, the effect tha t would 
have on his followers.48 The use of epideictic rhetoric is clear. Jesus 
and his disciples belong to what is new, the others to w hat is old, 
and  the two are incompatible.
f) The Argum ent from  Authority: Verse 20
The authoritative statem ent in verse 20 disrupts the entire 
argum ent, since it argues for the practice of fasting, based on the 
absence of the bridegroom. This future absence is described by the 
clause amp0T) àTT’ avTêv ô vvpc})ios'. The im agery serves two functions. 
Firstly, it makes quite clear w hat is adum brated in  the previous 
verse, namely, tha t the bridegroom  is indeed Jesus. Secondly, it 
states tha t a t some point in the future the disciples will be 
separated from  him  by his death. Since the Jewish custom  was tha t 
the guests left before the groom, the image of his being taken away 
signals ra th er strange i m a g e r y . 49 The analogy of verse 20 becomes 
a full blown allegory of Jesus, his disciples, and their future. 
Moreover, the use of comparison is extended. Verse 18b compares 
the disciples of John and the Pharisees with those of Jesus; verses 
21-22 com pare old with new; now verse 20 introduces the them e of 
the absence of the bridegroom, in comparison with his presence in  
verse 19b. The comparisons are personal, temporal, and  qualitative. I
%
48 The same adjective is used to describe the new wine of the kingdom in 
14.25.
49 Anderson comments: "The departure of the bridgeroom at a wedding feast 
would still be no cause for mourning or fasting." Mark, 106.
I:
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Some com m entators see deeper resonances in verse 19. Hardly any 
would claim a messianic significance to the m etaphor of the 
bridegroom, but most would see connotations of the era  of 
s a l v a t i o n . 5 0  The disciples cannot fast because Jesus' presence signals 
tha t the era  of eschatological salvation is arrived. This connotation 
of the m etaphor of the bridegroom  may well be p resen t in verse 19, 
and  it was certainly understood as such both  in the Hebrew 
Scriptures and  in la ter New Testam ent w r i t e r s . T h e  problem  with 
this in terpretation  is tha t it implies that the era of salvation in  some 
way passes with the death  of Jesus. Schweizer is one of the few to 
spell out specifically this implication. However, his attem pt to get 
round  it by explaining that salvation would only be complete once 
sin and  death were abolished has no support in the t e x t .  5 2 Guehch 
tries to m aintain the coherence between verses 19 and  20 by 
suggesting tha t fasting is not what is principally in view, bu t is a 
m etaphor for Jesus' earthly ministry and death. This leads him, 
however, into the strange position of reading the two analogies of 
the old and the new in relation to Jesus' life and d e a t h . 53 Dewey's 
literary  analysis leads her to consider verses 18-20 as a seamless
i
56 j. c. O'Neill notes the difficulty in seeing these sayings as messianic. "[Iff 
they are messianic they can scarcely be parables of Jesus, but if they are not 
parables of Jesus they can scarcely be parables made up by the Church," "The 
Source of the Parables of the Bridegroom and the Wicked Husbandmen," JTS 
39 (1988): 487. He argues in this fashion since he presumes, on the one hand, 
that Jesus did not make any messianic claims, and that the Church, on the 
other, could not have spoken of his death without including the 
Resurrection. Neither point offers solid enough grounds for his conclusion 
that the parables were messianic, but originated with John, when asked why 
Jesus' disciples did not fast, and were later appropriated by the followers of 
Jesus.
51 Swete (Mark, 44) suggests the messianic allusion, but Jeremias can find no 
evidence that the Old Testament used the image of bridegroom as an allegory 
of the Messiah. There is, however, plenty of evidence of Israel as the bride of 
Yahweh with the concomitant evocation of salvation. See, Jeremias, "vu|ji<t>Los‘," 
TDNT, 4:1099-1106. See also, Minette de Tillesse, Secret méssianique, 124-25.
52 In fact, he appeals to Luke to justify his explanation: "One can view the 
earthly ministry of Jesus (as Luke is inclined to do) as an especially 
prominent sign of the future end-time—a sign which terminates with Jesus' 
death." Markus, 38.
53 "In other words, whereas 2:19 is a statement about the presence of the new 
age embodied in the presence and company of the bridegroom, 2:20 is 
essentially a passion prediction of the loss of the bridegroom. The old and the 
new are mutually exclusive (cf. 2:21-22). Therefore, 2:19b, 20a change the 
focus of 2:19a but not the meaning. Both deal with fasting but more 
metaphorically than principally—the one with reference to Jesus' earthly 
ministry, the other with reference to his death." Mark, 114.
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unit. This position, however, is based solely on word-links and  does 
no t dem onstrate how verse 20 functions as a response to the 
question in verse 18b.54 The incoherence between the verses ought 
simply to be recognized.
Another resonance noted by some commentators is an  allusion to 
the Passion contained within the verb (%Trap8fj.55 They suggest tha t 
the w ord echoes the violent fate of the Servant in  Is. 53.8, dip^rai 
àTTÔ TT\ç yf\ç i[ CwTi aüToO, and SO transform s the clause into a Passion 
prediction. Against this it should be noted that the verb appears 
neither in  the Passion predictions nor in the Passion narrative itself 
to describe the fate of Jesus. Moreover, there is no m ention of the 
Resurrection here, as there is in  the other Passion predictions (see, 
8.31; 9.31; 10.34). The verb is used simply to emphasize the strange 
natu re  of the bridegroom  going before the guests and to provide the 
opposite situation depicted by the clause €v to 6 gef aùrtov
èariv .
To understand  the fasting referred to in verse 20 as pure m etaphor 
for the sadness of the community over the death of Jesus, as Guelich 
does, is unw arranted. Lane also takes this line, noting: "In view of 
the pervading contrast between joy and sorrow in  the developed 
image it is better to im derstand "fasting" in the broader sense of 
experiencing sorrow ." 56 Yet the question pu t to Jesus specifically 
addresses the practice of fasting, not of celebrating or being joyful. 
There is no sign that the questioners are talking in m etaphors. 
N either is there any need to read  the phrase kv èiceivin fiiiepa as a
54 Consequently, she sees no lack of coherence and claims that the stages of 
development show no trace in Mark's text. "Verses 19-20 not only answer the 
question [in verse 18b], but also move beyond it to envision a new situation." 
Public Debate, 92.
55 For instance, Taylor, Mark, 211; Lohmeyer Markus, 60; Guelich, Mark, 112.
56 Lane, Mark, 112. It may well have been that verse 19 in its unattached 
form had nothing as such to do with the practice of fasting. Bultmann notes: 
"Man kann auch verstehen: wie an der Flochzeit das Fasten unmoglich ist, so 
in der jetzt anbrechenden Freudenzeit irgendein dem Fasten entsprechendes 
torichtes Verhalten, irgendwelches Trauern und Bang en." Geschichte, 182- 
83. In its present context, it clearly is responding to the actual practice of 
fasting. See, Carlston, Parables, 120 n. 13.
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reference to a Friday fast, or some other specific fast d a y . 57 
M atthew drops the phrase and Lixke pluralizes it to bring it in line 
with the plural in 2.20a, both thereby showing th a t they understood 
the phrase to be synonomous with the clause èXenoovrai 6c figepai. 
Kiilunen, who considers the phrase redactional, argues tha t it refers 
principally to ra ther than  vTioTcvaouoiv, and so offers a
Christian rationale for fasting.58 That rationale is Jesus' death, to 
which specific day the phrase refers. Consequently, Christian fasting 
is practised because of the absence of Jesus, and as a distinguishing 
sign of that community.59
Finally, it should be noted that this authoritative phrase is 
a ttribu ted  to Jesus. This indicates that, as in the case of the iixeov-
r;>.
saying in 2.17b, tha t Jesus himself was being appealed to as a 
legitimating authority. Is it possible to be m ore precise about the 
natu re  of the discussion? Above it was noted th a t the topic of 
com parison lies at the very heart of aU the sayings, from  the 
question right through to the final analogies. The analogies in verse 
19 and  verses 20-21 work in order to make a clear distinction 
between the followers of Jesus and  all others. There is reason to 
suspect that the tem poral comparison in verse 20 functions in  a 
sim ilar way.
Elsewhere in  the New Testament, there is evidence th a t the early 
Christians fasted. The advice m Col. 2.16, 21 concerning eating and 
drinking m ay well reflect a debate with Jewish Christians who 
m aintained a  strict fasting practice. In Matt, 6.16-18, Acts 13.2-3, 
14.23, 27.9, fasting is referred to as part and parcel of Christian
57 So Carlston, Parables, 120 n. 17. Guelich gives an overview of the various 
proposals and arguments against them. Mark, 112-13. See also, Kuhn, 
Sanimlungen, 64-71.
58 Vollmacht, 168-73.
59 "Vielmehr verdankt das Apophthegma seine Gestaltung einer in ihrer 
Substanz juden-christlichen Gemeinde, die Fasten seit jeher als 
selbstverstandlich praktiziert, jedoch christliches Fasten als ein Phèlnomen 
sui generis darstellen und von dem jüdischen absetzen will...." Vollmacht,
194. His position that the apophthegm with its thesis and antithesis was never 
a controversy about whether to fast or not, but simply a statement that 
fasting pointed to the absence of Jesus, does not take into account the 
controversial nature of the pericopes on either side. Clearly, some early 
Christian traditioner understood the apopthegm to be controversial.
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l i v i n g .60 W hat is interesting to note is that there is no attem pt to 
explain the rationale of the fast. Acts 13.2-3 and  14,23 specifically 
associate it with prayer, and  tha t m ay well be the case also in  Matt. 
6.16-18 (see, verses 7-13). Yet this is simply good Jewish practice. 
Nor is there any evidence of the fast being associated with Friday, 
o r any other day which would m ark off Christians from  their 
contem poraries. The impression remains that the fasts referred  to 
in  these texts are the continuation of Jewish practices.
It m ay be concluded, then, that the text in Mark 2.19 is unique to 
the New Testam ent in  tha t it attem pts to give fasting a  specific 
Christian rationale: Jesus' followers fast because his death  has 
b rought about his absence. At the same time, this rationale 
represents a tidy compromise. Above, it was noted th a t fasting as a 
sign of m ourning was Jewish custom. In this text, tha t custom is 
used to explain Christian behaviour, an explanation readily 
acceptable to Jewish Christians. The mournmg of Jesus is w hat is 
new and different.6i Consequently, the verse succeeds in 
establishing the specific nature of Christian fastin g -it is practised 
neither for ascetic reasons, as with John's disciples, nor for 
penitence or personal consecration, as with the Pharisees, bu t to 
m ourn  the death of Jesus. But it is not a simple m etaphor for this 
mourning. Rather it describes a general Christian practice, the 
specific occasion of which cannot be deduced from  the text. At the 
same time, the verse keeps the door open to Jews and  Jewish 
Christians by grounding the practice in a custom accepted by them. 
Since it seems m ore likely tha t the verses reflects an  inner- 
com m unity discussion, it is probable that the practice of Jewish
60 Pesch, suggests that 1 Cor. 7.5; 2 Cor. 6.5; 11.27 also witness the practice of 
fasting. Markusevangelium, 1:175. Yet, 1 Cor. 7.5 talks of abstaining from 
sexual relations, rather than food, and the other two texts are Paul's 
descriptions of the physical hardships he had to bear for the sake of the 
Gospel. The phrase èv vriaTeCas- indicates physical hunger rather than a 
religious fast.
61 Kiilunen accepts that it is Jesus' absence which is the rationale of its 
fasting, but strangely does not accept it is linked to his death. Vollmacht, 194. 
Placing the text within its history of reception, Gnilka can say: " Entscheidend 
ist der Geist, in dem die Gemeinde fastet. Sie tut es in Erinnerung an Jesu Tod." 
Markusevangeli um, 1:115.
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Christians was being defended, but given a new rationale which all 
could share.62
g) Genre, Stasis, and Rhetorical Situation
62 See, Carlston, Parables, 121.
The question in  the original chreia, it was argued above, contrasted 
the practice of the respective disciples of Jesus and John in  order to 
probe the identity of Jesus. This is a procedure typical of epideictic 
rhetoric, where irpa^ eis- were used to indicate rieog-.The stasis was one 
of conjecture: who precisely is Jesus? Jesus' response uses the 
m etaphor of the bridegroom  with ah its salvific associations, and  
provides no t only a  rationale for the practice of the disciples, bu t 
also a h in t a t the identity of Jesus. There is no sign of any polemic, 
though the m etaphor does suggest the superiority of Jesus. This 
original chreia, then, indicates a rhetorical situation in which the 
respective identities of Jesus and John were being discussed by 
their followers, and the superiority of Jesus was being suggested. 
The argum ents from  analogy in verses 21-22 reflect a  similar 
rhetorical situation, in which Jesus' superiority was being 
established through comparison between the new (Jesus) and  the 
old (John). W hat was being stressed at this point, however, was 
continuity between the old and the new, ra ther than  supercession, 
preservation ra th er than  incompatibility. This confirms tha t the 
original chreia was not polemical in intent, and that the rhetorical 
situation was one in which the respective followers were in dialogue 
concerning their masters, most likely at a time when they all 
belonged to the synagogue.
The authoritative statem ent in verse 20 goes against the previous 
argum entative strategy and so introduces rhetorical incoherence. 
The reason for its inclusion was to give a rationale for the fasting 
practice of some Jewish Christians. That rationale was m ourning for 
the death  of Jesus. This rationale also served to distinguish Christian 
fasting from  the fasting of other groups. The rhetorical situation 
reflected was m ost likely an inner-com m unity one, where some 
Christians were fasting and others not. Consequently, the genre is
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m ore deliberative, through which a reason was being given for a 
certain course of action to be taken.
4. Evaluation and Conclusions
a) The question and response in verses 18b-19a form  a very good 
chreia. It is a responsive sayings-chreia belonging to the sub­
species "response to an  inquiry" ( t o  Karo- -uva\m). The response is 
couched "in a figurative manner" (TpoTTiKwç). The figurative m anner 
of the response appeals to the common conventions between 
questioner and responder, and the rhetorical question functions to 
gain the agreem ent of the questioners without detailed theological 
or legal arguments. Appeal to the final topic and logical fallacy of 
the "possible" further places the questioners under duress.
b) Verse 19b is a good example of the paraphrasing of the chreia 
and  marks the beginning of a full elaboration. It picks up on ah the 
aspects of the chreia: the bridegroom, the sons of the bridecham ber 
(contained in the verb) fasting, time indication, and  the topic of the 
"possible." The emphasis, however, is changed by the placing of the 
time indication at the beginning. Rather than the impossibility of 
fasting being em phasized as in verses 19a, now the time w hen the 
bridgeroom  is present is stressed. The comparison which comes in 
verse 20 is thereby prepared.
c) The authoritative statem ent of verse 20 is form ally similar to 
verse 18b through its use of comparison. Moreover, the addition of 
verse 20 turns the un it into what Robbins would call an  
argum entative chreia: setting, chreia, paraphrase, and authoritative 
statem ent. From the point of view of content, however, it introduces 
a  rhetorical incoherence-it offers an  argum ent for the practice of 
fasting and so no longer functions as an answer to the question. This 
rhetorical incoherence suggests that verse 20 form ed a response to 
a situation which was quite different from that envisaged by the 
chreia of verses 18b-19.
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That addition, it was argued, no longer reflected a discussion 
concerning Jesus' identity  with outsiders but ra th e r an  inner- 
com m unity question regarding practice. In all likelihood, this was 
caused by the influx of a certain group of Jewish Christians who had  
never given up their fasting practice. The addition encouraged the 
practice, bu t now on different grounds. The followers of Jesus fasted 
in m ourning of him. Fasting by Christians was given a  rationale for 
the first time. Epideictic rhetoric still characterizes the discourse, 
bu t this time to distinguish and make superior the Christian 
commtmity from  those outside. The different rhetorical situations 
account for the lack of coherence between the original apophthegm  
and the later addition.
d) The two analogies in verses 21-22, on the o ther hand, function 
well as a continuation of the response in verse 19. They 
transform ed the personal comparison of that verse into a 
qualitative one, with the implication that the Baptists and  the 
Pharisees belonged to the "old." Epideictic rhetoric is still a t work, 
bu t now no longer simply in praise of Jesus, bu t also critical of 
ousiders. In all likelihood, these verses reflect a break with the 
synagogue, something not evident in verses 18b-19.
e) A certain confusion of genre emerges from Mark's redactional 
activity. Above, it was suggested that the original questioners in 
verse 18b were only John's disciples, and tha t their fast was a 
continuation of the ascetic practice of their master. That practice 
was a symbolic action which pointed to John as an  eschatological 
prophet. The original question, we suggested, concerned no t so 
m uch fasting as such, bu t to what extent the practice of the 
followers revealed the identity  of their respective m asters. The 
stasis is one of conjecture-w ho is Jesus? This reflects a rhetorical 
situation where the identity of Jesus was being debated  on the basis 
of the behaviour of his followers. This interest in identity  is one of 
the concerns of epideictic rhetoric, and comparison is one of the 
favourite tropes of this genre. 63 The original apophthegm  in verses
63 Lausberg comments: "Die comparatio (Prisc.praeex. 8), auyKpiat?
(Herm.prog. 8; Aphth. 10; Theon 9; Nic.Soph.prog. 10) 1st der Vergleich des 
Lobes {laus, y^koTlov) zweier Personen oder Sachen, Der Vergleich kann
I
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18b-19 m ay therefore be considered not as a debate concerning 
w hether to fast or not, but ra ther a debate concerning what the 
behaviour of the disciples (the community) revealed about the 
identity  of their m aster.
The m etaphor of the bridegroom cleverly introduced an analogy of 
the good things Yahweh as groom brought to his people Israel. In 
this way, Jesus also is presented as harbinger of eschatological 
blessing, but in a way different from John and the prophets: they 
prepared  the way, Jesus brought it about.64 Clearly, the saying 
reflects a situation in which Christians were no t fasting, bu t tha t did 
no t represent the problem  as such. Rather it was w hat tha t practice 
revealed about the master.
The emphasis of Mark upon the disciples of the Pharisees 
introduced a more forensic type of discourse, which no longer was 
concerned with how practice indicated identity, bu t ra th e r one 
which was involved in accusation, Mark changed the stasis from  one 
of conjecture to one of quality. The legal challenge of the Pharisees 
is no t m et with any clearly formed herm eneutic, bu t only with an  
answer which gives laus to Jesus' disciples and vituperatio  to the 
others. The reason for this is tha t the traditional m aterial was 
characterized by an  epideictic rhetoric which was interested in 
dem onstrating the superiority both of Jesus and of his followers. 
Mark was unable or unwilling to m atch the legal charge of the 
Pharisees with a  legal answer.
Moreover, in his additions to verses 21-22, he introduced a 
deliberative note into an otherwise epideictic discourse. With the 
em phasis upon the new, he not only emphasized the superiority of 
Jesus and his followers vis-à-vis outsiders, bu t also encouraged 
those followers to have nothing to do with the old. He set up a
zwischen gleichwertigen Gegenstanden oder zwischen ungleichwertigen 
Gegenstanden erfolgen." Handbuch, §1130.
64 Similarly Schmithals: "Was Johannes der Taufer noch erwartete, ist 
gekommen." Markus, 1:178. See, Guelich, Mark, 111.
program m e of discipleship which was m arked by discontinuity 
ra th e r than  continuity.65
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f) In sum, then, the original question and answer in verses 18b-19a 
forms a ra th e r good example of a chreia. Verse 19b works well as a 
paraphrase, and there is no reason to view it necessarily as having 
been added a t the same time as verse 20. The addition of 
authoritative statem ent in verse 20 is, from  a form al po in t of view, 
an  acceptable step in the way to a full elaboration. From the point of 
view of content, however, it introduces a rhetorical incoherence, 
despite the continued use of comparison. The two analogies and the 
com parison between old and new in verses 21-22 belong to the 
thought world of verses 18b-19, presenting Jesus and  his followers 
as the "new." Consequently, verse 20 appears as an  even greater 
intrusion.
W hen the entire pericope is com pared with Hermogenes' description 
of the elaborated chreia, a  certain unevenness is evident. For 
Hermogenes, the authoritative statem ent ought to conclude the 
elaboration. Moreover, because he encourages the use of different 
forms of proof, the employment of two analogies ra ther than, say, 
an  example and an analogy, might suggest a certain lack of 
rhetorical finesse. Finally, Mark's redactional additions serve to 
place a  certain emphasis upon the teacher/follower relationship, 
and  to introduce forensic and deliberative language into a m ore 
epideictic discourse. There is no evidence either th a t he desired to 
m ould the m aterial into an  elaborated chreia, no r th a t he was aware 
of the oscillation he introduced among the rhetorical genres.
I
_______________________
65 Ernst comments: "Die Nachfolge Jesu 1st das absolut Neue, das sich mit der 
alten, hinter der Fastenfrage stehenden jüdischen Ordnung, nicht mehr 
vertragt." Markus, 101. Similarly Schmithals: "Freilich betonen 21 und 22, 
über das Bildwort 19a hinausgehend, nicht nur die neue Situation als solche, 
sondern auch die mit dieser neuen Situation gegebene unerlaMche 
Preisgabe alter und die Wahl neuer Verbaltensweisen." Markus, 1:181.
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CHAPTER NINE. MARK 2.23-28
There are a  num ber of indications of possible Markan redaction. 
Firstiy, in o ther passages Jesus' reaction takes the form  of a 
question about the opponents' lack of knowledge of the Scriptures 
(see, 11.17; 12.10, 24). Secondly, the phrase ol g c f  atiToO is used 
elsewhere in the Gospels to describe the disciples (see, 1.36; 3.14; 
5.18, 40. Cf., 9.38).5 Regarding this point, it should be noted that in
1
1. Redaction
a) Introduction
There is no consensus regarding the extent to which Mark 
in tervened in this unit. His hand  has been variously detected in 
verses 2 3 - 2 4 , 1 verses 25-26,7 in verse 27,3 and  in verse 28.4 In 
w hat follows, it will be argued tha t there are a good num ber of 
indications of the Markan provenance of verses 25-26. The form al 
analysis which follows this section will discuss the various 
difficulties which are m et when verses 25-26 are considered to be 
the original response.
b) Verses 25-26
i
1 H. Sariola, Markus und das Gesetz. Eine redaktionskritische Untersuchung,
Annales Academiae Scientiarum Fennicae. Dissertationes Humanarum 
litteratum 56 (Helsinki: Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 1990), 83-84; Weiss, ®
Lehre, 56.
7 Weiss, Lehre, 43-44, 53-54.
3 A. Suhl, Die Funktion der alttestamentlichen Zitate und Anspielungen im 
Markusevangelium (Gütersloh: Mohn, 1965), 84.
4 Lane, Mark, 120; Lührmann, Markusevangelium, 64; N. Perrin, A Modern 
Pilgrimage to New Testament Theology (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974), 8; B. 
lindars, Jesus Son of Man. A Fresh Examination of the Son o f Man Sayings in 
the Gospels in the Light o f Recent Research (London: SPCK, 1983), 103-5;
Doughty, "Authority," 172-73; Edilunen, Vollmacht, 197-98; Weiss, Lehre, 52-
!:S..
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I55; H. Raisanen, The Messianic Secret in Mark's Gospel, trans. C. M. Tuckett F
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1990), 225-26. |
5 See, Gnilka, Markus, 1:121, 123; Suhl, Zitate, 85. P. Dschulnigg considers this 
phrase to be typically Markan. Sprache, Redaktion und Intention des 
Markus-Evangeliums. Eigentünilichkeiten der Sprache des Markus-
• Ï
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Evangeliums und ihre Bedeutung fiir die Redaktionskritik, SBB 11, 2. Auflage 
(Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1986), 201.
6 See, Weiss, Lehre, 45.
7 For Peabody, this is one of the "redactional features of the text of Mark 
[which] have the highest probability of coming from his hand." Mark as 
Composer, 163.
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the two preceding units, stress is placed upon Jesus' being with 
others. Twice in 2.16 Jesus is described as being with tax collectors 
and  sinners, and twice in  2.19 is the bridegroom  described as being 
with the groomsmen. Thirdly, the justification of David’s action 
(xpdav cGxev Kai ctrctvaocv) is better understood in  light of verse 27 
(8m Tov avepoTTov) than  of what p recedes-bo th  focus upon need .6 
Finally, it should be noted that in  1 Sam. 21, the priest of Nob runs 
out to m eet David, whereas here David enters dç t o v  o i k o f  t o €  OcoO. 
Most com m entators simply note the difference w ithout offering an 
explanation. Mark's redactional interest m ay well explain the 
differing descriptions. There are a num ber of instances throughout 
the Gospel where Mark sets the subsequent scene by describing 
Jesus entering a house (2.1; 3.20; 7.17; 7.24; 9.28; 9.33; 10.10).7 This 
entrance of David sets the scene for the essential action of the story, 
his taking the shewbread and giving them  to his followers to eat. It 
could be tha t with this David/Jesus comparison in mind, Mark chose 
to describe the action of David as he would the action of Jesus, Even 
though the comparison is not exact (it is God’s house David enters; it 
is hunger which brings him  to the action), such an explanation goes 
some way to explaining the difference between the text of Mark 
and  tha t of 1 Samuel.
c) The Context of Verses 24-25
These indications of possible Markan redaction build up into the 
probability  tha t he has created the whole scene w hen it is 
rem em bered the interest Mark had  in this section of the Gospel. The 
two preceding pericopes, it has been noted, probe the relationship 
between teacher and disciple. That relationship is no t explicitly 
spelled out in verses 27-28, but with the introduction of the David 
episode, and the emphasis upon his companions, the hand  of Mark 
shows itself. Mark introduces not only David, but David and  his 
companions, in order to offer a biblical precedent for the action of
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Jesus' companions and the relationship of authority which Jesus had  
over them.8 This interpretation is strengthened when it is noted 
tha t there is no clear messianic interpretation given to the 
com parison between David and Jesus. Finally, if these verses are 
seen as Markan redaction, then the stylistic and verbal similarities 
betw een verse 24 and  verses 25-26 become m ore easily 
understandable as Mark's attem pt to integrate the David story m ore 
fully into the context.9
d) Conclusion
In summary, these verses are best understood not as the original 
response to the setting and question because of the m any 
difficulties which arise from tha t reading. Rather, given the possible 
traces of M arkan style and vocabulary (Oùs&oTe àyéyvwxe, ol gcr’ 
atiToo, dofixeev ds* t o v  o I k o v ) ,  his clear in terest in the teacher/d iscip le 
relationship, and the reading of David's need and him ger in light of 
the phrase 8m tov av0pwirov, it is be tter to read  these verses as a 
Markan com m entary on the original controversy.lo
8 David Daube also suggests that this passage be read against the background 
of the mutual responsibilites of teacher and disciple, a theme which is of 
clear Markan interest in this section. "Responsibilities of Master and 
Disciples in the Gospels," NTS 19 (1972-73): 1-15.
9 Sariola notes a number of hapax legomena in these verses, and so decides 
that they must be traditional. Gesetz, 79. This does not take into account that 
Mark is not freely composing, but making use of a previous text.
10 Similarly, Weiss, Lehre, 51-55. There is an overwhelming consensus that 
Mark did not intervene in verses 23-24a. Weiss, however, considers that he 
was responsible for the naming of the questioners in verse 24a {Lehre, 56), 
and Sariola argues for greater Markan activity, but can only conclude the 
following from his analysis: "Markus hat also den Anfang der Erzahlung 
bearbeitet, aber es ist nicht moglich zu sagen, in welchem Umfang." Gesetz, 
83-84.
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2. Form and Transmission
a) Introduction
The extended nature of Jesus' response and the diverse natu re  of its 
parts lead m any com m entators to view the pericope as the 
com bination of two or m ore traditions.h  Bultmann is followed by 
one group of commentators who consider that the original story 
consisted of verses 23-26, with the la tter two verses being added  
later, either together or separately.!7 For others, the original story is 
to be found in  verses 23-24.27 (and perhaps 28). Hultgren, 
following Klostermann, suggests that the original Jesus saying in 
verse 27 was given a setting with verses 23-24, with verses 25- 
26.28 added later. These later additions, he argues, had  the aim  of 
toning down the radical statem ent of verse 27 which would have 
been unacceptable for a Palestinian Jewish Church. 13 He further
Ï
11 There is a full discussion in F. Neirynck, "Jesus and the Sabbath: Some 
Observations on Mark ii, 27," in Jésus aux Origines de la Christologie, ed. J. 
Dupont, BETL 40 (Leuven: Leuven University Press; Gembloux: Éditions J. 
Duculot, 1974), 227-70.
17 Geschichte, 14. See also, Lohmeyer, Markus, 65; Taylor, Mark, 218; Schmid, 
Markus, 70; Schweitzer, Markus, 39; Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:179; Lane, 
Mark, 118-20; Gnilka, Markus, 1:119-20; Schmithals, Markus, 1:183-87; Guelich, 
Mark, 128-29; E. Lohse, Die Einheit des Neuen Testaments. Exegetische Studien 
zur Théologie des Neuen Testaments, 2. Auflage (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1973), 65; Suhl, Zitate, 82-84; Kiilunen, Vdiimachf, 197-203; D. Roure, 
Jesûs y  la Figura de David en Me 2, 23-26. Trasfondo bibîico, 
intertestamentarion y  rabmico. Analecta Biblica 124 (Roma: Editrice 
Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1990), 127-31. Cranfield suggests that verse 27 may 
originally have been connected with a healing. Mark, 117.
13 "Because of its radical nature the allusion to David's action was added in 
2:25-26. This allusion tones down the statement of 2:27. There is a precedent, it 
was shown, for breaking Sabbath law. And, furthermore, the saying in 2:28 
serves a complementary function, for it is a Christological assertion of the 
primitive community which shows that the radical statement in 2:27 is not 
the end of the matter." Adversaries, 113-14. Similarly, Klostermann, 
Markusevangelium, 29; Grundmann, Markus, 90; Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu,
121; Ernst, Markus, 102; Schweizer, Markus, 39; Lührmann,
Markusevangelium, 64-65; K. Scholtissek, Die Vollmacht Jesus. Traditions- und 
redaktionsgeschichtliche Analysen zu einem Leitmotiv markinischer 
Christologie (Münster: Aschendorff, 1992), 174-77; Weiss; Lehre, 44-45; 
Doughty, "Authority," 170. F. W. Beare, "The Sabbath was Made for Man?" JBL 
79 (1960): 133-34. K. Berger, Die Gesetzauslegung Jesu: Ihr historischer 
Hintergrund im Judentum und im Alten Testament, WMANT 40 (Neukirchen: 
Neukirchener, 1972), 24, 197-98. That verses 27-28 were added together is 
argued by Kuhn, Sammlungen, 73-76; FI. Hübner, Das Gesetz in der 
synoptischen Tradition. Studien zur These einer progressiven 
Qumranisierung und Judaisierung innerhalb der synoptischen Tradition
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m aintains tha t the original unit was not conceived in a  unitary  
fashion, the setting having been created for the s a y i n g .  1 4  The m ajor 
form al problems, then, concern w hether the original response 
consisted of verses 25-26, or verse 27, or verses 27 and  28 
together, and w hether the original controversy m ay be considered a 
un itary  composition or not. In what follows, it will be argued that 
verses 27-28 supplied the original response, and th a t the setting 
and  response were conceived in a unitary fashion.
b) Verses 25-26
Bultmann defends his position principally on stylistic g ro unds-the  
composition is defence by counter-question, the conclusion to which 
is signalled by the connecting form ula mi eXeycv aüroîç in verse 27. 
Pesch adds to this argum ent by noting not only the word links 
betw een verse 24 and verses 25-26, bu t also the change from  
singular to plural between verses 23-24 and verse 27.15 The 
argum ent for verses 23-26 being the original unit, then, is based 
essentially on linguistic and stylistic grounds. Whüe it is true tha t 
defence by counter-question occurs elsewhere in the Gospels,16 the 
problem  in this case is that the counter-question does not answer 
the specific question of the Pharisees. Their implied lack of 
knowledge of the Scriptures is neither here nor there in  relation to 
the question. The actual argum ent comes in the story of David. 
Moreover, it may be said that the counter-question and  the 
argum ent from  Scripture have two separate functions; the first to
(Witten; Luther, 1973), 121; H. Raisanen, Die Parabeltheorie im 
Markusevangelium, Schriften der finnischen exegetischen Gesellschaft 25 
(Helsinki: Finnish Exegetical Society, 1973), 98. Roloff suggests that verses 27- 
28 may be fragments of a quite different controversy story which were added 
by a pre-Markan redactor to the original reply in verses 25-26. Kerygma, 58- 
59.
14 Adversaries, 114. Similarly, Bultmann, Geschichte, 16; Weiss, Lehre, 41; 
Beare, "Sabbath," 133.
15 "[2],23-26 sind durch die Stichworte o ù k  (24.26b), ttolêîv (24.25)
verbunden und mit dem Plural tol? (japliacnv (23.24; vgl. 3,2.4) gegenüber dem 
Singular to  o - a p l i a T o v / r o O  cra p p cc T o o  (27.28) sowle mit der Reihungsformel von 
2,27-28 abgehoben." Markusevangelium, 1:179. See also Gnilka, Markus, 1:120, 
and Kiilunen, Voiimacht, 205.
16 See, Bultmann, Geschichte, 42.
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From the point of view of content, it is no t at all clear how the 
reference to David answers the Pharisees* question about sabbath 
violation. 71 The David story concerns a quite different point of the
ll
characterize the Pharisees in a negative way, the second to attem pt 
to settle the dispute. 17
Regarding the argum ent tha t the connecting phrase mi eXeyev atuoiç 
in  verse 27 indicates the addition of later material, a distinction 
ought to be m ade between estabhshing a redactional in trusion and 
transm ission history conclusions concerning the subsequent 
m aterial. This is to say th a t Mark m ay simply be using an 
in troductory  phrase to introduce material which was already in the 
tradition which came to him.i® In any case, the same phrase is used 
to introduce verse 25, and so cannot be used sic e t simpliciter as a 
sign of prim ary, secondary, or redactional material.i9 It should also 
be rem em bered tha t similar phrases are used in Hellenistic chreiai, 
and  such a possibility ought to be considered in the Markan text. 
The linguistic arguments of Pesch and Gnilka are no m ore 
persuasive, since the word links in verses 25-26 do not establish 
ipso facto  an  original connection with verse 24. The same argum ents 
could be used for Markan redaction.70 Moreover, the use of the 
phrase  ovç otiK e^earn/ has a quite different referen t in  verse 26 than  
in  verse 24. The linguistic and  stylistic argum ents for verses 23-26 
being the original unit, then, are not in themselves cogent.
I
17 See, Weiss, Lehre, 42.
18 See, Weiss, Lehre, 42-43. A similar point is made by Scholtissek, VoUmacht, 
17411. 423.
19 See, Kiilunen, Vollmacht, 206. Similarly, Kuhn, Sammlungen, 74. Neirynck 
disagrees. "Jesus and the Sabbath," 264. The point remains, however, that it is 
invalid to decide between traditional and redactional material by basing one's 
argument on two phrases which are virtually identical.
70 See, Weiss, Lehre, 43; Scholtissek, Vollmacht, 174.
71 The disciples' breach is variously interpreted. If the emphasis is placed 
upon o5br TToietr then the breach consists either in going beyond the limits of 
a sabbath day's journey (ôSôv iroietv = iter facere), or in the work of the 
disciples in constructing a path for Jesus (contra Ex. 34.21). If the emphasis is 
placed upon TQAovreg Toùg araxvag ill the seiise of reaping, then the command 
of Ex. 34.21 would again be in view, which would over-rule the permission of 
Deut, 23.26. See further, Neirynck, "Jesus and the Sabbath," 254-58. Kiilunen 
suggests that the Deuteronomy text should be read in light of the Targum 
Neophyti which applies the permission not to anyone but only to workers. 
Vollmacht, 209-11. More symbolic and messianic readings are given by B.
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law, the ritual purity  of David's companions (see. Lev. 24.9). This 
has led some com mentators to suggest that the original controversy 
was no t to do with the sabbath, but m ore generally with the need  to 
satisfy h u n g e r . 72 in contrast, it has been argued that, in  the time of 
Jesus, David's action would have been commonly understood to 
have occurred on a  sabbath, and so reference to it would have been 
considered a good response to the q u e s t io n .7 3  Regarding this second 
point, it should be noted that neither in the original text of Samuel, 
n o r in  the Markan text, is this sabbath dimension even m entioned. 
While it is true that some rabbinic traditions understood David's 
action to have taken place on the sabbath, it is invalid to conclude 
from  this observation th a t this was general k n o w le d g e .7 4  W hat 
Jesus chooses to m ention is tha t the consumption of the bread  was 
restricted to the priests. Now, the original ordinance in  Lev. 24.8-9 
m entions both  this restriction as well as the need for its 
consum ption on the sabbath. It seems strange, then, th a t Jesus 
should have chosen to omit the obvious reference to the sabbath as 
he defended the disciples,25 Regarding the first point concerning the 
non-sabbatical nature of the offence, this in terpretation rests on the 
ra ther complex and not generally accepted synoptic theory of P.
Murmelstein, "Jesu Gang durch die Saatfelder," Angelos 3 (1930): 111-20, and 
J. Duncan Derrett, The Making o f Mark, (Bloomfield and Son: Stratford-upon- 
Avon, 1984), 1:74-75
72 See the discussion by Neirynck, "Jesus and the Sabbath," 254-61.
73 See, for instance, M. Casey, "Culture and Historicity: The Plucking of Grain 
(Mark 2.23-28)," NTS 34 (1988): 1-23. Casey maintains that the disciples' action 
would have been seen as a breach only in the eyes of the Pharisees, since at 
that time there was no generally accepted rule regarding plucking corn on 
the sabbath. His basic position is that the whole of 2.23-28 may be considered 
a reliable historical account.
74 Similarly, Beare, "Sabbath," 133 n. 10. For the rabbinic references, see 
Casey, "Plucking of Grain," 8-13; Neirynck, "Jesus and the Sabbath," 259-60.
75 Casey’s explanation of the omission is based on an historical assumption 
("if he [viz., Jesus] knew that only the priests ate it, he knew also that it was 
changed on the Sabbath."), literary sensitivity ("the Sabbath is already 
mentioned five times in six verses"), and cultural grounds ("Jesus and the 
Pharisees will have assumed ... that the incident took place on the Sabbath"). 
"Plucking of Grain," 10. The first and third points remain assumptions. The 
second point Is not only an argument from literary taste, rather than oral 
sensitivity, but also rests on the assumption that verses 23-28 were a unit 
from the very beginning.
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Benoit.76 This non-sabbatical interpretation has no t received any 
substantial support.
The rem aining difficulties may be m entioned briefly. The reference 
to David has little correspondence to the setting which depicts the 
picking of the ears of corn by the disciples. The focus is upon w hat 
David did  ra ther than  his companions. Further, the stress is upon his 
and  their hunger, an emphasis which is lacking in the Markan 
t e x t . 77 Moreover, in the Samuel text, the priest comes out to m eet 
David. Finally, within the context of 2.15-28, the use of Scripture 
ra th e r than  a direct response is noteworthy. In these five points, 
the response of verses 25-26 goes off in quite d ifferent directions 
from  the setting and question of verses 23-24, and  it rem ains 
unclear how the citation of the David story could have been 
considered a cogent argum ent by the Pharisaic a u d i e n c e . 7 8
76 See his discussion, "Les épis arrachés (Mt 12, 1-8 et par)," in Exégèse et 
Théologie Cogitatio Fidei (Paris: Cerf, 1968), 3:228-42, Hübner argues that 
Matthew and Luke reworked a Q, version of the story. Gesetz, 115-22. The 
arguments have not proved persuasive. For a critique of his position, see 
Neirynck, "Jesus and the Sabbath," 270 n. 157; Kiilunen, Vollmacht, 199-203; 
Sariola, Gesetz, 84-86.
77 Casey's argument that verses 25-26 formed part of the original response 
relies on the assumption of the poverty and need of the disciples: "The well- 
known and widespread custom of Peah explains why the author of our source 
thought his description of their action of going along a path plucking grain 
could convey the information that they were hungry and in need. It would 
also imply that they were poor." "Plucking of Grain," 3-4. For the Peah 
regulations, see Lev. 19.9. This interpretation is based not only on the 
assumption that iroietp is a mistranslation of the Aramaic ( 'BD rather than 
'BR), but goes against the immediate context of 2.15-22 which presents the 
disciples feasting and celebrating. Eating is one of the topics which binds the 
three pericopes together.
78 Similiarly, Lührmann, Markusevangelium, 64. Roure's study leads him to 
conclude that both in the biblical and extra-biblical tradition David took on 
prophetic status which allowed him and others of similar status to suspend 
the law because of momentary necessity. "Asi como David en Nob, a pesar de 
trasgredir materialmente un precepto, no trasgredio la Tora, pues como 
profeta estaba en condiciones de interpretar la ley segun las 'necesidades 
extraordinarias del momento', asi tampoco Jesus, permetiendo la actuacion de 
sus discipulos, no trasgredio la Tora, pues, como profeta estaba en condiciones 
de interprtetar la ley ségun las 'necesidades extraordinarias del momento.'" 
Jesûs y  la Figura de David, 123-24. Three points made be made in regard to this 
conclusion. Firstly, Roure does not demonstrate that the Pharisees accepted 
this teaching concerning momentary necessity; secondly, they would not 
have accepted the prophetic status of Jesus upon which, for Roure, this 
suspension of the Torah depended; finally, Roure is not specific enough 
concerning the exact breach of the Torah involved.
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c) Verses 27-28
The answer given in these verses responds directly to the question 
and  places the discourse within the context of creation (cf., 7.6-13; 
10.2-9).79 From a classical form critical point of view, verse 27, 
m inus the introductory  mi eXeyev aijToiç, could easily have circulated 
as an  independent logion. Both in form  and content it has parallels 
in  Jewish and  Hellenistic literature:
But the Lord did no t choose the nation for the sake of the 
sanctuary; he chose the sanctuary for the sake of the nation.30
Pausanias, the son of Pleistoanax, in  answer to the question why 
it was no t perm itted to change any of the ancient laws in their 
country, said, "Because the laws ought to have authority over the 
men, and  not the m en over the laws.'^i
The sabbath is delivered over for your sake, bu t you are not 
delivered over to the s a b b a t h . 3 7
The saying, a t least in its formal structure, has a proverbial, wisdom 
character to it, m uch like the physician saying in 2.17. Like tha t 
saying, it appeals to an  order different from that of the question. In 
this case, it is the order of creation willed by God for the good of his 
people as expressed in Gen. 1 (cf., Mark 10.6-9). Indeed, the verb 
èyéveTo m ay well serve to strengthen the a l l u s i o n . 33 To this extent.
79 Scholtissek comments; "Jesu Stellungiiahme zur pharisaischen 
Sabbathalacha zielt auf eine Neuausrichtung der Sabbatgebote an dem 
schopfungsgemahen Sinnziel des Sabbat bzw. der Sabbatruhe (vgl. Ex 20,8; 
Dtn 5,12-15)." Vollmacht, 176.
30 (xXX ’ oil Sid TOV T01T0V TO €0vosr, (xXXot Sid TO €0V O ? TOV TOTTOV 6 KUpUOS’ l^eX ^^aT o. 2
Macc. 5.19.
3 1  r i a u o a v L a ?  6 OXeLOTO)vaKTo? irpog t o v  epuTiiaavTo:,  5 i d  t l  t (3v  d p x a i w v  vdpwv o ù 5 é v a  
KLvetv e^e<TTi irap  ’ cciiTotg, 6 t l  t o iis * vdpous-, e(jiri, t {3v dvB pfiv ,  oil  T o iig  d v S p a ?  Tfiv vdpmv
Kupioug eXvai Set. Plutarch Moralia 23OF.
37 Mekhilta 109^ (Ex.31.14). Cf., TB Yoma 85^. See, FI. L. Strack and B. 
Billerbeck, Kommentar ztim Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch 
(München, 1924), 2:5. Although the dating of this rabbinic saying is not 
certain, the citations from 2 Maccabees and Plutarch demonstrate that the 
formal structure was known both in the Jewish and Hellenistic worlds. See, 
Weiss, Lehre, 49.
33 Similarly, Pesch, Markus, 1:184; Gnilka, Markus, 1:123 n. 27; Scholtissek 
Volmacht, 175.
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the saying does not proclaim a radical freedom regarding the 
sabbath, bu t ra th er restates its original purpose—the good of 
humankind.34 At the same time, the critical aspect of the saying 
m ust be recognized, no t against the law as such, bu t ra ther against 
strict and sectarian interpretations of it as exemplified by the 
Pharisees.3 5 Guelich may well be correct when he notes th a t this 
creation based interpretation "hardly represents a radical departure 
from  Judaism," bu t errs when he concludes that it consequently 
cannot be considered a sufficient answer to the Pharisees' 
question.36 The mistake comes from  identification of various 
strands in  Judaism  with the Pharisaic party. Because the saying m ay 
reflect one strand of Jewish belief (for instance, the teaching of Jub.
2 th a t the sabbath was God's gift for the enjoym ent of the people), it 
does no t m ean tha t the Pharisees thereby shared it. In fact, given 
the ir proclivity for emphasizing ritual purity, and the extra 
dem ands they placed upon themselves in their zeal for upholding 
the law, the saying in verse 27 in all likelihood would have been 
very  difficult for them  to accept.37
34 Pesch comments: "Jesus proklamiert nicht die Autonomie des Menschen, 
aber das Hell des Menschen als Ziel des Willens und der Verfügungen Gottes. 
Das Sabbatgebot ist nicht durch religiose, das Intéressé Gottes artikulierende 
Interpretation richtig ausgelegt, sondern durch humane, das Intéressé Gottes 
am Hell des Menschen erkennende Auslegung." Markusevangelium, 1:185. 
Similarly, Lohmeyer, Markus, 65; Haenchen, Der Weg Jesus, 121; Gnilka, 
Markus, 1:123; Weiss, Lehre, 46; Scholtissek, Vollmacht, 176. Consequently, 
verse 28 does not function as a limitation of the teaching in verse 27. This 
"corrective" interpretation was proposed by E. Kasemann, Exegetische 
Versuche und Besinnungen, 5th ed. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1986), 207. It is really a recasting of what Dibelius has to say on the subject. 
Formgeschichte, 61-62.
35 Casey notes that, at the time, there was no generally accepted regulation 
concerning the plucking of corn on the sabbath. "The Pharisaic attitude to 
the disciples’ action does not require us to suppose that even they already had 
a detailed regulation prohibiting the plucking of corn on the Sabbath: it 
merely presupposes that their central commitment to the Sabbath rest was so 
profound and of such a kind that they were shocked to see Jews plucking 
corn because this violated the Sabbath." "Plucking of Grain," 6. In this view 
of the Pharisees, he shares the insights of Dunn, "Pharisees, Sinners, and 
Jesus," 279. Sariola also agrees that the whole discussion has its starting point 
not in some specific law, but in "die Interpretationsweise der Pharisaer vom 
Arbeitsverbot am Sabbat...." Gesetz, 98. He discusses the various suggestions 
concerning the specific law the disciples are accused of breaking on pages 
98-100.
36 Lührmann also describes the verse as a "wohl auch im Judentum mogliche 
Sentenz." Markusevangelium, 65. See, Neirynck, "Sabbath," 246-54. 
37similarly, Lührmann, Markusevangelium, 64; Scholtissek, Vollmacht, 175.
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It is in the light of this reading that sense m ust be m ade of the 
designation 6 vVoç ToO àvepcoirou in verse 28, and  of the relationship 
betw een this verse and  verse 27. Bultmann argues tha t the 
designation was used by Jesus, bu t in reference to a fu ture 
heavenly judge distinct from himself, and tha t only after the 
Resurrection did the Christian commtmity apply this apocalyptic 
designation to Jesus himself, in  its attem pt to understand  his 
meaning and m is s io n .3 8  This position rests on the assum ption tha t 
Jesus took the term  from  Jewish apocalyptic, that, as he used it, it 
had  no Christological implications, and that those son of m an sayings 
which refer to his suffering and death cannot be authentic. Even 
though modified in various ways, this position rem ained dom inant 
in m uch of subsequent scholarship.39
In recen t years, this position has m et with substantial criticism.
Most seriously, it is argued by m any scholars th a t there never was 
such a title, as Bultmann understands it, in first century J u d a is m .4 0  
Consequently, his history-of-religions approach has come under 
suspicion. It is argued, for instance, that the designation in Dan. 7.13 
is a symbol, a man-like figure representing the saints of Israel, and  
cannot be in terpreted  in a  theophanic w a y .^ i  Similarly, while it is 
accepted tha t 4 Ezra does represent a messianic in terpretation  of 
Dan. 7.13 in first century Jewish circles, it is argued tha t this does
38 See his Theology o f the New Testament, trails K. Grobel (New York: 
Scribner's, 1951), 29-33; id., "Die Frage nach der Echtheit von Mt. 16:17-19," 
TBl 20 (1941): 277-78. For brief overviews of the history of the discussion and 
the state of the question, see, D. R. A. Hare, The Son o f Man Tradition 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), 1-27; W. O. Walker, Jr., "The Son of Man: Some 
Recent Developments," CRQ.45 (1983): 584-607.
39 See, for instance, H. Todt, Der Menschensohn in der synoptischen 
Überlieferung (Gütersloh: Mohn: 1959); E. Schweizer, "Der Menschensohn 
(Zur eschatologischen Erwartung Jesu)," ZNW50 (1959): 185-209; id., "The Son 
of Man," JRI 79 (1960): 119-29; id., "The Son of Man Again," NTS 9 (1962-63): 
256-61; P. Vielhauer, "Jesus und der Menschensohn: Zur Diskussion mit Heinz 
Eduard Todt und Eduaih Schweitzer," ZTK 60 (1963): 133-77.
40 See, Perrin, Pilgrimage, 23-30; G. Vermes, Jesus the Jew: A Historian's 
Reading o f the Gospel (London: Collins, 1973), 160-91; R. Leivestad, "Exit the 
Apocalyptic Son of Man," NTS IS (1971-72): 243-67; M. Casey, Son o f Man: The 
Interpretation and Influence o f Daniel 7 (London: SPCK, 1979); Hare, Son of 
Man, 213-56.
41 See, Casey, Son of Man, 39; Hare, Son of Man, 10-11.
It is no t the place here to enter more fully into the discussion, since 
no consensus has been reached regarding this "son of man" problem, 
and since m ost of the studies concentrate on its possible use by the 
historical Jesus. With specific regard to Mark 2.28, however, there 
does seem to be a reasonable agreem ent that the designation m ay 
not be read  in a  titular sense, either messianically, apocalyptically, 
or Christologically.46 if "son of man," then, is read  here either as a
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not denote some supernatural son of man with specific functions.47 
As for the meaning of the designation, there is no consensus 
regarding w hether it was simply a self-referential circumlocution,43 
or was m ore of a  general statem ent (viz., "a hum an being") which 
Jesus applied to himself.44 This latter position has been refined in 
two ways. B. Lindars suggests that the designation refers to a class 
of people with whom the speaker identifies himself, whereas R. 
Bauckham argues that Jesus used it in the indefinite sense ("a man," 
"someone"), bu t in a way that obliquely and ambiguously referred 
to himself.45
42 See, M. Stone, "The Concept of the Messiah in IV Ezra," in Religions in 
Antiquity: Essays in Memory o f Erwin Ramsdell Goodenough, ed. J, Neusner 
(Leiden: Brill, 1968), 308; Casey, Son o f Man, 125-26.
43 See, T. W. Manson, "Mark IL27L," ConNTll (1947): 138-46; Beare, "Sabbath," 
131; G. Vermes, "Appendix E: The Use of bar nash, bar nasha in Jewish 
Aramaic," in An Aramiac Approach to the Gospels and Acts, ed. M. Black, 3rd 
ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967), 310-30. Hare has perhaps the most radical 
interpretation when he concludes that the designation translated the 
Aramaic bar enasha and originated with the historical Jesus, used by him as a 
modest circumlocution for "I." He further maintains that neither the 
synoptic Gospels nor the pre-Gospel traditions employed the designation in 
any titular way, but continued Jesus' usage of self-designation. Consequently, 
he argues, the phrase was denotive rather than connotive, a self-reference 
without any theological allusions. Son o f Man, 257-82.
44 See, P. M. Casey, "General, Generic and Indefinite: The Use of the Term 'Son 
of Man' in Aramaic Sources and in the Teaching of Jesus," JSNT 29 (1987): 21- 
56. Banks accepts that the designation simply means "man," yet he goes on to 
say that "while this term can hardly be interpreted as a direct reference to 
Jesus himself, there can be little doubt that he regarded himself as one to 
whom it was especially applicable." Jesus and the Law, 122. It is unclear what 
he is trying to say. If the term meant "man," then of course it was applicable 
also to Jesus. Why then was it "especially applicable" to him? He does not 
expand.
45 B. Lindars, Son o f Man, 24; R. Bauckham, "The Son of Man: 'A Man in my 
Position' or 'Someone'?" JSNT23 (1985): 23-33.
46 Neirynck notes: "In fact, it is most exceptional in modern literature that 
this passage is advanced as evidence for the Son of Man in a titular sense used 
by Jesus." "Jesus and the Sabbath," 239.
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self-designation or a general statem ent with specific reference to 
Jesus, then  verses 27-28 would translate: "Just as the sabbath  was 
m ade for man, and not m an for the sabbath, so I too, like o ther 
hum ans, am m aster of the sabbath."47 The problem  tha t this reading 
raises concerns the function of verse 28.48 The question is prom pted 
by the activity of the disciples, and verse 27, in this interpretation, 
is a  sufficient answer to the question, the underlying logic being, 
"hke everyone else, the disciples too are masters of the sabbath," 
The question, then, regards why Jesus refers to himself as m aster of 
the sabbath.
One way forward is to see w hat is happenm g in the im m ediate 
context. Since it is generally accepted that Mark 2.15-28 were 
already joined in the tradition, a comparison between verses 27-28 
and  verses 15-17.18-22 may illum inate the function of the 
designation in  this context. It has already been noted that the 
previous two units employ the examples of physician and 
bridegroom  in  their responses. At base, both are simple m etaphors: 
Jesus is like  a  doctor; Jesus is like  a bridegroom. As m etaphors, they 
carry a  fu rther load which is no t specifically spelled out: ju s t as a  
doctor is to his patients, so a  teacher is to his pupils, so Jesus is to 
his disciples; ju s t as a  bridegroom  is to his groomsmen, so Yahweh is 
to his people, so Jesus is to his disciples. The "son of man" 
designation, I suggest, works in  a similar way. Just as the previous 
two examples do not simply denote Jesus as physician and 
bridegroom, but also make further connotations, so too does the 
designation "son of m a n ." 4 9
47 The word kiIplo? would then be read in the same way as it is in Moralia 230F.
48 The verse is considered to be a redactional addition by a number of 
commentators. See, Lane, Mark, 120; Lührmann, Markusevangelium, 64; 
Perrin, Pilgrimage, 8; Lindars, Son o f Man, 103-5; Doughty, "Authority," 172- 
73; Kiilunen, VoUmacht, 197-98; Weiss, Lehre, 52-55; Raisanen, Messianic 
Secret, 225-26.
49 This, of course, goes against Hare's thesis. The problem he fails to answer, 
however, concerns how exactly did such a simple self-designation come 
eventually to be associated with a triumphal return in glory and for 
judgement. Morna Hooker notes: "The phrase cannot be a messianic title—yet 
the theory which interprets it as such at least offers a reason for its use: the 
view that it was an acceptable self-designation offers a plausible explanation 
as to how Jesus could have used it of himself-but fails to explain why he 
should have employed a colourless phrase which has no particular function." 
"Is the Son of Man Problem Really Insoluble?" in Text and Interpretation:
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The allusions which the examples of the physician and bridegroom  
make were established by reference to some Hellenistic texts and  
the Old Testament respectively. It is not quite so straightforw ard 
with the son of m an saying, as the scholarly discussion shows, and 
extrem ely difficult to establish the allusions the saying m ay have 
had  in the pre-M arkan tradition. However, given the connotitive 
value tha t the physician and bridegroom  sayings had, it seems valid 
to assume that the son of m an saying equally carried certain 
allusions. Hooker suggests tha t those allusions were: "the prophetic 
calling; the mission of God's obedient people; the possibility of 
suffering for those who were faithful to his will; the prom ise of final 
v in d ica tio n ."H o w ev er, in light of the caveats m any scholars have 
regarding the influence of Dan. 7 on the designation, it seems m ore 
p ruden t to attem pt to narrow  the scope by asking w hat sort of 
allusions the designation may have in the im m ediate context.
The th ree stories in 2.15-28 are prefaced with the story of the 
healing of the paralytic (2.1-12). In that context, the designation 
"son of man" also appears and it is specifically linked with Jesus’ 
authority. 5 i Indeed, the authority of Jesus is a le itm o tif o f the 
controversies throughout 2.1-3.6. Moreover, it has already been 
argued tha t in  2.15-17, 18-22, Mark was in terested in em phasizing 
the teacher/pupil relationship between Jesus and his disciples, a 
relationship already present within the tradition which came to 
him. It seems likely, then, that Mark rem ained faithful to the 
emphasis in the tradition that, just as the physician and  bridegroom  
had  authority  over those whom they were with, so too h ad  the son 
of man.
W hat specific sort of authority is alluded to by the son of m an 
saying cannot be so easily established from the context, as it can be 
with the o ther two sayings. Nonetheless, it is possible to suggest 
tentatively tha t this authority alluded to Jesus' stature as teacher.
Studies in the New Testament, Presented to Matthew Black, eds. E. Best and R. 
M. Wilson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 159.
50 Mark, 92-93.
51 Similarly, Todt, Son of Man, 127; Hooker, Son of Man, 179; Perrin, Modern 
Pilgrimage, 89.
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since his teaching is described as authoritative i n  1 .2 7 .5 2  The logic 
betw een verses 27-28 becomes clearer. The saying in verse 27 
establishes the general rule tha t the sabbath was m ade for man. 
This rule is then argum entatively and interpretatively augm ented 
by verse 28. The argum entative augm entation is accomplished in 
th ree ways: by m eans of a statem ent from authority, by 
enthym em atic reasoning signalled by  ware, and  by the  figurative 
language (rpoTriKO)?) of the designation. Interpretatively, the 
argum ent is pushed further by the use of Kijpiog-, which succeeds not 
only in spelling out more specifically the meaning of 8ia in verse 27, 
bu t also in  making more explicit the discourse of authority. The 
underlying logic is: the sabbath was m ade for m en ra th e r than  vice- 
versa; Jesus is m an and son of m an (with the connotations of 
authority  to teach); therefore, Jesus, too is not only a m aster of the 
sabbath, bu t as a teacher with authority, he is able to in te rp re t 
sabbath law and  share this teaching with his disciples.
This in terpretation becomes more cogent if it is rem em bered that 
the dialogue is depicted as taking place with the Pharisees, who are 
implicitly claiming authority to teach there own stricter 
in terpretation  of sabbath law. Viewed in this light, therefore, verse 
28 should be seen as integral to verse 27, since the th rust is not 
simply to declare tha t the sabbath was m ade for hum ankind, bu t 
also to locate the role of Jesus in that teaching, and to distinguish it 
from  Pharisaic teaching. Like 2.17, the response in 2,27-28 is not 
content simply to give a general rule, but seeks to ground it in  the 
person of Jesus as a teacher with authority. Given this similarity to
2.17, it would seem tha t 2.27-28, like the two sayings in 2,17, 
belonged with each other from the b e g i n n i n g .53
52 Hare comments that the saying "serves to designate Jesus as the 
community's God-authorized teacher. This does not mean that "the Son of 
Man" connotes teacher for Mark. We can properly infer that Mark regarded 
the designation as not inappropriate for a teacher." Son o f Man, 192. His 
distinction between "designation" and "connotation" is unclear.
53 Guelich takes a similar position when he comments: "Therefore, 2:28 
combined with 2:27 answers the Pharisees' question and explains the 
disciples conduct based not on the principle of freedom in 2:27 but on the 
authority claimed for the "Son of Man" in 2:28." Mark, 127.
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Finally, this reading suggests that the setting and response were 
un itary  in origin. The rhetorical analysis wiU show th a t the response 
constitutes a good argum entative strategy in  replying to the 
question. But already it is clear tha t Jesus' answer m ay be seen as 
offering a  reason for the disciples' action which is based on his 
au thority  to in terpret differently from the Pharisees the sabbath 
legislation. In o ther words, had the original reply ended with verse 
27, then  the role of Jesus vis-à-vis his disciples would no t have 
been  as clear as it is in verses 15-17, 18-22. This also suggests, 
then, tha t the "son of man" designation had connotations with 
teaching and authority also in the tradition which came to Mark.
d) Conclusion
On the grounds of content, as well as style and language, it seems 
very  unlikely th a t verses 25-26 represent the original response to 
the question. On the other hand, verses 27-28 offer the grounds for 
the defence of a less strict sabbath practice, based upon the 
authority  of Jesus as son of m an whose teaching gave such 
permission. Consequently, it most likely that these verses form ed 
the original response.
3. Rhetorical Analysis
a) Introduction
In an  early article, Robbins suggested that these verses constitute 
an amplified chreia consisting of four elements: an  example from  a 
w ritten authority  (verses 25-26); a rationale (verse 27a); an  
argum ent from  the opposite (verse 27b); and an encomiastic 
epilogue (verse 28).54 More recently, he has analysed the pericope 
at greater length, moving from  an examination of the common 
synoptic form, through an analysis of his reconstructed original 
form, to a study of each of the synoptic reproductions. His basic
54 "Identifying and Interpreting Pronouncement Stories in Mark: A 
Rhetorical Approach," Pacific Coast Region of the SBL (Stanford University, 
1982). Cited and summarized by Rod Parrott, "Conflict and Rhetoric in Mark 
2:23-28," Senteia 64(1993): 124.
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thesis is tha t the earliest stages of the tradition did  no t have an  
enthym em atic core, bu t tha t the use of chreiai in  argum entative 
settings did tend  toward a m ore enthymematic type of r e a s o n in g .5 5
It is this thesis which convinces him  that the David story form ed 
the original response to the question. The response works according 
to the principle of analogy which establishes a correspondence 
between the situation of David and Jesus' situation. Inductive 
reasoning is a t work, which argues by making an  inference 
(o\jXXoyLO|ios-) from  the "concept of the equal" (6no toO ïaou).56 
Consequently, the original form defended Jesus' action by arguing 
tha t he simply did for his companions what David did for his. 
Robbins cannot accept that verses 27-28 form ed the original 
response since they are based on more enthymematic, deductive 
reasoning.
It is interesting to note tha t Robbins, in  his later study, does not 
offer a  chreia analysis of the pericope, either in its pre-M arkan or 
Markan form. Regarding the first study, Rod Parrott argues tha t the 
analysis is lacking in  two m ajor ways: firstly, there are variations 
between the Markan elaboration, as outlined by Robbins, and the 
elaborations outlined in the handbooks; and, secondly, there is no 
"thesis," or ciareia-saying, with which every elaboration should 
begin. For clearer understanding, he compares Hermogenes' outline 
with the Robbins outline of Mk. 2.25-28.
Hermogenes Mark
Encomium/Praise Citation of Authority
Paraphrase/Chreia (Thesis) Example 
Rationale Rationale
Converse Converse
Analogy Encomiastic Epilogue
Example
Citation of Authority
55 "Plucking Grain on the Sabbath," in Mack and Robbins, Patterns of 
Persuasion, 107-41,
56 These terms are taken from Hermogenes 89.16.
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Exhortations 7
Parrot's criticisms of Robbins are accurate on both counts. In what 
follows, it will be argued tha t verses 25-26 do no t reflect any of the 
argum entative elements of the chreia elaboration. Further, it will 
also be suggested tha t verses 27-28 constituted the original 
response, and  functioned as the saying element in a  good, 
argum entative chreia. It may be classified as a single responsive 
sayings-chreia which seeks some explanation (dTTOKpiTitcov icar’ 
èpwTTjoiv alTiwSeç). The chreia-saying, it will be shown, employs a 
maxim, an  authoritative statem ent with an enthym em e, and  a 
figure. Mark's addition of the David story suggests that he did  not 
understand  the chreia form, bu t rather inserted tha t story because 
of his own redactional concerns.
b) The Argument from Example: Verses 24-26
Regarding the move towards more enthymematic reasoning which 
Robbins claims took place in the course of the transm ission of these 
stories, it m ust be noted that this basic herm eneutical principle is 
simply stated ra ther than argued.58 Regarding Mark 2.23-28, m ost 
of the specific reasons he offers in defence of the David story being 
the original response are negative and general, ra th er than  positive 
and specific. They are, moreover, based on a misreading of 
Bultmann. According to Robbins, Bultmann belongs with those who 
see verse 27 as the original response to verses 23-24, and 
consequently makes the implicit assumption that the original un it 
used enthymematic, deductive reasoning. This is no t the case. 
Bultmann considers verse 27 to have been a free-floating logion 
which was then  added to verses 23-26, either a t the time the
57 "Conflict and Rhetoric in Mark 2:23-28," Semeia 64 (1993): 125.
53 "Chreia transmission outside the New Testament as well as in the gospel 
tradition suggests that the earliest stages regularly do not have an 
enthymematic core, but the use of chreiai in argumentative settings often 
moves them to a more enthymematic form." "Plucking Grain," 140. With this, 
he is claiming implicitly a new "tendency" or "law" of the synoptic tradition. 
A fuller study, such as Sanders' investigation of Bultmann's "tendencies," 
would have to be prosecuted before such a statement could be justified. In any 
case, his careful language ("suggests", "often moves") indicates that Robbins 
himself is not as confident in the claim as he might appear.
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setting was created for those verses, or l a t e r . 59 True, he suggests 
th a t the David story may have been used separately by the early 
church in her various controversies, but the setting was created 
prim arily for it ra ther than verse 27.
Robbins offers six arguments why the David story could no t have 
circulated separately. First, he sees no reason why both  the setting 
and  David story could no t have originated in the m inistry of Jesus, 
since he "regularly was attended by disciple-companions, and  there 
could have been an occasion when someone raised a question about 
the actions of those around him." This explanation represents a 
re tu rn  to the general type of reasoning offered by earlier 
commentators, such as Taylor, who takes up the same position 
against Bultmann.60 It remains possible bu t unproveable. Secondly, 
for Robbins the lack of good halakhic argum entation in the response 
is no obstacle to his thesis, since Jesus, he is convinced, was m ore 
akin to individuals such as Honi the Circle-Drawer and Hanina ben 
Dosa with their "idiosyncratic activities and statements," than  
trained rabbis. His third point is similar: the lack of "logical fit" 
between setting and response is a "tour de force" not unlike similar 
units both inside and outside the New Testament. Both points 
presum e tha t the historical Jesus was more like a  Cynic wisdom 
teacher than  anything else. Again, this is presum ed ra th e r than  
proved. Fourthly, he maintains that because each perform ance of 
the story in the synoptic tradition contains the David example, this 
happened because of its "good rhetorical strength" as a response to 
the setting, and therefore that setting and response came about 
together. Equally, one could argue that the setting was tailor-m ade 
for the response in order to emphasize the latter's rhetorical 
strength. In any case, this contradicts his th ird  point about the "tour 
de force" of the lack of "logical fit." Lastly, he argues tha t the setting 
was created neither for the David story nor the sabbath no r son of 
m an sayings, since none of these contains reference to the
59 "Mit der Gegenfrage müRte die Debatte stilgemaL zu Ende sein, und die 
typische Aufreihungsformel Koci LXeyev duToî? zeigt auch deutlich, daE mit Mk 
2,27f- ein ursprüngUches Logion angefügt ist." Geschichte, 14.
60 Taylor comments; "The free use of the story of David corresponds to the 
manner in which He uses the Old Testament elsewhere, and the broad 
humanity of the narrative is characteristic." Mark, 215.
I
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disciples’ action of plucking. This is certainly the case, bu t he fails to 
m ention tha t both  verses 27 and 28 contain reference to the 
sabbath. Since the David story contains reference to neither, the 
logic of the argum entation would favour verses 27 and  28 as the 
original response. In all these arguments, Robbins is suggesting tha t 
the setting and response in verses 23-26 came about together, tha t 
they reflect an  inductive type of logic, and that they originated with 
the historical Jesus.61 Each separately and aU together represent 
ra th er large claims which are hardly supported by his argum ents. 
The suspicion rem ains that his analysis of the pre-M arkan tradition 
is influenced by his view of the historical Jesus and  the type of 
argum entation he presumes Jesus would have used.
For Hermogenes, it is clear that the chreia-saying is the starting 
point of the elaboration, all the elements of which serve to argue its 
case. This is one of the weaknesses which Parrott finds in Robbins' 
analysis. W hat Parrott fails to note, however, is tha t according to 
Theon the chreia-saying may take any of twelve different forms, 
one of which is example:
Alexander the Macedonian king, on being urged by his friends to
amass money, said: "But it d idn 't even help C r o e s u s . " 62
From a formal point of view, then, there is nothing wrong with the 
chreia-saying being an example. The problem in this case is tha t the 
David story is a m ini-narrative ra ther than a chreia-saying: it has 
characters, plot, and c l o s u r e .63 The pithiness of the chreia-saying is
61 "Plucking Grain," 121-23.
6 2  ’ AXé^avSpog 6 MaKeGoKWK PatriXetig TrccpaKaXotjpevos' ùno Twr <|)lX(ov cruv-ayaycLv 
X p T i p c c T a  e Î t t e j / ,  ’ AXXè xocOra o ù k  àfi^TiCTEV oiiSè Kpotcov. Theoil 151-53. Note how the 
chreia-saying relates to the setting in both an argumentative and 
interpretative way. The example is the argumentative element which focuses 
upon a famous figure from myth and works a nmiori ad minus. The 
interpretative element lies in the use of the word "help." Alexander's friends 
do not offer any reason why he should amass money; Alexander's answer 
offers the motive to their urging.
63 For Moore, the most important aspects of narrative are, "centredness on 
event and participant, continuity and interconnectedness, conflict, suspense, 
and resolution." Literary Criticism, 23. The story-telling abilities of Mark are 
generally recognized, so there is no a priori reason why he could not have 
created this mini-narrative himself by reshaping the elements if 1 Sam. 21. 
Best writes: "It is true that many of the stories which Mark tells are recounted 
vividly but the whole has also its own vividness and Mark's contribution lies
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quite absent. In fact, the story comes closer to another of Theon's 
introductory  exercises, the historical episode (8if|y#a). Consequently, 
if verses 25-26 did constitute the original response to the setting, 
then  the whole episode cannot be considered a chreia. At most, it 
was a very poor attem pt a t one.
Parrott, however, still wishes to read the David story as the original 
answer. He attem pts to circum vent the problems this makes for 
chreia analysis by following Kennedy's suggestion tha t in a situation 
of confict the rhetoric of the beginning of the proof m ay be 
m odified.64 Parrott suggests that these modifications consist in the 
use of inductive argum ent and the type of approach known as 
altercatio. He notes that Quintilian advocates both approaches when 
dealing with a hostile audience.65 For Quintilian, the pressure of the 
situation allows the orator to use various types of argum ents and 
devices as he attem pts to win over the audience. On the basis of 
these two rhetorical strategies, Parrott outlines the argum ent in  the 
following way: citation of authority  (verse 25a); example (verses 
25b-26); rationale (verse 27a); converse (verse 27b); thesis (verse 
28). The problem  with this approach is that Quintilian is dealing 
with the forensic speech and not the chreia form. Moreover, his 
understanding of induction, as Parrot himself recognizes, reflects 
the Socratic approach of question and answer with a real or 
im agined partn er.66 in fact, Quintilian considers this type of 
argum ent useful in the interrogation of witnesses. This is no t the 
case with the M arkan pericope. Most im portantly, Parrott's analysis 
still does no t square with the chreia form as explained in  the 
handbooks. In fact, the only major change he makes to the analysis 
of Robbins is to change the latter's encomiastic epilogue into the 
thesis.
not only in the vivid telling of particular incidents but also in the vivid 
nature of the whole." Mark. The Gospel as Story, Studies of the New Testament 
and its World, 2nd ed. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988), 115.
64 "Conflict and Rhetoric," 128-30. Following Kennedy, New Testament 
Interpretation, 36.
65 See, Instit. 5.11.3-5; 6.4.1.
66 "When he had asked a number of questions to which his adversary could 
only agree, he finally inferred the conclusion of the problem under 
discussion from its resemblance to the points already conceded. This method 
is known as induction...." Instit 5.11.3.
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c) The Chreia-Sayings: Verses 27-28
For Robbins, verses 27-28 in the Markan form  of the story indicate 
a move to a  more enthymematic type of reasoning, flagged by the 
wore of the son of m an saying. The logic of the argum ents revolves 
around the concept of need, which is m entioned in reference to 
David only in the Markan version. Here, Robbins suggests, the 
defence is based upon a counterplea (avTigTaoi?) th a t the action 
produced a benefit.^? The underlying syllogism would take some 
such form  as: The sabbath was made by God for man; The son of 
m an came with God's authority to serve m an with tha t which God 
created for man; Therefore, the son of m an is lord even of the 
sabbath (so that he has the authority to use it to serve the needs of 
m an). This then  allows this story no t only to hnk up with the th rust 
of 10.45 ("For the son of m an came not to be served b u t to serve"), 
b u t also to make a num ber of word-links with chapter 11 (11.3: 
iToi€LTe ToijTo; '0 KTjpios’ aijToi) xpdav exei; 11.9: the Lord; 11.10: David) 
and a connection with 12,35-37, From the presuppositions 
contained m the middle premise, Robbins concludes that
it is possible to suggest that the constellation of references to 
"David," "having need," "the son of man," and "lord" m ay reflect a 
pattern  of thought that is part of Mark's understanding of the 
son of man. This son of m an he sees as one who serves, who 
teaches his disciples to respond to needs, and who has authority  
grounded in expectations and assertions associated with D a v id .6 3
Three points m ay be m ade concerning these suggestions. Firstly, 
this is the only pericope in the entire Gospel in which m ention of 
the son of m an is m ade in close proximity to David. That does not 
give a sound basis for arguing that Mark wanted to link up the two 
topics. Secondly, since Robbins does not argue tha t Mark was 
responsible for the addition of verses 27-28, it m ust be concluded 
tha t he accepts that the connection between David and the son of 
m an was m ade at the pre-M arkan stage. Mark, therefore, was no t
67 See Rabe, Hermogenes 38.21-39.
63 "Plucking Grain," 127. Robbins does not spell out his understanding of the 
"son of man" designation, but in the light of the "constellation" of references 
it may be concluded that his understanding is a messianic one.
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responsible for the creation of the constellation of references.
Thirdly, the connection he establishes with 10.45 is questionable, 
since there the emphasis is upon service, whereas here it is upon 
authority.
Both Parrott and Robbins see in verse 27 a rationale (To odppaTov Sm 
TÔV avepwTTov eyeveTo) and  an example from  the opposite {mi o6x 6 
avepwTTos- 6ia to odiS(laTov). Above, three examples of form ally similar 
phrases from  quite different bodies of writing were cited in o rder to 
indicate the proverbial tenor to such a saying. The thought pattern  
("for tiiis ra ther than that") seems to have been p a rt of the cultural 
conventions. The same pattern  is evident in the physician saying in
2.17, as is the topic of need. This suggests that the break  up of the 
saying into a rationale and an argum ent from  the contrary is to 
fragm ent its unity. On the other hand, once its proverbial nature is 
recognized, then the saying functions rather well as the chreia- 
saying. Like the physician saying, it is a maxim functioning as the 
thesis.69 Verse 28, presented as a consecutive clause, then functions 
as a rationale (aiTia).70 Now the rationale serves both  to in te rp re t 
and  argum entatively augm ent the thesis. Above, it was argued tha t 
the designation "son of man" works in a way similar to the examples 
of the doctor (2.17) and the bridegroom (2.19): it too has 
unexpressed allusions. Moreover, since the fleos* of Jesus is apparen t 
from  the nature of the saying, the verse also functions as a 
statem ent from  authority. Consequently, the chreia-saying of verse 
27 has three argum entative augm entations in verse 28: the "son of 
man" example, enthymem atic reasoning, and the authoritative 
statem ent. It is on this basis that the intepretation functions: ju s t as 
Yahweh was to hum ankind when he established the sabbath, so the 
son of m an is to the restored Israel regarding the sabbath, so Jesus 
is to his disciples regarding the sabbath. The interpretative 
increm ent in verse 28, then, concerns the lordship or authority  of
1
------------------------------------
69 The maxim Is the first of the different ways Theon suggests a chreia may 
be expressed. Theon 124-25.
70 Aristotle emphasizes that when a maxim is used in the protasis, then it 
ought to be followed by a rationale. Rhetoric 1395a.
I
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the son of m an/Jesus who is m aster of his disciples with 
responsibility for th em Ji
d) Genre, Stasis, and  Rhetorical Situation
This original chreia (verses 23-24.27-28) clearly focused upon a 
breach of sabbath law. The specific law in question rem ains 
unspecified, bu t a  reference to Torah legislation m ay be presum ed. 
Various suggestions, it has already been noted, are p u t forward 
regarding the specific law referred to, but what is no t noticed is tha t 
the allusive nature of the question corresponds to the allusive 
nature of Jesus' reply. No specific texts are cited by either party, yet 
weighty points are made. The Pharisees imply by  the ir question not 
only the breach of some specific law, bu t a  general disregard for
T orah. 72
The question of the Pharisees indicates that the discourse is 
forensic. But what of the stasis! Robbins suggests th a t it is a  "legal" 
question.73 Legal questions, as we have seen, deal e ither with the 
relationship between w hat is w ritten and what was in tended, or the 
existence of contradictory laws, or situations unforeseen by the law, 
or the presence of ambiguous laws. In all cases, w hat is in question 
is either the law itself or the intention. For Robbins, the legal 
question involved m  this pericope concerns the conflict between 
what is w ritten and  what was intended. Consequently, he presents 
Jesus as one who engaged in law reform. However, no actual law is 
cited by the Pharisees, but only a general allusion m ade. If the
71 Gundry comes to a similar conclusion, although he is convinced the 
designation refers to Dan. 7.13: "The logical deduction entails a wordplay on 
"man" as "human being" and on Jesus' use of "the Son of Man" instead of "I." 
The exegetical deduction entails a reminiscence of the Son of man’s authority 
in V 10 as well as the allusion to the authority given to the figure like a son of 
man in Dan 7:13. The logical deduction: if the Sabbath came into being on 
account of human beings, then it came into being on account of me. The 
exegetical deduction: but since I am no ordinary human being, but the figure 
like a son of man in Dan 7:13, I am more than a beneficiary of the Sabbath. I 
am also its Lord, who can let my disciples break the Sabbath...." Mark, 145.
72 "Die ursprüngliche Frage iiach der richtigen Sabbatobservanz wird hier 
schon intentional auf die gesamte Gesetzesfrage ausgedehnt und mit dem 
Hinweis auf die Autoritat Davids bzw. auf die diese iiberbietende Autoritat Jesu 
torakritisch beantwortet." Scholtissek, VoiJmacht, 175. Similarly, Gnilka, 
Markus, 1.120.
73 "Plucking Grain," 128-29.
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emphasis lay upon the "legal question," then a direct citation of the 
law in question would be needed in order that the argum ent be 
clearly grotmded. For Quintihan, the difference between what is 
w ritten and what was willed can be argued only on the grounds of 
obscurity {genus ex iu re  obscuro) or of clarity {genus ex iu re  
manifesto) hi both cases, the law in question needs to be 
specified. It has also been suggested that Jesus' citation of the David 
episode is an example of a rabbinic gezerah shewah, an  argum ent 
based on two related  texts.75 in rhetorical terms, this would be a 
legal question concerning ambiguous or contradictory laws. The 
gezerah shewah, however, is based on identical wording in the two 
texts and, in any case, Jesus uses a haggadah ra th e r than  a legal 
text, a halakahJ^ Rather, the David episode reflects a rational stasis 
of quality which admits the wrongdoing but pleads extenuating 
circumstances (need).
On the other hand, Robbins is correct to see the legal question of 
jurisdiction present in  verses 27-28 where Jesus as son of m an 
wrests control of sabbath interpretation from the Pharisees. Two 
quite different rhetorical situations lie behind verses 24-26 and  27- 
28. In a first moment, the early community established its own 
approach to the sabbath, based on proverbial wisdom and the 
authority  of Jesus as son of m an and master, and freed itself from  
Pharisaic restrictions. There is no sign that this original chreia 
reflects a break with the synagogue. Indeed, the story presum es 
th a t the sabbath discussed is the Jewish sabbath. Rather, w hat it 
establishes is a way to deal with Torah legislation different from  the 
Pharisees' stricter practice. At the time of the production of the 
Gospel, Mark inserted the David story, in order to show that there 
was scriptural precedent for Jesus as a teacher to assume 
responsibility for his followers in a perceived breaking of Torah
74 Instit, 7.6.4. "Das genus exiure manifesto (Quint. 7.6.4) 1st fur das 
natürliche Rechtsempfindeii (Quint. 7.6.7 aequitas), wenn es 
unvoreingenommen und spontan hinsiclitlich des Fades urteilt, nicht mit 
einer obscuritas behaftet (deshalb: ius manifestum).” Lausberg, Handbuch, 
§215.2.
75 For example, J. W. Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics in the Synoptic Gospels and 
Acts, Van Gorcum’s Theologische Bibliotheek, 24 (Assen: van Gorcum, 1954), 
106-7.
76 See, D. M. Cohn-Sherbok, "An Analysis of Jesus' Arguments Concerning the 
Plucking of Grain on the Sabbath," JSNT2 (1979): 34.
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legislation. This suggests that he was appealing either to Jews or to 
Jewish Christians of a stricter observance. This would suggest that 
the rhetorical situation of the entire pericope points to an  historical 
situation in  which Jewish Christians were promoting a m ore relaxed 
sabbath observance and were being supported in  this by M a r k .77
4. Evaluation and Conclusions
a) The original form  (verses 23-24.27-28) represents a  very  good 
chreia. It m ay be classified as a  single responsive sayings chreia 
which seeks some explanation (àiroKpiTiKOF kut’ epwr-noiv alnSScs'). The 
chreia-saying employs a  maxhn, an  enthymeme, and a figure. Theon 
would have had no problem in recognizing its form. Robbins would 
consider this to be an  argum entative chreia because of the presence 
of only two of the elements of a fuU elaboration, the maxim and the 
authoritative statement. Given the rhetorical cogency of the 
argum ent in relationship to the setting and question, it seems m ost 
likely tha t the unit had a unitary origin.
b) The two sayings in verses 27-28 are rhetorically coherent and  
use enthymematic, deductive logic. Given this, and the relationship 
between Jesus and the disciples which the previous two pericopes 
probed, it is most likely tha t the two verses together provided the 
original response.
c) Formally, the David story functions as an historical example 
which gives precedence. From the rhetorical point of view, however, 
it destroys the force of the chreia since it is out of place in the 
p a tte rn - it  should follow the chreia-saying in  o rder to bolster its 
argum entative force. Moreover, as has been seen, the content of the
77 TheiRen suggests that the use of the David story reflects the right claimed 
by Christian wandering charismatics to satisfy their hunger on a sabbath 
based on the right of the priests to help themselves to the offerings (cf., 1 
Cor. 9.13; Did. 13.3). "Wanderradikalismus. Literatur-Soziologische Aspekte der 
Überlieferung von Worten Jesu im Urchristentum," ZThK 70 (1973): 261. The 
Markan text, however, shows no interest in missionary activity; 1 Sam. 21 is 
hardly a good text to quote to justify this right—Num. 18.8-9.31 or Deut. 18.1-4 
would have functioned better; 1 Cor. 9.13 and Did. 13.3 talk of the right of the 
preacher to be cared for by the community, rather than looking after 
himself. See Kiilunen, Vollmacht, 218-19.
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story hardly  corresponds to the setting and question. From all three 
view-points of form, rhetoric, and content, the story disrupts the 
original chreia.
W hat attracted Mark to insert the David story was the parallel he 
w anted to create between David and his companions and Jesus and  
his disciples. The interest in the relation between teacher and  
followers is probed in the section 2.13-28. hi 2.13-17, the disciples 
are called upon to justify the behaviour of their master; in the 
following two pericopes, Jesus is called upon to justify the 
behaviour of his disciples. All three emphasize the m utual 
responsibilites of m aster and disciples. In his desire to give this 
relationship biblical precedent, Mark introduced the story of David 
and thereby disrupted the chreia. This may indicate tha t Mark 
failed to recognize the chreia form  in 2.23-28, b u t equally it m ay 
m ean tha t he was prepared  to d isrupt it for his own purposes. In 
either case, it shows that the creation of and preservation of the 
chreia form was not an over-riding concern of Mark.
d) In sum, the original unit is a  very good example of a  chreia, and  a 
strong argum entative strategy is pursued in the response, which 
uses a maxim, a figure and enthymematic reasoning. Mark's 
insertion of the David story disrupted the form and dem onstrates 
th a t Mark was m ore in terested in pursuing his own narrative 
agenda than constructing an elaborated chreia.
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CHAPTER TEN. MARK 3.22-30
1. The Limits of the Unit
a) Introduction
There is a  consensus that this unit is a sub-section of verses 20-35. 
There is disagreement, however, regarding the tradition  history of 
the three units and their precise relationship to each other. There 
are four possibilities proposed regarding the pre-M arkan form  of 
the tradition: that Mark added the traditional verses 31-35 to the 
previous two units which had  already been brought together;^ that 
Mark created verses 21-22 as an introduction to the already 
com bined second and th ird  units; 2 that Mark received three 
traditional units and redactionally combined them^; tha t Mark 
broke up a traditional un it underlying 3.20-21, 31-35 by 
introducing the equally traditional verses 2 2 - 2 9 . 4  In w hat follows, 
it will be argued tha t this last hypothesis best explains the sequence 
in 3.20-35.
b) Verses 20-21
Dibelius' argum ent against a  traditional unit is based on three 
observations: the independent introduction in verse 31, the
1 Pesch, Markus, 1:209; M. E. Boring, "How May We Identify Oracles of 
Christian Prophets in the Synoptic Tradition? Mark 3, 28-29 as a Test Case,"
JBL91 (1972): 519 n. 59.
2 Dibelius, Formgeschichte, 44; Lührmann, Markusevangelium, 74; Gnilka,
Markus, 1:144; J. Lambrecht, "The Relatives of Jesus in Mark," NovT 16 (1974):
242; J. D. Crossan, "Mark and the Relatives of Jesus," NovT 15 (1973): 81-113.
3 Schmidt, Rahmen, 122-23; Taylor, Mark, 235. Taylor is influenced by 
Dibelius* arguments regarding the unlikelihood of a traditional connection 
between verses 20-21 and verses 31-35, but remains unconvinced about the 
Markan origin of the former. Johnson reflects Taylor's position. Mark, 81, 84.
4 Bultmann, Geschichte, 10-11; Albertz, Streitgesprache, 114; Grundmaiin,
Markus, 106-7; Schmithals, Markus, 1:211; Schmid, Mark, 83; Haenchen, Der 
Weg Jesu, 139-40; Ernst, Markus, 116; Johnson, Mark, 80; Anderson, Mark, 120;
Lane, Mark, 141, 147; Brans comb, Mark, 69; Guelich, Mark, 169; Hooker, Mark,
114-15; E. Best, "Markiii. 20, 21, 31-35," NTS22 (1975-76): 313-14; Weiss, Lehre,
163-64; R. Laufen, Die Doppelüberlieferungen der Logienquelle und des 
Markusevangeliums, BBB 54 (Konigstein/Ts.-Bonn: Hanstein, 1980), 149-50.
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difference in  the subjects of the two units,5 and the difficulty in  
understanding why the introduction (verses 20-21) was detached 
from  the body of the narrative in the first placed These difficulties 
are no t insuperable. The new introduction in verse 31 was 
dem anded by the insertion of the intervening verses. The change of 
dramatis personae  in that verse was redactionally driven to forge a 
close link with verse 32 J  Finally, and most im portantly, the 
separation of the two units was due to Mark's "sandwich"- 
technique. In each of the occasions where Mark em ployed this 
device, he always used two traditional units, one of which he 
in terrup ted  through the insertion of the o t h e r I n  this case, the 
specific Unks between the two parts are the house (verse 20; it is 
im plied by the phrase aTijKovTes- in verse 31); the m ention of the 
crowd (verses 20, 32); and the negative attitude displayed in both.9
Gnilka is also convinced of the redactional nature of these verses, 
apart from  the introductory Kcti e p x e m i  d ç  oI k o v , because they not 
only depict the crowd coming to Jesus, typical of Markan 
introductions, bu t also create a parallel with 6.31, which also has 
this them e and m ention of the impossibility of eating. Moreover, for 
him, the them e of lack of understanding present in verse 21 points 
to Markan redaction.lo Gnilka considers that the m ention of
5 This is also noted by Boring who, in addition, points to the difference 
between KpaTfiaai in verse 21 and KccXoOvTeg and CmoOaLv in verse 31. "Oracles," 
519 n. 59.
6 Formgeschichte, 44. Guelich misrepresents Dibelius on this last point when 
he describes it as "the thematic difference between 3:21 and 3:31-35." Mark, 
169.
7 See, Guelich, Mark, 169.
3 See, Guelich, Mark, 169; Best, "Mark iii, 20, 21, 31-35," 314. Not all 
commentators agree on the precise number of "sandwich" arangements 
there are in the Gospel, but the following have been suggested by one or 
more; 4.1-9/14-20; 5.21-24/35-43; 6.7-13/30; 9.37/41; 11.12-14/20-21; 14.1-2/10- 
11; 14.17-21/27-31; 14.54/66-72 15.40-41/15.47-16.8. See, J. R. Donahue, Are You 
the Christ? The Trial Narrative in the Gospel of Mark, SBLDS 10 (Missoula: 
Scholars, 1973), 58-63; Best, "Mark iii. 20, 21, 31-35," 309-19; James R. Edwards, 
"Markan Sandwiches. The Significance of Interpolations in Markan 
Narratives," NovT 31 (1989): 197-98
9 Of the ten times the verb Ciueît^  appears in the Gospel, all are negative (even 
16.6), It is specifically linked up with the verb Kpaieti^  in 12.12. In turn, Kparetv 
is the verb used to describe the arrest of Jesus (14.1, 44, 46, 49). Even the use 
of the verb KaXetv may have a pejorative function since, according to 1.20 and 
2.17, Jesus is the one who does the calling.
Markus, 1:144-45.
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entering the house m ust be traditional since it provides the 
necessary backdrop for the scene in verses 31-35. Yet, both  epxerai 
and  OÏKOF are typically Markan vocabulary. This raises the 
possibility that Mark intervened in a tradition and  reworked it, 
ra th er than  creating it ex nihilo. This possibility becomes probable 
when it is noticed th a t these verses both  reflect certain  M arkan 
themes, bu t also contain vocabulary, syntax, and content which are 
quite uncharacteristic.
Already, a t this point in the Gospel, there are four passages (see,
I.45; 2.1-2, 13; 3.7-10) which depict the crowd being aware of 
Jesus' presence in  the area, and coming to him, with the result that 
(woTc) he and the disciples were prevented from  doing something. 
Together with 6.31, these scenes do seem to reflect M arkan 
redactional interest. However, the double negative gTi(icéTi) ... 
employed here is found elsewhere in the Gospel only in  2.2. Further, 
the use of the verb è^ éoTTi in the sense of being out of one's m ind is 
unique in the Gospel (cf., 2.12; 5.42; 6.51). Finally, the "setting out" 
of those with him  is concluded in verse 31 when they arrive. For 
these reasons, it seems probable that Mark received a trad ition  in  
verses 20-21 which spoke of Jesus' companions accusing him  of 
being out of his mind, and recrafted it in order to em bed it better 
within his n a rad v e .n
c) Verses 22-30.31-35
Crossan takes a  position similar to Dibelius' when he argues tha t the 
original un it consisted of verses 22b, 24-27, 31-34, because these 
passages were already combined in Q  That order, a t least in its 
p resen t Lukan form, begins with an  exorcism (Luke 11.14=Matt.
II.22-23), continues with the Beelzebul controversy (Luke 11.15- 
23=Matt. 12.24-30) and the re tu rn  of more dem ons (Luke 11.24- 
26=Matt. 12.43-45), and concludes with a little story which exalts 
spiritual over biological relationships (Luke 1 1 .2 7 -2 8). 12 Lambrecht
D Similarly Best, "Mark iii. 20, 21, 31-35," 314; Guelich, Mark, 169-70.
12 He comments: "But because of this combination of Beelzebul accusation and 
the statement of Jesus concerning obediential relationship to God rather than 
biological relationship to himself in the Q, basis for Mt. xii and Lk. xi; and 
because of the common theme of doing the will of God in Mark iii 35 and
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goes fu rther and argues that Mark actually knew Q, and suggests 
th a t 3.25a is Mark's version of the m acarism in Luke 11.28, which 
he then  "in a very creative way, elaborated into the scene of an  
actual family meeting."
Lambrecht's explanation depends totally on the acceptance tha t 
Mark knew the order in Q,i4 a  num ber of difficulties present 
themselves. Firstly, why did Mark chooses to om it the initial 
exorcism in Q(Luke 11.14)? The themes of demonic possession and  
expulsion are already established in the Gospel a t this po in t (1.21- 
28, 32-34; 3.11-12), and another similar story would have served 
Mark's purposes w e l l .  15 Such a story, furtherm ore, would have 
provided a concrete cause for the objection, and so have brought the 
pericope more into line with the other controversy dialogues. 
Secondly, both in form  and content, Luke 11.27-28 is so radically 
different from Mark 3.31-35 that a traditional or redactional 
connection remains impossible to prove. In any case, it is 
worthwhile noting tha t Matthew either did no t receive the 
m acarism in his tradition or chose to omit it,i6 Thirdly, both  the 
vocabulary and style of the Markan text vary somewhat from  the 
M atthean and Lukan versions. In those latter, the charge is th a t he 
expels dem ons by Beelzebul, whereas the form er makes die 
(seemingly) double charge of possessing Beelzebul and of expelling 
dem ons by the prince of demons. Furthermore, Jesus' response in 
the M arkan version is in  the conditional mood whereas the others 
are in the indicative. Both Matthew and Luke also end the section
practicing the word of God in Lk. xi 2, both being compared with mere 
familial bonds, it seems necessary to presume that Mark found the Beelzebul 
controversy in iii 22-27 and family meeting in iii 31-35 already united in his 
source." "Relatives," 86-87.
13 "Relatives," 248.
14 The influence of Q,upon Mark in this section is variously argued by D. 
Wenham, "The Meaning of Mark iii.21," NTS21 (1974-75): 299-300, and 
Schmithals, Markus, 1:220-21. Mack simply states that 3.22-30 "appear to be 
Markan re workings of materials and themes already present in Q" Myth, 197.
15 Wenham's tentative suggestion that the astonishment associated with the 
crowd in Q,(Mt. 12.23; Lk 11.14) was transformed by Mark into an accusation 
that they, rather than Jesus, were out of their minds remains highly 
speculative. "Mark iii, 21," 298-300. Henry Wansbrough takes a position 
similar to Wenham's. "Mark iii.21—Was Jesus out of his Mind?" NTS 18 (1971- 
72): 233-35.
16 Lambrecht admits that Luke 11.27-28 may indeed not be a Q,saying. 
"Relatives," 251.
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w ith a  question (Matt. 12.26; Luke 11.18) whereas Mark chooses a 
simple statem ent (3.26). Fourthly, Mark omits certain parts of the 
M atthean and  Lukan texts. He fails to m ention tha t Jesus knew the 
thoughts of his opponents (Matt. 12.25; Luke 11.17), though 
elsewhere he uses that motif (see, 2.8; cf. 8.18). Equally, he omits 
those verses which link the arrival of the kingdom with his 
exorcisms (Matt. 12,27-28; Luke 11.18b-20). On the o ther hand, 
Mark 3.28-29 is absent in the parallel Lukan text.
The differences, then, both in language and style in  the M arkan text, 
and  the omissions evident there, together suggest th a t Mark was 
using a tradition different from  that preserved in Q.17 Crossan's 
suggestion tha t Mark 3.35 is the redactional creation of Mark which 
he  appended to the traditional verses 31-34 serves to underm ine 
his whole argum ent. In those latter verses there is no m ention of 
doing the wül of God; consequently, the suggested parallel to Luke
11.28 in  fact does not exist.^^
d) Conclusion
Together, these observations suggest that neither the first two units 
were joined in the tradition which reached Mark, nor, conversely, 
the second two u n i t s .  The most p ruden t position is to view verses 
22-30 as a mainly traditional piece which Mark then  inserted  into 
ano ther tradition which lies behind verses 20-21.31-35. The reason 
for the use of this sandwich technique becomes clear from  the 
imm ediate context. The previous pericope describes the 
appointm ent of the twelve whose function is no t only to preach and 
have power over the demons bu t also to be with Jesus (3.14: Iva Saiv 
ger’ aiJToij). Indeed this comes first in rank. That pericope, however, 
ends on the rather sombre, and redactional note, tha t Judas was the
17 On the relationships between and among traditions, see M. E. Boring, "The 
Unforgiveable Sin Logion, Mark iii 28-29/Matt xii 31-32/Luke xii 10: Formal 
Analysis and the History of the Tradition," NovT 18 (1976): 258-79. He argues 
"that the Markan and Q.forms represent the culmination of two streams of 
tradition which diverged at some earlier point." "Unforgiveable Sin," 274. 
Similarly, Guelich, Mark, 178. See, Weiss, Lehre, 163.
13 See, Best, "Mark iii. 20, 21, 31-35," 314. Best misrepresents Crossan when he 
has him maintaining that Mark knew Q,
19 The consensus regarding verses 31-35 is that Mark was responsible only 
for verse 31. See, Guelich, Mark, 169-70.
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one OS' tcai TTapeSwKev ctifTov (3.19). At this Stage in the Gospel, Mark 
clearly w anted to show that being with Jesus and betrayal of him  
were no t m utually exclusive. The traditional phrase ol Trap’ uijtox) 
functions well to echo the previous pericope with its foreboding and 
ironic tone. The specification of the family of Jesus as those who 
were with him  serves to deepen the scandal. Placed as they are 
"outside," they anticipate the outsiders of 4.11. The sandwich 
technique thus functions to align the family and disciples of Jesus as 
potential opponents. 6^ There is a further irony, although it is 
difficult to know w hether or not it was in tended by Mark. Verses 
24-27 emphasize tha t a kingdom or a house divided against itself 
cannot stand. Through his redactional comment regarding Judas, 
and  the sandwiching technique which brought together Jesus' 
im m ediate acquaintances, Mark succeeded in introducing a dire 
th rea t to the very existence of the Christian com munity for whom 
he was w r i t in g .T h a t  the house (community) of Jesus could be 
divided, with the consequent disastrous results, is in troduced as a 
very real possibility.
2. Redaction
a) Introduction
The central section of verses 22-30 consists of form ally diverse 
m aterials. There is a controversy narrative (verses 22-26), a 
parabolic saying (verse 27), and a sentence of holy law (verses 28- 
29). Consequently, the possibility of the presence of Markan 
redaction is quite high. The two main problems concern the extent 
to which Mark was responsible for bringing together these
'I
— —   -----------------
26 Weiss goes too far when he comments: "Den Verwandten ist wie den 
Gegnern das Geheimnis der Konigsherrschaft Gottes verschlossen.... Die 
Verwandten stehen auch au&erhaib der Offenbarungsgemeinschaft." Lehre, 
175. Having taken this position, it is strange that he does not examine in more 
detail Crossan’s proposals about the relatives of Jesus.
21 Lane correctly picks up on this allusion. Mark 143 n. 90. To argue that 
Mark was engaged in a polemic against the Jerusalem Church (Crossan, 
"Relatives," 110-13) would be to suggest that Mark was trying to create the 
very separation about which he was warning.
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m aterials, and the extent to which he intervened within t h e m .22 in 
w hat follows, it will be argued tha t Mark's hand  is evident only in 
verses 22a, 23 a, and  30. It will also be m aintained tha t the 
substance of verses 22-30 was already connected in the tradition 
which came to Mark.
b) Verse 22
This ra th er dense verse specifies the accusers (22a) and  makes two 
charges (22bc). It seems m ost likely that Mark was responsible for 
introducing the "scribes from Jerusalem." For him, the scribes were 
the first and major group who sought confrontation with Jesus (2.6, 
16), and he had already contrasted Jesus' teaching with theirs 
(1.22). The designation "scribes from  Jerusalem" reappears m  7.1, 
and  is unique to Mark. With this phrase, Mark aimed to introduce a 
fu rther note of threat, since Jerusalem is almost always depicted in  
negative and hostile terms in the Gospel (see, 10.32, 33; 11.1, 11,
15, 27; 14.4D.23
Some com m entators suggest tha t Mark introduced the first charge 
of Beelzebul possession. Their reasons are varied. Bultmann 
suggests tha t it reflects the Hellenistic notion of a dem on-possessed 
magician, in contrast to the more Semitic style of the second charge. 
Mark's intention, he further maintains, was to Hnk up the accusation 
of possession in  verse 21 with that of being in league with the devil. 
The absence of the accusation in the Q  materials is also noted by 
m any commentators. That there is only a reprise of this charge in
22 A number of commentators follow Bultmann {Geschichte, 11) in arguing 
that verses 28-29 were added by Mark. See, Lührmann, Markusevangelium,
76; Crossan, "Relatives," 94; Lambrecht, "Relatives," 248. Regarding Mark's 
interventions within the traditions, there is less agreement concerning 
Markan responsibility for the first accusation in verse 22b, and Jesus' answer 
in verse 23b. Both are attributed to Mark by Weiss, Lehre, 166-67. Markan 
responsibilty for verse 22b is argued by Bultmann, Geschichte, 11; Guelich, 
Mark, 174. That verse 23b is Markan is held by, Schmithals, Markus, 1:222; 
Gnilka, Markus, 1:146; Lrnst ("vielleicht"), Markus, 117; Crossan, "Relatives," 
90-91; Hultgren, Adversaries, 102.
23 See, Bultmann, Geschichte, 12; Dibelius, Formgeschichte, 221; Taylor, Mark, 
238; Grundmann, Markus, 109; Gnilka, Markus, 1:146; Ernst, Markus, 117; 
Guelich, Mark, 174; Crossan, "Relatives," 88-89; Carlston, "Parables," 132; 
Laufen, Doppelüberlieferungen, 133, 154; Hultgren, Adversaries, 102; Weiss, 
Lehre, 167. There is no need, therefore, of the historicizing explanations 
which commentators such as Lane {Mark, 141) or Cranfield give {Mark, 135).
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verse 30, and no counter to it in  any of the rest of the units, is 
advanced as another argum ent for its redactional nature.24
Once again, a  clear distinction should be m ade between arguing that 
the charge is a creatio ex nihilo  by Mark and the argum ent that 
Mark simply reworked the tradition. The reprise in verse 30 is 
illustrative. The verse is very similar to the first charge in  verse 
22b, bu t with the im portant difference that "Beelzebul" is dropped 
and replaced by "an unclean spirit." Now, it is commonly noted that 
the nam e Beelzebul fails to appear in extant Jewish literature, and  
various attem pts to explain it have been offered.25 Clearly, it was an 
unusual name. This suggests that Mark's audience would have had  
little understanding of its meaning and that, to rectify this, Mark 
offered an  explanation of the term  in verse 30. This would 
correspond to his practice of explaining unknown terms through 
asides to his audience (e.g., 7.3-4) or straight translations (e.g., 5.41; 
15.22, 34).26 Verse 30, then, first and foremost offers an 
explanation, ra ther than forming an i n c i u s i o . 27 Consequently, it may 
be surm ised th a t Mark received the charge in a form  very similar to 
tha t of Q but, unlike Matthew and Luke, chose to offer his audience 
an explanation of it in verse 30. The reform ulation of the charge 
was thus influenced by the form  of the redactional aside in verse 
30, and so took on the appearance of a double question. However, it 
rem ains only an appearance, since Mark's principal aim was to 
explain. Viewed in this light, the double charge is hardly  making a 
distinction between demonic possession and demonic assistance.23 
This is confirm ed by the fact that the first charge drops from  view 
until it reappears in  verse 30. If Mark had introduced it as a  
separate charge, why did he fail to counter it?
24 See, Bultmann, Geschichte, 11; Lohmeyer, Markus, 78; Schweizer, Markus, 
45; Gnilka, Markus, 1:145; Guelich, Mark, 174; Laufen, Doppelüberlieferungen, 
153; Weiss, Lehre, 167-68.
25 See, for example, L. Gaston, "Beelzebul," TZ 18 (1962): 247-55; E C. B. 
Maclaurin, "Beelzeboul," NovT20 (1978): 156-60.
26 Taylor is the only commentator who picks up on this. Mark, 244.
27 Contra Guelich, Mark, 174, 180. If Mark had intended verses 22b and 30 to 
function principally as an inciusio, why did he substitute "Beelzebul" with 
"an unclean spirit"?
23 Contra Crossan, "Relatives," 89. The most one can say is that Mark, rightly 
or wrongly, equated the two.
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together with verses 24-25, then verse 23b m ust have been  added 
at the written stage, viz., by M a rk .3 4  The argum ents of Weiss and
c) Verse 23
The first p a rt of the verse is m ost probably from  Mark. The phrase 
mi TTpoaKaX€0[iai with an object is a  favourite of Mark which he uses 
as a "standard redactional connective."29 Equally so is his 
description of Jesus’ speaking kv mpapoXois' (see, 4.2, 10; 12.1, 12).30 
More difficult to evaluate is the rem ainder of the verse. A num ber 
of argum ents have been pu t forward in favour of Markan 
redaction.3i Hultgren argues that its absence in Q  indicates Markan 
authorship. This argum ent falls if, as has been argued, Mark was not 
directly dependent upon 0,32 o n  a more formal note, Gnilka argues 
tha t the bridge verse 23b breaks the parallelism  of verses 2 4 - 2 6 . 3 3  
Arguing similarly, Weiss suggests that since verse 23b forms an  
inclusion with verse 26, and since this latter verse was com posed
i
I
29 See, Crossan, "Relatives," 89. Similarly, Bultmann, Geschichte, 356;
Schweizer, Markus, 46; Taylor, Mark, 239; Johnson, Mark, 82; Laufen, 
Doppelüberlieferungen, 133, 154. The referent of aÙToO? is unclear. It should 
be noted, however, that nowhere in the Gospel is Jesus depicted as 
summoning the religious leaders. Those summoned are either the crowd (7.14;
8.34) or the disciples (3.13; 6,7; 8.1; 10.42; 12.43). The crowd is specifically 
mentioned in 3.20, and the disciples elliptic ally in 3.21. Peabody argues that 
the TrofXtv in 7.14 which describes the crowd’s summons refers back to a 
previous summons, which can only be 3.23, since of the three texts which 
appear before 7.14 that is the only one in participial form. Consequently, 
both are from the hand of Mark, since "[n]o other redactor would have been 
in a position to unite such widely separated literary contexts within the 
gospel." Mark as Composer, 131.
30 Pesch, Markus, 1:214; Gnilka, Markus, 1:146; Schmithals, Markus, 1:221;
Schweizer, Markus, 46; Ernst, Markus, 117; Gnilka, Mark, 175; Hultgren,
Adversaries, 102; laufen, Doppelüberlieferungen, 133, 154. Crossan,
"Relatives," 90. It is interesting to note that the next usage of the phrase kv 
irapaHoXats' occurs in 4.2 where Jesus is clearly teaching the crowd. This is a 
further indication that the referent in 3.23 is the crowd.
31 Both Johnson {Mark, 82) and Anderson {Mark, 121-22) maintain that the 
entire verse is from Mark, but their arguments focus only on the first part of 
the verse.
32 Adversaiies, 102. Hultgren accepts that Mark was not directly dependent 
upon Q, so it is all the more difficult to understand why he argues that verse 
23b necessarily came from Mark. Adversaries, 104. Crossan has a similar 
difficulty. On the one hand, he accepts that Mark was not dependent upon Q 
yet on the other he argues that the omission of the verse in Matt. 12.25 and 
Luke 11.17 is an argument for Markan authorship. "Relatives," 91.
33 Markus, 1:146. Similarly, Crossan, "Relatives," 90
34 Lehre, 166-67. He further argues that since verses 28-29.30 were added by 
Mark as a counter to the first question (verse 22b), then the 
"Gliederungssignale" in verse 23b were also added by him. It is very doubtful
7
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Gnilka bo th  suffer from  a certain form-critical formalism, with its 
concom itant rigid way of viewing the growth of the tradition. In the 
section on rhetorical criticism, it will be argued tha t verse 23b 
functions well as a chreia-saying in response to the question in  
verse 22c, and tha t verses 24-26 function as an  initial elaboration 
of tha t saying. In any case, it should be noted tha t verse 23b 
m irrors quite closely the accusation in verse 22c: the verb kK^aWeiv 
is used in both, and there is a good balance between kv tw apxovTi 
Twv Saiiioviwv/TO 6ai|Jiovia and laiavâç/'ï.aTavàv. There is a high 
probability, then, tha t Mark received the question from  his 
tradition,
d) Verse 30
The phrase ( t o )  iwcvna ( t o )  à m O a p T o v  is a favourite of M a r k , 3 5  and  all 
the o ther synoptic uses of it derive from him. Not only does it 
function as an  explanation of the strange term  Beelzebul, bu t it also 
serves to link up the accusation with Jesus' previous exorcisms (see, 
1.21-28; 3.11-12). Moreover, it resembles those explicatory yap 
phrases which Mark uses regularly throughout the Gospel (e.g., 1.16, 
22, 38; 2.15 etc). The verse is clearly Markan.36
e) Verses 28-29
Before leaving this section, it should be noted tha t there is no 
consensus concerning w hether verses 28-29 were added  to the 
context by Mark,37 or came to him  already joined to the previous 
verses.38 The strongest arguments for Markan responsibility come 
from  Lambrecht and Crossan, both of whom consider that Mark
that Mark added verses 28-29, as will be argued, and even if he had, it is 
difficult to see how they were viewed by him as a counter to the question in 
verse 22b.
35 See, 1.23, 26, 27; 3.11; 5.2, 8, 13; 6.7; 7.25; 9.25.
36 This is the position of the vast majority of commentators.
37 See, Bultmann, Geschichte, 11; Lührmann, Markusevangelium, 76; Taylor, 
Mark, 241; Grundmann, Markus, 110; Schmithals, Markus, 1:223; Laufen, 
Doppelüberlieferungen, 154; Crossan, "Relatives," 92-93; Lambrecht, 
"Relatives," 248; Best, "Markiii. 20, 21, 31-35," 316; Weiss, Lehre, 164.
38 See, Lohmeyer, Markus, 78; Ernst, Markus, 117; Pesch, Markus, 1:209-10; 
Schmid, Markus, 84; Gnilka, Markus, 1:146; Guelich, Mark, 170-71; Cranfield, 
Mark, 135; Boring, "Unforgiveable Sin," 279.
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radically reworked the Q form  of the saying. However, it has 
already been argued tha t it is extremely unlikely th a t Mark knew 
this form. The possibility still rem ains tha t he received the verses 
from  the tradition and inserted them  into the present context. The 
m ajor difficulty with this position is that the verses go off in  a 
direction quite different from verses 22-26.27, using different 
language, form, and argumentative strategy. They are concerned 
with forgiveness and blasphemy, rather than  demonic possession. 
The redactional verse 30, however, returns to the initial accusation 
of possession in  verse 22b, and functions as an explanation of tha t 
accusation. Apart from the link-word "spirit," its relationship with 
verses 28-29 is ra th er weak, and  it makes little a ttem pt to pick up 
on the themes in those verses. Consequently, the reasons for Mark's 
insertion of them  here are unclear. There is also a  stylistic problem . 
W here Mark uses his "sandwich"-technique, he norm ally uses two 
traditional units, and separates one through the insertion of the 
o ther.39 It seems unlikely th a t he would have taken another 
separate traditional unit and inserted it into the sandwich, 
especially given the quite different argum entative th rust of th a t 
unit. On balance, then, it seems m ore likely th a t verses 28-29 came 
to Mark already associated with the preceding verses.
f) Conclusion
In sum, verses 22-30 in substance came to Mark already connected. 
The redactional additions are to be found in verses 22a, 23a and 30, 
and  the reform ulation of the accusation in verse 22. Through these 
additions, Mark succeeded in adum brating the final fate of Jesus in 
Jerusalem  a t the hands of the religious leaders, while at the same 
time pushing forward his characterization of Jesus as the one who 
calls. Finally, there is introduced for the first time the portra it of 
Jesus the parable speaker, through which the them e of 
insiders/outsiders is anticipated.
39 See, Guelich, Mark, 171.
■I
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3. Form and Transmission
a) Introduction
b) Verses 22-26 (minus verses 22a.23a)
In tills section, it will be argued that verses 22-30 are the resu lt of 
the am algam ation of three separate units. Verses 22-26 represen t 
the original controversy dialogue, verse 23b constituting a good 
chreia-saying in  response to the accusation, with verses 24-26 
offering further argum enation in support. The argum entation 
reflects the world of everyday wisdom. The second unit, verse 27, 
also came from  this world, but once joined to verses 24-26, took on 
a certain eschatological dimension. Finally, regarding the th ird  unit, 
verses 28-29, the lack of consensus regarding the form  and function 
of these verses will be discussed, by way of p reparation  for their 
rhetorical analysis in the following section.
Bultmann's argum ent that verses 22-26 m ost likely form ed the 
original controversy dialogue is followed by m any c o m m e n ta to r s .^ ^  
As has already been noted, verse 23b causes a difficulty to a 
num ber of com mentators because of its absence in Q, If, however, 
neither the Markan nor Q,text is a redactional derivative of the 
other, then  the need to posit necessary Markan responsibilty for the 
saying disappears. From the point of view of the chreia form, verse 
23b functions well as a  chreia response. Its p ithy and hum orous 
nature, its brevity, and  argum entative twist all reflect the chreia 
tradition. Verses 24-26 function well as argum entative 
developm ents of the saying, bu t would not themselves have worked
40 Geschichte, 10-11. See, Gnilka, Markus, 1:145; Guelich, Mark, 170; Schmid, 
Mark, 84; Schweizer, Markus, 46; Johnson, Mark, 82; Lührmann, 
Markusevangelium, 74; Laufen, Doppeliiberlieferungen, 133; Weiss, Lehre, 
165-66. Hultgren argues that the saying about blasphemy against the Holy 
Spirit (resembling more the Q, rather than Markan form) supplied the 
conclusion to the original apophthegm. Adversaries, 104-6. For him the 
entire pericope is a Christian composition, created to offer forgiveness to 
those who rejected Jesus during his ministry, but who later accepted him as 
the exalted son of man. He fails, however, to explain why the original "son of 
man" was changed to "the sons of men" at the pre-Markan stage. The clear 
difference in forms (wisdom saying/Amen saying + sentence of holy law) 
also suggests different originating milieux.
I
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well as a clireia-response.41 There is no need, then, to m aintain that 
the dialogue was non-unitary in origin.42 The saying clearly reflects 
the world of wisdom and is lacking in any Christological or 
ecclesiological dimensions. The final phrase, àWa jé'koç exei, reflects 
Hellenistic terminology for the end of life,43 and confirms the 
Hellenistic influence upon the shaper of these verses.44
c) Verse 27
It is commonly accepted than  verse 27 circulated separately bu t 
was attached to the previous verse at the pre-M arkan stage.45 Many 
com m entators also accept that the verse may have come from  Jesus 
himself.46 Here, they contend, is evidence of Jesus’ eschatological 
preaching of the Kingdom. This sort of reading depends upon an 
intertextual relationship with Is. 49.24-25, or 53.12 (the precise 
choice varies with the commentators),47 and more often than  not, an
I
41 Minette de Tillesse sounds rather imperialistic when he notes à propos of 
these verses: "Nous, Occidentaux, avons toujours tendence à examiner la 
rigueur du raissonnenient employé, et, précisément, celui-ci ne nous 
convainc guère. Mais pour des Orientaux, le raisonnement compte moins que 
ce qui est insinué." Secret méssianique, 100.
42 Contra Hultgren, Adversaries, 101-9.
43 See, Lohmeyer, Markus, 79; Gnilka, Markus, 1:158. Cf., Heb. 7.3.
44 Weiss suggests that the phrase was added ("môglicherweise") when verse 
27 was joined to the unit, but does not offer any supporting arguments.
Lehre, 166. Hultgren considers it a Markan addition because of its absence in 
Q, Adversaries, 102. If, however, the first accusation in verse 22b was 
original, as has been argued, then the phrase at the end of verse 26 echoes 
that accusation (BecACepoùX exei/TeXo? exei) and functions as an inclusio to the 
unit.
45 Its previous independence is suggested strongly not only by the variant 
forms in Q,and the Gospel of Thomas 35, but also its differing argumentative 
approach. Verses 23-26 use the metaphor of internal division, whereas verse 
27 uses the metaphor of invasion. See, Weiss, Lehre, 165-66; Gnilka, Markus, 
1:150. Tannehill also notes the different argumentative strategies when he 
writes that "the addition of vss. 27-30 somewhat reduces the climactic effect 
of vss. 24-26." "Apophthegms," 1815. Best talks of "a stutter in the argument at 
this point." Temptation, xxi.
4b See, Grundmann, Markus, 111; Guelich, Mark, 176; Schweizer, Markus, 46; 
Gnilka, Markus, 1:150; Schmithals, Markus, 1:223; Ernst, Markus, 120.
Cranfield reveals just why it is so tempting to accept this verse as authentic: 
"it would be a trace of Jesus’ consciousness of being the Servant of the Lord." 
Mark, 138.
47 ig 4 9 .2 4 -2 5 :  iiii X4n4^ rocL n g  irapà yfyccvToç: aKûXoc; Koci èai  ^ aî-xrocXcûTciJcrig Tig
à S iK û ig , acù0ijcrerai; o S r iiig  X eyei Kuptog ’Ectv T ig  aixpccXwretiorxi y iy a v r a ,  Xirim[r€TOCL aKOXa- 
XapPccv-cuv Sè irapà la x ^ o v r o g  CFfûflijcreraL- iy ù  5è TTji’ K p ia ir  aou K pivâ, Kai &yA roùg  
uLoug aou puaopai- Is 53.12: 5 i à  roOro a ù io g  i<Xiripovo|iTiaeL TToXXoùg i<al tiSv laxupmK 
pepiei aKOXa.
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allegorical reading of the v e r s e .48 Yet the exact relationship with 
these passages is not spelled out. Derrett, for instance, can only 
m anage to say tha t "it is known that 3 : 2 7  is related  somehow to Is. 
4 9 : 2 4 - 2 5 .  In fact it seems tha t Jesus has w ritten a m idrash upon  the 
passage."49 There is, however, no verbal correspondence between 
Mark 3 . 2 7  and  Is. 4 9 . 2 4 - 2 5 ,  unless one equates 6  l a x u p o s -  w ith y i v a s - ,  
as Taylor does.^o Moreover, there is no question of the yiyaç  in  Is.
4 9  indicating Satan. The "strong" of Is. 5 3 . 1 2  is plural ( t o v  l a x u p w v )  
and  there is no notion of "bindmg," but rather of dividing. Also 
im portant to note is tha t the context of the saying in Gospel o f  
Thomas is th a t of proverbial wisdom and there is no h in t of the 
presence of allegory or eschatological awareness. FinaUy, there is no 
evidence of laxupos* ever having been used as a  title for Satan. These 
observations together indicate that 3 . 2 7 ,  as a free-floating saying, 
neither echoed the verses in  Isaiah nor revealed any eschatological 
awareness concerning the binding of Satan.51 it came from  
proverbial wisdom. 5 2 Only once it was attached to verses 23-26 did
a ^ L o O v T e g  àvet^yevai irccvra T o î g  G u r a n é u o i g .  ("After he had given aid tO the
■’f t
48 For instance, Guelich notes: "Clearly the "strong man" (laxypdg) stands for 
Satan; his "possessions" (aKcuTi) represents those possessed; the "binding"
(Siiaxi) of the "strong man" takes place in Jesus’ ministry; and the 
"plundering" (eiapTTaaei) bespeaks Jesus' own exorcism of those "possessed."
Mark, 176. Schweizer argues against such allegorical interpretations on the 
grounds that Jesus’ other parables were not constructed in that way. Markus,
47. Similarly, Anderson, Mark, 121. Pesch maintains that the verb 6ew belongs 
to the language of exorcism. Markus, 1:215 n. 18. Similarly, Taylor, Mark, 241.
This was hardly so for Mark since, of the eight occurences of the verb in the 
Gospel, three refer to physical arrest (6.17; 15.1, 7), and four to restraint (5.3,
4; 11.2, 4).
‘^ '^Mark, 1:87-88. It seems curious that, having said this, he proceeds to read
the passage intertextually with Ex 14.1-4.
50 Mark, 241.
51 Best emphasizes the point that if the saying was originally separate, then 
one cannot deduce its meaning from the Markan context. He tentatively 
suggests that it could have functioned as some exhortation to the disciples 
such as "Hold on to what you have; do not let your hands be tied." Temptation, 
xxi. Lührmann notes that the saying is "ein Bildwort, das sich in irgendeiner 
Weise auf Jesu Wirken beziehen muB, aber doch nur eine allgemeine Regel 
bietet, wie man es anstellen konnte, einem Starken etwas wegzunehmen. 1st 
der Starke der Satan, zeigt 27 nur, wie schwer es ist, gegen ihn anzukommen, 
nicht, daB er schon gefesselt ist." Markusevangelium, 76. Similarly, Johnson,
Mark, 82-83.
52 Plutarch tells a story about Cimon which seems to belong to the same world 
of thought as the saying in Mark: ’Enel 5è poTiBiiaag Totg AaKeSaipovLOLg aiTi]€L 5ia  
KoptvBou TTiv OTTpaTLav aywv eveKdXet AdxocpTog aÙT^  irplv rot g TToXtTccg
elcrayaydrTL to ffTpccTeupa- kocl yap 6upav Kdij/avTag dXXoTp(!av ouk eicLévaL irpoTepor If 
Tor Kupior KcXeOaai. Kai 6 Kipwv, ’AXX’ oux ûpdg, direr, AdxccpTe, Tdg KXewraCmr 
Kai Meyepéwr iruXag KdifavTeg, dXXà KaTaax^ VarTeg eiaejlidaaaBe psTa twv oirXmr
7 .
■I;
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it take on the connotation of the defeat of Satan and, consequently, 
an  eschatological dimension.53
It has already been argued that Mark did not know the Cl text and, 
in all likelihood, was using a  tradition which had  undergone a 
separate, non-linear development. This makes the argum ents of
d) Verses 28-29
These verses consist of an  "Amen-saying" and a "sentence of holy 
law," and reappear in variant forms both in Cl(==Luke 12.10) and  
Gospel o f  Thomas 44. That they were a later addition to the 
previous verses is strongly suggested by the different language 
(forgiveness/Holy Spirit), rhetoric (pronouncement ra ther than 
argum entation), and form (holy law rather than parable). Because of 
the apparen t discrepancy between the verses, the first of which 
offers total forgiveness, and the second of which introduces an 
exception, some com m entators suggest tha t verse 29 was a la ter 
church addition to an original saying of Jesus.54 Others argue that 
the verses were conceived together, either by the historical Jesus,55 
or by the early C h u r c h , 5 6 or by Mark himself, who radically 
reworked the (Ifo rm  of the logion.57
Lacedaemonians, he was going back home with his forces through the 
Isthmus of Corinth, when Lachartus upbraided him for having introduced 
his army before he had conferred with the citizens. 'People who knock at 
doors,' said he, 'do not go in before the owner bids them'; to which Cimon 
replied, 'And yet you Corinthians, O Lachartus, did not so much as knock at 
the gates of Cleonae and Megara, but hewed them down and forced your way 
in under arms, demanding that everything be opened up to the stronger.'"). 
Lives 17,1.
53 To argue that the verse and context represent an ongoing "cosmic 
struggle" between Jesus and Satan, as does J. M. Robinson {The Problem o f 
History in Mark and Other Studies, 4th ed. STM 21 [London: SCM, 1971], 83), or 
depict the plundering after the decisive victory over Satan at the Temptation, 
as does Best {Temptation, xxi-xxiii, 15), are both over-interpretations of the 
text. It is difficult to see how Mark intended to make some grand theological 
point by linking up this passage with the Temptation scene. In any case, 
Satan is a very minor character in the Gospel. Similarly, Guelich, Mark, 176- 
77; Gnilka, Markus, 1:150 n. 34.
54 See, Gnilka, Markus, 1:150; Ernst, Markus, 120; Schweizer, Markus, 46.
55 See, Pesch, Markus, 1:218.
5b See, Boring, "Oracles," 511-15; also, "Unforgiveable Sin Logion," 274-76.
57 Crossan, "Relatives," 92-95; Lambrecht, "Relatives," 248.
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both  Lambrecht and Crossan ra ther tenuous.58 That verse 29 was an 
addition by the early church to a saying of Jesus is questionable on 
two grounds. Firstly, the pattern  of a general rule followed by a 
specific exception has been shown to be a Semitic idiom, nam ed 
variously as a  "relative negation,"or "dialectical negation."59 The 
idiom  places together both  a positive and negative statem ent 
resulting in even greater emphasis being placed on the second. 
Secondly, even given the overloadedness of the saying, it is clearly 
constructed in  a  chiastic pattern, bo Together, these formal 
observations suggest strongly tha t the verses were conceived in a 
unitary  fashion.
There is no consensus regarding the form and function of these 
verses. Bultmann analyses them  in his section dealing with those 
legal sayings and church rules which take up a position regarding 
the law or Jewish piety.bi Although he accepts tha t certain  sayings 
of Jesus were oracles of early Christian prophets, and  argues that 
prophecy helps explain the growth of the tradition, he never offers 
any detailed analysis of their function and place in the early church, 
no r indicates how a certain saying should be identified as a 
prophetic oracle. This is what E. Kasemann attem pts to rem edy in 
his investigation of "sentences of holy law." Arguing tha t the best 
examples of these sentences are to be seen in 1 Cor. 3.17; 14.38 and 
Rev. 22.18-19, he concludes that the form is characterized by five
58 Guelich further notes that the form of the saying in Mark is chiastic, 
whereas the Q, saying takes the form of antithetic parallelism. Mark, 178.
59 See, A. Kuschke, "Das Idiom der 'relativen Negation' im Neuen Testament' 
als semitisches Idiom," ZNW43 (1950-51): 263; H. Kruse, "Die 'dialektische 
Negation' als semitisches Idiom," VT4 (1954): 385-400. Examples are Gen. 2.16- 
17; Exod. 12.10. Guelich comments: "The force of the general statement adds 
special gravity to the exception." Mark, 179.
bO Boring offers the following ABB^A  ^ pattern:
A TTOÏVTa TOÎg utoig t {3v  àvBptiîirdiv t o I  apapTfjpaTa Kal aL
PXcco-(j>TlPLaL
B oaa kàv |îXaatj)Tipirjati)ffLV
'ôg S’ av (lXaa(|)T|pYia%i elg  t o  irveOpa t o  aytop,
Ai oiiK a(|)€crir dg t o v  alfiva, àWà evoxSg a^TLV ccimviou àpapTîfpttTog-
"Unforgiveable Sin," 268. On pages 214-11, he goes on to give a putative pre- 
Markan form. Lambrecht's analysis is essentially the same, except that, 
inexplicably, he places the phrase og S’ &v |lXaa4)iipiiati in B rather than Bi. 
"Relatives," 248. See, F. Neirynck, Duality in Mark. Contributions to the Study 
o f the Markan Redaction, BETL 31 (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1972), 
146.
bi Geschichte, 138.
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elements: chiasm, a protasis and apodosis with the same verb in 
each, the appeal to ius talionis, an introductory casuistic legal form  
(ear tiç or 6ç av) in the protasis, and a concluding future indicative 
or present passive in the a p o d o s i s . xhe use of the future tense 
shows that the retribution was considered to be eschatological bu t 
nonetheless immanent, given the community's belief of the 
nearness of the last day. The sentences are thus eschatological, legal 
judgements.
The prophetic, oracular nature of these sentences is established by 
Kasemann through reference to Rev. 22.18-19, where the 
eschatological ius talionis is twice m entioned in reference to 
prophecy. As such, they cannot be viewed as statem ents concerning 
church discipline, bu t rather are better described as charismatic 
law.b3 The same form is also to be found in certain synoptic texts 
(Mark 4.24; 8.38; Matt. 5.19; 6.14, 15). These cannot be reduced to 
simple threats, since they were u ttered to reveal tha t judgem ent 
was already underway. Consequently, they were no t so m uch 
parenetic statem ents as utterances of curse and blessing, with a 
view to the im m anent arrival of the Parousia. This clear expectation 
of the end shows tha t this type of sentence em erged out of very 
early Christianity: "it belongs to the community of the time 
im m ediately after Easter, with its apocalyptic expectation of an 
im m anent end and its prophet-leaders." 64 Consequently, the Sitz im  
Lehen of this eschatological divine law was that early situation in 
which prophets judged the community, as once Israel was judged 
by the old prophets.bs
62 "Satze Heiligen Rechtes im Neuen Testament," NTS 1 (1954-55): 248-60. 
Published in English as "Sentences of Holy Law in the New Testament," in 
New Testament Questions o f Today (London: SCM: 66-81). Other instances 
where the form is present, thought to a lesser extent, are: Gal. 1.9; 1 Cor. 16.22; 
2 Cor. 9.16; Rom. 2.12. He also argues that real edicts of the Spirit are being 
promulgated in the various ordinances given by Paul in 1 Cor. 14.13, 28, 35,
37.
63 "We are concerned here with a divine law in which God himself remains 
the agent and, inasmuch as God makes it to be promulgated and executed by 
charismatic men, may be called charismatic law." "Sentences of Holy Law,"
73.
64 "Sentences of Holy Law," 78.
65 With the passing of time, and the waning of eschatological expectation, 
this type of sentence did take on a more parenetic form, as 2 Cor. 9.6 and Rom. 
2.12 demonstrate, especially in the change from the jussive to the imperative.
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E. M. Boring is at one with Kasemann in  his acceptance of the 
prophetic nature of the sentences of holy law. The latter's influence 
is clear when Boring concludes that these sayings have "a dom inant 
eschatological orientation, eschatological paraclesis, rebuke of 
im m orality and pronouncem ent of proleptic judgm ent of the Last 
D a y ."  66 He is aware, however, that Kasemann was in  danger of 
circular argum ent in  his attem pt to discover the formal 
characteristics of Christian p r o p h e c y .6 7  Consequently, he pursues a 
methodological quest to find criteria for identifying these prophets 
and  the formal marks of their speech, while avoiding circular 
argum entation. From an analysis of the extra-synoptic New 
Testam ent materials, and also of Didache and Hernias, he provides a 
characterization of early Christian prophets and also the formal 
m arks of their s p e e c h .6 8  The characteristics of the prophet were his 
status as church figure, as hom o religiosus, as herm eneut of 
scripture and tradition, and as eschatological preacher. The formal 
characteristics of his speech are to be seen in his speaking for the 
risen  Lord in the first person, in the sentences of holy law and 
"eschatological correlative," in the initial Amen, and in the blessing 
and curse.
î'î.
The analyses of both Kasemann and Boring have been criticized in 
various w a y s .69 Klaus Berger takes the view tha t these sayings
By the time of the Pastorals, it was being used in ecclesiastical administrative 
and disciplinary law. Nonetheless, the perspective of eschatological law was 
still maintained in Paul's decisions concerning community life.
66 Sayings o f the Risen Christ. Christian Prophecy in the Synoptic Tradition, 
SNTSMS 46 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 136; id., "Christian 
Prophecy and the Sayings of Jesus: The State of the Question," NTS 29 (1983); 
104-12.
67 "One could wish that Kasemann had supported his view that chiasmus and 
jus talionis are formal marks of prophetic speech with more evidence from 
outside the Synoptics before relying on them as indicators of prophetic 
material in the synoptic tradition." "Oracles," 514.
68 Sayings, 58-136.
69 See, for instance, Klaus Berger, "Zu den sogennanten Satzen heiligen 
Rechts," NTS 17 (1970-71): 10-40; "Die sog. 'Satze heiligen Rechts* im N.T. Ihre 
Funktion und ihr Sitz im Leben," TZ 5 (1972): 305-30; David Hill, New 
Testament Prophecy, Marshall's Theological Library (London: Marshall, 
Morgan & Scott, 1979); David E. Aune, Prophecy in Early Christianity and the 
Ancient Mediterranean World (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1983); 
Thomas Gillespie, The First Theologians: A Study in Early Christian Prophecy 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994).
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originated in a wisdom rather than a prophetic milieu. Faithful to 
his own form  critical agenda, he examines them  from  their 
grammatical-syntactical make up of protasis and apodosis. Four 
types of sentence emerge.^o The correspondence between the two 
clauses, he argues, is a m ark most especially of wisdom literature 
where the future retribution or reward was considered both  
individual and innerworldly. There, the "eschatology" was simply 
tha t the future would be so different that evil would be punished 
and  goodness rewarded, and all in relation to the previous deeds.71 
From an investigation of the parallels in wisdom and  
intertestam ental literature he concludes that this type of sentence 
should be considered parenetic ra ther than judgem ental. Like 
wisdom, it taught that every deed had its consequences and  was 
form ulated according to an inner logic rather than  a charismatic 
utterance. Its force, that is, depended not on the authority  of the 
speaker, bu t upon the world view which it presupposed.72 it was 
only with the rise of apocalyptic that this future result becam e both  
otherworldly and collective. Moreover, the rew ard or punishm ent 
were no longer automatic results, bu t now bound up with the divine 
action. Those New Testament texts which look to the action of God in 
the future are evidence of the wisdom tradition becoming 
accommodated to that of apocalyptic.73 Placed in the m outh of Jesus,
70 Those whose protasis begins with og (ycfp) kdv\ those which begin with with 
TTocg 6 + present partciple, or irag o a n g  followed by a future verb in the 
apodosis; those with the protasis introduced by orav followed by an imperitive 
or vetitive in the apodosis; and those which follow the similar patterns either 
of kdv + subjunctive + aorist imperative, or Kal kdv + aorist imperative. Satzen, 
16-19. It should be noted that Aune incorrectly describes Berger's sentence of 
the first type when he states that the present participle comes in the apodosis 
rather than the protasis {Prophecy 418 n. 41), and that Gillespie mistakes the 
sentence of the fourth type when he states that kdv is followed by a 
conjunction rather than a subjunctive {Coniunctivum). The First 
Theologians, 13 n. 59.
71 "Die 'Eschatolgie' dieser Satze ist denkbar einfach: Die Zukunft wird die 
Verhaltnisse so umkehren, daB Ungerechte bestraft und Gerechte belohnt 
werden, und zwar genau ihrem jetzigen Tun entsprechend." "Zu den 
sogennanten Satzen heiligen Rechts," 20.
72 "Nicht die Autoritat des Redenden verpflichtet, sondern die aufgezeigte 
Folge soli den Angeredeten zur richtigen Erwagung von Schaden und Nutzen 
und zur Einsicht bringen." "Zu den sogennanten Satzen heiligen Rechts," 20.
73 "Satze dieser Art sind daher weisheitliche apokalyptische Belehrung. Eine 
Nahe zu einem 'Prophetentum' oder gar zu enthusiastischen AuBerungen ist 
nicht festzustellen. Die Autoritat dieser Satze beruht nicht auf der Person 
ihres Verkünders oder des Sendenden, sondern besteht in ihrer inneren 
Logik, daB namlich jedes Tun entsprechend vergolten wird — hier unter der
ft:!
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these sayings ought to be classified as sapiential apocalyptic 
instructon ra ther than  sentences of holy law. 74 The Sitz im  Leben 
would have been catachesis of early converts in the Gentile 
mission.75
David Aune has brought another three criticisms to bear upon 
Kasemann’s thesis. Firstly, he points out, it assumes ra th er tlian 
proves the connection between early Christian prophecy and these 
sentences. Secondly, it presumes that the sentences were a stable 
form  of speech. In fact, there existed wide variations in early 
Christian and Jewish literature, the only fixed elem ent being the 
two p art structure, with hum an behaviour described in the first, 
and  God's response in the second. FinaUy, Kasemann's view that 
these sentences were the products of the early Church ra th er than  
of Jesus remains an assumption.76 Aune concludes that "the 
distinctive feature of prophetic speech was not so m uch its content 
or form, bu t its supernatural o r i g i n Regarding the formal 
characteristics of prophetic speech suggested by Boring, T. GiUespie 
brings further criticisms.78 He notes that Boring himself admits that 
the absence of the first-person form  in Paul is striking, and tha t the 
blessing and curse form ula is not explicit in Paul's writings, tha t the 
eschatological correlative is only "somewhat characteristic" of 
prophetic speech and is not limited to Christian prophets. Regarding 
the Am en  sayings, Boring can only say they were no t peculiar to 
Jesus and were "appropriate" on the lips of early Christian bearers 
of Revelation.79
Voraussetzung, daB es ein Gericht gehen wird, das die Umkehrung bringt. Zu 
einer Naherwartung besteht keinerlei Beziehung, auch nicht dazu, daB eine 
innerweltliche Gerichtsbarkeit durch Verweis auf das nahe Gericht 'ersetzt' 
werden soli." "Zu den sogenannten Satzen heiligen Rechts," 32.
74 "Die These E. Kasemanns, daB es im NT so etwas wie Satze heiligen Rechts 
gebe, deren Sitz im Leben die Verkündigung von Propheten gewesen sei, hat 
sich uns als formgeschichtlich nicht haltbar erwiesen. Denn die genannten 
Satze besitzen eben nicht die Form von Rechtssatzen. Weisheitliche Formen 
und Stoffe werden im Munde Jesu zu apokalyptischer Belehrung und 
Faranese." "Zu den sogennanten Satzen heiligen Rechts," 39.
75 “Satze heiligen Rechts," 16-18.
76 Prophecy, 166-68. See, Hill, Prophecy, 170-74.
77 Prophecy, 338.
78 TAe First Theologians, 18-20.
79 Sayings, 132. Jeremias remains unconvinced by the attempts to view these 
sayings as the product of early Christian prophetic circles, or Jewish 
apocalyptic. Theology o f the New Testament, 35-36. Berger fails to find
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This brief overview of the state of the question concerning 
sentences of holy law has been necessary in  o rder to show th a t 
Kasem ann's thesis is no t as widely accepted as m ight be thought.80 
In the next section, the insights from  ancient rhetoric will be 
applied  to this way of speaking in  o rder to discover w hether fu rth e r 
understanding  m ay be gleaned from that perspective. Special 
a tten tion  will be paid  to investigating w hether these sentences 
reflect a  genre which is essentially forensic (Kasemann) or epideictic 
(Berger).
e) Conclusion
4. Rhetorical Analysis 
a) Introduction
The original controversy dialogue was conceived in a  un itary  
fashion, verse 23b being a suitable response to the accusation, and  
verses 24-26 supplying a fu rth er argum entative strategy. Both 
originated in the everyday world of wisdom. W hen the equally 
proverbial verse 27 was added, a  certain eschatological dim ension 
was added, since the strong m an became equated w ith Satan, and  
his end  envisaged. This eschatological th rust was extended with the 
add ition  of verses 28-29. It was shown that there  is no consensus 
regarding the form  and  function of these verses. These will be 
exam ined from  a rhetorical perspective in the following section.
Robbins has offered a rhetorical analysis of this un it in its M arkan, 
M atthean, and  Lukan forms, as well as in its com m on synoptic
____________________________________________________________________________
parallels with apocalyptic overtones in Hellenistic Judaism, Die Amen-Worte. 
Eine Untersuchung zum Problem der Legitimation in apokalyptischer Rede, 
BZNW 39 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1970), 4-6. See, Jeremias, ABBA: Studien zur 
neutestamentlichen Theologie und Zeitgeschichte (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 1966), 145-52; id., "Zum nicht-responsorischen Amen," ZNW64 
(1973): 122-23.
80 It is curious that Weiss, in his investigation of Mark 3.22-30, has nothing to 
say concerning verses 28-29.
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form .81 He argues th a t Mark 3.22-30 is p a rt of the  larger rhetorical 
unit, 3.20-35, and  th a t the argum ent is structured  a round  the topics 
of kinsfolk, possession, and  casting out. These are introduced, in 
order, in  verses 20-21, 22ah, and  22c, and responded to, in an  
inverse m anner, in verses 23-27 (casting out), verses 28-30 
(possession), and  verses 31-35 (kinsfolk). He suggests th a t various 
kinds of argum ent are  employed: an  argum ent from  im plausibility 
from  analogies (verses 24-26); an  argum ent from  falsity, from  a 
con tra ry  (verse 27); an  argum ent from  a judgem ent (verses 28-30); 
an  argum ent from  com parison (verses 31-32); and  a  concluding 
judgem ent w ith rationale (verses 34-35).
I
Essentially, Robbins is arguing th a t the whole section is structured  
in  a chiastic way, following the pattern  ABCClRiAi. Although he 
accepts this in  a footnote, 82 he fails to discuss the rhetorical force of 
such an  arrangem ent. W hat is clear, however, is th a t he does n o t see 
the un it as an  elaborated chreia, since chreiai did no t function in 
this chiastic way. However, even though he does n o t deal w ith the 
chiasm  as such, he does note the various types of argum ent, as 
listed above, which are used in  Jesus' response to the th ree  topics.
In this way he treats the th ree responses as though  they  were parts 
of chreia elaboration. This is clearest in  his exam ination of Jesus' 
first response to the topic of casting out. Jesus' response in the form  
of a  question (verse 23b), he argues, is a paraphrase of the scribes' 
accusation concerning casting out. This, he m aintains, follows 
Hermogenes' advice tha t the first step in an elaboration should be a 
paraphrase  of the chreia. Although he does no t spell it out, he is 
tacitly saying th a t the scribes' accusation functions as the chreia 
which is then  elaborated in Jesus' reply. In this way, he  would
81 "Rhetorical Composition and the Beelzebul Pericope," in Patterns o f  
Persuasion, 161-93.
82 "Beelzebul Pericope," 172 n. 27. He adds that the section could also be 
considered an intercalation (verses 20-21, 22-30, 31-35), or even a "three-step 
progression" (verses 20-21, 22, 23-35). This latter is Robbins' own 
understanding of formal patterning in Mark. See, "Summons and Outline in 
Mark: The Three-Step Progression," NovT23 (1981): 97-114; Jesus the Teacher, 
19-51. He fails to say whether he thinks the unit was constructed in such a 
sophisticated way by Mark, so that all three outlines were intended by him, or 
whether they are simply different ways for the reader to respond to the unit. 
Neither does he say whether he himself is more convinced by the chiastic 
arragment or the three-step progression. A certain confusion results.
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consider the chreia to be of the single sayings category of the 
responsive kind. However, Hermogenes never gives any  examples 
w here the chreia-saying is given by an objector or opponent, and  
the elaboration taken up by the accused. The student was expected 
to choose his own chreia and  then  elaborate upon it.
However, even given th a t the scribes' accusation is the basic chreia 
to  be elaborated, it m ust be asked how verses 31-35 resp o n d  to 
th a t chreia. Robbins calls these an "argum ent from  com parison with 
concluding question and  a n s w e r . "  83 The im pression is given tha t the 
various argum ents (analogies, contrary, judgem ent, com parison) all 
belong to the seamless robe of the elaborated chreia. But, originally, 
these verses had  nothing to do with the scribes' accusation, as was 
seen in  the previous section. More im portantly, it is difficult to see 
how  they  function as p art of an  elaborated argum ent against the 
accusation of the scribes in their present context.
Moreover, a question m ay be raised concerning Robbins' division of 
the m aterial into three topics. He chooses to call the first topic 
"kinsfolk" and  the second topic "possession." In the first, his 
classification is guided by the characters who make the accusation; 
in  the second, by  the accusation itself. Since m adness and  possession 
were considered to be very similar, if no t identical phenom ena, it 
m ust be asked why the second topic was no t called "religious 
leaders," o r something similar. In other words, in identifying these 
two different topics, he is using different criteria. In addition, in  the 
previous section it was argued tha t the distinction betw een dem onic 
possession and assistance should n o t be overdrawn. Finally, verses 
28-29 do no t by themselves address the topic of dem onic 
possession. It is only Mark's explanatory com m ent in verse 30 
which brings up the topic of possession and  so allows those verses 
to be read  in th a t light.
In sum, Robbins’ analysis is flawed because of m ethodological 
weakness. While tacitly accepting th a t these verses are  chiastic in  
structure, he proceeds to analyse them  in term s of an  elaborated 
chreia. By no t taking seriously the intercalatory  n a tu re  of verses
83 "Beelzebul Pericope," 175.
A rg u m en t from  Example: à \\' o{i Siivarai oèSeis* els* ttiv  olKiav toO
lox'Bpoü doeXOwv Ta aiceiJti aiiToB Siapmoai, kàv TrpWTov tôv loxiipôv 6ijoT{, 
KOI Tore TTiv olKiav aiÙToQ 6iapTrao€i.
A uthorita tive  S tatem ent, ’Apï|v Xéyw éply oti Travra àcl>e0ïi0CTai rois* 
uioîs' Twy à v 9p(0TTWy rà ap-apTifijjiuTa Kol a i pXao(|)'np(ai ooa èàv pXaoctJinujffiooiy 
OS' S’ ay  pXaocj^ TiiJiTjoxi els* to 'nveOp.a to ay ioy , dijk exei acjieoiy Aç tov aiwya,
b) The Setting: Verse 22a (20-21)
Ift
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22-30, and  their d ifferent tradition  history from  the surrounding 
context, he fails to offer a  persuasive case for the existence of an  
in tegrated  argum ent in  Mark 3.20-35. That being the case, and  
given th a t it has been  argued th a t the bulk of verses 22-30 cam e to 
M ark from  the trad ition , it is m ore valid to investigate those verses 
in  search of chreia elaboration. In what follows, it will be argued 
th a t verses 22-26 constitute the original unit and  m ay be described 
as a double sayings chreia (verses 22-23), with the argum ents from  
analogy in  verses 24-26 functioning as a  simple elaboration. The 
additions of verse 27 (argum ent from  example) an d  verses 28-29 
(argum ent from  authority) disrupted the th rust of the original .ft
chreia  and  in troduced themes which were quite foreign to the 
original exchange. From the poin t of view of chreia analysis, the 
pericope m ay be set ou t in the following way:
Setting: icol ol ypaiiiiaTels' c l airo 'kpoooXopajy KaTapdvTes*
Quaestio: Chreia-Saying: tTeyov oti BeeX^ cPoiiX ex^ i Kol oti ey tw dpxoyTi 
Twy Saipoviwy èicpdXXei Ta Saipdyia.
Chreia-Saying: Ka\ TTpooicaXeodpeyos' ad Toys' ey irapapoXals' eXeyev adTois”, 
TTcos' SyyaTai ZaTayas" ZaTayay eKpdXXeiy;
A rg u m en t fro m  Analogy, m l èdy PaoiXda èct)’ éayTT)y iiepioSî), Ol) SdvaTai 
OTa0f|ya i 1\ paoiXeia fexeiyif)- teal èdy oitcia €(|)’ tayyiiy  iicpioOf), od SyvTjoeTai "n 
o’lKia èKciVïi OTa0f|yai. m l el 6 Zayayas" dyeoTTi e(j)’ eaoToy m l  eiiepio0iQ, od 
SdvaTai oTijyai dXXd TeXos* exci.
Îj
ftft
dXXd eyoxds* eoTiy alojyioo dpapTf)|iaTOS" OTi eXeyoy, TTyedna aKdOapToy exei.
•ft. 
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c) The Chreia-Sayings: Verses 22b-23
84 See, Theon 84-95.
85 "Beelzebul Pericope," 174.
J
M ark created the setting for an  exchange which originally h ad  no 
indication of the questioners, and  no relationship to verses 20-21. 
His redactional activity continued his them e of the opposition of the 
religious leaders to Jesus, and introduced the possibility of betrayal 
and  opposition by those who were close to him. I
Previously, it was argued th a t Mark was also responsible for 
slightly reform ing the accusation, which came to him  in  a form  
similar to that in  Q, He also added 23b. Once these additions are 
elim inated, w hat is left is a very good example of a double sayings 
chreia, in  which the saying of one party  is topped by the saying of 
the other:
Ï1,
They said, "He is possessed by Beelzebul, and by  the prince of 
dem ons he  casts out demons." And Jesus said, "How can Satan cast 
ou t Satan?" 84
The brevity, pointedness, and  wit of Jesus' reply  reflect well the 
chreia tradition. Here we are in the world of epideictic rhetoric, as 
Robbins points out, 85 The opponents do no t accuse Jesus of any 
breach of the law (forensic), nor encourage him  to re-consider 
(deliberative), bu t ra th e r make a full scale attack upon his 
character. Since they do not deny his exorcistic acivity, the stasis is 
n o t one of conjecture, bu t ra ther of quality (feci, sed iure). The 
stasis is overcom e by the chreia-saying, which functions as a 
reductio  ad absurdum. The gnomic quality of the saying Indicates 
th a t the m ilieu from  which it em erged was the everyday world of 
wisdom. The response is form ulated as a ra th e r obvious answ er 
which did  no t need any deep theological or philosophical reflection. 
The final topic of the "possible" is the one cogent argum ent used. 
Consequently, there is a sting in its tail, a  tacit criticism of the 
accusers tha t they  them selves were lacking in  being unable to work 
ou t the answer for themselves. Jesus' response, then, is also
'■'.ft
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characterized by epideictic rhetoric since it responds to v ituperation  
w ith vituperation. The use of the exchange by the early  com m unity 
reflects a  rhetorical situation filled with tension and  suspicion. The 
appeal to ord inary  logic contained in Jesus’ response suggests a 
m om ent w hen his early followers had  not developed any m ature 
Christological or theological reflections upon the person or status of 
Jesus. Nor is there any indication th a t the break  w ith the synagogue 
h a d  already been m a d e -th e  exchange has the m arks of a  family 
quarrel, w ith the intensity  which can m ark such a quarrel.
d) The A rgum ent from  Analogy: Verses 24-26
Verses 24-26 came from  the same milieu as the chreia  itself. The 
final topic of the "possible" continues to be the core argum ent, with 
fu rth er argum ents from  analogy taken from  the domestic and  
political arenas.86 Furtherm ore, there is a  process of syllogistic 
reasoning underlying these verses, as Robbins notes.87 "A kingdom  
or house divided against itself cannot stand; If Satan casts out 
dem ons, he, his kingdom, and house are divided against themselves; 
Therefore, if Satan casts out demons, he, his kingdom, and  his house 
cannot stand." Given this syllogistic nature of the analogy, it m ay be 
concluded th a t verses 24-26 function as a rationale for the chreia- 
saying in  verse 23b. The everyday world of wisdom is still the 
milieu ou t of which these verses came, though the ir syllogistic 
na tu re  show tha t a  certain am ount of logical thought h ad  been 
applied to the chreia-saying. The rationale ftmctions to dem onstrate 
the underlying logic of Jesus' response. The final phrase, à\\à réXoç 
exei, does no t announce Satan's end, bu t simply spells out the result, 
were Satan divided against himself. There is no need  to view it as 
some eschatological statem ent.
e) The A rgum ent from  Example: Verse 27
An eschatological outlook first enters with the addition  of verse 27, 
As has already been noted, the verse of itself reflects the world of
86 Robbins suggests that the analogy is used to show the implausibility of the 
accusation, but the repeated use of the verb 5uvecr0aL shows that the purpose of 
the response is to show its impossibility. See, Lausberg, Rhetorik, §§375, 1123.
87 "Beelzebul Pericope," 165,
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proverbial wisdom. Its original rhetorical situation m ay only be 
conjectured. The rhetoric, however, is clearly deliberative, inviting 
choices to be m ade, and  so perhaps the saying functioned as a plea 
for un ity  in face of opposition. Very likely, its use of the final topic 
of the "possible," as well as its use of the m otif of a  house, provided 
the reasons for its being joined to the preceding verses. Likely, too, 
is th a t the concept of "the end" at the conclusion to verse 26 was 
ano ther catalyst for the addition. With tha t conjunction, however, 
the  en tire  argum entative th rust was transform ed. Now the 
argum entative strategy no longer focused upon the charge m ade 
against Jesus, bu t ra th e r upon the proclam ation of the end of Satan's 
reign. The wisdom argum ent was thus changed into an 
eschatological statem ent. As such, it has a  somewhat proclam atory 
air through which the downfall of Satan is prom ulgated. The 
rhetorical situation suggested is of a  m ore confident com m unity, no t 
involved in apologetics or polemics, bu t broadcasting forth  its 
eschatological belief. The rhetoric is epideictic, b u t now  in the sense 
of praise for tha t com m unity which shared the victory of Jesus.
f) The A uthoritative Statem ent: Verses 28-29
As we have seen, Kasemann considers verses 28-29 to be a 
sentence of holy law, whereas Berger prefers to see it as an  
apocalyptic wisdom instruction. In rhetorical terms, Kasemann 
would consider the verses to belong to forensic rhetoric, whereas 
Berger would consider them  to reflect the epideictic genre. Relative 
clauses in troduced  by og appear quite frequently  in  Mark: 3.35; 4.9, 
25ab; 8.35ab, 38; 9.37ab, 40, 41, 42; 10.11, 15, 29, 43, 44; 11.23. In 
m ost cases, the protasis is in troduced by og ... €(av) and  followed by 
a verb  in the aorist subjunctive, bu t in  four cases the relative 
p ronoun  is followed by a  verb in the present case (4.9, 25ab;
9.40),88 and, in one case, by a  future indicative verb (8.35b). The 
tense of the verb  in  the apodosis varies: it m ay be in  the p resen t 
(3.29, 35; 4.9; 9.37ab, 40, 42; 10.11), or the future (4.25ab; 8.35ab, 
38; 10.43, 44; 11.23) or the aorist subjunctive (9.41; 10.15).89 There
88 These three sayings are introduced simply by og + verb in the present.
89 This is best described as the proleptic use of the aorist, in which the future 
condition is presented as already present in some way. Used after an "implicit 
or explicit condition" it denotes that "what is enunciated as a consequence of
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is a  rela ted  construction in  which the relative clause is placed in  the 
negative, according to the pattern  oiiSeis è o n v  og (9.39; 10.29).
A cluster of this type of clause appears in the section 9.38-42, an d  
th e  following b rief analysis wiU show how tha t clause can have 
various rhetorical functions.90 Verses 38-42 are a  slightly 
e laborated  single sayings chreia of the responsive kind. Verse 39 is 
a  chreia-saying, based on example and enthym em adc reasoning; 
verse 40 offers a rationale of the chreia-saying, and  is a maxim 
reflecting proverbial wisdom;9i verse 41, with its Amen-saying, 
functions as an  authoritative statem ent using an  example, as does 
verse 42.92 Verses 39 and  41 use quite dense enthym em atic 
reasoning, flagged three times by the explicatory ydp. T hat reasoning 
works both  from  the general to the particular, and  vice versa. The 
form er is p resen t in verses 38-39: "Whoever works w onders in  m y 
nam e will no t soon curse me; This m an worked in m y name; 
Therefore he will no t curse me." Behind verse 40 is a reasoning 
from  the particular to the general: "This m an worked in  m y nam e 
an d  d id  no t curse me; W hoever does not curse m e is n o t against us; 
Therefore, whoever is no t against us is for us." The authoritative 
sta tem ent in  verse 41 also uses enthym em atic reasoning; "W hoever 
is for us will receive his rew ard; to give a drink of w ater is to be for 
us; therefore, the one who gives ... wiU not lose his reward."
the condition is expressed as if it had already come to pass, the condition 
being regarded as fulfilled." Max Zerwick, Biblical Greek Illustrated by  
Examples, trans. Joseph Smith, 4th ed. (Rome, Biblical Institute Press, 1963), 
§257.
90 Mark 9.42 should be read as the conclusion to verses 38-41, since nowhere 
else in the Gospel does a pericope begin with the relative clause. Moreover, 
verses 42-48 deal with the question of self-ensnarement in sin, a topic quite 
different from that of the previous pericope. See, Lane, Mark, 345.
91 Cicero quotes something very like it in Oratio pro lAgurio XI: [T]e enim 
die ere audiebamus nos omnis adversarios putare, nisi qui nobiscum essent; te 
omnis, qui contra te non essent, tuos. ("For we have often heard you assert 
that, while we hold all men to be our opponents save those on our side, you 
counted all men your adherents who were not against you.") See, Cicero. The
Speeches with an English Translation, trans. N. FI. Watts (London: William 
Fleinemann; New York: G .P. Putnam’s Sons, 1931).
92 Laiie notes that the threat would not have been lost on the audience who 
would have heard of a similar punishment inflicted upon the followers of 
Judas the Galilean. Mark, 346.
ft
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This dense rhetorical strategy reveals tha t a problem  h ad  to be 
faced which required  good persuasive strategies. Clearly, it 
concerned the relationship of the com munity with outsiders and 
pleas were being m ade against a strict sectarian m entality. Those 
pleas po in t to the presence of deliberative rhetoric, w here the 
addressees were being urged to take one course of action ra th e r 
th an  ano ther (openness versus closedness). But they  also show the 
flexibility of the relative clause which could be used now to offer an 
example, now a maxim, now enthym em atic reasoning, and  now to 
m ake an authoritative declaration about the future. A lthough the 
rhetoric is predom inantly  deliberative, there is an  epideictic 
elem ent, in  so far as the m an who was working w onders is 
im plicitly praised by Jesus. The epideictic genre becomes explicit in  
verses 41-42, w here there is praise of whom soever would reac t 
positively to Jesus’ followers, and  vituperation of those who would 
give cause to stumble. The use of the final topic of the good (»caXov) 
confirm s the epideictic nature of the verses. Although the them es of 
rew ard  and  punishm ent are employed, as is the Amen-formula, 
there is no strong eschatological note. The rhetorical situation 
concerned how the com munity should relate to those outside, and  
the argum ents em ployed, example, enthym em e, argum ent from  the 
opposite, authoritative statem ent, do not reflect an  apocalyptic 
outlook. It m ay be concluded, then, tha t this type of relative clause 
d id  no t necessarily originate m  prophetic, apocalyptic circles.
Indeed, the dense rhetorical strategy indicates tha t a  great deal of 
reflection and  reasoning underpins the unit.
A very  sim ilar problem  and rhetorical situation is reflected In the 
saying in 3.35, and  there too there is no trace of an  apocalyptic 
outlook. Rhetorically, tha t saying is very similar to 9.41: it functions 
as an  authoritative statem ent with the use of an  example. O ther 
sayings m  which there is no sign of an  apocalyptic m entality  are 
10.43, 44 and  11.23. All three sayings use deliberative rhetoric. It is 
in teresting to note tha t the one saying which is m arked by forensic 
rhetoric is 10.11, the ruling on divorce, where, once again, no 
apocalyptic language appears.
I
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However, this is no t to say that this type of clause could n o t be used 
with eschatological overtones, as 4.25ab, 834-38, 10.15, an d  10.28- 
31 show. The language of rew ard and punishm ent is still used b u t 
in  an  eschatological key. The divine passive appears (4.25ab), 
kingdom  language is used (10.15), the coming of the son of m an is 
referred  to (8.38), as are the two ages and persecution (10.30), and  
the p resen t generation is seen as adulterous and  sinful (8.38). 
Lacking, however, is any sign of forensic rhetoric. Rather, these 
units are characterized by  a blending of the deliberative and  
epideictic genres, as is m ost clear in 8.35-38. There, the final topic 
of the useful/useless (ou[ici)€pov/(3\apepoi/) is used in verses 35-37 (tC 
yap ii(l)€XeL avBptoTTov Kcpsfjoai ktX .), indicating deliberative language, 
and  the  final topic of the shameful (KaX6v/aloxp6v), indicating 
epideictic.93
Given the im portance of the rew ard /punishm ent discourse, it m ay 
be concluded th a t the argum entation depends no t only upon logos 
(e.g., enthym em atic reasoning) and ethos (the authority  of Jesus), 
b u t also pathos, the appeal to the emotions of the audience: fear of 
punishm ent and  hope of rew ard. The fu ture dim ension gives sense 
and  purpose to present practice, and reinforces it. Thus the need  for 
the m ixture of both  epideictic and deliberative rhetoric. The 
conclusion is tha t future rew ard and punishm ent are  no t so m uch 
anticipated here and  now by charismatic, legal u tterances 
(Kasemann), or automatically follow from  certain actions (Berger), 
bu t ra th e r depend upon the choices, not only of the individual, bu t 
of the entire community. The argum entative strategies em ployed 
suggest th a t these units were the product of a  process of reasoning 
and  reflection and  cannot be viewed simply as oracular utterances 
or com monplace wisdom sayings. The deliberative aspects of the 
discourse indicate tha t the audience was in a  process of decision 
making. On the o ther hand, the epideictic aspects indicate th a t those 
choices have already been m ade, even if com m itm ent to them  has 
becom e shaky. The crisis in past choices is particularly  evident in 
Peter's exclam ation to Jesus, ISoij T]|ieLg à<j)ïiKa|JLev -rravra Kal iqKoXoii0ïiKa[Jiév 
aoL (10.28).
93 See, Aristotle Rhetoric 1358b; Quintilian /nstit.1.7.1.; 3.4.15. Lausberg, 
Handbuch, §61.3.
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M ark 3.28-29 is an  authoritative statem ent which uses the exam ple 
of one who blasphem es against the Holy Spirit. Its apocalyptic 
outlook is clear from  its double reference to the alwV, and  its use of 
the divine passive. It differs from  those o ther relative clauses which 
have an  apocalyptic colouring in  tha t its verbs in the apodosis are 
fram ed in  the p resen t tense. All the others are in the fu tu re  or 
aorist subjunctive. Moreover, the deliberative and  forensic aspects 
of the others are replaced by a forensic genre, indicated by the 
adjective kVoxog. Here the punishm ent is declared, ra th e r  than  
th reatened , just as 10.11 declares tha t a  m an who divorces and  
m arries ano ther woman is committing adultery. In a  sim ilar way, it 
resem bles those non-apocalyptic relative clauses which also declare 
a  presen t actuality (e.g., 3.35; 4.9; 9.37, 40, 42; 10.11, 43, 44; 11.23).
1Æ-;
In light of these observations, it m ay be concluded th a t 3.28-29 is 
unique in  Mark's Gospel, even though it shares certain  form al 
features w ith the o ther clauses. Its forensic natu re , apocalyptic 
colouring, and  use of the present tense, all show th a t an  
eschatological judgem ent was pronounced, the effects of which were 
considered to take place forthwith. The similarities it shares with 
the o ther clauses indicate tha t it was form ed according to their 
pattern . The equal distribution of those clauses in apocalyptic and  
non-apocalyptic contexts shows tha t this way of speaking d id  no t 
necessarily arise in Christian or Jewish apocalyptic/prophetic 
circles, although it d id  prove highly am enable to prophetic 
u tterance. It seems unlikely, however, tha t those u tterances were 
considered to have legal status, since 3.28-29 is the only text in 
Mark which brings together forensic language with an  eschatological 
outlook. Rather, as the brief analysis of 9.38-42 indicated, this type 
of clause belonged m ore to the world of deliberative and  epideictic 
rhetoric which dem anded rational argum ents and persuasive 
strategies.
I
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g) Genre, Stasis, and Rhetorical Situation
These have already been discussed in the analysis of each of the 
sections of the pericope, and  only a  brief word is now in  order. The 
original chreia, verses 22-23.24-26 was characterized by epideictic 
rhetoric, since each of the sayings was used in  personal attack. The 
stasis was one of quality, since both  the questioners and  Jesus 
implicitly accepted th a t Jesus cast ou t demons. Jesus' answer in 
verse 23 w orked as a  reductio ad absurdum, as d id  the  argum ent 
from  analogy in verses 24-26. The argum ent used the final topic of 
the "possible," and  so functioned to dem onstrate the impossibility of 
the accusation. The appeal to ordinary logic, and the lack of any 
m ature Christological or theological argum entation, point to an  early 
m om ent in the history of the community, probably  before the break 
with the synagogue.
A m ore eschatological outlook entered  with the addition of verse 27.
In its detached  form , the saying was characterized by  dehberative 
rhetoric, perhaps functioning as a plea for unity in  face of 
opposition. Once attached to the preceding verses, the strong m an 
becam e a m etaphor for Satan, and the destruction of his house was 
announced. An epideictic rhetoric was utilized which depicted Satan 
as the enemy, and  victory over him  assured, with the com m unity 
presen ted  as sharing in tha t victory. The lack of polemic or 
apologetics point to an inner-com m unity discussion.
Finally, verses 28-29 are clearly of a forensic nature . Judgem ent 
was being pronounced upon those who sinned against the Holy 
Spirit. This discourse of rew ard and punishm ent is characterized 
especially by the use of pathos. It is unlikely, however, th a t this 
sort of u tterance points necessarily to charism atic circles who m ade 
legal pronouncem ents since, a t least in Mark, it is used m  so m any 
d ifferen t ways.
This oscillation between rhetorical genres and  situations is fu rth er 
confirm ation tha t the various parts of the pericope arose at 
d ifferent times and in different situations.
;
f t ’:
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5. Evaluation and  Conclusions
a) Superficially, Mark 3.22-30 looks like a ra th e r well e laborated  
chreia. It begins with a double sayings chreia which is then  
elaborated  by m eans of analogy (verses 24-26), exam ple (verse 27),
and  an  authoritative statem ent with an example (verses 28-29). 
The form al analysis showed, however, th a t verses 27 an d  28-29 
h ad  previous independent existences. The rhetorical analysis 
confirm ed the heterogeneous nature of the various parts.
1
,1
b) The original exchange is a very good example of a  double sayings 
chreia. This was reasonably elaborated by the analogies of verses 
24-26. The argum ents reflected the everyday world of wisdom, and 
did no t depend upon any profound theological reflection.
c) The addition  of verse 27 distorted  the argum entative strategy of 
the previous verses, and  focused upon the end of Satan's reign, 
ra th e r than  the topic of Jesus' exorcisms. The m etaphor of division 
was replaced by tha t of invasion. The eschatological note created 
th rough  the juxtaposition of the verses points to a m om ent of 
heightened eschatological expectation, ra ther than  the com m unity's 
defence of Jesus' (and their) exorcistic activity. Two quite different 
rhetorical situations are reflected.
d) The pronouncem ent in verses 28-29 marks a m om ent of 
Christian reflection about the forgiveness announced by  Jesus, and  
the limits to it. A m ore theological m om ent is indicated. These 
verses confirm  that the discussion regarding Jesus' exorcistic 
activities had  m oved on to new topics. Nonetheless, the preservation 
of the double chreia and  the following argum ent from  analogy show 
th a t the  topic of exorcism was still relevant to the com m unity.
There was a move, then, from  the quickwittedness of the original 
chreia to deeper reflection concerning the cosmic effect of Jesus in 
ending Satan's reign and bringing universal forgiveness. Though 
superficially resem bling elem ents of an elaborated chreia, verses 
27.28-29 have little relationship to the rhetorical situation and  
argum entative strategy of the initiating chreia.
:
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e) M ark's interventions in  the m aterial fu rther d isrup ted  the 
original chreia. His addition in verse 23a reflects m ore his desire to 
p o rtray  Jesus in  a certain  way and  serves to separate the two 
chreiai. His explanatory addition in  verse 30 does no t reflect any  of 
the argum entative elem ents of the elaborated chreia as described in 
the handbooks. Finally, by em bedding the pericope betw een verses 
20-21 and  verses 31-35, he succeeded in giving the whole section, 
verses 20-35, a m uch m ore narrative dimension, and  so showed his 
m ain concern was not in highlighting, expanding, or creating chreiai.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN. MARK 7.1-23
1. The Limits of the Unit
The difficulties p resen ted  by these verses are im m ediately 
apparen t from  the disagreem ent among com m entators concerning 
the structure of the final form. For some, there is a  two-fold 
structu re consisting of a  controversy dialogue (verses 1-13) an d  a 
teaching narrative (verses 14-23).i Others p refer to see a three-fold 
structu re consisting of a  controversy dialogue (verses 1-13), a  
teaching of the people (verses 14-15), and a teaching of the 
disciples (verses 17-23).^ Still o thers consider the verses to have 
been  conceived as an  original unit.3
This disagreem ent already suggests tha t there m ay have been m ore 
th an  one level in the developm ent of the tradition, and  this is 
confirm ed no t only by the repeated  in troductory  statem ents in 
verses 6, 9, 14, 18, and  20, bu t also by the parenthetical com m ents 
in  verses 2, 3-4, l i d ,  and  19c. Moreover, the m any topics trea ted  
also argue against a  single un it of tradition.4
Despite these observations, it is best to view 7.1-23 as a  re la ted  
whole, m uch of which came to Mark from the tradition. There is a 
clear break  between the sum m ary statem ent in 6.56 and  the notice 
of the arrival of the Pharisees and  scribes in 7.1. Similarly, 7.24 
signals the beginning of a new unit with its description of Jesus' 
departu re  for the territo ry  of Tyre. Within the un it itself, there  is
1 See, Guelich, Mark, 361; Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:367; Gnilka, Markus 
1:278-79; Gundry, Mark, 347; Nineham, Mark, 189.
2 See, Ernst, Markus, 200; Lohmeyer, Markus, 137.
3 See, Cranfield, Mark, 230. Whereas Cranfield sees it as a traditional unit, 
Lambrecht sees it as a unit created by Mark's redactional activity. "Jesus and 
the Law: An Investigation of Mk, 7.1-23," ETL 53 (1977): 24-82. Gundry accepts 
that there are two divisions making two points, but considers that the whole 
consists of an original unit. Mark, 347, 368-69.
4 Handrinsing, hypocrisy, infringement of God's law through adherence to 
tradition, defilement by eating, defilement by evil designs. See R. P. Booth, 
Jesus and the Laws o f Purity: Tradition History and Legal History in Mark 7, 
JSNTSup 13 (Sheffield, University of Sheffield Press, 1986), 60; Klauck, 
Allegorie, 260.
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only one change of place (verse 17), and no time notices. Moreover, 
the language of Koivdg is p resen t throughout the passage, and  gives it 
a certain  unity.
2. Redaction
b) Verses 1-4
a) Introduction
Lam brecht notes tha t it would be an "endless task" to list and  
discuss the agreem ents and differences among com m entators 
regarding both  tradition and redaction in this p a s s a g e .5 While this is 
true, there  does nonetheless exist a  certain consensus regarding the 
redactional na tu re  of some of the verses, especially those which 
p resen t themselves as explanations and  generalizations, and  those 
which reflect typical M arkan them es. In w hat follows, it  will be 
argued  th a t Mark was responsible for verses 1-4, for the 
explanations in  verses lld -1 2 , 13b, 19c, and for those verses which 
describe Jesus calling the crowd to himself (verse 14), his entering 
the house, being questioned by his disciples, and  their failing to 
u n d erstan d  (verses 17-18a). Moreover, it will be argued th a t the 
quotation  of Isaiah in verses 6-7 with the conclusion in  verse 8 is 
best understood as a M arkan redactional insert.
r:!
Verses 1-4 contain  m any traces of M arkan redaction. Verse 1 
reflects bo th  M arkan style (Kai ouvdyovTai irpog aijToV: see, 2.2; 4.1; 
5.21; 6.30) and  vocabulary (YpaiiiiaTelg/kpoadXuiia, ouvdyeiv, 4>apiaaiog, 
I6wv ... otl).6 The association of the scribes with Jerusalem  is one of 
M ark’s ways of preparing the Passion narrative (see, 3.22). The use 
of the p lural tovç dpToug ra th e r than  the verb followed by  the 
singular noun, m eaning "to eat food," may be explained as Mark's
5 "Jesus and the Law," 28.
6 See, E, J, Pryke, Redactional Style in the Marcan Gospel. A Study o f Syntax 
and Vocabulary as Guides to Redaction in Mark, SNTSMS 33 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1978), 161; Dschulnigg, Sprache, 191, 216.
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way of referring back to the loaves of 6.41, 44.^ The description of 
the disciples' eating food is taken from  the traditional verse 5. The 
explanatory  addition  (toOt’ eanv dviTTTois*) is Mark's aside to those in  
the audience who did  no t understand precisely w hat the phrase 
m eant, or did no t know of the Jewish custom of handwashing.^ The 
unusual ToOf eonv should no t be taken as from  a  h and  o ther th an  
M ark's, since his otherwise p referred  o è o n r  generally signals the 
translation ra th e r than  the explanation of a word or phrase, as in 
this case.9
The long parenthesis in verses 3-4 is also best ascribed to M a r k . i o  
It constitutes no t only an  explanation of Jewish practices to his 
Gentile readers, bu t also functions to make an initial link between 
the questions of unwashed hands and the tradition of the elders, by 
way of explaining the o ther washing practices of the Jew s.n
Guelich argues against M arkan redaction on lexical, stylistic, and 
contextual g r o u n d s .  12 While it is true tha t the collective designation
See, Guelich, Mark, 363; Lohmeyer, Markus, 139 n. 1; Lambrecht, "Jesus and 
the Law," 45; Weiss, Lehre, 80; Sariola, Gesetz, 26.
 ^The use of rather than the more usual àKccGapToig is to be explained as
an anticipation of the verb viijfwpToci in the following verse. Booth argues for 
the traditional nature of the verse, apart from the explanatory aside, on the 
grounds that if Mark had been freely composing, he would have directly 
substituted dvt'TiTOLç for Koivat?. Laws o f Purity y 35. But Mark was preserving 
the tradition which came to him in verse 5, and so chose to repeat the phrase 
but add the necessary explanation.
9 Contra Guelich, Mark, 363; Sariola, Gesetz, 27. See, 3.17; 5.41; 7.34; 12.42;
15.16, 22, 34, 42. In other words, in those places where the word 
iie0epMTiv€ud|jevov does uot appear, it is presupposed. The only possible exception 
is 15.16, but see Taylor’s discussion of this difficult phrase where he suggests 
the confusion comes from the original Aramaic. Mark, 585. Similarly, Pesch, 
Markusevangelium, 2:471.
10 See, Pryke, Style, 161; Taylor, Mark, 335; Lohmeyer, Markus 139; Gnilka, 
Markus 1:227; Suhl, Zitate, 80; Klauck, Allegorie, 260-61; Booth, Purity, 35-36; 
Schweizer, Markus, 81; Lambrecht, "Jesus and the Law," 41, 48; Weiss, Lehre, 
81.
11 Booth comments: "These other practices prepare the reader for the 
general subject of the tradition, on which the argument later centres."
Purity Laws, 36. Similarly, Schweizer, Markus, 81.
12 Mark, 363. Sariola also considers these verses to be traditional on the 
grounds of the similarity of narrative structure and sarcastic tone between 
them and the traditional verses 18d-19b.20b. Gesetz, 43-44. Yet verses 3-4 are 
explanatory of Jewish custom, whilst verses 18-20 present a teaching of Jesus. 
Only the end of verse 19 constitutes the explanatory comment of the redactor. 
It is also difficult to see a sarcastic tone in verses 18-20.
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of the Jews (irdvTes- ol louS aio i) occurs only here in  the Gospel, it is 
wrong to conclude that a hapax legomenon  cannot come from  the 
h an d  of the redactor. In so far as it represents a generaüzation, it is 
characteristic of Mark. In any case, the title "King of the Jews" (15.2,
9, 12, 18, 26) does seem to p resen t the Jews in  a collective way.i^
Similarly, the elliptical natu re  of the aside does no t prove th a t it 
comes from  a hand  o ther than  Mark.14 Finally, it is a  difficult to see 
how  the context of 7.24-37 shows tha t Mark's m ain  in te rest lay in 
the  question of defiled hands, and th a t consequently he h ad  little 
in te rest m  underscoring the various traditions described in  verses 
3-4. That context has nothing to say about the question of defiled 
hands, w hereas verses 3-4 function to give a background to the 
Jewish rituals of cleansing, and  so to relate handw ashing m ore 
closely to those ritual traditions.15
c) Verse 5
If verses 1-4 stem m ed from  Mark, then  verse 5 a m ust have come 
to him  in some form  in the tradition. It could be tha t the 
questioners were n o t nam ed. However, given the n a tu re  of the 
accusation concerning a practice which was no t general among the 
Jews of the time, the Pharisees, with their strict in te rp re ta tion  of 
the  law an d  customs, would certainly have been considered 
appropriate  interlocutors. Consequently, the Pharisees m ay well 
have been  m entioned in the tradition.i^
i
13 See, Taylor, Mark, 335.
14 Gundry comments: "But the kind of ellipsis that occurs in v 4a does not 
characterize anybody's style and therefore again counts neither for nor 
against this or that redactor [or tradition]." Mark, 361.
13 Both Taylor {Mark, 335) and Weiss {Lehre, 78 n. 100) consider that both 
KpocTew and TrapofSoŒLç are characteristic Markan vocabulary. See also, Pryke, 
Style, 143.
16 One of the main purposes of Booth's study is to show that the Pharisees, or 
at least some section of them, practised handwashing in the time of Jesus. "We 
conclude that the Pharisaic question is credible in the time of Jesus on the 
basis that the Pharisees concerned were haberim who did handwash before 
hullin, and were urging Jesus and his disciples to adopt the supererogatory 
handwashing which they themselves practised, i.e. to become haberim." 
Purity Laws, 202. This position is very close to that of Dunn's, "Pharisees, 
Sinners, and Jesus."
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Regarding the rest of the verse, the two m ain problem s concern 
w hether the  question was conceived in  a un itary  fashion, and  
w hether Mark had  any role in  its final form ulation. Lam brecht 
argues th a t the question which Mark received concerned only the 
disciples' lack of handwashing. Mark, however, knew the Q, tradition 
ab o u t the washing of eating utensils (see, Matt. 23 .25-26//L uke
11.39-41), and  in troduced it into the present context. This then  
allowed him  to make the general poin t about the Jewish t r a d i t i o n .  12 
Booth fu rther notes tha t the oîi ... àXXa construction is used in  two 
ways in  the G o s p e l ,  it m ay simply be used as a positive/negative 
contrast, the two limbs making parallel statem ents (e.g., 2.17). In 
o ther cases, a  new idea is in troduced and  a fresh statem ent m ade 
(e.g., 1.44; 4.17; 10.40; 12.25). The question in verse 5, he argues, is 
characterized by  the la tte r usage. He m aintains th a t Mark was 
responsible for the introduction of the first limb of the question 
concerning the tradition because of his editorial hostility to the law 
visible in  verses 3-4. He also notes tha t the topic of handw ashing 
does n o t re-appear in  the passage, so it could hard ly  have been  
m entioned in the question in order to give a  setting for a  suitable 
saying of Jesus.i^
Both authors, in the ir d ifferent ways, are trying to grapple with the 
question of why, in  the first place, handwashm g was m entioned. It 
seems hard ly  likely th a t such a m inor topic was in troduced  by  Mark 
as an  example of the larger tradition of the elders. Consequently, it 
is m ore likely tha t it came to him  from  the tradition. However, 
n e ith er Lambrecht nor Booth is persuasive in  arguing the case th a t 
it was Mark who in troduced the m ore general charge concerning the 
trad ition  of the elders. Lambrecht brings th ree argum ents in  favour 
of Mark's knowledge of Q, Firstly, it is suggested by the ending of 
verse 7.4 which describes the various utensils w ashed by the  Jews. 
The only w ord link, however, between verse 7 and  Matt. 23.25-26 
an d  Luke 11.39.41 is ttottipiou. He is on firm er ground  w hen he notes 
the similarity of the "inside"/''outside" dichotomy, yet this appears 
n e ith e r in  verses 3-4 n o r verse 5. It does appear elsew here in  the
"Jesus and the Law," 46, 48.
For the occurences of the construction, see Neirynck, Duality, 90-94. He 
does not, however, deal with verse 5.
Purity Laws, 62-65.
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chapter, bu t only, as will be seen, in traditional m aterial. This 
suggests th a t the link with Q, if th a t were the case, took place well 
before the time of Mark. His final point notes the use of the topic of 
"hypocrites," b u t since it does no t appear in the Lukan text and  is 
m ore characteristically a  M atthean term , as he him self adm its, the  
argum ent is no t persuasive. Booth reasons tha t Mark was 
responsible for the in troduction of the first limb of the question 
because of his hostility to the trad itional law, visible in  verses 3-4.
The opposite could equally be argued. Mark received the first lim b 
of the question from  the tradition, inserted  a similar phrase in  verse 
3, alongside of various instances of the tradition  which he described 
in  verses 3-4, and  in the second limb of the question in  verse 5.
Moreover, as Booth him self notes, this is the only instance in the 
Gospel of the oti ... àwâ phrase used in a question, and  in  which 
there is a move from  the general to the particular.
’
In the section on  form al analysis it will be argued th a t Lam brecht 
and  Booth are correct to see the question concerning handw ashing 
as original, b u t e rr  when they suggest tha t Mark added  the initial 
question.
d) Verses 6-7
■-..A
The citation of Is. 29.13 is clearly dependent upon the LXX 
version.20 In the Masoretic text, God's com plaint is aim ed at 
im proper worship, which was learned  by rote. The LXX, on the o ther 
hand, indicates the pointlessness of the worship of the Jews, since 
they  taught the com m andm ents of men. The M arkan text has two 
changes a t the beginning and end of the passage. Firstly, the 
beginning of the Isaiah text, Kai airei/ Kvpioç ’EyyiCei |ioi 6 Xaos- 
OTTOS',21 is abbreviated to the sharp oijtos- 6 \a6ç. Secondly, the end  of 
the  Isaiah text (SiSdaicovTeç èvraX iiara àvSpwTTWv icai SiSaoicaXias-) becom es 
SiSdaicovTeç SiSaoKaXiaç èvrdXpaTa àvGpwirwv. This la tte r change, with its 
em phasis on teaching, is rem iniscent of the pericopes in  2.15-28, 
which p resen t Jesus as a  teacher gathering disciples. M oreover, this
20 See, Haenchen, Der Weg Jesu, 262; Schmitlials, Markus, 1:347; Guelich, 
Mark, 366; Berger, Gesetzauslegung, 1:484-86; Weiss, Lehre, 74; Booth, Purity 
Laws, 38.
21 Codex Vaticanus and Lucian's recension add: kv Tfij crroiiaTL aùxou i<al kv....
"N
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change explicitly states tha t the teaching is m an-m ade, since 
èvTdXgaTa no longer functions as an  object, as in  the LXX version, b u t 
stands in apposition to SiSaoicaXias-.^ z This repositioning of GiSaoKaXmg 
as an appositional accusative, Booth suggests, would have im plied 
the meaning: this people teach the commands of m en as though 
they  were the doctrines (of God) .23 Consequently, Mark, with his 
in terest in presenting Jesus as teacher, m ay well have been 
responsible no t only for the changes to the LXX text, bu t also for the 
insertion of the entire quotation.
This possibility becomes m ore probable w hen the sim ilarities 
betw een the in troductory phrase here and the redactional 
in troduction  to the Gospel in 1.2 are noted.24 The quotation of Isaiah 
in  1.3 is also based on the LXX. Furtherm ore, KaX% appears five 
times m  the Gospel, and  is most probably Markan.25 Given these 
indications of M arkan activity, and  given the way the entire 
quotation reflects Mark's desire to portray  the religious leaders as 
m isguided teachers, it  is best to ascribe the insertion  of verses 6-7 
to Mark. 2 6
It also seems likely th a t verses 6-7 circulated independently , since 
the  reference to the Isaiah passage also appears bo th  in  Col. 2.22 
(Kara TO èvTOXjjiaTO kol ôLSaaKaXLas- twv dvGpwTrwv) and  in certa in  non- 
canonical texts.27 That the Colossian text specifically links these 
hum an  teachings to purity  laws (2.16, 21) indicates th a t Is. 29.13 
was considered useful in tha t discussion. However, m ention is also 
m ade of "hum an traditions" which came about dm if\ç cj)iXooo(j)m9  Kdi 
tcevfis" àTiâTT\ç ... KCiTa TO oToixeia Toij Koopou (2.8). This showS how  the 
topos of hum an teaching/tradition could be used in  a non-Jewish
22 See, Lambrecht, "Jesus and the Law," 50.
23 Purity Laws, 39.
24 Similarly, Sariola, Gesetz, 30-31.
23 See, 7.9, 37; 12.28, 32. Lambrecht considers the two-fold double occurence 
of the word in 7.6, 9 and 12.28, 32 to be very significant. "Jesus and the Law," 
49 11.81.
26 Similarly, Lührmann, Markusevangelium, 126; Suhl, Zitate, 80-81; Klauck, 
Allegorie, 264; Lambrecht, "Jesus and the Law," 48-53; Weiss, Lehre, 74-78.
22 A list is given by Weiss, Lehre, 76-77. Lie suggests that Mark 7.6 and the 
extra-canonical parallels concentrate on hypocritical behaviour based upon 
the separation of the lips and the heart, whilst Mark 7.8 and Col. 2.22 are more 
interested in the question of tradition and behaviour.
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context. Col. 2, then, instances another occasion where the allusion 
to Isaiah was brought together with the topoi of hum an traditions 
and  Jewish pu rity  laws.
e) Verses 8-9
f) Verses 10-13
Verses 8-9 are in a "redaction-prone a r e a " 28 since they  are situated 
a t the seam of two units. There is no consensus regarding M ark's 
activity here. Variously, he is given responsibility for verse 8,29 or 
verse 9,30, or both.3i The close sim ilarity between the verses 
suggests tha t one was m odelled upon the other: the com m andm ent 
o f God is contrasted with the tradition of m en in  verse 8 and  with 
"your tradition" in verse 9. The antithetic parallelism  of verse 13a 
m irrors the same parallelism  in  verse 9, and suggests th a t verse 9 
was an  integral p art of the un it from  the beginning. The final twv 
àv0pü)TT(ov of verse 8 picks up  on the reform ulated final line of the 
Isaiah citation, and  suggests tha t whoever did th a t reform ulation 
was responsible for verse 8. Moreover, the addition of verse 8 
succeeds in bringing verses 6-8 into form al parallelism  with verses 
9 - 1 3 :  an  in troductory  phrase (verses 6a, 9a); a charge (verse 6b: 
hyopocrisy; verse 9 b :  the abrogation of God's law in  favour of 
tradition); a  proof from  Scripture (verses 6c-7, 1 0 - 1 1 ) ,  a final 
sum m ary (verses 8, 1 3 a ) . 32 Verse 8, then, is best seen as M arkan 
redaction, and  verse 9 as traditional.
There is a good deal of agreem ent that the explanation of Corban at 
the end  of verse 11, and  the generalizing statem ent a t the end  of 
verse 1 3 ,  came from  Mark, Equally, there is general agreem ent th a t 
the rest of verses 1 0 - 1 1  is traditional. Sariola argues th a t verse 1 2  
should be considered redactional because of the characteristic 
M arkan usage of oiiKéri oiiSdç and  à(j)iTipi in  the finite form  followed
28 Booth, Purity Laws, 41.
29 See, Gnilka, Markus 1:277; Pryke, Style, 161; Booth, Purity Laws, 41-43; 
Weiss; Lehre, 78.
39 See, Taylor, Mark, 339.
31 See, Lambrecht, "Jesus and the Law," 51-53.
32 See, Booth, Purity Laws, 40-43.
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g) Verses 14-15
by  the accusative and  infinitive.33 W hen this verse is excised, verse 
13 follows on well from  verse 11. It should also be no ted  th a t verse 
12, as an anacoluthon, functions as a  continuation of the explanation 
o f Corban given in verse 11. That is to say, if it was felt necessary 
by  Mark to explain the practice, then  the translation he offers in  
verse 11 would hard ly  have succeeded in achieving this for an  
unknowing audience. Verse 12, on the other hand , makes explicit 
the consequences of the declaration of Corban and  so, as an 
explanation of the practice, probably derived from  Mark's hand. 
Verse 13a functions as an  inclusio  with verse 9 and  is best seen as 
traditional, since the passage then has the following clear structure: 
A: verse 9; B: Verse 10; Bl: Verse 11; AG Verse 1 3 a .3 4
T here is general agreem ent tha t verse 14 came from  Mark, 
characterized as it is by his vocabulary and interests.35 The 
invitation to the crowd to hear and understand  is used to p repare 
the subsequent teaching of the disciples and their lack of 
understanding. Verse 15 is generally recognized as traditional,36
33 Gesetz, 33. See, Dschulnigg, Sprache, 83, 122-23.
34 Contra Booth, Purity Laws, 42, 44.
33 TTfxjffKaXeaoJiievo? : 3.13, 23; 6.7; 8.1, 34; 10.42; 12.43; 15.44. See, Dschulnigg, 
Sprache, 186. The use of ttccX l v  is generally accepted as a favourite link word of 
Mark: 2.13; 3.1, 20; 4.1; 5.21; 7.31; 8.1, 13; 10.1, 10, 24, 32; 11.12; 15.12. Peabody 
argues that "ira'XLv used retrospectively uniting two or more separated 
pericopes" is an almost certain indication of Markan redaction." Mark as 
Composer, 27. Lambrecht notes the similarities between verse 14 and the 
equally redactional 3.23a, which is also a transitional verse. He also points out 
the links with chapter 4: the saying in verse 15 is called a "parable" in verse 
17; both chapters emphasize the disciples' lack of understanding, and there is 
the same pattern of public and private teaching. "Jesus and the Law," 57.
36 See, Bultmann, Geschichte, 15; Dibelius, Formgeschichte, 222; Lohmeyer, 
Markus, 137-38; Llaenchen, Der Weg Jesus, 265; Schweizer, Markus, 77; Gnilka, 
Markus, 1:277; Lambrecht, "Jesus and the Law," 60; Berger, Gesetzauslegung, 
463; Booth, Purity Laws, 46-47; Sariola, Gesetz, 37. W. Paschen's attempt to 
eliminate Markan additions and to reconstruct the original saying has not 
met with any support. Rein und Unrein. Untersuchung zur hiblischen 
Wortgeschichte, StANT 24 (München: Kosel, 1970), 174.
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h) Verses 17-23
37 See, Gnilka, Markus 1:278; Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:380; Booth, Purity 
Laws, 47-48.
38 Rein und Unrein, 159. Similarly, Guelich, Mark, 377; Taylor, Mark, 344; 
Haenchen, Der Weg lesu, 263; Grundmann, Markus, 195; Lambrecht, "Jesus 
and the Law," 61-62; Sariola, Gesetz, 34-35; C. E. Carlston, "The Things that 
Defile (Mark 7.15) and the Law in Matthew and Mark," NTS 15 (1968-69): 92.
39 See, Neyrinck, Duality, 54-63, 125-26.
40 See, Taylor, Mark, 345; Cranfield, Mark, 241; Klostermann, 
Markusevangelium, 71; Lambrecht, "Jesus and the Law," 41; Gnilka, Markus, 
1:278; Booth, Purity Laws, 49-50.
41 See, Lambrecht, "Jesus and the Law," 62-63. A number of commentators 
follow up Bultmann's suggestion that these verses may have been added by 
Mark. In the rhetorical analysis it will be shown how these verses are 
formally similar to verses 18b-19, each set of verses being a clireia-saying 
with accompanying rationale. Given that both together function as 
commentaries on each part of the saying in verse 15, it seems most probable 
that they originated together.
42 Similarly, Hübner, Gesetz, 168; Lambrecht, "Jesus and the Law," 65.
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A lthough verse 17 is considered traditional by some, 3 7 ft is best to 
see it as M arkan redaction. Paschen argues th a t though the m otif of 
the contrast between Jesus' public and private teaching is 
traditional (see, 4,10), its use here and in 9.28 and 10.10 contains 
m ore clearly Markan language, and  so points to his redaction.38 The 
question which follows in verse 18a is no t only an  exam ple of his 
styhstic attraction to double questions,39 bu t also introduces a 
favourite motif, the disciples' lack of understanding. Both po in t to 
M arkan redaction. The rem ainder of the verse is traditional, as is 
verse 19ab, The form al resem blance between the explanatory note 
in  verse 19c and the parenthesis in verses 3-4, and  its echoes of 
typical Markan summaries, both point to M arkan redaction.40 The 
insertion of this explanation, and  the following in troductory  eXeycv 
Se, together suggest tha t the com m entary in verses 20-22 was 
already in the tradition which came to Mark. 41 Regarding the final 
verse, Booth confidently assigns it to Mark, since he claims it adds 
nothing new, has a  generalizing tendency, and  a  summarizing 
character.42 W hat he fails to note is that its red u n d an t character 
functions positively to form  an inclusio  with verse 20 and  as such 
could well have come to Mark from  the tradition. There is nothing 
specific to the verse which points with probability  to Mark's 
redaction.
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i) Conclusion
In sum, Mark received verses 5, 15, and  lSb-23 substantially  from  
the tradition. His m ajor redactorial activity is visible in  verses 1-4, 
the inclusion of the Isaiah quotation and com m entary in  verses 6-8, 
the explanatory translation in verses l i d - 12, the final com m ent in 
verse 13b, the connecting seams in verses 14 and 17-18a, and  the 
explanatory  aside in verse 19c.
Together, these additions reveal some narrative, theological, and  
sociological interests. The narrative interests are m ost visible by his 
specification tha t the scribes came from Jerusalem  and  his p lural 
description of the b read  in verse 2. Mark thereby succeeded in  
linking the story to w hat preceded (the feeding of the  five 
thousand, 6.30-44) and  in anticipating the final fate of Jesus in  the 
Holy City. His theological concerns were two-fold. Firstly, by 
inserting the description of the various ritual washings of the Jews, 
Mark w anted to place the ritual of handwashing w ithin a larger 
context, and  so prepare for the them e of the traditions of the elders. 
Secondly, the specific tradition which exercised his m ind was the 
question of clean and unclean food, which his addition in verse 19c 
u n d e rlin e s .43 From this it m ay be concluded th a t the specific 
question of eating with unw ashed hands did no t p resen t itself as a 
problem  for his audience. The aside he gives in  verse 2 confirms 
this, as does the longer aside in  verses 3-4. His sociological concern 
was to confirm  the distance between his audience an d  Jewish belief 
an d  practice. The generalizing tendency of his rem arks concerning 
"all the Jews" and  the "many similar things" practised by them  
points in this direction, as does his insertion of the passage from  
Isaiah. Verse 19c clearly also works for this purpose. From this it 
m ay be concluded tha t the traditions of the elders was a problem  
w ithin his community, and tha t the particular problem  concerning 
M ark m  this passage was the question of clean and unclean food. 
This situates Mark well within the discussions of early  Hellenistic 
Christianity.
43 Similarly, Lührmann, Markusevangelium, 125. Lambrecht comments: "In 
V .  19c Mark intends to make absolutely clear that Jesus declared all food 
clean. We may ask, however, whether the original speaker in v. 15a (Jesus) 
meant his statement to be so explicit." "Jesus and the Law," 63.
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3. Form and Transmission
a) Introduction
There is no consensus regarding which verses rep resen t the original 
controversy: verses 1-2.5-8; 1-2.5.9-13; 1-2.5.6-13; 1-2.5.15, or 
parts  thereof, have all been argued variously as constituting the 
original core. The various diachronic analyses depend upon w hether 
the original objection is understood to have been about the tradition 
of the elders or unw ashed hands, motifs which are both  p resen t in  
the question of verse 5. In w hat follows, it will be argued  th a t verse 
15 is the best candidate for the response to the question and  that, 
since verses 1-4 were M arkan additions, the substance of the 
original question is to be found in verse 5.
b) Verses 1-13
For Bultmann and  others, the original unit com prised verses 1-8, 
an d  the poin t of the story lay in a polemic against the scribes 
conducted by m eans of the Isaiah citation. It originated in  the 
Palestinian com m unity for whom the irapdSoois' of the law was a 
living issue. Mark then  added, by m eans of the usual form ula kui 
eXeyev a^ iToiç, ano ther polemic in  verses 9-13 which he also received 
from  the tradition. After this he added the com m entary in  18b-19 
along with verse 15, all of which were traditional, and  linked it up 
with w hat preceded  by creating verses 17-18a. Connected by  the 
usual form ula, verses 20-23 form  the latest addition  to be added, 
and  m ay have come from  Mark or from  some Hellenistic au th o r.44
Gnilka offers a  similar analysis to Bultmann’s, b u t considers verse 8 
a redactional bridge and sees most of the form ation to have 
occurred  a t a pre-M arkan stage. For him  verses 1-7 constitu ted  the
44 Geschichte, 15-16; Similarly, Albertz, Streitgesprache, 37; Taylor, Mark, 
334; Braiiscomb, Mark, 123; Nineham, Mark, 195; Carlston, "The Things that 
Defile," 91. Banks argues that Mark compiled the unit from two previously 
independent passages: verses 1.5-8.15-20 and verses 9-13. Jesus and the Law, 
132-46.
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original controversy, the structure of which is sim ilar to 2.23-26. 
Contrary to Bultmann, he suggests a  Hellenistic Jewish Sitz. Mark 
added  the traditional verses 9-13 a, of Palestinian origin, because of 
the similar them e of "tradition." The originally independen t logion 
in  verse 15, again of Palestinian origin, was added  a t the pre- 
M arkan stage to verses 17-19, which in tu rn  was connected by  a 
subsequent Greek au tho r to verses 20-22. Mark locked this m aterial 
in to  verses 1-13 by his redactional activity in  verse 14, and  
rounded  off the entire complex with his conclusion in verse 23.45 
Both Suhl and  Hultgren take the opposite view, arguing th a t verse 8 
was an independent logion for which the setting and  charge in 
verses 2 an d  5 were created. The verses were form ulated  as an  
apologetic against Hellenistic Jewish criticism which was denounced 
as hum an tradition.46
lik e  Bultmann, Gnilka, and Hultgren, both Pesch and  Ernst consider 
th a t the original un it dealt with the tradition of the elders, b u t 
argue tha t verses 6-13 in their entirety  functioned as the original 
response. Neither is convinced that verses 9-13 could have 
circulated separately because, apart from  the lack of any initiating 
question, they  have them atic links with the preceding verses and  
can only be understood in  light of the situation described in  verses 
1 and  5.47 Pesch is of the fu rther opinion tha t verses 9-13 function 
as an  example of the teaching in verses 6-8, and  is ano ther example 
of a  "two-step" answer seen elsewhere in the Gospel (see, 2.15-17; 
2.18-22; 2.23-28).48 Both are of the opinion th a t Mark was 
responsible for adding the equally traditional verses 14-23.
H übner take a quite different approach .49  For him, verses 9-13 
constituted the original answer to the question which concerned 
bo th  eating with unw ashed hands and the tradition of the elders. 
Since the answer m entions only "your tradition," he argues th a t the
45 Markus 1:276-78.
46 Adversaries, 115-19. Suhl argues that verse 8 originally functioned as a 
question. Zitate, 79-82.
47 Pesch, Markusevangelium, 1:367-68; Ernst, Markus, 200-1.
48 Markusevangelium, 1:369. On the following page, he remarks: "Die 
Erzahlung ist kunstvoll-bewuEt gefügt...,"
49 Gesetz, 142-74.
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aim  of this response was to question the au thority  of the Pharisees 
who upheld  th a t tradition, ra th e r than  en ter a specific discussion 
regarding purity. The logic of the interchange was to dem onstrate 
how  the religious leaders had  discredited their own tradition  and  
au thority  by  breaking the fourth  com m andm ent, and  a t the same 
tim e were inviting the disciples to be part of their trad ition  and  
authority. Consequently, the problem  concerned no t so m uch 
handw ashing, bu t the Pharisees' authority itself.30 The m ention of 
the disciples' eating with unclean hands was necessary, since a 
question which simply accused them  of no t observing the trad ition  
of the elders would have been too general. It was M ark who 
changed the whole focus onto the question of clean and  unclean by 
his addition of verse 15.31 Hübner claims this reading is confirm ed 
by  m ore form al considerations. In 2.23-28, reference is also m ade 
to an Old Testam ent text, which is then  followed by the original 
answer, indicated by the in troductory  phrase koI eXeyev aijTois’. 
M oreover, since 7.6-7 reflects the LXX text ra th e r th an  the MT, it 
clearly originated in a  Greek speaking com munity and  so could no t 
be a  word of the historical Jesus.32
Sariola takes a similar position to Hübner, bu t in a m ore nuanced 
form . The original controversy consisted of verses 5b-6a, 9 b - llc , 
l i e .  The question, for him, concerned handwashmg, b u t linked up 
th a t practice with the tradition of the elders, ra th e r than  the law. 
The response, in turn, contrasted the two in o rder to show the 
im possibility of following b o th .3 3  Verse 12 was a redactional 
add ition  by  Mark. Verse 13ab was added  together w ith verses 3b-
30 "Am MiBbrauch des Qprban seht ihr, wie cure Überlieferung dem Willen 
Gottes widerspricht. Wie wollt dami ausgerechnet ihr, die ihr doch selbst die 
Autoritat eurer Überlieferung durch die Verletzung des Vierten Gebotes 
diskreditiert habt, meine Jünger dazu bewegen, die Handewaschung - um 
dieser diskreditierteii Überlieferung willen! - vorzunehmen? Das allerdings 
ware eine sinnvolle Argumentation. Sie geschalie nicht als Diskussion um 
rein oder unrein; vielmehr ginge es um die Autoritat seiner pharisaischen 
Gegner." Gesetz, 146.
31 Gesetz, 146.
32 Verse 8 forms a doublet with verse 9 because of the agreement in content 
and vocabulary, and so functions as a secondary bridge with what precedes. 
The original exposition consisted of verses 1.2.5 (minus k < x I  T L V ’ e ç . . . à T T ô  
' lepoCToXuntDK). Gesetz, 144, 156-57.
33 Gesetz, 50-51.
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4c, 18d-19b, and 20b at the pre-M arkan stage, p robab ly  because of 
the relationship between purity  and food. I
.
Dibelius stands alone in m aintaining that Mark com posed verses 1-5 
to in troduce the entire section. For him  it is quite clear th a t verses 
15 and 9-13 were at one point independent, no t only because of the 
presence of special introductions bu t also because neither has to do 
w ith the question of handw ashing. Verses 6-8 are linked 
them atically with verses 9, 10-13 and concern the opposition: 
com m andm ent of G od/tradition of men. The saying in verse 15 
concerns cleanliness in  regard to eating and was attached  to verses 
6-8 a t the pre-M arkan stage. The two explanations in verses 17-19 
and  20-23, neither of which suit the radical character of verse 15, 
were the final additions, probably at the pre-M arkan stage. Both 
these explanations reveal the Church’s doctrinal concern in the food 
question.54
These different attem pts a t the reconstruction of the transm ission 
history  aU bring their own problems. Behind Bultmann's position 
are two questionable pre-suppositions: firstly, th a t the  in troductory  
form ula mi eXeyev aijrots' indicates the la ter addition  of the following 
verses, and  secondly, th a t the tendency of Mark was to enlarge his 
apophthegm s with new  material.53 it has already been pointed  out 
th a t such an  introductory  formula, if it were from  the h an d  of Mark, 
need  no t necessarily point to prim ary or secondary m aterial.
Simply, it indicates tha t Mark was capable of distinguishing small 
units from  each other. If it did no t come from  him, then  it could be 
seen as introducing an  independent chreia-like saying. In any case, 
according to this presupposition, the similar in troductory  form ula in 
verse 6 could equally indicate the secondary na tu re  of verses 6-8. 
Consequently, if Mark did have a tendency to enlarge his 
apophthegm s, then  these la tter verses could equally be the 
expansion of some o ther m aterial in the present p e r i c o p e .3 6  Most 
im portan t to note is Bultmann's correct recognition tha t verses 6-8, 
as the response to the question, contain no argum ent of their own.
I
^^Formgeschichte, 222-23.
35 Geschichte, 15.
56 Similarly, Weiss, Lehre, 60.
I
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37 Weiss comments: "Seine Argumente sprechen mehr für den 
StichwortanschluB einer sekundaren Tradition als für eine formgemaBe 
Überlieferung." Lehre, 64.
From this he concludes tha t they derive from  the traditional 
polemic of the Church. Yet it is difficult to understand  why the 
particu lar setting was created for them  if they fail to answer the 
problem  posed there. This problem  is com pounded w hen Gnilka 
deletes verse 8 as redactional. The citation from  Isaiah functions as 
pure  invective and fails to respond to the objection in  any cogent 
way. It is difficult to see how such a setting could have been  created  
for the citation.
H ultgren's and  Suhl's suggestion suffers from  its implications. If 
verse 8 were the original response, then  a parallelism  is created  
betw een question and  response: A) the tradition of the elders; B) 
eating with unclean hands; Ai) the tradition of men; B^) the 
com m andm ent of God. It is hard ly  reasonable to suppose th a t the 
religious leaders were being accused of abandoning God's 
com m andm ent because they washed their hands. Finally, verse 8 
contains no response to the second limb of the question.
Contrary to both  Pesch and  Ernst, there is no reason to suppose tha t 
b o th  verses 6-7 and  9-13 could no t have circulated independently . 
Isaiah 29.13 is quoted and  alluded to elsewhere bo th  w ithin and  
outside of the New Testament. In the rhetorical analysis, it will be 
shown how  verses 9-13 function well as a chreia followed by 
rationale, and  consequently have a certain coherence.
%
For Hübner, the argum ent was no t about the question of clean and  
imclean, bu t about the authority of the Pharisees. His explanation 
th a t the first limb of the question was considered too general, and  
th a t the second limb was introduced to make the objection specific, 
is unpersuasive. Elsewhere in  the Gospel, the religious leaders can 
ask a question of a  very general natu re  (see, 11.28). In any case, 
even if H übner were correct, he fails to answer why precisely the 
question of eating with unclean hands was taken as an  e x a m p le .3 7  
The same m ay be said for Sariola's similar position. Furtherm ore, to 
argue tha t Jesus rejected the whole tradition on the basis th a t he
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used the Corban story as an  example of how the Pharisees’ trad ition  
broke the law sounds ra th e r extreme.
c) Verse 15
An alternative way forw ard is to consider w hether verse 15 could 
have provided the original response. A num ber of argum ents in  its 
favour have been pu t by various commentators.38 The verse’s 
antithetic parallelism  and understandable content indicate th a t it 
could have existed as an  independent logion.39 But does it constitute 
a fitting response to the question or, at least, a m ore fitting response 
th an  verses 1-8, or 9-13? Certainly, it does no t answ er explicitly the 
question concerning the tradition of the elders in  verse 5b. 
Regardmg the practice of handwashing before meals, Booth has 
presen ted  convincing evidence to show tha t handw ashing as a 
supererogatory practice did characterize the haberim  faction of the 
Pharisees, bo th  in  the time of Jesus and afterwards.60 However, th a t 
practice could not have been considered a "tradition," certainly not 
in  the sense of Corban, and  therefore it may be concluded tha t verse 
5b is incongruent with verse 5c, and so may be viewed as a  la ter 
addition.
2,i.
I
  -------------------------
38 See, Berger, Gesetzauslegung, 1:461-65; Klauck, Allegorie, 262; Lambrecht,
"Jesus and the Law," 66-70; D. Lührmann, "...womit er alle Speisen für rein 
erklarte (Mk 7,19)," WD 16 (1981): 81-91; id., Markusevangelium, 125; Johnson,
Mark, 181; Booth, Purity Laws, 55-114; Weiss, Lehre, 57-82. Schweizer takes a 
similar position, but maintains that verses 18b-19, 20-23 were added to verse 
15 before the setting in verse 1-2.5 was created. Markus, 82.
39 There is a wide ranging discussion regarding the original form of the 
saying, its scope, redactional additions, and its authenticity. See H. Raisanen,
"Jesus and the Food Laws: Reflections on Mark 7,15," JSNT16 (1982): 79-100.
The move from a literal to a metaphorical usage of the verb nopeiieaGai hardly 
indicates that a clumsy addition has been made to the original verse 15a.
Contra LI. Merkel, "Mk 7,15 — das Jesuswort über die innere Verunreinigung,"
ZRGG 20 (1968): 353. Moreover, the very structure of the saying which places 
the phrase oùSév kuriv at the very beginning and the verb SuVaTai only
towards the end indicates that it functions to prepare for a teaching 
concerning what does make unclean. That Mark added the words 
ELCTTropeuoTevov and ÈKTTopeudiJieva is impossible to prove, certainly not on the 
grounds of the Markan use of the respective verbs (apart from the traditional 
4.19, he uses them in the sense of geographical movement). The authenticity 
of the logion does not concern us.
60 Purity Laws, 189-203. Similarly, Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 185-86.
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The original question, then, concerned the disciples’ eating with 
unw ashed h a n d se l The problem  rem ains tha t the answer concerns 
food, ra ther than the condition of the person eating the food. A 
certain  petitio  principii is apparent. It could be argued tha t 
im purity could be passed on from  hands to food, b u t Booth points 
out th a t urging handwashing would no t have m ade any sense, since 
the whole body would have been presum ed to be im pure.62 His 
in terp retation  of handwashing as something supererogatory, a 
practice pointing to a higher standard  of piety, fits weU with the 
p icture of the Pharisees which has em erged in  the analysis of the 
o ther units. That is, the criticism was based no t on general practice 
of trad ition  or law, bu t ra ther upon the Pharisees’ own stricter 
observance, and  aim ed at Jesus and  his followers who d id  no t share 
th a t observance.63 Jesus’ answer, in turn, rejects the ir h igher piety 
by downplaying the possibility of ritual im purity and  highlighting 
the danger of ethical impurity.64 Once again, Jesus refuses to answer 
the question solely on the grounds set before him.
Jesus’ answer also reflects discourse concerning prohib ited  foods 
evidenced elsewhere in  the New Testam ent (see. Acts 10; Acts 15; 
Rom. 14.14-23; Gal. 2.11-14, 1 Cor. 8) and also in the Gospel o f  
Thomas 14. This discourse confirms that the saying in 7.15 should 
be taken in  a relative ra th e r than  absolute way, since the re  was
61 Contra Weiss, Lehre, 72. He describes the action of eating with unwashed 
hands a "banale[n] AnlaB." It is no more banal than the disciples' plucking 
grain. His objection to Lührmann, who also considers verse 5c to be the the 
original question, that 2.18 also contains the grounds to the objection within 
the reproach, hardly offers a convincing parallel. Lehre, 68. In 2.18, the 
actions of one group are contrasted with the actions of Jesus' disciples; in 7.5 
it is the tradition of the elders which is presented as the grounds of the 
objection.
62 Purity, 173-185. Similarly, Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, 387-88 11. 51.
63 Booth comments: "In this sense, the question could be elab or ate d—' Why do 
your disciples (since you, their Teacher, are 'true, and teach the way of God 
truthfully') not wash their hands before they eat and observe the same 
standard of purity as we pietists do?"' Purity Laws, 202.
64 This is another instance where the ou5ev ... àXXà construction indicates a 
relative rather than absolute negation. See, Booth, Purity Laws, 68-71. Berger 
argues for the absolute sense, maintaining that this (wisdom) saying arose in 
Hellenistic Judaism and was framed in an apocalyptic tradition.
Gesetzauslegung, 465-69. His reading of the various Jewish texts remains 
questionable, since it seems highly unlikely that a Jew could deny all purity 
laws and still remain in the synagogue. See, Booth, Purity Laws, 84-90.
 :!
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clearly no unanim ity about the question.65 Clearly, food laws were 
being questioned by  early Christian communities, and  it is against 
this background th a t Mark 7.15 should also be read.66 it is 
recognized commonly tha t the entrance of Gentiles into the early 
Christian com m unity raised questions concerning certain  Jewish 
practices, specitically circumcision and food laws. With regard  to 
these latter, Paul takes a principled stand in Gal. 2.11-14 based 
upon "the tru th  of the Gospel" (2.14). He does no t expand upon how 
he deduces this principle from  the Gospel, b u t his argum entation 
m ay be described as an  "evangelical" herm eneutic. A general 
accusation of anti-Gospel behaviour is made of Peter, Barnabas, and  
o ther Jewish Christians. 1 Cor. 8 and Rom. 14.14-23 register no t 
only a  softening of Paul’s principled stance in Galatians, bu t also a 
change in  argum entative direction. He states clearly his own 
(principled) conviction (Rom. 14.14), bu t does not impose tha t way 
forw ard upon the community. The herm eneutic he em ploys is 
ethical ra th e r th an  "evangelical"—the decision is up  to the 
conscience of each individual who should be aware of the possibility 
of scandal. Love of the b reth ren  now becomes the guiding principle 
(see, Rom. 14.15; 1 Cor. 8.9-10). Between Galatians, on  the one hand, 
and  1 Corinthians and  Romans on the other, one can glimpse Paul 
struggling to offer adequate grounds for Christian behaviour 
regarding food. Mark 7.15 records another step in the discourse, in 
which the grounds for behaviour now rested upon a w ord of the 
Lord himself. The texts concerned chart an herm eneutical process in 
early Christian discourse, which began with general "evangelical" 
reasoning, through ethical exhortation, to a word of the Lord 
him self.67 To this extent, Mark 7.15 resem bles the teaching on 
fasting in  2.20, where the practice was grounded in  a w ord of the
65 Similarly, Booth, Purity Laws, 219.
66 This is not to argue for literary dependence between the Markan text and 
the others, or vice-versa. The authenticity of the saying is of no relevance in 
this discussion concerning the relationship between setting and saying. 
Raisanen suggests that it is best seen as a creation of a Galilean community 
engaged in the Gentile mission and influenced by the insights gained there 
(Rom. 14.14, 20). "Food Laws," 89.
67 In modern jargon, this process may be described as the move from 
"orthopraxis" to "orthodoxy." Raisanen makes a similar point: "That verse 
(scil, Rom. 14.14) gives expression to a conviction reached in faith, 
instinctively as it were, that nothing is unclean of itself.... But at some point a 
need for more reflective theological arguments must have made itself felt...." 
"Food Laws," 88.
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Lord an d  also given a specific ra tio n a le-to  m ourn  the dea th  of 
Jesus.
d) Verses 18b-23
7
The "commentaries" in verses 18b, 19a-b, and  20-23 sit well with 
verse 15. Verse 19 makes it quite explicit th a t verse 15a is talking 
abou t food, whilst verses 20-23 list those actions and  attitudes 
which make individuals unclean, and so specify w hat is only alluded 
to in verse 15b. These additions fu rther show that the topos of 
unclean hands was left in  the background, whilst the m ore general 
topos of "clean/unclean" was taken up. It is this la tte r which created 
the environm ent which m ade possible the addition of the Corban 
un it in  verses 9-13. For although the topos of "tradition" does not 
appear in  the core controversy, it was the com m entaries m  verses 
18c, 19a-b, 20-23 which implicitly raised th a t subject by referring 
to the pu rity  laws. The first limb of the question would have been 
added  a t the same time as the Corban unit.
e) Conclusion
In sum m ary, this proposed outline of the transm ission history 
suggests tha t the original controversy consisted of verse 5, m inus 
the m ention of the tradition of the elders, with verse 15 as the 
original response. The com mentaries in  verses 18b .l9ab , 20-23 
function to make the answer in verse 15 m ore specific. By 
em phasizing the topos of ritual im purity in contrast to  ethical 
im purity, they created the environm ent for the addition  of verses 
9-13, which read  tha t discussion in  term s of hum an trad ition  in 
contrast with the com m and of God. The addition of these latter 
verses was the catalyst for the inclusion of the first p a r t of the 
question in verse 5.
I
I
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4. Rhetorical Analysis 
a) Introduction
M ark 7.1-23 has been analysed from  the rhetorical po in t of view in  
two separate studies. Since both  studies are ra th e r detailed, a 
lengthier introductory  section is dem anded here, in  o rder to present 
bo th  their analyses of the unit, and their consequent conclusions.
In his general study on the composition of Mark's Gospel, Mack 
suggests th a t 7.1-23 is an  example of "a very  elaborate expansion of 
a chreia," and  offers the following brief a n a ly s is ;6 8
Introduction: Verses 1-4 
Chreia Setting: Verse 5 
Chreia Response: Verses 6-7 
Rationale: Verse 8 
C ontrast Verses 9-13 
Analogy: Verses 14-15 
Explanation o f  the Analogy: Verses 17-19 
Examples: Verses 20-22 
P ronouncem ent Verse 23
Like Mack, Gregory Salyer is also convinced th a t these verses are  
structured  according to the principles of rhetorical elaboration.69 
However, he goes beyond Mack when he m aintains th a t the un it is 
structured  according both  to the outlme of Hermogenes' full 
elaboration (Robbias' "second-level" elaboration) and  to Theon's 
rem arks concerning the confirm ation of an  argum ent ("first-level" 
elaboration). It comes as no surprise, then, tliat his form al analysis 
differs quite significantly from  Mack's. He offers the following 
outline :70
68 Myth, 189-92.
69 "Rhetoric, Purity, and Play: Aspects of Mark 7:1-23," Semeia 64 (1993): 139- 
69.
70 "Aspects," 144-45.
Narrative Introduction: Verses 1-2 
Digression: Verses 3-4
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Quaestio (seeking Rationale): Verse 5
Argum entatio (functioning as a rep ly  to the Quaestio): Verses 6-15
Praise: Verse 6a 
Chreia: Verses 6b-7 
Paraphrase: Verse 8
Citations o f  A ncien t Authority, Verses 9-10 
Example: Verses 11-12 
Paraphrase: Verse 13
Contrary as Counterthesis: Verses 14-16^1
Scene/Setting Change: Amplification o f  the Counterthesis 
Interrogatio: Verse 17
R esta tem ent o f  First Part o f  Counterthesis as Interrogatio: Verse 
18
Rationale. Verse 19a 
Inference: Verse 19b
R estatem ent o f  Second Part o f  Counterthesis: Verse 20 
Rationale: Verses 21-22 
Conclusion: Verse 23
Mack is of the opinion tha t the un it presents a good exam ple of how 
an original chreia was "domesticated" hi the process of transmission. 
"Domestication" for him  was the process whereby the logic of the 
original chreia (not necessanly "authentic" in Bultmannian terms) 
which functioned on the basis of scatological hum our, appeal to 
com mon sense, and  insight, was overtaken, though no t entirely 
replaced, by a logic which rested upon "far-fetched" argum ents and 
appeal to traditional authorities such as Scripture, in th a t process, 
the original hum our gave way to a m uch m ore serious, hostile, and  
polemic tone.72 This general understanding of the growth and 
transm ission of the pronouncem ent stories in general leads him  to 
the conviction th a t verse 15, or something very like it, constituted 
the original chreia-saying. He paraphrases the original chreia in  the 
following way: "When asked why he ate with hands defiled, Jesus
71 Sic. Although he mentions verse 16 here, it plays no part in his analysis.
72 Myth, 194.
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replied, Tt is n o t w hat goes in, bu t what goes ou t th a t makes 
u n c l e a n . '"23 xhe issue involved in the exchange regarded  
"clean/unclean" and the topic was table m anners.
During the process of transmission, such a response was considered 
too "risqué" and  the chreia was domesticated by m eans of two 
rhetorical moves. Firstly, the setting was reform ulated  so th a t the 
focus m oved from  the disciples, who did not wash their hands, to 
the Pharisees who did. This allowed the m ore general question 
concerning the "traditions of the elders" to be in troduced and 
dem anded  th a t a new response be made. This new  response 
constituted the second rhetorical shift, the replacem ent of tlie 
original chreia-saying with the chreia-saying from  Isaiah. In o ther 
words, the change of focus introduced a polemical note and  the 
Isaiah citation was considered a m ore appropriate response to the 
changed circumstances. At the same time, the original saying, 
considered too risqué to use as the thesis, was nonetheless "too good 
to dismiss altogether," and  so was retained fu rther on as an
analogy.24
Mack argues th a t this process of domestication recorded  a process 
of social form ation. That is, behind it lies the history of a group 
which was once m erged with the synagogue bu t which gradually 
came into conflict with Pharisaic Judaism. This group he calls the 
"Synagogue Reform Movement," and it is their history of group 
form ation which the pronouncem ent stories recorded.25 Given tha t 
these stories centred around the Pharisaic laws of purity  and  tha t 
the ir settings were typically house-gatherings, Mack deduces tha t 
table fellowship was the distinguishing feature of this group of 
reform ers vis-à-vis o ther Jewish groups. He assum es th a t the ir 
practice had  spread into the Hellenistic cities of Galilee and  perhaps 
southern  Syria, in which regions the Pharisees' po in t of view would 
have been as recent a developm ent as that of the reform  
m ovem ent. "In southern Syria and  beyond, both  positions m ay well 
_______________________
23 Myth, 189.
24 This, Mack suggests, explains the later scholion, "If anyone has ears to 
hear, let that one hear." The scribe who inserted it was afraid that it might 
get lost among the larger material. Myth, 189.
25 Myth, 94-97, 172-207.
I
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have been  viewed as export ideologies from  Palestine, the  Pharisees 
sounding a  conservative position, the Jesus people taking the 
opposite tack."26 The Pharisees argued from  institutional precedents 
and  practical considerations, whereas the reform  m ovem ent, 
deprived  of such argum ents, was forced simply to rely  on the 
sayings of Jesus. Those sayings were of the Cynic variety  and  
contained implicit critiques of society and accepted logic, and 
celebrated the unconventional. That sort of saying, however, was 
insufficient to counter the m ore conservative challenge, and  so the 
chreiai became dom esticated and  elaborated in response to the 
Pharisaic objections and questions. Mack comments:
An exceptionally odd thing happens. Jesus becomes his own 
authority. Everything is attributed  to Jesus: chreia, rationale, 
supporting argum ents, and  even the authoritative 
pronouncem ents. Jesus elaborates his own saying and  ends up 
pronouncing authoritatively upon it.... The circle closes. There is 
no poin t of leverage outside the sayings of Jesus to qualify or 
sustain the argum entation and  its conclusion. Jesus' au thority  is 
absolute, derived from  his own Cynic wisdom, and  proven by  his 
own pronouncem ents upon it.... By the very shnple m eans of 
m anipulating the sayings of Jesus rhetorically, the synagogue 
reform  m ovem ent tu rned  the Cynic sage into an  im perious judge 
and  sovereign. He rules by fiat .22
y
For Salyer, the chreia  in verse 15 is the pivot around  which the two 
different elaborations revolve. Although he does n o t make him self 
entirely  clear, he does seem to accept tha t the saying in verse 15 
functioned as the original response to the question in verse 5.28 The 
process of elaboration not only displaced this response b u t changed 
its purpose: it no longer functioned as a chreia-saying b u t as an  
argum ent from  the contrary  in support of another chreia  (the Isaiah 
saying). However, placed in the context of the following verses, it
26 Myth, 95.
22 Mytii, 199.
28 "The chreia uttered by Jesus in v. 15 is a response to the question brought 
by the Pharisees and scribes in v. 5." "Aspects," 143. He does not expand upon 
this rather unclear assertion.
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reverted  to its previous form  and function and acted as a 
"counterthesis as chreia."
Salyer agrees with Mack that the entire unit should be classified as 
epideictic rhetoric, given its polemical nature. The issue in question 
was "the tradition of the elders" of which unclean hands was simply 
a  s y n e c d o c h e .  29 The first chreia and  its elaboration functioned to 
indict the Pharisees and  set the scene for a redefinition of purity, 
which the second chreia then  com pleted and  refined tha t new 
definition. The polemical tone of the passage, Salyer m aintains, 
reflects a  com m unity which had  already accepted the division 
between cultic and ethical purity. Consequently, the rhetorical 
situation was the conflict between the different ideas of pu rity  held  
respectively by Jesus (and presum ably his followers) and  the 
Pharisees and  s c r i b e s .80 in  Salyer's reconstruction, this la tter group 
represen ted  the "controlling group" of society, whose power derived 
from  the purity  system of the Temple. The concern of th a t system 
was the in ternal ordering of society and the m aintenance of clear 
boundaries with those outside. For Jesus to challenge this system, 
however, it was essential th a t he be viewed as an  "insider" for only 
then  would he m aintain no t only credibility with the power 
structure bu t also his ability to m inister to those at the m argins of 
the system. The first elaborated chreia succeeded in  achieving this 
since it m oved "within the sphere of the ideology of the tradition,"81
Before moving on to an analysis of the various argum entative 
sections of the pericope, a few words of evaluation of the positions 
of Mack and  Salyer are in  order. Mack exaggerates w hen he claims 
"Jesus becomes his own authority." When the various elem ents of 
the fully elaborated chreia, as Mack sees it, were a ttribu ted  to Jesus, 
this is neither m ore nor less than what happened in the rhetorical
29 "The primary motivation in this passage is to invalidate the cultic idea of 
purity as it has been handed down via the traditions of the elders. To 
accomplish this goal, Mark has Jesus attack the tradition in verses 6-15." 
"Aspects," 146.
80 His reconstruction of the rhetorical situation is guided by the 
anthropological insights of Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis o f 
the Concepts o f Pollution and Taboo (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966), 
and the sociological insights of Jerome Neyrey, "The Idea of Purity in Mark's 
Gospel," Semeia 35 (1986): 91-128.
81 "Aspects," 164.
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tradition. In other words, the student elaborating the chreia  was 
expected to make the various argum entative elem ents his own. 
According to Mack's analysis, Jesus is depicted in this pericope as 
using a rationale, a contrast, an analogy, an explanation of the 
analogy, and  examples. This is no different from  th a t which was 
expected of the rhetorical student. Mack cannot have it bo th  ways. 
Either "there is no point of leverage outside the sayings of Jesus" or 
there  is a  pattern  of form al argum entation borrow ed from  the 
surrounding culture and  used to press his viewpoint. Furtherm ore, 
in  Mack's reconstruction of the original chreia, the objection is m ade 
against Jesus' eating with unw ashed hands. It is strange then  th a t 
Mack claims th a t the first rhetorical move towards the 
"domestication" of the chreia was the shift of focus from  the 
disciples who did not wash their hands to the Pharisees who did. 
There is an  inconsistency in his argum ent. The m ain problem  with 
Salyer's analysis is his assum ption tha t an  observant Jew could have 
expected to rem ain within Judaism  whilst totally rejecting the 
purity  codes of the day. Moreover, it seems strange th a t this 
community, personified by Jesus, should have adopted a  polemical 
approach in its attem pt to be treated as an  "insider."
b) The Setting and Quaestio: Verses 1-4, 5
As a reasonably  lengthy setting, verses 1-4 m ay be considered to 
reflect th a t type of chreia which Robbins calls "amplified." No 
argum entative figure is added, and the verses function m ainly as an  
explanatory aside to the audience. Both Mack and  Salyer agree on 
the ir essentially in troductory  nature. Mack inaccurately defines 
verse 5 as the chreia setting, whereas it is m ore correctly the 
quaestio. Once again, the stasis is one of quality, and  the rhetoric 
forensic, since an  accusation is being made.
c) The A rgum ent from  Authority: Verses 6-8
Mack describes verse 8 as a rationale. The rationale Hermogenes 
gives to his thesis is: "For the m ost im portant affairs generally 
succeed because of toil, and once they have succeeded they bring
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p le a s u r e ."  82 Mack understands the function of the rationale in term s 
of re-statem ent, interpretation, and  argum entation. Firstly, it should 
resta te  the chreia in such a way that both together, chreia and  
rationale, supply the basic argum ent of the case. Secondly, it should 
in te rp re t the chreia in such a way tha t the issue a t h and  is stated, 
o r th a t the side the o rator will take is clarified, Fmally, it ought to 
m ake some advance on the argum entation of the chreia itself. For 
instance, in  the case of Hermogenes' rationale. Mack notes th a t 
argum entative advance consists in the transposition of the figurai 
speech of the chreia into plain discourse, and in  the clarification that 
labour is the issue in  need of elaborative argum entation.83 Given 
the im portance of this relation between rationale and  chreia, all the 
o ther argum ents which follow have only a supporting role.
There is, it is true, a  certain am ount of restatem ent p resen t in  verse 
8. Specifically, the "teaching the teachings and precepts of men" is 
transposed into "you ... hold fast the traditions of men." There is also 
a two-fold in terpretative move. Firstly, the scribes and  the 
Pharisees are addressed directly and identified with the "people" of 
the  Isaiah citation. Secondly, and  m ore im portantly, the em phasis 
upon  teaching disappears in verse 8, with the result tha t the 
religious leaders are no t even dignified with such an  ac tiv ity -th ey  
simply "hold fast" to "hum an traditions." Finally, an argum entative 
move is m ade through the use of com parison w hereby the activity 
of the leaders is pu t clearly at odds with the com m andm ent of God.
Even given all this, however, verse 8 still sits uneasily as a rationale 
w hen com pared with the example given by Hermogenes. Firstly, it 
is an  accusation and  as such hard ly  functions to elicit th a t general 
agreem ent which a good rationale should. Secondly, it continues to 
move in the same narrow  discourse of verse 7b ra th e r than  moving
8 2  Tà y à p  liéyiCTTa r â v  irpaypaTti)v è k  mv(ùv (juXet KaropGoOaBccL, K a ro p S œ B ei 'T a  8 è  Tf)v
f)8ovfiv <t>^p€i. Hermogenes 42-44.
83 "Elaboration," 58. He also notes that "[i]f the rationale introduces a reason 
why a generally accepted view is true, it functions as an apodosis, thus 
constructing a rhetorical syllogism (enthymeme)." This implies that some 
rationales do not supply a reason. Yet, this contradicts their very raison 
d’être which is plain not only from the English term "rationale" but even 
more so from the original Greek (aiTia). It may be concluded, then that every 
rationale should be enthymematic by nature.
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into a quite different and m ore general discourse, as Hermogenes’ 
rationale does. Thirdly, it picks up on only a  very small p a rt of the 
chreia, abandoning entirely the topics of hypocrisy, the M ps/heart 
divide, and  worship. In fact, verse 8 only com m ents upon verse 7b. 
This would be acceptable if the supporting argum ents then  
functioned to expand the basic issue of the contrast between the 
com m andm ent of God and hum an traditions. But this happens only 
in  verses 9-13 and  the topic of hum an trad itions/ com m andm ent of 
God disappears from  the rest of the passage. In sum, then, verse 8 
fails as a rationale, since it establishes neither a basic issue which is 
then  argued through in the following units, nor a  poin t of view 
which the supporting argum ents attem pt to prove.
Salyer does n o t offer any reasons why he disagrees w ith Mack’s 
analysis of verse 8, bu t simply suggests tha t the verse functions as 
a p a r a p h r a s e .8 4  According to Hermogenes, the paraphrase ought to 
amplify the chreia.^^ A certain amplification does occur insofar as 
the traditions of m en are explicitly com pared with the 
com m andm ent of God. Nonetheless, the larger p art of the citation is 
ignored and  consequently verse 8 may be considered as only a 
partia l paraphrase.
Verses 6-8 p resen t themselves as pu re  invective, and  so m ay be 
classified as epideictic rhetoric. Unlike verses 9-13 and  14-23, as 
will be seen, there is no sign of any attem pt at reasoned 
argum entation, w hether in the form  of enthym em es, legal debate, 
o r whatever. From an argum entative poin t of view, then, the Isaiah 
text would have had  very little effect in the cut and  th rust of 
debate with Pharisaic or rabbinic Judaism.
Despite their superficial appearance, verses 6-7 do n o t work well as 
a chreia—the citation of Isaiah fails the test of conciseness bo th  in  
its length and  content. The citation of Isaiah only has apparen t 
argum entative force since, as indicated above, it clearly would not I.,
He restricts himself to saying that the verse as paraphrase functions as a 
countercharge. "Aspects," 149.
Ei0 ’ x p e i c c -  etire ToBe, kccI  où Gtîctcl?  aÙ TV iv i|/LX t|V  dXXà ttXc c t ù ï ' ü v  t t | v  
("Then the chreia: 'He said thus and so,' and you are not to express it simply 
(#Xi|i )^ but rather by amplifying the presentation.") Theon 40-41.
. I
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have been accepted as applicable by those against whom  it was 
directed. But w hat provoked this high level of invective?
It has already been noted  tha t the citation in Mark m ost closely 
resem bles the LXX version. When com pared with the versions of the 
MT and  the Aramiac T a r g u m , 8 6  the thrust of the LXX is apparent. 
W hereas the first p a rt of the verse is substantially the same in all 
th ree  versions, there is substantial divergence in the culm inating 
line.87 The MT attacks a type of worship based upon the rote 
learning of hum an instructions; the Tar gum criticizes their fear of 
God as based upon hum an precept rather than  rooted in  the heart; 
the LXX emphasizes tha t true worship is impossible if based  on 
hum an  teaching. It is this particu lar th rust of the LXX th a t was of 
particu lar usefulness to the Christian circle w ithin which it was 
cited. The issue a t stake concerned the credentials of those in  
teaching positions. This last line, therefore, m ay be understood as a 
precision of the initially general accusation-" this people" is 
specified as those who teach. The citation functions as an  attack 
upon the authority  of the Pharisees ra ther than  as a general attack 
upon  the Jews. A partial confirmation of the above reading is given 
by the surrounding context of Is. 29.13 which is an attack on those 
false teachers who deny the people both justice and  true learnmg.^^ 
Further confirm ation is given by Matthew’s use of the topos of the 
hypocrisy of the religious leaders (see. Matt. 15.7; 22.18; 23.13, 14, 
15, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29. Cf., 6,2, 5, 16; 7.5; 15.7).S9
86 "[B]ut their heart is far removed from me; and their fear of me is become 
as a precept of those that teach." See, J. Stenning, The Targum o f Isaiah 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1949), 93-94.
87 Contra Guelich, Mark, 367-68.
88 See, Is. 29.11-12, 14-15, 20-21. See, C, H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures, 
The Substratum o f New Testament Theology, (London: Nisbet,1952), 61-62, 126. 
Booth comments: "Thus, by implicit reference to these adjacent verses, the 
quotation in this unit incorporates a wide attack on the teaching of the 
scribes (wise men) who obstruct the people from true learning and whose 
false teaching denies them justice." Purity Laws, 92.
89 Papyrus Egerton 2 uses the Isaiah citation to show that those who call Jesus 
"teacher" do not obey his words, and Clement's First Letter to the Corinthians 
uses the charge of hypocrisy together with the first line of Is. 29.13 against 
self-proclaimed religious leaders. Clearly over a substantial period of time, 
the Isaiah citation was considered useful in the discussion regarding true and
I
false teaching.
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d) A Chreia with Arguments from  Authority and  the Opposite: 
Verses 9-13
Salyer’s analysis of verses 9-13 is only partially  correct. Verse 10 
certainly ftmctions as an argum ent from  authority. However, by 
assigning verse 9 to tha t authoritative argum ent, and  by describing 
verses 11-12 as an  argum ent from  example, he fails to identify  the
9 0  j à  p iè v  7 à p  T u x o v ’T a  t û v  ir p a y i ic c T w v o ù  S e Î T a i  ttovgjv kücl tô  r e X o ?  à î i B e a T a T o v  e x e i ,
Tct CTTTouSaîo: Sè roùi'avTLov. liermogeiies 45-47.
From this it m ay be concluded th a t the rhetorical situation which 
gave rise to the use of the citation was one in which the teaching 
credentials of the Jewish religious leaders were coming un d er 
criticism. The use of the LXX points to an Hellenistic environm ent, 
and  the presence of invective suggests tha t the audience for whom 
this quotation was w ritten no longer accepted the au thority  of those 
leaders.
Mack and  Salyer also disagree on their formal analyses of verses 9- 
13. For Mack, they are an argum ent from contrast. This cannot be 
considered the same as Hermogenes’ argum ent from  the opposite. 
For Hermogenes, the contrary argum ent functions in direct relation 
to the rationale, as his example shows: "For ord inary  affairs do no t 
need  toil, and  they m ay have an  outcome th a t is en tirely  w ithout 
pleasure; b u t serious affairs have the opposite outcome."90 Here 
"ordinary affairs" are contrasted with "the m ost im portan t affairs;" 
the form er succeed "because of toü" and "bring pleasure," the la tter 
"do no t need toil" and  their outcome "is entirely w ithout pleasure." 
This contrary  argum ent receives its force no t only from  the 
inversion of the term s of the rationale, bu t also th rough the 
in troduction  of the topics of the unpleasant and the worthwhile. If 
Mack does in tend  these verses to be understood as a contrary  
argum ent, he is understanding tha t argum ent in  a way quite 
d ifferent from  Hermogenes. If he is saying tha t the verses simply 
contrast God’s com m andm ent with hum an traditions, then  he has 
left form al analysis behind, since nowhere in Herm ogenes’ 
discussion of the elaborated chreia is there m ention of an  argum ent 
from  contrast.
«■
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persuasive strategy of the section. In fact, these verses (m inus the 
KokQç of verse 9, verse 12 and the final p a rt of verse 13) are 
them selves a slightly elaborated chreia. Verse 9 is the chreia- 
saying, of the single voluntary variety, verse 10 is an  argum ent 
from  authority  functioning as a  rationale, and verse 11, as the 
contrastative 6c indicates, is an  argum ent from  the opposite, which 
dem onstrates how the opponents Invert the rationale. It cannot be 
an  example, since the force of the argum ent lies in  the fact th a t tipeiç 
6e XeycTc lies in  Opposition to Mwüafis' yàp eiTTcy. T hat yap, furtherm ore, 
reveals th a t enthym em atic reasoning is p a rt and  parcel of the 
argum ent, suggesting tha t the underlying logic is something hke: 
Moses, who gave God's law, said...; You go against w hat Moses said 
by your words and deeds, and call them  "tradition;" therefore, you 
go against God's law by following your "tradition." Verse 13, though 
out of place, functions as a paraphrase of the ciireia-saying. As a 
whole, then, this little section reflects well the structure of a  slightly 
elaborated chreia.
Verses 9-13 provide clear evidence of social dem arcation. The 
quotation of the law indicates forensic discourse. Since there is good 
evidence th a t in the first century CE. Corban was used in the sense 
of a vow, 91 it could seem at first glance that Jesus is dealing with 
the question of two contradictory laws: Ex. 20.12 (Deut. 5.16) and  
Ex. 21.16 (Lev. 20.9) against Num. 30.2-3 and  Deut. 23.21-23.92 This 
would m ean th a t the stasis was a legal question. On closer 
inspection, it becomes clear tha t something ra th e r different was 
going on.
Verse 9 sets the scene through the rhetorical use of com parison, 
w hereby God's com m andm ent is clearly set against "your tradition." 
These two form  the poles of the figure and set up a good polemical 
context. That com parison is then  continued in a d ifferent key way 
w hen w hat "Moses said" is contrasted with w hat "you say." The first 
argum entative move is the identification of the com m andm ent of 
God with w hat Moses said. This suggests tha t the interlocutors were
91 See J. Fitzmyer, "The Aramiac Qprban Inscription from Jebel Hallet Et-turi 
and Mk 7:11/Mt 15:5," JBL 78 (1959): 60-65; id.. Essays in the Semitic 
Background o f the New Testament (London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1971), 93-100.
92 So Nineham, Mark, 195-96; Brans comb, Mark, 124-25. f
1:
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I
e) The A rgum ent from  Authority: Verse 15
Jews who accepted this identification. The second argum entative 
m ove is more subtle. The Corban practice is used as an  illustration 
of "your tradition" and  w hat "you say." In this way, it is denied  
scriptural justification and legal precedent, even though there 
clearly was one. Presumably, whoever quoted Moses in Exodus was 
equally capable of quoting Deuteronomy or Numbers, b u t by  
refusing to do this the author em ptied Corban of all p recedent or 
justification and simply reduced it to a perverse hum an  practice. In 
this clever rhetorical move, the opponents of Jesus were thus 
p resen ted  not only as the ones who disobeyed the law, bu t who 
could no longer appeal to the Scriptures for justification. The 
argum ent, then, is concerned not with a legal question, such as the 
discrepancy between two contradictory laws, b u t ra th e r sets out to 
prove how the law as set out in  Exodus was broken by those 
accused. Consequently, the stasis is a rational ra th er than  legal 
question and  concerns fact or conjecture (an fecerit), Jesus' purpose 
in  com paring Moses' words with the accused's words and  actions is 
to prove how they infringed the law. Though essentially a forensic 
argum ent, the section is also m arked by epideictic discourse, by  
m eans of which the opponents are discredited as people living 
outside the law. Mark's redactional and sarcastic caXwç intensifies 
the vituperation.
it'
AMack accepts tha t verse 15 furnished the original response to the 
question in  verse 5. In the process of "domestication," however, it 
was dislodged by the quotation from  Isaiah which in troduced  a 
polemical note m ore suited to the new occasion. Once Mack sees the 
Isaiah citation as the controlling chreia, he is forced into the position 
in  which he can give verse 15 only a supporting argum entative 
function, th a t of analogy. He thereby separates him self from  the 
m ajority  of com m entators who consider the verse to lie a t the h ea rt 
o f the passage. To say tha t it was included because "it was too good 
to dismiss" hard ly  recognizes its importance. Further, if the saying 
w ere included simply because of its wit, then  why was the need  felt 
to  in se rt an  explanation of it in  verses 17-19?
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Moreover, it rem ains unclear how he sees it as an analogy. For 
Hermogenes, the analogy m ust clearly relate to the chreia itself. 
Thus, for the chreia, "Isocrates said tha t education's root is b itter, its 
fru it is sweet," he offers the analogy, "For just as it is the lo t of 
farm ers to reap  their fruits after working with the land, so also is it 
for those working w ith w o r d s . "93 Mack understands well the 
argum entative function of the analogy when he comments: "The 
correlation by analogy achieves the illusion of the universal tru th  of 
the thesis by expanding the context to which it a p p l i e s . . . ,"94 
Hermogenes' analogy works because he expands the context of 
education to the world of the farm er, and by stating a particular 
tru th  accepted by all, he implies tha t that tru th  applies equally to 
his thesis. The Isaiah citation homes in on two topics: the lip /h ea rt 
divide, and  hum an teaching. Neither of these is taken up in verse 
15. With some process of reasoning, a listener could possibly deduce 
tha t the content of verse 15 was being presented  as hum an 
teaching, bu t tha t process denies the immediacy which should 
characterize analogy. Further, what verse 15 says would clearly 
have been denied by many, and so the function of analogy of 
moving from  a particular tru th  accepted by all to a  m ore universal 
tru th  would no t have worked.
Salyer is m ore accurate when he accepts the chreiic na tu re  of verse 
15. His argum ent, however, is too complex. From being the original 
chreia-saying, he argues, verse 15 was displaced and  becam e an 
argum ent from  the contrary  in support of ano ther thesis, the Isaiah 
quotation. Placed in its present context, it then  reverted  to its 
previous form  and  function and became a "counterthesis as chreia." 
Not only is all this simply stated ra th er than  dem onstrated, bu t no 
examples of a com parable process are adduced. It is m uch sim pler 
to view verse 15 as the original chreia-saying which was then  
dislodged, the process of which destroyed both  the form  and  the 
force of the original chreia, verses 5 and 15.
------------------------------------
'IcroKpccTîi? T% iraiSeL'aj TfiP pèv ptCav iriKpav, 5è Kapirôv y\uKiJp.
Hermogenes 35-37. o^-trep yàp Tobg y^ mpyovg Bet TTonicravTos: irepl tt|v yîjv KopiCecOoci 
Toùc Kccp'iïoùs', ouTO) K«l Toù? Xoyovç. Hermogenes 48-50.
94 Myth, 59. In Rhetoric, he writes: "The effect of an apt analogy would be the 
suggestion that the principle stated in the proposition was the same as that 
implied in the familiar instance. If true of the analogy, then it would be true 
for the proposition as well." 46,
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f) The Rationales: Verses 18b-23
It has already been m entioned tha t Mack form ally describes verses 
17-19 as an  explanation of the analogy in verse 15. Hermogenes 
makes no m ention of the need for an explanation. This comes as no 
surprise, since an analogy in need of explanation would hard ly  be 
considered a powerful argum entative tool. Moreover, verses 20-22, 
from  the form al po in t of view, are very similar to verses 17-19, yet 
Mack classifies the form er as examples. The form al sim ilarity 
consists in the fu rther explanation which each set of verses gives to 
the  saying in  verse 15: verses 18b-19 pick up the first p a rt of the 
saying and  com m ent upon it, whilst verses 20-22 pick up the 
second part of the saying and  supply a further com m entary. Both 
com m entaries are in troduced by o n  and yap clauses respectively, 
and  so create an  enthym em atic context for the sayings. As a  result, 
verse 15 is split up into two separate chreia-sayings (verses 18b, 
20), and  each is given a  rationale (verses 19, 21-22), with verse 23 
functioning as a paraphrase of verse 20. The underlying syllogistic 
reasoning m ay be outlined in the following way:
Verses 18b-19
Major premise: W hatever goes into a person's belly ra th e r than
heart cannot defile.
M inor premise: Things from outside enter the person 's belly.
Conclusion: Therefore, everything entering from  outside is
incapable of defiling a person.
Verses 20-23
Major premise: True defilem ent comes from  evil thoughts etc..
M inor premise: Evil thoughts etc. come from  the inside, the heart,
Conclusion: Therefore it is what comes from  inside som eone
tha t defiles.
Salyer accurately notes the enthym em atic natu re  of these verses 
with their underlying syllogistic reasoning. He fu rth er notes tha t 
verse 19 functions as a rationale of the first p a rt of verse 15, and  
verses 21-22 as a rationale of the second part. He concludes tha t
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together they function as examples of Theon's "first-level" 
elaboration. It has already been pointed out tha t this type of 
elaboration is deduced from  Theon's ra ther laconic rem arks 
concerning the exercise in the confirmation of a chreia: "It is 
necessary, however, to provide argum ents for each p a rt of the 
chreia, beginning with the first ones, using as m any topics as 
p o s s ib le ." 9 5  Also already noted is that by "each p a rt of the chreia" 
(etcaoTov piepos* Tijs* xpeias*), Theon is thinking of those gram m atical, 
logical, and  ethical topics which are obscure, implausible, shameful, 
etc. In this exercise in  confirmation, the task of the o rato r was to 
identify those topics and  then  argue against them. This exercise, 
then, encourages a  process of argum entation from  the opposite.96 
Salyer fails to understand  the "parts" of the chreia in  this topical 
way. W ithout discussing the ra ther obscure phrase in Theon, he 
adopts a  m ore syntactical approach, dividing the chreia into two 
clauses (verses 15ab) and considering these clauses to be the "parts" 
m entioned by Theon. Furtherm ore, his definitions of verses 19c and  
23 respectively as "inference" and "conclusion" do not reflect what 
the handbooks have to say about the elaborated chreia.
Given th a t Theon fails to furnish any examples of his exercise on 
confirm ation, it seems more p ruden t to explain the relationship of 
these verses to verse 15 on firm er grounds. In the form al analysis, 
it was suggested th a t they functioned as an early com m entary on 
the saying in verse 15. Given their clear enthym em atic nature, it 
seems likely th a t they originated in a circle which did understand  
the chreiic nature of the saying, and wished to augm ent the 
argum entation through the addition of two rationales. They split the 
chreia in two, added the rationales and so succeeded in  creating two 
new  "argum entative” chreiai. The interpretative move involved was 
an  ethical one whereby the m ain in terest lay in listing those actions 
and attitudes which caused real defilement.
The rhetoric used is deliberative, since it invites the audience to 
ponder the meaning of the saying and then decide appropriately. 
The issue a t h an d  was simply w hether to wash or no t before meals.
95 Theon 384-86.
96 See, Hock and O'Neil, The Progynmasmata, 72-73.
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in  im itation of stricter Pharisaic practice. At some point, the need to 
unpack the saying was felt, and  the enthym em atic reasoning of 
verses 18c-19ab, 20-23 was added. These sayings could only have 
been  form ed in relation to the saying in verse 15. The 
argum entative move consisted precisely in the use of the 
enthym em es, which invited the audience to ponder the  problem  
upon  a m ore reasoned basis. The interpretative move was to 
dow nplay the cultic (the first enthymeme) and to highlight the 
ethical (the second enthym em e). The list of vices reflects a Diaspora 
environm ent, and  its emphasis upon the ethical points to a group 
w here cultic concerns were rapidly disappearing. The deliberative 
na tu re  of the rhetoric, however, suggests tha t cultic concerns were 
still alive within the audience, though there is no sign of strong 
social dem arcation lines being laid down. However, the reasoned 
n atu re  of the enthym em es does suggest a more "learned" context 
for the discussion in which (rhetorically) trained  individuals were 
bringing their energies to bear upon the Jesus t r a d i t i o n .9 7  The issue 
a t hand  focused upon the cause of true defilement and  introduced 
ethics into the discourse.
::
g) Genre, Stasis, and  Rhetorical Situation
Mack recognizes that more than one rhetorical situation lay behind 
the p resen t un it when he argues tha t the issue involved in the 
original chreia-saying in verse 15 concerned the m atte r of clean and 
u n c le a n .9 8  As the chreia underw ent the process of dom estication 
and  elaboration, it began to reflect a  situation of conflict with the 
synagogue and  form ation of a group outside it. As the  issue shifted 
to the tradition of the elders, the focus of the passage m oved from  
the disciples to the religious leaders. The original rhetorical 
situation of social critique consequently hardened  into a polemic
— — —^  ----------- — ------
97 TheiLen comments: "Deutlich ist: Die in den Apophthegmen dargestellte 
Kommunikation ist eine Auseinandersetzung zwischen "Gelehrten", d.h. 
zwischen Inhabern einer besonderen Rolle, in die nicht jedermann 
eintreten kann.... Die Annahme liegt nahe, daR Apophthegmen anders als die 
W undergeschichten keine allgenieinen Volksüberlieferungen waren, 
sondern bestimmten Rollentragern zuzuordnen sind: namlich jenen, die im 
enstehenden Urchristentum predigten und lehrten." Lokalkolorit, 121.
98 Myth, 189.
99
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which a ttem pted  to justify this new m ovem ent in  face of criticism 
from  without.
Salyer prefers to read  the story m ore in term s of class conflict, with 
the consequent rhetorical situation being described in term s of an  
attack upon the dom inant ideological structures of the society. 
Flouting the purity  laws, Jesus and  his disciples were in  danger of 
being expelled from  tha t society altogether, and  it was this 
transgression and  its consequent danger that created the need  for 
the discourse in chapter 7. "How Mark’s Jesus can m ake this 
challenge and  m aintain his own ethos as a valid m em ber of society 
is the rhetorical problem  which he m ust o v e r c o m e ."  99 The rhetorical 
situations envisaged by Mack and Salyer are radically different. For 
Mack, the passage reflects a group engaged in the process of 
uncoupling itself from  the larger society; for Salyer, it reflects a 
group whose behaviour was threatening them  with expulsion from  
th a t society bu t whose discourse was arguing strongly for the 
validity of their continuing m embership.
The foregoing analysis has attem pted to trace the different 
rhetorical sti'ategies pursued in the various parts of the unit. Verse 
5 (the second limb) and  verse 15 were the original chreia. The 
forensic discourse apparent in the accusation of the religious leaders 
was replaced by a m ore deliberative style of speech in  the response. 
T hat response reflects the world of wisdom sayings, and  refuses to 
take up the legal discourse of the questioners. Previously, it was 
argued th a t verse 15 does not represent an absolute rejection of the 
traditions. If tha t is the case, then the original chreia h ad  a 
rhetorical situation within the synagogue, in which the stricter 
standai'ds of Pharisaic piety were being resisted.
The com m entaries in verses 18b-19, 20-23 rep resen t a m om ent of 
m ore reasoned discourse, in which the underlying logic of the 
saying in  verse 15 was being uncovered. They reflect a sim ilar 
rhetorical situation to tha t verse.
"Aspects," 161.
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A com parison between verses 9-13 and verses 15-23 shows how  
the two units go in different directions. W hereas the teaching in 
verses 15-23 argues in  favour of p resen t (Jevdsh-Christian) practice 
and  against the stricter ritual understanding of defilem ent, verses 
9-13 argue against (Jewish) practice and in favour of the 
traditional understanding of the law secundum  m en tem  legislatoris 
(Moses). They achieve this by denying Corban practice legal status, 
and  by ignoring the fact tha t it was also Moses who legislated for it.
100 Moreover, there is evidence from the Rabbis that not all Jews held the 
Corban to be binding. See H. Danby, The Mishnah (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1933), 275. Z.“W. Falk notes: "While Jesus considered the vow to be illegal and 
void, the Rabbis held it to be merely voidable." "On Talmudic Vows," HTR 59 
(1966): 311.
This reading suggests tha t the group to whom this teaching was 
addressed  was already clearly differentiated from  o ther Jewish 
groups. The th rust of the teaching indicates tha t the problem  
concerned who were the true inheritors of the Mosaic law. The 
answer ad intra  is clear. At the same time, the m ixture of bo th  
epideictic and  forensic rhetoric does indicate tha t the teaching was 
no t only for the benefit of the Christian group, bu t was also used ad  
extra  in  disputation with Jews. If the argum entation ad in tra  was 
forceful, especially if the group consisted m ainly of Hellenistic 
Gentiles, that same argum entation ad extra could no t have h ad  the 
same power, since the Jews could equally have argued tha t their 
practice was rooted in Scripture and law. The passage, however, did 
n o t allow th a t argum ent to be v o ic e d .  w h en  these verses were 
added  to the complex, so too was the question regarding the 
tradition  of the elders in verse 5.
Mark's addition of the Isaiah quotation has a polemical tone, and his 
addition  of verse 8 makes it quite clear tha t he considered the 
com m andm ent of God to be contrasted to the tradition of men. That 
addition, it was argued, should be understood as addressed most 
specifically to the religious leaders as false teachers. This 
heightened polemic introduced by Mark, then, had  its focus on a 
specific p a rt of the Jewish community. Mack, therefore, is closer to 
the m ark than  Salyer, when he sees a gradual hardening of
I
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positions between two opposing groups, ra ther than  a  pleading to 
rem ain  w ithin Judaism, as Salyer reads it.
5, Evaluation and Conclusions
à
a) The plotting of the history of the transm ission of 7.1-23 from  
original controversy to final Markan form and the rhetorical 
analysis of each of its com ponent parts has brought some 
interesting results regarding chreia analysis. The original 
controversy of verses 5 (minus the m ention of the trad ition  of the 
elders) and  15 presents itself as a ra ther good chreia. It is a 
responsive single sayings-chreia giving a longer explanation ( t o  k o t ’ 
èpwTïiaiv aiTLwSes'). The additions of the com m entaries in  verses 18b- 
19b and  verses 20-23 record the first attem pts to "argue" the chreia 
by  m eans of enthymem atic reasoning. Both enthym em es function as 
rationales, w ith the resu lt tha t verses 18b-19 and  20-23 are 
them selves chreiai, slightly elaborated by m eans of rationales.
These com m entaries were the work of reasonably learned  
individuals who had  acquired a certain rhetorical sophistication. A 
sim ilar sophistication is evident in  verses 9-13 which contains a  
good chreia (verse 9) with an authoritative argum ent as rationale 
and  an argum ent from  the contrary. The Isaiah citation, on the 
o ther hand , contains no real argument, as Bultmann insightfully 
notes, bu t consists of pure vituperation. Its length an d  varied  
content argue against characterizing it as a chreia.
b) The respective rhetorical situations underlying the various 
sections differ from  one another in a num ber of respects. The 
original controversy shows some signs of polemic roo ted  in two 
quite d ifferent views of w hat constituted im purity. The 
com m entaries register a clear move away from  a cultic 
understanding  of purity  towards an ethical stance. Although no 
clear polemic is evident here, there are signs of social dem arcation 
taking place in  which the audience to whom the words were 
addressed  was being offered a new way of understand ing  w hat was 
an  im portan t issue for Judaism. Deliberative rhetoric characterizes 
this rhetoric. The first sure evidence of a break with the synagogue
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is given in the Corban example, where good rhetorical 
argum entation is used to show how "your tradition" goes against the 
com m andm ent and word of God. The argum entation in these verses 
is basically forensic, bu t epideictic discourse is also evident.
c) Mack's claim, then, that the original hum our of the Cynic chreia 
hardened  into a hostile polemic is too sweeping. The com m entaries 
on the saying in verse 15 are reasoned and their logic in no way 
depends upon a polemical attitude. The Corban illustration, while 
coloured by epideictic discourse, is based on reasoned, forensic, 
argum ent which contrasts the com m andm ent of God with the 
actions of those criticized. Mark's addition of the Isaiah quotation is 
polemical, bu t directed m ore a t the religious leaders. Mack's fu rther 
claim that Jesus' words and  authority  were the only real source for 
early  Christian argum entation is highly debatable. Firstly, the very 
fact tha t he is convinced tha t elaborated chreiai were constructed 
and  used by  these Christians already shows tha t a  highly stylized 
form  was considered useful in the argum entative process. By 
separating form  and content in this way. Mack ends up 
underm ining his own position concerning the presence of elaborated 
chreiai. Secondly, it is clear tha t Jesus makes the various argum ents 
his own but this does no t m ean "[h]e rules by fiat." Rather, as has 
been  shown, he is presented as capable of using enthym em atic 
reasoning in  a deliberative setting and of building up a forensic 
argum ent to dem onstrate how the law had  been broken. This is 
hard ly  the approach of "an imperious judge and sovereign." loi In 
any case, every student of rhetoric had  to make the various 
argum ents his own. Salyer's reconstruction of a com m unity in  the 
process of defending its place in the synagogue, whilst a t the same 
tim e abandoning ritual purity, is very unlikely.
d) Mark's redactional activity consisted in the supplying of the 
enlarged setting in verses 1-4, the Isaiah quotation and  conclusion 
in verses 6-8, the explanation in verses l ld -1 2 , the bridge verses 
in  verse 14 and  17-18a, and  the generalizing rem arks in  verses 13b 
and  19c. His explanation of "unclean hands" suggests tha t the 
practice of washing hands before meals was no t only of no concern
101 Myth, 199.
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to his audience, b u t also m ay well have been unknow n to them . The 
com m ents in  verses 3-4 about m ore general Jewish washing rituals 
indicate tha t Mark was concerned not about one particu lar practice, 
b u t Jewish practices in general, nam ely the tradition. The verses 
functioned to make a  clear boundary between Mark's audience and  
the larger Jewish world which is depicted as ra th e r strange and  
arcane. These verses were w ritten for the benefit of Mark's 
audience, among which there m ust have been a strong Gentile group 
quite ignorant of the practices described. Given th a t he aim ed the 
Isaiah quotation against the Jewish teachers, his redactional aside in 
verse 13b m ay also be read  as against that specific group, ra th e r 
th an  the Jews in general. Presumably he also read  verses 9-13 in 
th a t way. The com m ent in verse 19c may well have functioned as a 
rem inder to some in his community that the food laws belonged to 
this Jewish world and as such were to be abandoned. His insertions 
of verses 14 and  17-18a result in th ree different audiences being 
created for Jesus' discourse: the Pharisees and scribes (and 
disciples) in  verses 1-13; the crowd (and the disciples) in verses 14- 
15; the disciples in verses 17-23. This change in  audiences presents 
yet ano ther difficulty for reading the entire un it as an  elaborated 
chreia. Through these insertions, Mark was pursuing m ore narrative 
and  theological p u rposes-the  contrast between public and  private 
teaching, 102 and the disciples lack of understanding. Chreia 
elaboration was no t upperm ost in his mind.
102 Even if the contrast between public and private teaching in 4.1-20 came 
from the tradition, Mark has chosen to continue that contrast not only here 
but also in 9.28, 33, and 10.10. See Best, Following Jesus, 226-27.
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CHAPTER TWELVE. MARK 11.27-33
1. The Limits of the Unit
a) Introduction
A num ber of com m entators argue th a t Mark 11.27-33 either was 
connected originally with 11.15-17, or was radically  rew ritten  by 
Mark to bring it into close connection with 12.1-12. Since both 
positions m aintain that this section on the question of Jesus' 
au thority  did no t in  substance have an  independent existence, a 
detailed investigation of their argum ents is dem anded before the 
redaction, form  transmission, and rhetorical analyses can be 
pursued.
b) Mark 11.27-33 and  11.15-17.
Jean-Gaspard Mudiso Mbà Mundla is an  example of those 
com m entators who argue th a t the indeterm inate Ta€ra of verse 28 
indicates tha t the pericope belonged originally to a larger context. i 
On the basis of form  and redaction critical comments, he suggests 
tha t verses 15-16 supplied the original context. His reasons are: 
verse 17 is only loosely connected with verses 15-16; bo th  M atthew 
(21.12-13) and  Luke (19.45-46) no ted  the artficiality of th a t 
connection and  integrated the verse into the un it in a  m ore organic 
fashion; verse 17 bears all the signs of Markan redaction, as do 
verses 18, 19 and  27a; and  it is m ost unlikely th a t verses 15-16 
could have circulated independently without a  saying of Jesus. To 
these argum ents he adds two others: he notes D aube's rem ark th a t 
the verb  iroieiy in verse 28 "would as a rule be used of undertakings
1 Jesus und die Führer Israels. Studien zu den sog. Jerusalemer 
Streitgesprachen, NTA 17 (Münster: Aschendorff, 1984), 5-7. The word TccOra 
appears eight times in Mark: 2.8; 6.2; 7.23; 10.20; 11.28; 13.4, 8, 29. AU except 
13.4 and 29 clearly refer to what precedes.
s
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n o t purely academic" ^  and  so need not necessarily refer only to 
Jesus' teaching activity, and he m aintains tha t the connection of the 
two incidents in the Fourth Gospel (2.13-22) also points to the 
connection in  this instance, Hultgren further argues, following 
Nineham, th a t the m ost natural original sequence of events would 
have been tha t of trium phal entry, cleansing, and  question of 
authority . It was Mark who d isrupted this sequence by inserting 
the pericopes about the fig-tree (11.12-14, 20-27a), and  who 
thereby  broke the connection between the action and  question.3
These argum ents for an original connection between the Temple 
cleansing and  the question on authority are shared by a larger 
group of com m entator s.4 Certain difficulties arise, however, from  
such an  analysis. From a form al point of view, verse 15 was quite 
capable of being transm itted independently. M undla's difficulty 
arises from  Bultmann's conviction that, stylistically, the em phasis in 
the apophthegm  m ust fall on the saying.5 In this instance, it is the 
action which is em phasized and the saying which is explanatory. 
However, the previous investigation of the chreia  showed that 
action-chreiai did exist and  were used in the larger Hellenistic 
world. Verse 15 could, therefore, have circulated as an  independen t 
action-chreia. Again, from  the point of view of chreia  analysis, there 
is no reason to suppose that verse 17 was not p a rt and parcel of the 
un it from  the beginning (even if one suspects Mark's h and  in  the
2 The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism, Jordan Lectures in Comparative 
Religion II (London: The Athlone Press, 1952), 220.
3 Adversaries, 70-72; Nineham, Mark, 298.
4 For example, W. R. Telford, The Barren Temple and the Withered Tree. A 
Redaction-critical Analysis o f the Cursing o f the Fig-Tree in Mark’s Gospel 
and its Relation to the Cleansing o f the Temple Tradition, JSNTSS 1 (Sheffield: 
Sheffield University Press, 1980), 42-49; Albertz, Streitgesprache, 23; 
Cranfield, Mark, 362; Taylor, Mark, 469-70; Lohmeyer, Markus, 243; 
Schmithals, Markus, 2:505; Schweizer, Markus, 135; Grundmann, Markus, 316; 
Gundry, Mark, 666; Lane, Mark, 413; Josef Ernst, Johannes der Taufer: 
Interpretation, Geschichte, Wirkungsgeschichte, BZNW 53 (Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 1989), 34; id., Markus, 34. Further references are given by Mundla, 
Führer, 7 n. 13; Hultgren, Adversaries, 90 n. 14; Ulrich Mell, Die “anderen” 
Winzer. Hne exegetische Studie zur Vollmacht Jesu Christi nach Markus 
11,27-12,34, WUNT 77 (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1994), 42 n. 3. 
Sanders accepts the "conjecture" that 11.27-33 followed 11.16 immediately, 
"though probably not as part of the same unit." Jesus and Judaism, 363 n. 1. 
Unfortunately, he does not expand upon this rather enigmatic remark.
5 Geschichte, 36.
'Ï
6 His reasons are both literary and historical. Such a general prohibition he 
maintains, does not sit well with the action of the overthrowing of the tables, 
nor is such an admonition appropriate to the Temple in Jerusalem, given the 
placement of the gates. Jesus and Judaism, 364 n. 1.
7 Geschichte, 36.
8 See, Donahue, Christ, 117-18.
9 Contra Albertz, Streitgesprache, 16-36, 107-8. The majority of commentators 
disagree with AllDertz' position. See the discussions by Kuhn, Sammlungen, 
40-41 n. 179; Mundla, Führer, 299-302; Weiss, Lehre, 19-20.
19 See, Virgil P. Howard, Das Ego Jesu in den synoptischen Evangelien. 
Untersuchungen zum Sprachgebrauch Jesu, Marburger Theolgogische 
Studien 14 (Marburg: N. G. Elwert, 1975), 108. Donahue, Christ, 119; Hooker, 
Mark, 271. Contra Weiss, Lehre, 153-54. Taylor, taking a more historical 
approach, considers that the question in 11.28 comes from a time when the
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phrase kYi èSiSaoicey). In th a t case, the verses would have been  an 
example of a chreia of the mixed variety, with bo th  action and  
saying. The saying itself consists of an argum ent from  authority  (the 
chreia-saying, verse 17b) bolstered by an  argum ent from  the 
contrary, by use of com parison (verse 17c). Verse 17, then, is a 
slightly elaborated chreia which offers a rationale for Jesus' action 
and  thereby reveals a certain sophistication. The m ajor problem  
with this analysis is the in trusion of verse 16. Sanders com ments 
upon  its strangeness, though from  a different poin t of view, and  
suggests tha t it was a la ter addition. 6 Bultmann also, who thinks 
verse 15 by itself could possibly be understood as an  im aginary 
setting for the saying in  verse 17, fails to see the purpose of verse 
16, which could no t have been created in view of the saying.7 It 
should also be no ted  tha t verse 16 disrupts the relationship 
between action and saying. Most likely, then, it was a la ter 
intrusion, the purpose of which is no longer clear.
Regarding the argum ent concerning toOto:, it is first of all im portant 
to note tha t the tone of this controversy is quite different from  th a t 
of the controversies in  12.13-34. In these latter, Jesus gives clear 
answers to various questions, bu t none of the questions p resen t 
themselves as a direct challenge to his authority .8 Consequently, it 
seems unlikely th a t 11.27-33 form ed p art of an  already form ed 
complex of Jerusalem  controversies.9 Secondly, the in terest in  the 
è^ovoia of Jesus and the central place of the Baptist in the discussion 
suggest th a t this pericope sits better with those controversies 
placed a t the beginning of the Gospel in closer connection with the 
Baptist m aterial.39 The words è^ouaia /^conv  appear in 1.27; 2.10,
.-IT
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24, 26; 3.4. In each of the stories in  2.1-3.6, differently  from  12.13- 
34, some specific activity of Jesus or the disciples is questioned. 
Thirdly, it is possible for TaüTa to be used in a general way. Matt. 
11.25 does precisely th is .n  Fourthly, the activity in the Temple of 
Peter and  John which prom pts the religious leaders’ question in 
Acts 4.7 is referred  to in  the singular ( t o v t o ) .  Given the closeness of 
the parallel, one would expect a similar singular in  Mark 11 . 2 8 . 3 2  
Fifthly, Mark's redactional activity argues against an  original 
connection. In the close parallel in 6.1-2, most com m entators assign 
to Mark's redaction the opening scene in verses 1-2a because of its 
sim ilarity to 1.21-22. Equally, there is general agreem ent th a t 
verses 2b-6 were a  traditional c o r e .  33 This implies th a t a double 
question very similar to the question in 11.28 was in circulation, 
and  which referred  to Jesus' activity in general as raOra. Mark then  
proceeded to specify that activity as teaching through his addition 
of verse 2b. A similar process occurred through Mark's situating
11.27-33 in  its present place. The originally general reference to the 
activity of Jesus was brought into close contact with the Temple 
scene and so became much m ore s p e c i f i c .34 it is also im portan t to
■
Baptist's ministry had not long ended, Mark, 461. From a literary viewpoint, 
see Christopher D. Marshall, Faith as a Theme in Mark’s Narrative, SNTSMS 64 
(Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1989), 195-200.
33 Mell offers an extensive list of biblical parallels where raOra together with 
TTOLéü) is used in a non-specific sense. Winzer, 43 n. 11.
32 See, Mell, Winzer, 43. Moreover, if verse 27 is redactional, as will be 
argued, then the original exchange took place between Jesus and unnamed 
questioners. This makes the connection with the Temple act even less likely. 
Similarly, G. S. Shae, "The Question on the Authority of Jesus," NovT 16 (1974): 
16.
33 See, Guelich, Mark, 306, 308.
34 Although none of the commentators mention it, there is no reason to 
exclude, at the narrative level of the Gospel, a reference to the cursing of the 
fig-tree in the question of the religious leaders. A similar process in which 
Mark gave TaOra a much more specific reference may have taken place in 
13.3, if Mark placed verses 1-2 in their present position. See, Schweizer, 
Markus, 150. Pesch suggests that the original specific reference to the 
Temple act of 11.15 was given by Mark a much more comprehensive 
reference to the whole of Jesus' ministry. Nahenvartungen. Tradition und 
Redaktion in Mk 13, KBANT (Düsseldorf: Patmos, 1968), 103. The opposite view 
is taken here. Pesch's view is clearly influenced not only by his stance 
concerning the extent of a pre-Markan Passion Narrative, but also by his 
conviction that the Temple act, the question on authority, as well as the 
parable of the tenants, are all good historical reports. "Der Text ist (zusammen 
mit 12, 1-9) ein wichtiges Dokument für Jesu in Jerusalem erhobenen 
Vollmachtanspruch und macht auch die Hohenpriesterfrage 14,61 mit 
verstandlich." Markusevangelium, 2:212.
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note th a t the situating of the controversy in the Temple is the resu lt 
of Mark's redaction and  that the story itself contains no indication 
of place. Moreover, while it is true tha t Mark could separate one 
originally unified narrative through his sandwich technique, there is 
no evidence th a t he did  this with two, as would be the case here, 
viz., the fig tree episode (11.12-14, 20-25) and the Temple act and  
question (11.15-19, 2 7 -3 3 ) . Finally, it is no t un im portan t to note 
th a t both  M atthew (21.23) and Luke (20.1) understand  the question 
on authority  to be a specific response to Jesus' teaching activity. In 
light of these observations, it is m ore likely th a t the TaDra of verse 
28 originally functioned as a general reference to the m inistry of
Jesus.36
Regarding the argum ent concerning the Johannine parallel, a 
num ber of comments are in  order. Firstly the phrase in John, o t i  
ravTa iroieiç, is connected with a  request for a sign, ra th e r than  a 
question concerning authority. Even though the po in t of the request 
and  the question m ay be similar, there rem ains a form al difference, 
as Mark. 8.11-13 dem onstrates. 3 7 Secondly, in the Fourth Gospel, 
the dem and for a  sign is directly connected with the Temple act, 
and  the answer of Jesus takes up the Temple them e. Thirdly, Jesus 
does n o t refuse an answer, bu t makes a direct if m etaphorical 
response. Cause, question, and response form  a certain unity ,38 
Lastly, it is interesting to note tha t the Johannine presentation  is 
less polemical than  the Markan, even though the Fourth Gospel in 
general uses a greater polemic against the Jews.
Till Arend Mohr uses some of these arguments no t only to hold tha t 
the Johannine sequence is older and independent than  tha t of Mark,
35 See, Howard, Ego, 109; Mell, Winzer, 44. Similarly, Dibelius,
Formgeschichte, 42 n. 1, 280-1 n. 4.
36 Similarly, Weiss, Lehre, 144; Mell, Winzer, 42-43; Gnilka, Markus, 2:137 n. 4; 
Hooker, Mark, 271 ("possibly"); Howard, Ego, 110; Best, Temptation, 85;
Dibelius, Formgeschichte, 42 n. 1, 280-1 n. 4. K. L Schmidt notes: "Es kann 
sich das raOTa auch auf irgend eine andere Sache beziehen, die uns nicht 
bekannt ist." Rahmen, 294.
37 Similarly, Weiss, Lehre, 144; Mell, Winzer, 44.
38 This is not to say that the Johannine sequence was itself original, but only 
that it creates a more harmonious whole. The change of name for the Temple 
in John 2.19 may indicate Johannine redaction. See, Shae, "Authority," 16 n.
1; Mell, Winzer, 44.
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b u t also to m aintain tha t it has its roots in the activity of the 
historical J e s u s .3 9  Although he admits that Mark m ay have m ade 
use of a  quite separate tradition, he prefers to view 11.27-33 as a 
M arkan reform ulation of the Johannine sequence. In this 
reform ulation, according to Mohr, John the Baptist replaced the 
Temple saying as the sign given to the Jews. As he sees it, this 
reform ulation was executed priucipally to m aintain the theological 
m otif of the messianic secret. Also in view was his desire to 
underline the sharp break with the old cult, and  the opening of 
salvation to the p a g a n s .20
Now, while it is true tha t Jesus' refusal to answer the question of 
the religious leaders could be taken as pointing to the presence of 
the m otif of the messianic secret, it is strange to the context into 
which Mark has placed the exchange. The chapter begins with Jesus' 
messianic en try  into Jerusalem, goes on to the Temple cleansing and  
the cursing of the fig tree, and continues in the following chapter 
with the parable of the wicked tenants. In none of these pericopes 
does the messianic secret play any major ro le . 21 This fact alone 
points to the strangeness of 11.27-33, and already suggests tha t the 
un it had  a different tradition history. Moreover, it is difficult to see 
how Mark considered John to be the sign given to the Jews in place 
of the Temple saying .22 John's role in the Gospel is as the one who 
prepares. Indeed, in 8.11-13 where the word oinidov appears th ree  
times, Jesus explicitly rejects the request for a sign.23 it is also 
difficult to see how 11.27-33 functions to m ark the b reak  with the 
old cult and  the opening to the pagans. Mark takes care to have the 
question placed by the religious leaders, not by the Jews as such, as
39 Markus- und Johannespassion. Redaktions- und traditionsgeschichtliche 
Untersuchung der Markinischen und Johanneischen Passionstradition, 
AThANT 70 (Zürich: Theologischer Verlag, 1982), 100-8.
^^Passionstradition, 104-6.
21 See, Telford, Barren Temple, 254-57; Raisanen, Secret, 232-35.
22 Shae notes the difficulty: "This line of argument in the conflict story 
seems to indicate that the actions of Jesus (raOTa) under question have some 
relationship to what John had said or done." "Question," 20. Similarly, Mell, 
Winzer, 44.
23 The word also appears in 13.22 in a pejorative sense. Only in 13.4, where it 
is used by the disciples, does it receive an answer from Jesus. But there, the 
question is not about the authority of Jesus, but concerns the beginning of 
the apocalyptic woes.
J M r
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in  John. The polemic is not against the nation in this pericope, bu t 
against those who would lead them. Caution m ust be shown 
regarding M arkan characterization.24 it is certainly true  th a t the 
cursing of the fig tree symbolizes the passing of the old cult,2 5 but 
there is nothing in the encounter between Jesus and  the religious 
leaders which takes this up. Something similar m ay be said 
concerning the opening of salvation to the pagans. This is 
specifically addressed in Jesus’ quotation of Isaiah in  11.17, yet 
once again this motif is no t taken up m the later exchange.
24 See, for instance, Elizabeth Struthers Malbon, "Disciples/Crowds/Whoever: 
Markan Characters and Readers," NovT 28 (1986): 104-30. Scholttisek also 
notes: "Markus unterscheidet sehr genau zwischen dem Volk und einzelnen 
jüdischen bzw. staatlichen Gruppierungen.... In der markinischen 
Darstellung ist es gerade der Konflikt mit den Vertretern der jüdischen 
Synhedrialparteien (nicht mit dem jüdischen Volk als ganzem), der Jesu 
Geschick heraufbeschwort...." Vollmacht, 207-8.
25 See, Schweizer, Markus, 130-34.
26 Die Redaktion der Markus-Apokalypse. Uterarische Analyse und 
Strukturuntersuchung, Analecta Biblica 28 (Rom: Papstliches Bibelinstitut, 
1967), 37-44.
Jan  Lambrecht assumes a position similar to M o h r 's . 26 That Mark 
knew the Johannine Temple saying, he maintains, is evidenced by 
14.58 and  15.29, and perhaps even 13.2. His m ain argum ent, 
however, for Mark's knowledge of the Johannine sequence is his use 
of the phrase rama ttoicIs' which is identical to the form ulation in 
John 2.18. This argum ent he bolsters with m ore redactional 
comments: Mark's three-day division, his connecting verses, the 
topographical notices, the a-b-a^ structure in  11.12-25, and  the 
secondary in terpretation  of the cleansing in 11.20-25. All these 
functioned to d isrupt the original sequence. Mark's reasons for 
these changes were his desire to form  a grand inclusio  with the 
beginning of the Gospel (authority, the Baptist), to change the 
Temple saying into a prophecy of destruction (13.2), and  to replace 
the request for a  sign by a question concerning Jesus' authority. The 
redactional results were tha t the starting poin t of 11.27-28 now 
becam e the decision of the religious rulers in 11.18 to destroy Jesus, 
th a t the question on authority  referred not only to the Temple act 
bu t to Jesus' entire activity, tha t the opposition to Jesus deepened, 
and  th a t the counter-question of Jesus, through its reference to the 
prophetic character of John, contained a real revelation about Jesus'
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authority. Consequently, Lambrecht concludes, "Markus h a t 
redakHonnel und  sekundar ein Traditionsganzes aufgelost, 
auseinandergenom m en und  aufgeteilt."27
Lambrecht is tm clear at one crucial point. He argues tha t the phrase 
Tax)Ta TToieiç no t only indicates tha t Mark knew the Johannine 
sequence, b u t also tha t in  his source the question in 11.28 was 
directly  connected with the Temple act in 1 1 .1 5 -1 7 . 2 8  The problem s 
w ith this connection have already been discussed. At the same time 
Lam brecht is of the opinion tha t 11.28-33 was "ein gesondertes 
Traditionsgut."29 This would seem to imply th a t Mark had  two 
sources in front of him: a source which followed the Johannine 
sequence, and  a source which had  Mark 11.15-17, 28-33 in d irect 
sequence. At the same time he entertains Taylor's rem arks 
concerning the possibility tha t 11.28-33 may have been a  self- 
contained story in the tradition.30 His way out of this is to suggest 
th a t in tha t scenario Mark simply lifted the phrase raOra -noids* from  
his Johannine source. Finally, he comments tha t the possibility of a 
full-blown M arkan creation is "nicht notwendig unrich  tige." 31 At the 
end  of Lambrecht's treatm ent of the pericope, one is left with a 
num ber of possibilities regarding the origin of 11.27-33: either 
Mark reworked the sequence of the Johannine source; or he had  
before him  both the Johannine sequence and another sequence 
which directly connected the Temple act with the question on 
authority; o r he had  a self-contained unit which he inserted, taking 
the phrase xa^ra Troids- from  the Johannine source; or he wrote the 
whole incident from  scratch. Given the inconclusiveness of his 
results, his argum ents for Mark's dependence upon the Johannine 
sequence rem ain unpersuasive.
c) Mark 11.27-33 and  12,1-12
There are very  few com m entators who would agree with Pesch in  
m aintaining tha t 11.27-33 and 12.1-12 form ed an original unity
27 Redaktion, 40.
28 Redaktion, 39.
29 Redaktion, 43.
30 Mark, 468.
31 Redaktion, 43 n. 2.
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based  on the pre-Easter sequence of events roo ted  in  the life of 
J e s u s  .32 Lambrecht accepts th a t Mark was responsible for 
connecting the parable of the tenants to the question on authority, 
b u t m aintains tha t 11.27-12.12 now form  a literary  whole which 
signals the first attack of the authorities upon Jesus, bu t no t their 
capitulation. He bases this analysis upon the M arkan character of 
the in troductory  verse (11.27), bridge verses (11.32; 12.1a), and  
concluding verse (12.1 2 ).33 Scholttisek also considers 11.27-12.12 a 
literary  unit, bu t goes m uch further than Lambrecht in claiming 
th a t the two units are so closely intertw ined th a t the trad ition  
h istory  behind 11.27-33 is now irretrieveably l o s t .3 4  His argum ent 
is based on literary, material, structural, formal, thematic, and  
linguistic observations.
At the literary  level, he notes the narrative relationships betw een 
the two pericopes. The story which begins in 11.27 achieves relative 
closure in 12.12: Jesus' opponents, who first appear in 11.27, do not 
go away until 12.12; those described im personally in 12.1a and  
12.12 can only be the religious leaders in 11.27; the narra to r 
presum es tha t 11.27-12.12 is a  literary unit, since the question p u t 
in  11.28 is only fully answered by the following p a r a b l e .3 5
At the m aterial level, the content of the two units is similar. Jesus is 
rejected by the religious leaders both  in the answer regarding his 
authority  and  in his status as son and heir. The tactics of the 
authorities and  their lack of faith in the first un it correspond to the 
rejection and condem nation of the son in the second. The 
opportunism  which unmasks the lack of faith in  the first instance is
32 However see, Seyoon Kim, "Jesus—The Son of God, the Stone, the Son of 
Man, and the Servant: The Role of Zechariah in the Self-Identification of 
Jesus," in Tradition & Interpretation in the New Testament. Essays in Honor o f 
E. Earle Ellis for his 60th Birthday, eds. Gerald F. Hawthorne with Otto Betz 
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1987; Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr [Paul 
Siebeck], 1987), 134-35. Similarly, Gundry, Mark, 666.
33 Redaktion, 37-38.
34 Vollmacht, 188-97; Curiously, Scholttisek attributes Shae with the opinion 
that the connection between the two pericopes was the work of a pre-Markan 
redactor. Vollmacht, 188 n. 478. Yet there is no sign of any discussion of the 
relationship between the parable and the previous verses in his article. See, 
Shae, "Question," 20-24.
35 Vollmacht, 184.
Scholttisek notes no t only the difference in pattern  betw een this 
second type of controversy dialogue and the structure of 11.28-33, 
bu t also its negative conclusion with Jesus' refusal to answer. He
36 Vollmacht, 185.
I
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fu rther reflected upon within the horizon of salvation history in the 
parable, and  the consequences outlined. Finally, the divine origin of 
Jesus' authority  corresponds in  the parable to the authority  of the 
only beloved son sent by the o w n e r .36
His structural analysis is a  straightforward outline of the contents: 
Exposition: 11.27
Centre: 11.28-12.11
Controversy dialogue: 11.28-33 
Bridge: 12.1a
Parable: 12.lb-11
Conclusion: 12.12
■ ÎÏ
The controversy dialogue he further subdivides:
A verse 28: Opening question
B verses 29-30: Counterquestion
C verses 31-32: Discussion of the opponents
Bi verse 33 a: Opponents' refusal to answer
Al verse 33b: Jesus' refusal to answer
From a m ore form al point of view, Scholttisek suggests th a t there 
are two types of synoptic and  rabbinic controversy dialogues. The 
first is characterized by the simple structure of three elements: an  
offensive situation, an  objection in the form  of a question, and  an 
answer in  the form  of a counter-question. The second is m ore 
com plicated with five elements:
A Offensive situation 
B Objection in the form of a question 
C Preparatory answer in the form  of a counter-question 
Cl Questioner's answer in  the form of a counter-question 
Bl Concluding answer to the opening question
/■
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m aintains tha t there are no parallels to such an  ending either in the 
synoptic h 'adition or elsewhere.37
Both thematically and linguistically, Scholttisek goes on to claim, 
there  are signs of Mark's heavy re-working of w hatever trad ition  
came to him  in o rder to bring it into line with the im portan t motifs 
of his Gospel. Firstly, Mark already stressed the them e of authority  
as a  leitm otif of his Christology in 1.21-28 and  2.1-3.6.38 Mark
11.27-33 thus constitutes an  overview of Jesus' m inistry  and  the 
refusal of the religious authorities to believe. This type of la ter 
reflection is a  M arkan characteristic (e.g., 8.14-21). Secondly, the 
accent on the preparato ry  role of John in verses 31-33 fits in  well 
w ith the Markan depiction of John: both he and  Jesus are rejected 
by  the ir unbelieving people and so share the lot of the prophets 
before them. Thirdly, both in  2.1-3.6 and 11.27-12.12, the lack of 
faith in Jesus and the rejection of him  is grounded in the opponents' 
view that Jesus' responses are blasphemous. From the poin t of view 
of vocabulary, the high priests, scribes, and elders are m entioned in 
8.31; 14.43, 53; 1 5 . 1  as the unbelieving opponents of Jesus; their 
discussion among themselves recalls 2.6, 8; their fear of the crowd 
is taken up in 12.18; 14.2; 1 5 . 1 0 . 3 9  The type of double question 
regarding the identity and mission of Jesus also is used in 1.27; 2.7;
4.41; 6.2; 8.27, 29. Finally, the large am ount of repetition in 11.27- 
33 points to Markan redaction (verses 28b and  28c; verses 28b and  
29fin.33fin; verses 30a and 31bc.32a; verses 30b and  33a). As a 
resu lt of all these factors, Scholttisek concludes: "Inwieweit Markus 
in 11,27-33 auf eine traditionelle Überlieferung Bezug nim m t, ist 
nicht m ehr en detail auszumachen."40
"1
This ra th e r full exposition of Scholttisek's analysis has been 
necessary because of the quite radical position he takes regarding 
the origins of the pericope and its relationships with the parable.
-----------------------------------
37 Vollmacht, 192-93.
33 Lührmann also considers this theme of authority so important that he
concludes that Mark composed the entire unit. Markusevangelium, 197.
39 Scholttisek also considers the question they put to themselves about their 
lack of belief in John as a sign of Mark's hand, but does not offer any 
comparable texts. Vollmacht, 195.
40 Vollmacht, 196.
T
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The following critique wiU attem pt to address his observations and 
conclusions.
Regarding his literary  observations, the narrative relationships 
which he notes between 11.27-33 and 12.1-12 correspond to w hat 
m any com m entators see simply as the redactional activity of Mark 
when he brought the two pericopes together. W hen he states th a t 
the n a rra to r simply presupposes the unity of the two pericopes, he 
is making a  literary judgem ent which says nothing of their 
historical origins. Scholttisek's rem arks regarding their literary  
unity  adds nothing to what previous redactional analysis of the 
passages has provided.
Regarding the relationship in content between the passages, there  is 
hard ly  the "gleiche Konstellation" which he claims. That 
constellation Scholttisek sees as Jesus' answer and the authorities' 
refusal to respond, on the one hand, and the refusal of the son and  
heir on the other. Yet the first unit has no trace either of Jesus' 
being sent, or of his rejection. On the other hand, the themes of 
sending and double rejection, of the heir and  of the tenants, he a t 
the h ea rt of the parable. Regarding the respective tactics in the two 
units, these are discussed, it is true, by the reUgious leaders and 
tenants respectively. The first discussion, however, ends w ith a  lack 
of decision; the second discussion concludes with a clear decision to 
make away with the heir. Similarly the opportunism  which is 
p resen t in both  pericopes is hard ly  equivalent—the opportunism  of 
the religious leaders is with a view to extracting them selves from  a 
tricky situation; th a t of the tenants is with a view to taking over. In 
general, there is a  difference both in tone and  purpose. In the 
exchange concerning authority, the tone is one of testing, even of 
opposition, whereas tha t of the parable is one of condem nation and 
exclusion. The purpose of the opponents in each of the units is quite 
different: whereas the tenants w ant something from  the son which 
they do no t have (inheritance), the religious authorities presum ably 
believe th a t they are the heirs aheady. These m aterial differences, 
then, in  theme, tone, and purpose suggest tha t 11.27-30 was no t 
composed in light of the parable.
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Scholttisek's structural analysis of the units is lacking in  two ways. 
Methodologically, he fails to offer any clear criteria which guide his 
analysis and  consequently offers no more than  a break-down of the 
various constitutive elements. Neither his structural no r his literary  
analysis is inform ed by contem porary or ancient literary  theory and  
both  suffer as a  result. This lack of m ethod then leads to a  scarcity 
of results. He breaks down 11.27-12.12 as a  whole, and  then  
procédés to analyse the structure of 11.27-33, bu t fails to 
dem onstrate how both pericopes are structurally and organically 
related  one to the other. To say tha t 11.28-12.11 is the "Zentrum" 
hard ly  provides a structural analysis.
It is, however, Scholttisek's formal, thematic, and hnguistic 
observations which are most im portant for his conclusions 
regarding 11.27-33. While it is true that the negative conclusion 
with the refusal to answer bo th  by Jesus and the religious 
authorities is peculiar, this says nothing by itself e ither for or 
against Markan redaction. The onus of proof, in  fact, is on the one 
who argues for Markan redaction but, since there are no form al 
parallels in the Gospel, this is impossible. At the them atic level of 
the Gospel narrative, it is true th a t Mark credits John with a 
p reparato ry  role, bu t in 11.27-33 there is no M nt of th a t role. 
Moreover, John is not rejected by an unbelieving people; indeed, 
quite the reverse (see, 1.5). He is, in  fact, executed by  an  infatuated  
Herod who had m ade a foohsh promise.^: The question on authority  
does recall the encounters in 2.1-3.6, bu t does no t function as a 
la ter reflection in the way tha t 8.14-21 does. There, Jesus makes an
41 Neither is there any sign of an allusion to Mai. 3.1-4, via Mark 1.2. Contra 
Hooker, Mark, 272; Donahue, Christ, 121. For Lane, the reference to John is 
appropriate, since John had already effected that split between the people 
and the religious leaders which characterized Jesus' ministry in the Temple. 
Mark, 413. While it is true that Mark stresses the authorities' fear of the 
people (11.32; 12.12), and Jesus' hold over them (11.18), it must be said that 
during Jesus' second and third days in the Temple (11,12-12.44) the crowd is 
mentioned directly only three times. The first instance records their 
amazement at his teaching (11.18), the second that they heard him gladly 
(12.37), but the third contains a criticism of them (12.41, 44). In fact this 
criticism is anticipated by 12.37 which is an ominous echo of Herod's reaction 
to the Baptist in 6.20 (kkI ifi5eiû? aÙToO tiKouev). If anything is stressed, it is the 
crowd's fickleness and indecision. Lane's further suggestion that the parallel 
may be based on an earlier act of expulsion from the Temple by John is 
purely conjectural. Mark, 414 n. 60.
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explicit reference to a previous event. If his question in  8.19 came 
from  Mark, as seems likely 42 it seems strange th a t he would n o t 
have created some similar question in this context. In sum, 
Scholttisek’s formal, thematic, and hnguistic observations no m ore 
prove the Markan provenance of the pericope than  do his hterary , 
structural, and m aterial comments.
d) Conclusion
The preceding investigation was necessary because of the various 
argum ents concerning the relationship between the pericope and  
11.15-17 or 12 .1 -12 .1 have concluded that Mark 11.27-33 was 
neither connected in  the tradition to the story of the cleansing of 
the Temple, nor radically rew ritten in the light of the subsequent 
parable. This being the case, the substance of the pericope m ost 
likely came to Mark, Uke others, in  isolation from  the traditon.
2. Redaction
a) Introduction
Various positions have been taken regarding the extent of M arkan 
redaction in this passage. He has been given responsibility for p a rt 
of verse 27, for the remolding of verses 28-29, and  for the addition 
of verses 31-33. In w hat follows, it will be argued th a t the m ost 
p ru d en t position to take is to credit Mark with the in troductory  
verse 27 and  with the explanatory aside in verse 32bc.
b) Verse 27.
Although there is general agreem ent about the M arkan nature of 
verse 27 a, there is no such consensus regarding the rem ainder of 
the verse. The use of the historical p r e s e n t , 43 the m i parataxis, and  
the re-appearance of ttcxXiv are all good indicators of M arkan
42 See, Guelich, Mark, 425. Cf. 6.52; 7.18; 8.17.
43 Lambrecht notes that the historical present followed by the imperfect 
occurs no fewer than 21 times in the Gospel. Redaktion, 37-38 n. 4.
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composition in verse 27a, as is the formula + verb of arrival + ds- 
with location (see, 1.21a; 6.1; 8.22a; 9.33; 10.1, 46a; 1 1 . 1 5 a ) , 4 4  
Typical argum ents against the Markan origin of verse 27b are the 
following: the move from  the plural of verse 27a to the singular of 
verse 2 7b;45 the naming of two l o c a t i o n s ; 4 6  the addition of the 
TTpeopuTcpoi to the opponents of J e s u s ; 4 7  the traditional na tu re  of the 
verb  irepnTaTeiv;48 and the parallel of Jesus' walking in the Temple in 
John 10.23.49
If, however, as has been argued, this pericope was no t connected to 
the Temple act in  the tradition which came to Mark, then  these 
seemingly strong indications become more fragile. The m ention of 
bo th  Jerusalem  and the Temple echoes 11.11,15 and  so serves to 
strengthen the narrative hnk between the Temple act and  the 
question of the religious authorities.50 The question, which 
originally related to Jesus' m inistry in general, now focuses upon his 
expulsion of the m erchants, while no t losing entirely  its general 
reference. The change in num ber in the two verbs in verse 27 is 
driven  by the contents of verses 28-33 which contain no reference 
to the disciples. The debate is between the religious authorities and  
Jesus alone. 51 The addition of the elders may be seen as one of 
Mark's ways of anticipating the role all three groups would have in 
the arrest and execution of Jesus (see, 14.43, 53; 15.1). In this way, 
the pericope functions as a prelim inary trial before the Sanhedrin.52 
The irregular use of the genitive absolute is no t uncom m on in
44 See, Klostermann, Markusevangeliuni, 119; Shae, "Question," 4; Gnilka, 
Markus, 2:137; Sclimithals, Marktis, 2:505; liultgren. Adversaries, 70; Mundla, 
Führer, 6, 9, 12; Weiss, Lehre, 113 n. 36, 146 n. 18; Mell, Winzer, 30-31.
45 See, Sclimithals, Markus, 2:505.
46 See, Mundla, Führer, 9; 188-89.
47 See, Mundla, Führer, 9. Cf., 11.18.
48 See, Shae, "Question," 5. Cf., 2.9; 5.42; 6.48, 49; 7.5; 8.24; 12.38.
49 See, Shae, "Question," 5. He also mentions the parallel in papyrus 
Oxyrinchus 840.
59 Similarly, Bultmann, Geschichte, 18. Peabody notes: "Again, this irdXiv 
passage (11:27) and its previous referents (11:11 and 11:15) can be seen to aid 
ill structuring a section of Mark's gospel which extends from 11:11 to 13:1. 
Such structure is probably the work of the author." Mark as Composer, 145.
51 Similarly, Weiss, Lehre, 146.
52 Similarly, Donahue, Trial Narrative, 117.
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M a r k ; 5 3  the same m ay be said for the use of the historical p resen t 
followed by the imperfect. The unlikelihood of the Johannine 
parallel has already been discussed. In sum, then, these 
observations point to the probable Markan origin of the whole 
verse.
c) Verses 31-33,
S
Bultmann suggests the possibility tha t verses 31-33 m ay have 
stem m ed from  Mark himself. He argues that verse 30 makes an 
indirect claim concerning Jesus’ divine authority by analogy with 
the Baptist. Verse 31 as it stands does not pick up on th a t claim bu t 
ra th e r depicts the authorities musing over a possible accusation 
concerning their lack of belief in  John. This lack of belief m otif was 
a  Christian, perhaps even Markan, c o n c e r n . 54 Consequently, 
Bultmann is of the opinion tha t verses 31-33 were a Christian 
(Markan?) addition to the original Palestinian apophthegm  in verses 
2 8 - 3 0 . 5 5  Bultmann is correct to note the change in  po in t of view 
betw een verses 2 8 - 3 0  and verses 3 1 - 3 3 ,  and to argue for the 
secondary natu re  of these latter verses. However, he does no t offer 
sufficient reasons to claim Markan provenance. Use is m ade of 
TTiaT€ijeiv followed by the dative both  in  the LXX and  elsewhere in  
the New Testament. It was not therefore an exclusively Christian or 
M arkan c o n c e m . 5 6  Weiss takes up Bultmann’s position regarding 
the M arkan provenance of these verses and attem pts to offer 
fu rther grounds for this view. He notes the change from  direct to 
indirect speech between verses 31 and 32; the M arkan m otif of the
53 Examples of the genitive absolute followed by an accusative dependent 
upon a preposition are 5.18, 10.17, and 13.3. See, Blass-Debrunner, Grammar, 
§423, 2; Robert H. Stein, "The 'Redaktionsgeschichtlich' Investigation of a 
Markan Seam (Mk 1.21f.)," ZiVW61 (1970): 75 n. 15; Lambrecht, Redaktion 27 
n. 4.
54 Similarly, Hooker, Mark, 272; Donahue, Christ, 118-19. Donahue, however, 
considers that only verses 31-32 are Markan. Cf., Best, Temptation, 85.
55 In other words, the logic of verses 27-28 expects the discussion among the 
leaders to focus not on their lack of belief in John, but on the consequence of 
their admission that John's authority came from Heaven viz., that Jesus would 
make a similar claim. Geschichte, 18-19.
56 See, for example, Gen. 15.6; 45.26; Ex. 4.1, 5, 8, 9; 14.31; 19.9; Num. 14.11; Deut. 
9.23; 28.66; John 4.21; 5.24; 14.11; 1 John 5.10. See, Lohmeyer, Markus, 242 n. 5. 
Moreover, this is the only case of the verse followed by the dative of the 
person in the Gospel.
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leaders’ fear of the crowd (11.18; 12.12; cf., 14.2); the m otif of John 
as p rophet (6.15; 8.28) and forerunner, com pared with whom Jesus 
has greater authority; and, with Bultmann, the M arkan m otif of lack 
of faith.57
The change to indirect speech in verse 32, and  the motifs and 
vocabulary there, certainly do point to Markan redaction. The 
anacoluthon would have been unlikely during the oral transm ission 
of the story,5 8 and the explanatory ydp, the use of dxXoç in the 
singular form, the motif of fear, and the prophetic role of John are 
all M arkan words, techniques, or motifs.59 Taken together, these 
observations indicate the very probable Markan origin of verse 
32bc. Yet they say nothing regarding the M arkan origin of the rest 
of verses 31-33. Weiss, in fact, adds nothing new to Bultm ann's two 
points regarding the break between verses 30 an d  31 and  the m otif 
of unbelief. There are no cogent reasons, then, for defending the 
M arkan authorship  of verses 31-32a, 33.60
d) Verses 28-29
Weiss is at one with those com m entators who argue for an  intense 
M arkan activity in  this pericope. Not only does he  a ttribu te  to Mark 
verses 31-33, b u t also the first p a rt of the question in  verse 28 and  
the whole of verse 29. Regarding the latter, he notes th a t if the 
traditional m aterial ends with verse 30, then the question in  verse 
29 becomes meaningless, since th  ds \6yoç presupposes an  answer. 
A lthough he is aware of the Semitic style of the verse, which could
I
57 Lehre, 147-48.
58 See, Stein, Methodology, 112; Taylor, Mark, 50.
59 ydp appears 64 times; oxAo?, 38 times; 4)o|léo|iaL, 12 times, often in a redactional 
context, e.g., 9.32; 10.32; 11.18; 12.12. Mell considers that verse 32c, minus ydp, 
is traditional, and that verse 32b is Markan. He goes on to argue that this 
leaves an aporia in the text between verses 32a and 32c. His way out of this is 
through emendation, so that the traditional text which came to Mark would 
have read: d X X d  e f i r w p g r  kt d v O p d iir tD V , gpgt dTTCCMTEg e t x o v  t o k  T w d v v ’î iv  o v T t t ?  o t i
Winzer, 32-35. While it is true that there are some unusual words 
and usages in verse 32c which Mell indicates, it is too much to say that Mark 
did not see John as a true prophet, Mell's presupposition that behind the 
present ragged text there lay something much more coherent and 
symmetrical remains unproveable.
60 The verb GLaXoyiCopai also describes the reaction of the religious leaders in 
2.6, 8, and its use there is clearly traditional.
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indicate an  origin earlier than  Mark, he m aintains tha t a classical 
conditional construction would have damaged the dram atic nature 
of this counter-question.61 He also notes that there are no rabbinic 
parallels in  which the answer to the opponents' question depends 
on their answering a coimter-question.62 Regarding his first point, it 
is difficult to say w hat exactly he means by the dram atic na tu re  of 
the counter-question, and how exactly a change to a conditional 
clause would have dam aged it. Certainly, the verse as it stands with 
its three-clause structure and repetition of verse 28a has the 
characteristics of oral story telling, and so enjoys a certain dram atic 
quality. But this very point ought to argue against w ritten 
composition. In any case, there is no positive evidence within the 
verse of composition by Mark himself, ra ther than  some traditionist.
The same m ay be said regarding his second point: because there are 
no precise rabbinic parallels, it is incorrect to suggest Markan 
composition. Such a negative reason cannot be used to come to so 
precise a conclusion.
Weiss is also convinced of the Markan origin of verse 28a, the first 
question, for three r e a s o n s  .63 Firstly, he argues th a t the break  
Bultm ann sees between verses 28-30 and verses 31-33 is also 
p resen t between the two questions-the  denial of belief in the 
Baptist in verse 31 corresponds to the intention of the  first 
question. Mark's redactional activity in verses 27-33 followed the 
d irection of the first question. It has already been argued, however, 
th a t verses 29, 31-32a.33 are traditional. Discussion of the trad ition  
h istory  of verse 28 will be taken up in  the next section. Suffice to 
say here tha t verse 31 could also respond to the in tention and  
direction of the second question. His second argum ent, tha t Markan 
redaction is visible in double questions, does no t of itself decide 
which of the questions came from the tradition and  which from  the 
redaction,
■II
61 The imperative clause followed by a statement in the future tense are the 
Semitic equivalent of the classical conditional clause. See, Klaus Beyer, 
Semitische Syntax ini neuen Testament (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1961), 1:1, 252; Shae, "Question," 6; Pesch, Markus, 2:210 n. 5; Gnilka, Markus, 
2:137 n. 7.
62 Lehre, 150-51.
63 Lehre, 150-54.
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His last argum ent is based on Mark's use of the them e of authority  
throughout the Gospel. The pre-M arkan m aterial in  11.27-33 
(28b.30), he m aintains, sits well with Mark's understanding  of 
authority , b u t clashes with its presentation in  the first p a rt of the 
Gospel insofar as it clearly points to tha t authority’s divine origin.64 
The redactional verses 3.15 and 6.7, he argues, reveal tha t Mark 
was concerned no t only about the subjects of the authority  (the 
dem ons), b u t also about the very notion of the conferral of 
authority. For Mark, Jesus was conferred tha t au thority  when he 
was raised as son of man, bu t it already characterized his earth ly  
m inistry. The second question in 11.28 went against this 
understanding of the m om ent when authority was conferred, and
Mark corrected it by inserting the first question.
I-
Weiss' discussion of this last point is ra ther dense and  even 
confused. Firstly, he cannot decide w hether 2.10, the only text he 
refers to which links up the son of m an with authority , is traditional 
o r redactional.65 Secondly, it is no t a t all clear tha t 1.22,27 reflect 
the son of m an connection m ade in 2.10. In the first two texts, Jesus' 
au thority  is associated with his teaching activity, w hereas in  2.10 
the son of m an m otif is linked with the ability to forgive sins.
Thirdly, he simply states tha t the "from heaven - from  men" 
düem m a in 11.30 is equivalent to the com parison with the scribes 
in  1.22. This goes against his basic argum ent tha t through his 
insertion of the first question Mark changed the 
Übertragimgsmoment of Jesus' authority to the m om ent he was 
raised as son of man. If the dilemma in 11.30 points to the 
Resurrection, then clearly the comparison in 1.22 m ust equally do 
so, if Weiss is to be coherent. Finally, he confuses the narrative level 
of the story with the events they purport to describe. The story was 
directed a t an  audience who accepted that Jesus' au thority  was of
64 Thus, oupavou-€^  di^ Opoîtruv is the equivalent of g^ouaiav ex^v Kcci oux us:
OL ypappocTgts' in 1.22. Lehre, 153-54. Although he does not specifically mention 
it, it would seem that he is arguing that such a direct question would damage 
the theme of the messianic secret.
65 On the one hand he says, "Die Aussagen gehen insgesamt, mit Ausnahme 
von 2,10, auf Markus zurück." Yet, on the other, he concludes, "Die erste 
Frage in 11,28 steht damit auf der linie von 2,10 und entspricht dem Intéressé 
des Markus, aus dem er 2,10 in sein Evangelium einfügt." Lehre, 154. It is not 
even clear to which Aussagen he is referring.
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divine origin. To their ears, therefore, the second question would 
n o t have sounded out of place, even if it d id  not originate from  the 
historical Jesus. In general, then, Weiss fails to dem onstrate how the 
second question goes against the notion of authority  in the first p a rt 
of the Gospel, how the insertion of the first question succeeds in 
correcting its wrong understanding, and how the two questions are 
so different.
e) Conclusion
The various attem pts to argue for intense Markan activity in this 
pericope are, in  their various ways, no t persuasive. The m ost 
p ru d en t conclusions of this analysis are tha t verse 27 and the 
com m ent in  verse 32bc came from  Mark, and tha t the rest came 
from  the tradition.
3. Form and Transmission
a) Introduction
There is no general consensus concerning the formal analysis of the 
pericope and  its transm ission history. There are those who argue 
th a t the story in  its present form  was unitary  in origin. Others 
consider th a t verses 29 an d /o r  31-33 were later additions. Still 
o thers suggest tha t the one of the questions in verse 28 is older 
than  the other. In w hat follows, it will be argued th a t the original 
dialogue consisted of verses 28ac.30a, which was un itary  in  origin. 
The addition of verse 29 changed Jesus' original response, which 
was a  rhetorical question, into a real question. The response to that 
question came with the insertion of verses 31-33. The repetition  of 
the first question in verse 29 indicates that it was placed alongside 
the second question at the same time as the other additions.
b) Verses 27-33
At first glance, the verses appear to be structured ra th e r carefully: 
the leaders' question (verse 28) is m et by a counter-question from
I
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Jesus (verses 29-30), which is followed by a  refusal to answer both  
by  the leaders (verse 33a) and  by Jesus (verse 33b). Daube suggests 
th a t this exchange, as well as m any similar rabbinic stories, was 
m odelled upon an  Hellenistic form which he calls the "Socratic 
Interrogation.’’ These exchanges take the following form: 1) hostile 
question, 2) counter-question, 3) answer by which the enem y 
becomes vulnerable, 4) refutation stated by way of inference from  
the answer.66 This analysis, however, has raised a num ber of 
objections. In the rabbinic stories, the counter-question posed by 
the Rabbi presupposes w hat the answer will be; there  is a  clear 
relationship of analogy between question and counter-question; the 
final answer is clear; and the rabbinic stories expunge any 
extraneous details. In Mark 11.27-33, Jesus’ question leaves itself 
open to either answer; the analogy between question and  counter­
question is not as clear as in  the rabbinic stories; verses 29 and  31 
im pede the quick-fire of the exchange, and  the story ends in  a  
negative fashion with refusals to a n s w e r . 67
Recognizing these difficulties, but still wanting to argue for the 
un ita ry  origin of the bulk of 11.28-33, Mell suggests th a t form al 
parallels exist in those synoptic apophthegms in which Jesus' 
"dialogue partners" refuse to answer an alternative posed by Jesus, 
since to answer would prove Jesus right and themselves wrong. 
Unfortunately, Mell offers only two parallels, Mark 3.1-5 and  Matt.
17.24-27. Regarding the first, he is explaining the difficult by m eans 
of the m ore difficult. The problems of fitting the story of the m an 
with the w ithered hand  into one formal category are generally
Judaism, 219. The only Rabbinic parallel he cites {Judaism, 151), however, 
is bSan "Der Tyrann Rufus, der Frevler, fragte den Rabbi Aqiba: Was ist 
denn für ein Unterschied zwischen dem einen Tag (dem Sabbat) und den 
übrigen Tag en? Rabbi Aqiba antwortete: Was ist denn für ein Unterschied 
zwischen dem einen Mann (Rufus) und anderen Mannern? Rufus 
entgegnete: Mein Flerr (der Kaiser) wollte es so! Rabbi Aqiba sprach: Auch 
betreffs des Sabbats wollte es mein Flerr (Gott) sol" See, Strack-Billerbeck,
Kommentar, 1:861. Gundry notes that both the chiastic structure and lack of 
closure are paralleled in many Rabbinic stories. Mark, 670. See also, Mundla,
Führer, 19. That Bultmann was aware of this quadripartite structure is clear 
not only from the examples he gives but also from his understanding that the 
point of such argumentation was to lead the opponent ad absurdum.
Geschichte, 43-45, 46.
67 See, Mell, Winzer, 45; Scholttisek, Vollmacht, 193, 194; Howard, Ego, 111,
Weiss, Lehre, 151.
t
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recognized. Mell categorizes Mark 11.28-33 as a controversy 
dialogue, yet elements of controversy (3.2, 4), healing (3.1, 3, 5), 
and  biography (3.5a, 6) are all present in 3.1-5.68 Moreover, the 
initiating question, which gives the alternative, comes from  Jesus. It 
is he who is trying to wrong-foot his opponents, ra th e r than  vice- 
versa. Finally, the people to whom the question is addressed are 
characterized by silence, ra ther than discussion among themselves. 
They are hardly "dialogue partners." Neither in form  nor content, 
then, does Mark 3.1-5 offer a  parallel to Mark 11.28-33. Matt.
17.24-27 is an even less likely formal parallel. MelFs adm ission tha t 
it is a "Schulgesprachs-Variante zur Form von Mk 11,28-33 als 
Untergattung des Apophthegmas" 69 already highlights the problem - 
-it is a variant. On closer inspection, however, it is clear tha t the 
only po in t of contact it has with Mark 11.28-33 is the alternative 
question. The initiating question comes once again from  Jesus 
(17.25c); it receives a direct answer from  Peter (17.26ab), which in 
tu rn  is followed by a conclusion from Jesus (17.26cd-27). Again, 
there is no real parallel in form or content.
68 See, Guelich, Mark, 131-33.
69 Winzer, 52.
70 Winzer, 45. Although he does not expand upon it, Mell presumably means 
that the question-begging lies in Jesus' claim to divine authority because his 
questioners believed in John's divine authority.
From the pericope itself Mell is convinced of its unitary  origin 
principally because he sees no logical break between verse 30 and  
verses 31-33. Given tha t the response in verse 30 does no t have an  
analogical relationship with the question, as in the rabbinic stories, 
an d  given the alternatives which allow the response to issue in  two 
ways, he argues that Bultmann’s attem pt to end the original 
dialogue at that point ends up with "einen textlichen Torso." In any 
case, he continues, Bultmann’s view tha t the questioners came from  
the Baptist’s circle turns Jesus’ answer into a  petitio  p h n c ip iiJ ^  His 
first point stands only if verse 29 belonged to the original response 
of Jesus. Verses 29-30 together clearly dem and an answer. 
However, if verse 29 did  not belong to the original exchange, as will 
be argued, then verse 30 takes on much more the status of a  
rhetorical question. Regarding his second point, it is true that there 
is a certain question-begging going on. However, in some Hellenistic
'V'
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chreiaij especially those which are characterized by  a "change of 
subject," a petitio  principii seems to be dem anded.71 Moreover, the 
rabbinic stories are no t averse to such a  procedure. In the exchange 
between Rufus and Rabbi Akibah quoted above, it is interesting to 
note tha t the argum ent is built up by the use of univocal term s 
(day/days; m an/m en), bu t is clinched by equivocal term s 
( L o r d /L o r d = G o d ) .7 2  Rufus is invited to accept the argum ent based 
upon the wUl of a God in whom he has no belief. The presence of 
question-begging, then, does not necessarily point to an  incomplete 
argum ent.
Other com m entators suggest tha t there are both form al and 
m aterial parallels in the Jewish wisdom book, the Testam ent o f  
Job. 73 According to Dankwart Rahnenführer, these parallels are: 
Job’s assertion that his heart is fixed on heaven and  no t on earth  
(XXXVI.3; Mark 11.30); his reaction to his fellow kings: epwrfjao) oe 
xdyov Kai mv àiTOKpi0ïis‘ \wi (XXXVI.5-6.); the sim ilarity betw een Jesus 
question in 11.29 and Job’s reply to Baldad’s second question 
(XXXVIII.3); and the sim ilarity between ’Ayvoai (XXXVIII.4) an d  oùk 
oTSajJicv ( 11 .33) .74
71 See, Theoii 172-78.
72 A similar equivocity resulting in a petitio principii is seen in the 
exchange between the emperor Hadrian and the Rabbi Gamliels daughter; 
"Ihr sagt, daR die Entschlafenen wieder aufieben werden; sie sind doch zu 
Staub geworden, u. kann Staub wieder aufieben? Da sprach Gamliels Tochter 
zu ihrem Vater: LaR ihn, ich werde ihm antworten! In unsrer Stadt, sprach 
sie, gibt es zwei Topfer; der eine bildet (die GefâRe) aus Wasser u. der andre 
aus Lehm. Welcher von ihnen verdient das groRere Lob? Der Kaiser 
antwortete: Der, welcher aus Wasser bildet. Sie sprach: Wenn er (Gott) aus 
Wasser (dem menschlichen Samentropfen) einen Menschen schafft, um  
wieviel mehr kann er es aus Lehm (dem Grabensstaub)." Sanh 91^. See, 
Strack-Billerbeck, Kommentar, 1:895. Once again, the force of the argument 
depends upon the equivocal use of the terms. The argument is made more 
fallacious by the implausible alternative given by GamlieTs daughter—a 
potter can hardly throw pots from water. What is interesting to note is that 
the questioner in this and other rabbinic stories never queries the terms of 
the argument. The similarity to Mark 11.27-33 is evident.
73 See, Pesch 2:209 n. 1. He fails to mention what these parallels are and 
rather strangely concludes that they add nothing to our understanding of the 
text. Similarly, Schmithals, Markus, 2:506.
74 "Das Testament des Hiob und das NT," ZNW 62 (1971): 87. The full text is 
given by S. P. Brock in Pseudepigrapha Veteris Testament! Graece, Vol. 4, eds. 
A. M. Denis and M. De Jonge (Leiden: Brill, 1967).
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This parallel is hardly convincing. Firstly, the exchange between Job 
and Baldad takes place over three chapters (19 verses) and has the 
form  of a long and intricate dialogue. Secondly, Baldad’s confession 
of ignorance (XXXVIII.4) is no t opportunistic, bu t a  real expression 
of his lack of knowledge. Thirdly, Job's response to this confession is 
no t a  refusal to answer, bu t ra ther an  attack on Baldad’s 
i g n o r a n c e .7 5  The whole th rust of the passage is to dem onstrate the 
hubris of those who have their "lot in dust and  ashes" (XXXVIII.2) 
attem pting to inquire into the m ind of God, especially when they 
cannot answer questions regarding earthly m atters. Both in form  
and content, the passage differs fundam entally from  Mark 11.28- 
33.76
It m ay be concluded, then, that there are no exact form al parallels 
either in rabbinic literature, or in  Hellenistic Jewish literature, or in 
the synoptic tradition. The only alternative is to explore m ore fully 
Bultmann's suggestion tha t the original exchange consisted of verses 
28-30, and the resulting logical contradiction created through the 
addition of verses 31-33. This will be done in three stages through 
the analysis of the double question in verse 28, the in troduction to 
Jesus' question in verse 29, and the concluding verses 31-33.
c) Verses 28 and  30
?
Lohmeyer m aintains, by reference to Acts 4.7 (’Ev irom Sumgei ij kv 
TToio) ô v o i ia T i  èT T oifjaaT e t o Ijto  i j l id s ' ; ) ,  tha t the question is "doppelt in  
der Form, aber einheitlich in der R ic h tu n g ." 7 7  This suggests th a t the 
question was conceived in a unitary fashion. There are, however, 
certain  indications tha t the two questions were separately 
conceived. Firstly, the reference to Acts is misleading, since the 
parallel is true only of the first question. Moreover, in  com parison 
to Acts, Mark 11.28c is ra ther copious (the use of the article, the 
dem onstrative, and  the Iva clause). Secondly, verse 30 directly 
responds to the second question ra ther than the first: "from Heaven"
75 "If you do not understand the functions of the body, how can you 
understand heavenly matters?" XXXVIII. 5
76 Similarly, Weiss, Lehre, 155-56 n. 57; Mell, Winzer, 45-46 n. 31.
77 Markus, 241. Similarly, Gnilka, Markus, 2:137; Mundla, Führer, 14.
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(God)/"from  men" responds well to the personal status of the 
p ronoun  (tis*).78 Thirdly, the second question is repeated  in verses 
29d and 33d, whereas the first is only echoed in verses 30.31-32a. 
Fourthly, the second question is characterized by Semitisms. The 
W -clause corresponds to the Aramaic and the phrase 8i6ovai 
è^otjaïav occurs m any times in the LXX and Josephus. There is a 
prim itive colouring to the question.79 Fifthly, the em phasis upon em 
xdyov in  verse 29b suggests tha t it read  verse 28 as a double 
question.80 These observations cumulatively suggest separate 
origins of the two questions.
On balance, the second question in verse 28c appears the m ore 
original. Its personal nature ( t is -) and Semitic colouring, and  also its 
copious nature, indicate a primitive Palestinian milieu. Verse 30a 
functions as a  perfectly adequate response to the question in  verse 
28c. On the other hand, if verse 28b ftmctioned as the original 
question, it is extremely difficult to see why a la ter traditionist 
w anted to introduce the extra question in verse 28c.8i In the 
section on rhetorical analysis, the reasons for the later additon of 
verse 28b will be discussed.
Finally, the fact tha t the first question is twice repeated  in verses 
29 and  33 indicates tliat the point of the second question had  
receded and  tha t the whole unit was reform ulated in the light of the 
first. From these observations, it may be concluded that the original 
un it consisted of the introduction in verse 28a, or something very  
like it, the question in verse 28b and  the response in verse 30, 
m inus the àTTOKpi0TiTé goi.82
78 Similarly, Shae, "Question," 11.
79 Similarly, Hultgren, Adversaries, 69-70; Shae, "Qriestion," 11; Matthew 
Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts, 3rd ed. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1967), 81.
80 See, Blass/Debrunner, Grammar, §247.2
81 This is what Mell suggests, but he can offer no reasons why verse 28c was 
a later insertion. Winzer, 46-47.
82 Similarly, Shae, "Question," 11-12; Hultgren, Adversaries, 69.
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d) Verses 28b.29.30b.31-33
We have already gone beyond Bultmann's analysis by suggesting 
th a t the original apophthegm  consisted of verses 28ac.30a. It was 
the inclusion of verse 29 in the original that brought so much 
criticism of Bultmann's p o s i t io n .8 3  However, once the function of 
verse 29 is recognized, it becomes clear that it belongs to the same 
tradition  as verses 31-33. The original apophthegm  functioned as a 
rhetorical question, the answer to which was presum ed to be 
obvious. The addition of verse 29 succeeded in turning tha t 
rhetorical question into a real question which dem anded an answer. 
T hat answer, or refusal to answer, now appears in verses 31-33. 
Verse 29 was therefore necessary to flag that the coming question 
was no t just a rhetorical flourish. That it was inserted  at the same 
time as verse 28b is confirmed by its repetition of th a t question.
The dem and to answer a t the end of verse 30 shares the same 
function as verse 29, and so was inserted a t the same time.
e) Conclusion
The original exchange, once again, is a  chreia-like question (verse 
28ac) and response in the form  of a rhetorical question based upon 
analogy (verses 29a, 30). The later additions functioned to 
em phasize the qualitative nature of Jesus' authority, ra th e r than  its 
origin in  God. In the next section, a possible reason for this change 
will be suggested.
4. Rhetorical Analysis
a) Introduction
In tlieir p resen t form, these verses resist any attem pt to read  them  
as an  elaborated chreia. They resemble more a dialogue. In w hat 
follows, it will be argued the the original core controversy was, 
however, constructed according to the chreia form. The later
83 Schmithals, for instance, accuses him of arguing "im Rahmen eines 
formgeschichtlichen Formalismus." Markus, 2:506.
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additions represent a  move away from  the question concerning 
Jesus’ authority to a question concerning the community's.
b) The Quaestio and  Response: Verses 28ac.30a
Mark ll,2 8 ac .3 0  is a  single responsive sayings chreia of the 
in terrogative variety  (icar’ èpwTrioiv).84 The emphasis on authority  
indicates forensic discourse. The stasis is one of quality, since there 
is no attem pt by Jesus to deny his activities-his response is of the 
type feci, sed iure. The real problem  regards how  Jesus' answer 
functions as a defence. Bultmann has an inchoate understanding of 
the rhetorical dimensions of the exchange when he identifies an 
argum ent from  analogy-just as John's authority came from  God, so 
too did Jesus'. To an extent this makes sense, since it presupposes 
th a t the questioners held John in high esteem. However, it does no t 
dem onstrate how this argum ent from  analogy would have been 
persuasive to those original questioners. A certain petitio  principii is 
apparent. Daube's explanation that the authority talked of here is 
official rabbinic authority has a certain attraction. Jesus stands 
accused as one acting with rabbinic authority (r^suth) w ithout 
formal "ordination" and is being asked to produce his "H c e n ce ."8 5  
Jesus’ rhetorical question would thus imply that just as John's 
m inistry was not hum anly sanctioned but derived directly from  
God, so too was his. The questioners would have been forced into 
accepting tha t it was possible to act in  certain ways w ithout the 
legitim ation of formal ordination. Unfortimately, it is very doubtful 
th a t this practice of form al appointm ent to rabbinic authority  
existed in the time of Jesus or the early C h u r c h .8 6  i n  any case, this
84 That the question in verse 28b constitutes a chreia-saying is evidenced by 
a similar saying in Suetonius' Lives of the Caesars: [Mjiliti cuidam occisum a 
se Othonem glorianti, "Quo auctore?” respondent. ("When one of the soldiers 
had boasted he had slain Otho, he (Galba) asked him, "On whose authority?") 
Galba, 7.19.2. See, Suetonius. Lives o f Galba, Otho & Vitellius, ed. and trans. 
David Shotter (Aris and Fillips, Warminster, 1993).
85 Judaism, 207-10. Scholttisek comments on this authority:"(Sie) wird weder 
direkt auf Gott zurückgeführt noch steht sie in einem unmittelbaren 
Zusammenhang zur Jahweherrschaft." Vollmacht, 66.
86 On the whole problem of the legitimation of charismatic authority, Mell 
argues that a clear division must be made between the periods before and 
after 70CE. It was only after the Jewish war that the idea of ordination of the 
pupil by the Rabbi gradually emerged in Pharisaic Judaism in order to 
overcome the problem of charismatic teachers. Winzer, 55-65. For a further
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reading presum es tha t the questioners belong to the religious 
establishm ent,
Mell situates the whole exchange within the Jewish discussion 
regarding the criteria for distinguishing between true and false 
prophets. That this was the case is indicated, he claims, by the use 
of the adverb ôVtwç. According to the criterion of verification set 
forth  in Deut, 18.22, he argues that reference to John was m ade 
because his words came to pass in  the life of Jesus. John's 
legitimacy, like that of the true prophets before him, was grounded 
ex eventu  in the life of Jesus.87 Four problems em erge here. Firstly, 
the criterion of fulfilment of the prophet's word was only one 
among a num ber of criteria which the Old Testament listed 
regarding the problem  of a prophet’s legitimacy.88 There is no 
evidence that the deuteronomic criterion became standard  in the 
first century CE. Secondly, there is no evidence tha t either Mark o r 
the traditions which came to him  gave the criterion of fulfilment 
any im portance. Indeed, Mark 13.22 associates the falseness of 
prophets with their ability to give signs and wonders (cf., Mark 
8.11-13). No m ention is m ade of their prophecies n o t coming true. 
Thirdly, while Mark saw John as the one who announced the coming 
of Jesus (1.7-8), popular Jewish m em ory associated him  as one who 
preached the coming of some unnam ed person who would bring 
about social and political c h a n g e .89 Clearly, Jesus, in  the minds of 
many, did not fulfill this prediction. Fourthly, there is a lack of logic 
in the argum ent. If the deuteronomic understanding had  been the
critique of Daube's position, see A. W. Argyle, "The Meaning of ê^ oucrta in 
Mark 1:22, 27," ExpTSO (1968-69): 343.
87 Winzer, 65-69. "Das Kernstück dieses literarischen Versuches ex eventu 
historiae ist erstens die Meinung, daR Johannes der Taufer ein vom jüd. Volk 
allseits akzeptierter gottlicher Prophet (V. 32c) und daR zweitens Jesus in 
seiner Funktion als Gottes Beauftrager die inhaltliche Mitte der 
prophetischen Ankündigung des Tâufers gewesen sei (V. 31c)." Winzer, 69.
88 See, R. P. Carroll, From Chaos to Covenant Uses o f Prophecy in the Book of 
Jeremiah (London: SCM, 1981), 192-97.
89 A detailed argument for this position is given by Robert L. Webb, John the 
Baptizer and Prophet. A Socio-Histoxical Study, JSNTSS 62 (Sheffield: JSOT 
Press, 1991), 261-306. It is interesting to note that Josephus {Ant 18.116-19) 
portrays John positively as both a baptizer and an ethical preacher, but does 
not mention his perceived prophetic status. In all likelihood, this was because 
of the revolutionary preaching associated with other prophets, and possibly 
the negative associations prophecy had for Roman ears. See, Webb, John, 308 
n. 4.
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herm eneutical key to the discussion, then the questioners would 
m ore correctly have anticipated Jesus' conclusion to be: Am t i  q v v  
oiitc èTTioTeiiaaTe ym. Finally, Mell himself describes the argum entation 
of 11.30-33 as "half-hearted," since, even if the Jews used the 
deuteronom ic criterion of fulfilment, there is no reason in the world 
why they would have had to apply John's words to Jesus ra th e r 
than  some other.90
c) Genre, Stasis, and Rhetorical Situation
Awareness of the rhetorical interplay between question and 
response allows m ore insight into the strength of the argum ent. 
Above it was noted tha t the question is characterized by forensic 
rhetoric. Jesus' reply in the form  of a rhetorical question gives the 
discourse a m uch m ore deliberative tone. Rather than  answering 
directly, Jesus places the questioners in a situation w here they  m ust 
ponder the facts. The first rhetorical move, then, was to move from  
forensic to deliberative discourse, and so tu rn  the question directed 
a t Jesus back on the questioners themselves. The second move 
created a "change of subject" which allowed Jesus to leave behind 
the charge and  introduce a  quite separate topic. The th ird  move was 
to introduce the reference to John which worked both  as an  
example and as an enthymeme. There was a quite dense rhetorical 
strategy a t work, m ade all the m ore impressive by the few words 
used in  Jesus' response. The enthymematic reasoning has the 
following pattern: John's authority came from God ra th er than  m en 
(m ajor premise: example based on popular belief); Jesus and  John 
are similar since Jesus' authority did not come from  m en (m inor 
premise: argum ent from  analogy); therefore, Jesus' au thority  also 
came from  God. Of course there is some question-begging going on 
here, bu t the persuasiveness lies in the restriction of the choice 
given: like John's, Jesus' authority can only come either from  God or 
m en -te rtiu m  non datur, Jesus forces his questioners into an  
"either-or" answer, and no other option is m ade available. The 
laconic nature of the response and its rhetorical load indicate tha t
90 Winzer, 69-72.
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there is no need either to suggest that the original ending has 
disappeared 91 or to reconstruct some putative e n d i n g  .92
The rhetorical situation reflected in the exchange presupposes tha t 
the questioners held John in high esteem, even if they did no t 
necessarily belong to his immediate circle. W ithout this, the 
response could no t have worked. No claim is m ade th a t Jesus is 
greater than  John-Jesus simply claims the same divine (prophetic) 
authority. It has already been noted that the response is 
characterized by Semitisms. Both this observation and  the lack of 
any profound Christology suggest a rather primitive origin of the 
saying, probably in Palestine. The equality between Jesus and  John, 
underlined by the analogy, further indicates that exchanges such as 
this could have typified the discussions of Jewish groups who had  
attached themselves respectively to Jesus and  John. Most likely, 
discussions of this sort took place before the Jesus group broke with 
the synagogue. Finally, the rhetorical density and subtlety of Jesus' 
answer indicates tha t the exchange was crafted in a reasonably 
educated milieu.
d) Verses 28b.29.30b.31-33
The m ajor change which occurred in the tradition was the 
transform ation of the rhetorical question in 11.28c into a real 
question dem anding an answer. This is the m am  function of verse 
29, the addition of which serves to emphasize the interrogatory 
natu re  of Jesus' question. This is evidenced both by the 
announcem ent of the coming question in verse 29b (’EireptoTfiaa)) and  
the double dem and for an answer in verses 29c and 30b (àTroKpieTiTé 
iioi). The verse also serves two o ther purposes. Its em phasis upon 
eva xdyov favourably contrasts Jesus with the questioners, who need  
to ask two questions. The traditioner who inserted  verse 29 also 
inserted  the first question in verse 28a. This suggests th a t he was 
interested in showing Jesus' intellectual superiority in  com parison 
with his opponents'.93 There is a strong emphasis upon the logos 
dim ension of the argument.
91 Contra Gnilka, Mark, 2:137
92 Contra Shae, "Question," 13-14.
93 Similarly, Gnilka, Markus, 2:139.
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But something m ore im portant was happening, and this is the 
second purpose of the addition of verse 29. The question which 
came to the traditioner was interested in  the divine origin or 
otherwise of Jesus' authority. That original question and  answer 
reveal no special polemical intent. It was the trad itioner who 
introduced the polemic by characterizing the questioners as 
opportunistic and  devious (verses 31-32). In this way they becam e 
clear opponents, not only of Jesus but also of the com m unity which 
h ad  preserved the original chreia. Once that com m unity saw that 
the question concerning the origin of Jesus' authority  also concerned 
the origin of their own authority, they found themselves in a 
difficult corner. Most likely, they believed that their authority  
originated in Jesus' h im self-certainly  this is how Mark would la ter 
understand  it (3.15; 6.7; cf., 13.34). And there is no evidence in  the 
Gospel that the community claimed authority directly from  God. 
Therefore, the second question in verse 28b left the com m unity  
with only one answer—Jesus himself. And th a t is precisely the 
answer the opponents were looking for, since it was no answer a t 
all. By introducing the first question, the traditioner changed the 
emphasis from the (personal) origin of the community's authority  to 
the (divine) quality of tha t authority. Consequently, the community, 
while no t denying Jesus as the source of their authority, could claim 
th a t their authority  was of the same divine natu re  as Jesus', even if 
no t directly bestowed on them  by God himself. Direct appeal to 
Jesus was thus avoided.
The repetition of the first question in verses 29d and  33d confirms 
this concern to establish the divine quality of the com m unity's 
authority  ra ther than the personal source. Moreover, the opponents' 
discussion in verses 31-32 shows tha t the traditionist's aim  to move 
the discussion away from  Jesus was successful—they stick to the 
term s of Jesus' question in verse 30, ra ther than  introducing 
argum ents m ore favourable to their viewpoint. This is the 
fundam ental mistake they make. The original chreia-saying sought 
common ground with the questioners. The traditioner changed the 
nature of that question, since clearly the questioners no longer held 
John in  any esteem (verses 31-32ab). Consequently, the question no
■S
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longer sought common ground as the way to carry the argum ent.
Rather, by presenting the questioners' deliberations in  term s of 
self-interest, the trad itioner sought to win the argum ent by 
attacking the ethos of his opponents. The opponents fall into the 
trap  by attem pting to answer the dilemma, ra ther than  by denying 
its appropriateness, and  m so doing present themselves in a 
negative light. It m ay well be tha t the questioners were already 
deem ed to be p art of the religious hierarchy. The traditionist 
succeeded in freeing the community from a tight com er both by 
avoiding direct appeal to Jesus as the source of his and their 
authority, by focusing ra ther upon the status of the Baptist, and  also 
by making a final response in kind to the questioners. The 
im pression is given of two quite separate groups, hostile to each 
o ther and unable to convince each other of the validity of their 
respective positions. It is likely th a t the break with the synagogue 
h ad  already occurred.
The polemic introduced by the traditionist indicates th a t the 
Christian community had  moved to an offensive stance. The initial 
chreia-saying took place in a deliberative environm ent and invited 
the questioners to answer the question themselves, based upon 
the ir own beliefs. The traditionist attacked the legitimacy of the 
questioners themselves by characterizing them  as dissimulating and 
opportunistic, and so introduced a more epideictic discourse. It was 
through vituperatio  tha t the traditionist hoped to win the argum ent. 
Interestingly, the questioners are honoured with a certain  am ount 
of sophistication, as their discussion in verses 31-32ab shows. That 
discussion resembles somewhat the form  of a chreia "in the m anner 
of a  s y llo g ism ."  94 However, it is that very sophistication which 
works against them: they are condem ned by their own 
argum entation. Their logos is underm ined by their ethos.
94 The oil gives an example; A ioyévris“ 6 cjDiAdffoJioff Î S è x  peipdKLov irepLatrCî? 
KaXAwm^dpevov, eÎTrcv, Ei p ev  wpog avBpas* aT uxets', e l 5e irpdg y u raÎK ag  dB iK et? . 
("Diogenes the philosopher, on seeing a youth dressed foppishly, said: Tf you 
are doing this for husbands, you are accursed; if for wives, you are unjust.") 
Theon 139-41. Note that such a syllogistic response functions to corner the 
addressee, who is given no way out. The difference in the Markan text is that 
the questioners corner themselves.
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e) Verses 27.32bc
il
Mark continued the polemic by specifying tha t the questioners were 
the religious leaders and by emphasizing their fear of the crowd as 
the basic reason for their refusal to answer. A clear break-down in  
com m unication had  occurred which resulted in  two quite separate 
groups locked into m utual condemnation.95
The pericope both in the form  which came to Mark and  in  its final 
form  in the text bears no resemblance to any type of elaborated 
chreia. The point of elaboration was always to dem onstrate the 
thesis. Jesus' refusal to answer, as well as the religious leaders' 
dialogue among themselves, indicate that the original chreia moved 
quite definitely away from  the forms of argum entation set out in 
the handbooks. There is a  definite argum entative strategy which 
works through vituperatio, bu t there is no sign of the reasoned 
process of persuasion which characterizes elaboration.
5. Evaluation and Conclusions
a) Once again there is good reason for accepting tha t the present 
pericope began as a  chreia. The question in verse 28c is followed by 
a chreia-saying which is quite dense with rhetorical tactics. 
Rhetorical question, analogy, change of subject, enthymem atic 
reasoning, and change of genre were all put to good use and 
together succeeded in  answering the questioners. A certain 
sophistication is evident. The problems of authority and legitimacy 
lie a t the h ea rt of the dialogue and reveal tha t these were real 
concerns of the Judaisms of the first century CE. The appeal to 
popular belief (in the Baptist) implied in Jesus' question suggests 
tha t no coherent criteria for determining legitimacy had  yet been 
worked out. Certainly, appeal to the deuteronomic criterion is 
nowhere in evidence. One is left with the im pression of different
95 Mell comments: "[I]hr Nicht-Wissen (11,33b) 1st schon tiicht mehr 
Position, sondern Korruption." Winzer, 176. See, Gnilka, Markus, 2:139-40; 
Pesch, Markus, 2:211. Mark's note explaining the crowd's estimation of John 
may indicate that memories of the Baptist were already passing for his 
generation.
I
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groups of Jews, not yet in opposition to each other, appealing to 
different authorities (such as John and Jesus).
opponents hoped to hang it.
b) The additions of verses 28c.29.31-32ab.33 introduced a m uch 
m ore polemical tone. Now the comparison was no longer so m uch 
between Jesus and  John, but between Jesus and, m ost likely, the 
religious leaders. His intellectual superiority is indicated by the "one 
question" he asks, as opposed to the two of the questioners. That 
they  were w orthy sparring partners is shown by the syllogistic 
reasoning they employ in  verses 31-3 2ab. Yet tha t reasoning serves 
to show how they condem n themselves: they are set up by Jesus to 
work out how they themselves are mistaken. The polemic fu rther 
underlines their deceitful and  opportunistic character. A clear 
separation between two religious groups is evident. That is 
confirm ed by the strongly vituperative nature of the passage. By 
attacking the ethos of the questioners, the traditionist succeeded in 
bringing their good faith into question. Thereby he succeeded in 
avoiding a direct answer to the question regarding the com munity's 
authority, bu t clearly brought the authority of the questioners into 
doubt. This argum ent from ethos confirms the conclusion tha t this 
passage is no elaborated chreia. If it were, one would expect m uch 
m ore use of logos. There is, however, a  clear rhetorical strategy 
which was to take the com m unity onto the attack. It was th a t attack 
upon the questioners which succeeded in bringing them  u nder 
pressure and so letting the community off the hook upon which the
a
I
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c) Finally, Mark specified the questioners and continued the polemic 
against them  by describing their fear of the crowd. His fu rther 
explanatory com ment in verse 3 2d suggests tha t the figure of the 
Baptist was already receding in the memory of the com m unity for 
whom he was writing.
;
I:
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
The aim  of this thesis was to examine the rhetorical dimensions of a 
sample of Markan apophthegm s in  order to evaluate w hether it is 
accurate, as some scholars claim, to define them  as examples of 
simple or elaborated chreiai. The investigation was principally a 
formal analysis, although certain historical conclusions emerged.
I offered in the first section an overview of the scholarly discussion 
of the apophthegm s from  Dibelius and Bultmann to the present day. 
From this I concluded tha t certain insights of the classical form  
critics still stand the test of time. These are that m uch of the 
Markan m aterial originated at the oral stage, tha t it circulated in 
small units, and tha t over time more m aterial was added  to those 
small units as they were used by different people a t d ifferent times 
and in different contexts. Consequently, I m aintained, it was 
reasonable to make an attem pt to isolate the original form  of the 
apophthegm s from  their later accretions, and to offer some 
persuasive explanation of their transmission histories. Since the 
thesis was essentially a formal investigation, I chose n o t to engage 
in the debate concerning the authenticity of the various sayings 
since this would have led me away from  the m ain aim  of the thesis. 
In any case, given the lack of scholarly consensus in  contem porary 
history of Jesus research, this would have been to expand vastly the 
scope of my enquiry. I fu rther argued that redactional additions by 
Mark should be identified before the formal analysis itself. This had 
the purpose not only of ensuring a  proper formal analysis but, m ore 
im portantly  for my investigation, of allowing a judgm ent to be 
m ade about Mark’s knowledge of the chreia form.
In section two I presented the various definitions, classifications, 
and  elaborations of the chreia, prefaced with an overview of the 
place of rhetoric in the Greco-Roman world. This was necessary for 
an inform ed understanding of the influence of the chreia upon the 
Markan materials. I noted  the differences in  understanding among 
the three great rhetoricians of antiquity, Aristotle, Cicero, and 
Quintilian, and noted that rhetoric itself m ust be seen as a  deeply
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encultured phenom enon. All of them  were convinced that rhetoric, 
based upon an epistemology of the probable, was a valid avenue 
into the truth. They understood that rhetoric was about persuasion 
and  argum entation. I concentrated upon what they had  to say about 
the creation of the speech (inventio) and its outline (dispositio). This 
was necessary in order to show how the production and  structure 
of the fully elaborated chreia related to both. For the same reason, I 
in troduced the subjects of the topics, rhetorical genres, rhetorical 
situation, and stasis theory. From aU this I concluded that these 
rhetoricians understood rhetoric to be a practical art, aimed at 
producing action, and  based upon persuasion and judgement. 
Consequently, rhetoric m ust be seen as social discourse using 
conventions, beliefs, and codes upon which the audience appealed to 
could agree. Rhetoric was, in other words, highly contextual.
I then  set forth  the definitions, classifications, and elaboration of the 
chreia and  suggested that there was a lack of conceptual clarity 
among the authors of the handbooks in respect to each of those 
areas. At the heart of this chapter was the com parison between 
Aristotle’s outline of the speech and the structure of the fully 
elaborated chreia as expounded by Hermogenes. This showed that 
the elaborated chreia was in fact a mini-speech. Further, I showed 
th a t the chreia was a very malleable form, able to expand, to 
contract, o r to use different terminology. I argued, however, tha t it 
is tmlikely tha t there was any single system of elaboration 
generally agreed upon at the time of the form ation of the Gospel 
materials. Nonetheless, I accepted that Hermogenes' m odel of 
elaboration could be used as a heuristic device to discover the 
extent to which the Gospel materials reflect tha t structure.
The choice of M arkan pericopes to study was guided no t only by the 
definition of the chreia bu t also by the outline of its elaboration. I 
chose six sample texts in which there is a question or objection 
followed by an answer of Jesus which is either brief o r followed by 
some fu rther responses which may have followed the outline of the 
elaboration. I proceeded to analyse the pericopes in  the following 
way. Firstly, where necessary, I established the limits of the un it as 
it came to Mark. This was necessary since for successful chreia
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analysis the beginning and  end of the unit had to be dearly  
dem arcated. I then  examined the redaction, form, and  transm ission 
histories of each as necessary steps before the rhetorical analysis, 
no t only of their present form bu t also of the various stages of their 
transm ission histories. It was in  this la tter section th a t I suggested a 
possible rhetorical situation out of which the various parts of the 
pericopes m ay have originated.
A num ber of interesting results have emerged. Most im portantly , I 
have argued tha t a t the very bedrock of the post-Easter trad ition  
there  were small stories tha t were crafted as chreiai. It seems 
highly likely tha t this was a conscious crafting, since chreiai were 
popular in the culture of the day and Hellenism would have brought 
them  to Palestine. Moreover, various different argum entative 
strategies were used. There are both single and double sayings 
chreiai; there are chreiai which respond to an enquiry, and others 
which seek a  longer explanation. There are argum ents from  
authority, example, analogy, maxim, and enthymematic reasoning. 
Even at the primitive stage, then, there are signs of some slight 
elaboration. It should also be noted that the form  did no t come from  
the Old Testament, since there is very little use of them  there, if 
any.
To this extent, I am in agreem ent with Weiss. I also agree th a t the 
rhetorical situation of the original chreiai was discussions among 
d ifferent groups of Jews within the synagogue. Bultmann was 
methodologically correct to seek out parallels to the apophthegm s 
elsewhere, bu t I noted the problem s with the rabbinic parallels he 
chose. His basic insight, however, might rem ain if it could be shown 
tha t the rabbinic tradition also flowered out of basic chreiai and  
th a t the form  was used in debate within the synagogue. This would 
dem and a fu rther extensive study. It may be w hat Neusner is 
groping toward when he notes that the type is common to both  the 
rabbinic and synoptic traditions bu t that the forms tended  to 
become separate in each. Weiss is also correct to say th a t these 
dialogues had  an apologetic ra ther than polemical purpose. I would 
p refer to say, however, that m any of the questions had  a polemical 
purpose, flagged by the use of forensic rhetoric, bu t tha t the
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responses are characterized by a  rhetoric of a m ore deliberative 
kind. In general, Jesus avoids arguing in legal terms, and  the 
deliberative discourse which he chooses works not only to defend 
his actions and those of his disciples, but also to appeal to those who 
lodged the objection or placed the question. Those responses 
functioned, in o ther words, to invite reflection among the 
questioners or accusers concerning their own activities. Mack, 
therefore, goes too far when he claims that the responses functioned 
to reduce the questioners to silence. Both the use of deliberative 
discourse and the various argum entative strategies chosen function 
together to persuade the questioners to deliberate over their then  
cu rren t practice. It is also worth noting that in alm ost all of the 
pericopes the stasis is one of quality. The accusations and  questions 
do no t make false statem ents about the activities of Jesus and  the 
disciples. The answer of Jesus is of the type feci, sed iure. The 
original chreiai, then, record the attem pts of the early commimity to 
explain both  why their lifestyle was different from  th a t of o ther 
Jews and why it was licit.
I have found no persuasive evidence, however, to support Weiss’ 
general argum ent tha t a framework scene was later added to the 
"basic form" (the dialogue) which marked a move away from  the 
apophthegm  form  to that of the chreia. I have argued tha t a  setting 
was added to 3.22.23, 7.5.15 and 11.28.30, bu t no t to the o ther 
chreiai. Care has to be taken regarding the establishing of general 
tendencies throughout the entire material. Apart from  an  increasing 
polemic, no general tendencies or laws of transm ission have been 
identified, at least from the rhetorical point of view. Each of the 
original chreiai developed in different directions, hi the chreia 
tradition, settings were optional, bu t quite acceptable (Robbins' 
"amplified" chreiai). From the point of view of chreia analysis, it is 
illicit to argue tha t the shorter form of the chreia was necessarilly 
the original. Regarding Weiss' point about the move from  the 
apophthegm  to the chreia, I argued that it is highly unlikely tha t 
there was any clear distinction between the apophthegm  and  chreia 
in antiquity.
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Weiss’ point about the basic form  of the apophthegm s is tha t they 
all contained general questions or objections and  it was to them, 
ra th e r than  the action in the setting, that the response was directed. 
In o ther words, the question or objection was directed a t the 
com m unity’s general behaviour. The setting was added  la ter to give 
the dialogue an historical grounding in the life of Jesus which 
allowed the community to defend its behaviour through specific 
reference to Jesus. Yet the questions in 2.16, 18 and  the accusation 
in  3.22 are all quite specific. In any case, it m ust be noted  tha t the 
basic form  already works by appeal to Jesus, and it is difficult to see 
why anchoring the dialogue in the life of Jesus would have m ade 
the argum ent any more cogent. In other words, if the basic form  
worked by appeal to the words of Jesus, why would appeal to his 
activity make the response any m ore persuasive? And it should be 
rem em bered also that in the chreia tradition, the setting had  no 
argum entative function.
To an  extent, my argum ent reflects the positions of both  Dibelius 
and  Bultmann, and goes against that of Taylor. The form er m aintain 
th a t pure forms lay at the bedrock of the tradition and  that, as time 
w ent by, those forms decayed. I also argued tha t pure forms lay at 
the bedrock of the tradition and that they decayed as new needs 
and  situations caused further m aterial to be added to them. By the 
time these apophthegms reached Mark, they had  moved a long way 
away from  the chreia form. It is im portant to understand  the words 
"pure" and "decayed" in strictly formal terms. The later additions 
were responding to specific needs just like the original chreia. 
Function not only creates form, as Bultmann and Dibelius 
insightfully note, bu t it also distorts it. But that distortion of form  
does no t m ean that the later additions are of any less im port than  
the original chreia. That is why I attem pted to give an 
argum entative function to each of the later additions in o rder to 
discover the changing rhetorical strategies of the early Christian 
community. Consequently, it was im portant to note, for instance, 
tha t authoritative arguments from  Scripture (2.25-26; 7.6-7), or the 
law (7.9-13), were no t used in the original chreiai, b u t tha t 
gradually they were introduced.
Ï:
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î p a rt with Dibelius and Bultmann, and also K. L. Schmidt, in  their 
description of the primitive tradition as anonymous, collective, and 
unliterary . The chreia was a clear literary form  which, like m any 
such forms, was able be used in oral communication. Consequently, 
the form  was chosen consciously by individuals as an  appropriate 
vehicle for them  to defend their practice against criticism or attack. 
It is of course impossible now to identify who those individuals m ay 
have been, bu t it does seem likely tha t they had  received a t least 
some minimal education. Consequently, I described them  as people 
with a  certain  intellectual sophistication. It is quite possible th a t 
they were the leaders of the Jesus group within the synagogue who 
were expected to give some account of the group’s way of life. 
Perhaps they even originated in scribal groups.
I fu rther argued, against Bultmann and Hultgren, tha t these chreiai 
were created in  a unitary fashion. Once the various types of 
response allowed by the chreia tradition are understood, it is 
unnecessary to talk of ideal settings having been created for free- 
floating sayings. This is no t to say, however, that some of these 
sayings never had  an independent existence. However, ra th e r than  
saying with Bultmann tha t the saying produced the setting, I have 
argued tha t the question or objection represented real problems, 
and  the saying was either created or retrieved in  o rder to answer 
them , hi this way, we can glimpse into the thought process of early 
Christians struggling to coimter the questions and  objections coming 
from  outside their circle. To this extent, then, these chreiai are short 
stories, in the way that Taylor, Tannehill, Hultgren, Mack, and 
Robbins understand them. There is a unity and roundedness to 
them , a clear relationship between stimulus and response. Emphasis 
ought to be placed upon all the elements of the unit, and no t just 
upon the saying itself.
Just as it is im portant to note that neither the Scriptures no r the law 
were used as argum ents in the original responses, it is equally 
im portan t to note what kind of arguments were used. Mark 2.17 
and 2.27-28 both argue from a maxim and an authoritative 
statem ent; in 2.19 there is an argum ent from analogy and a 
paraphrase; 3.23b-26 argues from  a  rhetorical question and an
&Î
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analogy; 7.15 functions as an authoritative statement; and  11.27 
argues from  example. It is interesting to note tha t in only one case, 
7.15, does the argum ent rest solely on a word of Jesus used as an  
authoritative statem ent. Very quickly, however, the need was felt 
to  bolster that statem ent through further argum entation which is 
visible in the com m entaries in verses 18b-19 and  20-22. T hat these 
also are chreiai suggests that they were added to the original 
response at a very early stage. %
Mack goes too far, then, when he claims that there is no point of 
leverage outside of the sayings of Jesus to sustain the 
argum entation. On the contrary, it is rem arkable tha t in these six 
stories direct appeal to a word of Jesus as an  authoritative 
argum ent is m ade only in half of them, and twice it is accompanied 
by a maxim (2.17, 28). From the point of view of chreia analysis, it 
is ra th e r strange that sayings attributed  to Jesus were used as 
argum ents from  authority. The point of such an argum ent was to 
elicit agreem ent from the interlocutors by quoting the accepted 
wisdom of some ancient. In the case of the Gospel materials, the 
interlocutors would not have accepted Jesus as an authority. This 
suggests tha t these original chreiai were directed towards two 
audiences—the Jews who were interrogating the followers of Jesus 
bu t also those followers themselves who may have needed some 
support as their practices came under criticism. These argum ents 
from  authority  show that the persuasive strategies relied no t just 
upon logos bu t also upon the ethos of Jesus. The logos dimension of 
the responses, however, depend for their argum entative force upon 
common-sense values and behaviour. They came from  the world of 
everyday wisdom. It is also interesting to note th a t only in  one 
instance (3.28-29) is there an argum ent based on pathos, fear of 
punishm ent and hope of reward.
None of the stories contain any high Christology, although all, among 
o ther things, have something to say about Jesus. In the three stories 
in  chapter two, Jesus is depicted as a disciple-gathering teacher, 
very like those other philosopher-teachers in the larger Hellenistic 
world. He is also a teacher in chapter seven, whereas the Beelzebul 
story presents him  as an exorcist, and in  the story concerning his
There is evidence that the chreia form  continued to influence some 
of the additions to the basic form. 7.18-19, 20-22 are themselves 
chreiai which argue on the basis of enthymematic reasoning. A very 
similar process is evident in 7.9-13. Finahy, however, there  was a
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authority  it seems tha t he is claiming the same prophetic status as 
John, This is in line with the chreia tradition which aim ed to 
characterize its various heroes in different ways.
Two stories in particular focus precisely upon the identity  of Jesus, 
and  in both  reference is m ade to the Baptist (2.18-22; 11.27-33).
This suggests, I argued, tha t the rhetorical situation out of which 
these original chreiai em erged was discussions between the 
followers of the Baptist and those of Jesus. Not all controversy 
dialogues had the same originating Sitz, as Hultgren notes. This 
becomes clearer when those chreiai which dealt with breaches of 
law or tradition are taken into account (2.15-17, 23-28; 7.1-23). The 
chreiai which He at the bottom  of these stories represent an 
exchange, still within the synagogue, between a  rigorist party  who 
w anted a m uch stricter application of the law to everyday life, and 
a m ore "laxist" group who were pleading for a less strict 
interpretation. Perhaps this was the reason why this group did no t 
appeal to the law or tradition in defence of its practice, since it was 
the in terpretation  of the law and tradition which was precisely in  
question. By offering common-sense reaction and hum ane values, 
this group hoped both  to defend its own activity and  offer 
reasonable argum ents why its opponents should come to share their 
lifestyle. In any case, these six chreiai suggest th a t there was lively 
debate going on in the synagogue a t the time, not only between the 
followers of Jesus bu t also with other groups, as the Baptist stories 
show. This indicates tha t the synagogue was m ade up of groups who 
h ad  different understandings of their religion, and  tha t 
consequently it is accurate to speak of the Judaisms of the day. 
Differently from  Weiss, 1 argued tha t there is no need  to seek a Sitz 
outside of Palestine for these stories because there are Flellenistic 
parallels. Given the deep in-roads Hellenism had m ade into 
Palestine, it cannot be a surprise that the chreia form  was known 
there also.
ÎÎ
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move away from  the form. I have argued against Mack and  Robbins 
that, although some of the stories may contain the beginnings of an 
argum entation (2.15-17, 18-19, 27-28), there is no evidence of any 
fully elaborated chreia. Later traditionists either d id  no t know the 
form  or chose to discard it in pursuit of other ends. This is an  
im portant point regarding the synchronic analysis of Mark from a 
rhetorical point of view. It is valid to enquire into the rhetorical 
load of each elements of a particular pericope, bu t when that 
pericope is forced into the procrustean bed of the elaborations of 
Hermogenes or Theon there results a distortion of both  text and 
interpretation.
S'
Nor is there any evidence that Mark knew the chreia form. From 
the redacdonal analysis Mark emerges as a  m oderately 
conservative redactor who chose to insert the various m aterials 
m uch as they came to him. His additions had  various motivations. In 
chapter two, Mark added verses 13-14 for the narrative purpose of 
pursuing his them e of teacher-disciple. This is also the case 
regarding his additions in  verse 18 and verses 21-22, and  for his 
additon of the David story in verses 25-26. This la tter addition also 
functioned to give biblical precedent for the disciples' action. Mark 
also inserted the quotation from  Isaiah in 7.6-7 but, differently 
from  the David story, used it in a much more polemical way, m ost 
probably  against the religious leaders ra ther than  the Jews in 
general. From these two instances, it may be concluded th a t Mark 
understood that the Scriptures could be used as an argum ent from  
authority which established precedence, and also tha t they in some 
way announced the future. His additions in 3.22-30 are more 
theologically driven. By mentioning the scribes from  Jerusalem,
Mark adum brated the final fate of Jesus in the Holy City (see also,
7.11). He also continued his characterization of Jesus as the one who 
called (see also, 7.14), and prepared for the parable discourse m 
chapter four and anticipated the theme of insiders/outsiders (verse 
23). Finally Mark inserted explanations (3.30; 7.2, 11c), and 
generalizations (7.3-4, 19c). In all this, Mark was pursuing narrative 
and theological purposes and there is no trace of any attem pt to 
m ould the materials that came to him  into a chreia form.
;
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All these chreia depict Jesus as a teacher of wisdom, appealing to 
common sense and hum ane values. I chose not to examine the 
authenticity  of these sayings for the reasons stated earlier. If these 
results, however, were replicated on a  greater scale and throughout 
the Gospels, there could be significant implications for history of 
Jesus research. Ï
In brief, the thesis has argued tha t a well known literary  form  was 
used a t the earliest stages of Christian formation. This would have
Igiven the early community a certain am ount of intellectual credibility, since that same form  was used to depict philosophers, 
kings, generals, and such like. It would also have allowed the 
m ovem ent to gain a foothold in  the general Hellenistic culture of the 
day insofar as the chreia was common linguistic currency. It 
offered, in o ther words, a language which the larger world could 
understand. Gradually the form  decayed as the various chreiai were 
expanded in  response to new questions and problems. It m ay be 
th a t this process of decay coincided with the m ovem ent turning 
inw ard to discuss specific community problems where a common 
form  was no longer necessary for establishing common ground.
Certainly, m any of the additions came about after the break with 
the synagogue. By the time Mark was utilizing the various traditions 
which came to liim, the chreia form had long since been discarded 
and  the need was clearly felt for a longer narrative depiction of 
Jesus ra ther than  the brief characterizations so beloved of the 
chreia.
i
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